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INTRODUCTION

William S. Griffith.

Adult basic education (ABE) has been the
subject of national interest since 1964; interest
which focused initially on the efforts to train
adult illiterates under title 11-B of the Economic
Opportunity Act of .964 (P.L,. 88.452). This pro-
gram, which became operational in 1965, was
funded by the Office of Economic Opportunity
and administered by the Adult Education Branet
of the United States Office of Education. Title 3
of the 1966 amendments to the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act (P.L. 89-750), known
as the Adult Education Act of 1966 shifted the
funding and administration of the program to
the Office of Education. Since that time the Con.
grass of the United States has continued and in-
creased its annual appropriations for this pur-
pose. There are indications that appropriations
will continue to rise it the future. As the annual
appropriations rise it is oecoming increasingly
clear that the Congress is -IOW exerting a major
influence on the development of adult education
through its special involvement in adult basic
education just as previous Congresses made
lasting impacts on adult vocational education
through the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act in
1917 and on adult education in rural areas
through the enactment of the Smith-Lever law
in 1914. Accordingly, a careful examinati n of
the nature of adult basic education is oi iital
concern not only to those who are interested
in improving such programs but to adult educa-
tors in general.

In providing funds for adult basic education
in 1964 the Congress expressed the intention
of assisting adults whose lack of skills in read-
ing and writing were restricting their possibili-
ties of securing employment commensurate
with their potential ability.' The legislation
focused on assisting adults to reduce their de-
pendence on ethers and to enable them to meet
their adult responsibilities rrc.:e adequately.
Subsequent legislation has not altered the pur-
poses of the prcgram apprceably.

At the time the Economic Opportunity Act
was passed there were relatively few persons
professionally prepared to plan and to adminis-
ter literacy programs. De. rite the fact that the
first recorded training session for teachers of
adult illiterates took place in 1911 in Kentucky,2
the meager amounts of federal, state or local
funds which were provided to support literacy
programs were insufficient to encourage end
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facilitate the development of a core of career
professional adult educators devoted to working
in basic education. Accordingly when the fed-
eral government made hundreds of millions of
dollars available during the depression years
to train hundreds of thousands of adult illiter-
ates to read and write 4 it was necessary to
employ as instructors individuals who had had
no special preparation for work. During World
War II the federal concern shifted from literacy
education to vocational education and so even
though the depression programs -,..-ovided hun-
dreds of thousands of Americans with their first
exposure to adult literacy education, the cessa-
tion of federal funding for such programs ef-
featively obliterated the positions which could
have become lifetime careers for literacy teach-
ers. Aid so it was that when funds were :nude
mailable to develop adult basin education pro-
grams in 1965, one of the first problems to be
faced was the lack of persons professionally
qualified, at least in the sense of having had
specific academic training, to teach illiterate
e duke.

The central purpose of this book is to re-
view the present state of the art in adult basic
education teacher training as a way of present-
ing in one document the central research base
which laidergirds the adult basic education
teacher training programs in institutions of
higher education. Each of the chapters in this
book was developed specifically for the Work-
shop to Increase and to Improve University
Teacher Training Programs in Adult Basic
Education held at The University of Chicagt in
March, 1969.

But before turning to an overview of this
book it seems necessary to consider the pres-
ent level of adult illiteracy and to proje.lt esti
mates for the next three decades. Seine may
believe that there are few illiterate adults in
the United Statcs today and that there will only
be an insignificant number in the future. It ;s to
those who have such a view of the situation that
the next several paragraphs are addressed.

THE INCIDENCE OF ILLITERACY

The data on illiteracy and trends for the
future show little promise that the illiteracy
problem Mil be solved either internationally
or nationally in this century. Internationally,



although the world's rate of illiteracy declined
from 44.3 per cent to 39.3 pet cent between
1950 and 1960, as a result of the tremendous
population growth which occurred during the
decade the absolute number of illiterates in-
creased from the level of 700 million to 740
million.6 Further, the drop-out rate in pri-
mary schools averaged 21. p.c cent annually.6

Nationally the magnitude and the trends of
the illiteracy problem have been estimated for
the U.S. Office of Education under a special
contract calling for the designing of a plan for
solving the illiteracy problem.' In this p.an
the term Educationally Disadvantaged Popula-
tion (EDP) was applied to those persons 18 years
of age or older who had not completed eight
years of formal schooling. According to the
1960 cen,.as about 24 million persons, or 13.4
per cent of the total population fit this category.
The EDP constituted 20.9 pet cent of the total
adult population aged 18 or over.

It is likely that the census figures under-
state the magnitude of the problem for two rea-
sons. Fin..t, even though a person may have
progressed through the eighth grade he may not
have been making use of his education and there-
fore regressed through a period of years to a
lower achievement level. Second, even though a
person may have attended school for eight years
it is not safe to assume that an eighth grade
level of proficiency was attained. A study of
able-bodied welfare recipients conducted by
the Cook County Department of Public Aid in
Chicago reported that on the basis of self-
reports of grades completed about 6.6 per cent
of the somple would he classified as function-
ally illiterate. However, on the basis of scores
obtained through the administration of the Stan-
ford Reading Test for grades 2-9, there were
50.7 per cent of the 689 member sample who
were performing at less than a sixth grade
level.8

Projections of the site of the EDP were
calculated into the first decade of the 21st Cen-
tury based upon the following assumptions: (1)
there is and will continue to be a sizeable drop-
out rate in the elementary and secondary edu-
cation system; (2) the environment of the oeople
in t'ie EDP will not change appreciable with
regard to motivation, encouragement, facilities
and opportunities for continuing education; (3)
there will be no literacy program of sufficient
magnitude to have ally appreciable effect on the
estimates; (4) the percentage of the EDP in each
succeeding age cohort of 18 years old is and
will continue to be about 6.3 per cent; and (5) the
mortality rate of the EDP does not and will not

differ significantly from the mortality rate of
the total population for comparable age groups.'
Based on these assumptions it was calculated
that the total EDP would drop from 23.9 million
persons in 1960 to 19.6 millions in 1973, 16.7
millions in 1983, and 14.9 millions in 1998, the
lowest number of educationally disadvantaged
persons in the United States in this Century.
And then, because of the accumulation of illit-
erates prt.duced by an appreciably larger popu-
lation, the absolute number of educationally
disadvantaged persons is predicted to begin

Even though not all of the assumptions ap-
pear equally valid, the basic trend and the ap-
proxiir ite magnitude of the estimates do not
seem unreasonable. It may seem logical to
suppose that the EDP has a hitrl r mortality
rate than doe:. the literate sect, he popu-
lation because of differences in nutrition and
health care' for the two groups and therefore
the EDP does not have the same life expectancy
as do those who are literate. On the other hand,
it is clear that there are many nc.w school drop-
outs each year and the percentage of iropouts
appears to have stabilized.

The major factor which accounts for the
predicted decline in the EDP until about 1998 is
the death rate of the population which was over
45 years of age and 70 percent illiterate in
1960.1°

On the basis of these estimates it seems
incontrovertible that the need for conducting
literacy programs will persist well into the
21st Century. Accordingly, the development of
improved methods of teaching illiterates and
of training the teachers of illiterates seems
sound and in fact Essential if the number of
adult illiterates is to be lowered significantly
in this century by other than natural causes.
Further, even if it should be possible to nearly
eradicate illiteracy in the United States, the
rapidly increasing numbers of illiterates
throughout the world would present a challenge
which this nation could not afford to overlook.

Because of the evident need for enlarging
and for increasing the effectiveness of literacy
programs in the United States in the decades
ahead a national conference was held to exam
ine the state of the research base for teacher
training programs in adult basic education.
The chapters of this volume are the invited
papers which were commissioned for and dis-
cussed at the Workshop.

THE PROBLEM OF DEFINI [ION
Despite all of the money and time which



have been spent on literacy programs it may
be somewhat discouraging to have to admit that
there is no universally acceptable definition of
key ceacepts in the field such as illiterate,
functionally illiterate, and basic education.
Some authors believe that in the United States
today a basic education is equivalent to 12 years
of schooling. Federal legislation has included
the eighth grade level in basic education al-
though a number of -ienators and congressmen
would like to have th.s defin;tion changed to in-
clude high school completion. Definitions of
functional literacy vary also as would seem
reasonable as higher levels of education are
required to enable an individual to function ef-
fectively. Accordingly care should be taken in
the interpretation of literature dealing with
adult basic education lest incorrect definitions
be assigned to terms which may be used idio-
syncratically by various authors.

UNIVARIATE SOLUTIONS FOR
MULTIVARIATE P4OBLEMS

One criticism stands out above all others
regarding the literature on adult basic educa-
tion: univariate solutions are being sought for
multivariate problems. Fruitless efforts seem
to be attempted afresh each year seeking to
answer such questions as: What is the best
method of training adult basic education teach-
ers? What is the best curriculum for teaching
illiterate adults? What kind of person makes
the best teacher for adult illiterates? What is
the best way of teaching illiterate adults? What
is the best way to test adults? and many others.
These questions have in common an erroneous
assumption, and that assumption is that the
concepts being dei- lt with are simple rather than
complex,

Two approaches exist for conducting rigor.
ous research in adult education. The first, and
this is beret exemplified in the chapters by Bot
winick, Monge and Gardner, and McFann is the
restriction of the problem to be dealt with to
modest proportions so that by careful control
the investigator is able to epeak with assurance
regarding the relationships among a restricted
number of discrete variables. In the second
approach great ;are is taken to define complex
variables by identifying their parts. Jans and
Blu, advocate this approach and various other
chapter authors acknowledge its validity even
though in retrospect they may have to admit
that their treatment of key variables Las been
overly simplified.

Perhaps the greatest advanc?s in cur knowl-
edge of adult basic education will come about
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only after those who do research in the field
stop seeking the best answer to problems and
instead approach their investigations with a
basic orientation which asks: What kind of
teachers (race, sex, I.Q., personality, motiva-
tion) are most effective (as measured by what
instrument) in teaching what kinds of students
(age, sex, I.0 , motivation) what kind of content
(job-related, hobby, family, health, recreation)
at what level of cognitive complexity using what
meerods, and what teaching style in what set-
ting? It seems apparent that only as detailed
descriptions are provided for each of the inter
acting variables will the research findings be-
gin to be cumulative. In a sense this volume
with its chapters of varying quality is a detailed
statement of particulars documenting the need
for strengthening and expanding the research
base if adult basic education teacher training is
to progress beyond its present primitive state.

THE ORGANIZATION
OF THE CHAPTERS

The twenty four chapters which have beer
brought together to serve as a benchmark of
research immediately relevant to adult basic
education have been arranged in eight major
categories; Teacher training, adult students,
testing adults, curriculum development and
materials, economic considerations, programs,
culture or social stratification, and overviews
of adult basic education: research and pro-
grams. The concluding chapter presents the
reactions of the Workshop participants to each
paper and then appraises the central problem
areas and research concerns for the improve-
ment of teacher training programs for adult
basic education teachers in the future.

TEACHER TRAINING
The first 5 chapters deal with teacher crain

ing programs in adult basic education. Neff
identifies and documents the existence of three
discrete and largely uncoordinated university
groups engaged in training professional work-
ers in adult basic education. The tabular pres-
entation of the universities engaged iv long and
short term training programs shows that the
contracts which th Office of Education has
awarded to support ter Cher training workslitos
hoe rico seen directed toward the strengthening
of an existing capseity, but rather to the en
largera,:nt of the nun. ler of institutions involved
in such activity. Perhaps the most perplexing
aspect. of Neffs presentation is the documenta-
tion of the apparent inadequacy of the inform.



lion state directors of adult education have of
training opportunities within their own sh. tes
for persons engsged in administering or teach-
ing in adult basic education.

Johnson, Cortright and Laubach report on
their effort to develop a relatively simple and
economical system of data collection and analy-
sis suitable for the routine, moderately budg-
eted, short-term teacher training program.
They observe that although it was possible to
detect shifts of teacher opinion regarding adult
illiterates, methods of teaching and motivatin,-;
adult basic education students after a 9-hour
training program, the behavior of the teachers
back on the job quickly regressed to the pre-
vailing norms of the program.

Ast cautiously describes the potential value
of the learning center approach while warning
against the development of over enthusiasm for
the latest approach to adult basic education.
Basing his discussion on a logical analysis of
the characteristics of adult learning centers as
educational systems, he argues for the explicit
designation of responsibilities for all members
of the center staff. Acknowledging the paucity
of research findings on learning center effec-
tiveness. he z.ch-ocates the use of selfevali.a
tions by each staff member who subsequently
must discuss his self-assessment with the cen-
ter director.

Ryan argues persuasively for the need to
identify the professional skills and strategies a
teacher should have before attempting to design
programs to develop sinrcific skills. Through
the use of the video tape recorder he provides
teachers in training with five kinds of feedback
on the ajiequacy of their performance with r3-
gard to specific skills. Although Ron asserts
that the scientific study of teaching is new, the
reader will discover that Ryan bases his train
ing program on an unsupported assumption that
the specific teaching skills which he seeks to
develop produce significant differences in the
learning of students.

Nichols describes a four-phase autoinstruc-
tic nal program which has not yet progressed
beyond the first phase for preparing teach:Ts
of English as a second language. After the com-
pletion of the first phase, which is the opera-
tional description of the behavior of the master
skilled teacher through the use of video tape,
he expects to be able to make a theoretical
analysis of the data, to prepare materials for
the instruction of teachers in those behaviors,
and then to test for the effectiveness of she
system in enhancing Air: student learning.
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ADULT STUDENTS
To a greater extent than most of the other

chapters, the three chapters in this section ex-
emplify excellence in reporting and rigor in
an-oysis.

Monge and Gardner describe their efforts
to contribute to increasing the effectiveness of
retraining and adult vocational rehabilitation by
increasing the knowledge base regarding adults'
intellectual resources and learning ability. This
progress report on the Syracuse University
Adult Development Study presents the three
hypotheses which are being tested: (1) a meas-
urable portion of the decrement in learning
performance usually found with increasing age
may be attributed to greater susceptibility of
older adults to psychological stress; (2) the
degree to which an adult can learn controve.-
sial material is influenced by his attitudes to a
greater degree than is tree 1.r the younger
adult; and (3) older adults do not know how to
learn as well as younger people. The results
of the testing of these hypotheses will be t f
considerable interest to adult educators con-
cerned with prow ding basic education to older
adults.

Botwinick examines the accelerating rate
of increase in the production of research deal-
ing with adult development and predicts an in-
creasingly chaotic situation unless textbook
writers apply themselves to summarizing and
integrating the flood of literature. One might
hope that Schaie's approach to methodology in
developmental research described in this chap-
ter will be applied to the testing of Monge and
Gardner's third hypothesis. Botwinick presents
a summary of the research on the effects ef
aging on adult intelligence, speed of response,
perception, and personality. He also empha-
sizes the imnortance of the concept tal differ-
ence between the process of learning and the
performance which serves as an indicator that
the process has occurred.

McFann, in discussing the adaptation of
training strategies to match individual differ-
ences, draws upcn his experience with the train
ing of low ability (Wechsler adult intelligence
scale scores of 70-91) men in army training
centers. He reiterates the warning which has
been made by many others concerned with
measuring student progress, that rigorous as-
sessment is impostiihie unless the terminal
learning objectives are dearly stated in be-
havioral terms.



TESTING ALULTS
One of the major difficulties involved in the

operation of adult basic education programs is
that the measuring instruments for assessing
student progress are generally less than ideal.
The authors of the two chapters in this section
appear to be optimistic about the likelihood of
significant progress in this area over the next
few years.

Droege presents a detailed description of
the difficulties encountered when one attempts
to administer tests to disadvantaged adults. He
then offers a set of strategies for overcoming
these difficulties. In this chanter eight criteria
are suggested for stn achicement test which
fully meets the requirements for use with hard
core unemployed and disadvantaged adults. Then
Droege describes the development of the Basic
Occupational Literacy Test (BOLT) which he
believes will satisy all eight criteria. Of par-
ticular interest to those who are more inter-
ested in preparing adult illiterates foi em-
ployment than for qualification for 8th grade
certificates or high school diplomas is the work
sample assessment technique, a technique
which appears to hold great promise for these
who are disturbed by the .medentials barrier
to employment.

Korlsen review:. the research on the te,st-
taking behavior or adults and co.icludes that the
testing experience is qualitatively different for
adults from that of children. In this chapter the
author justifies the use of grade norms for adult
tests, a concept that is unpalntabie to those who
may b , overly sensitive to the risk of slighting
the egos of illiterate adults. Karlsen explains
the procedures which he followed in developing
the adult ,basic learning examination (ABLE)
test and the procedures used in the development
of norms.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMEr4T
AND MATERIALS

Three papers presented at the workshop
dealt with curriculum development and mate-
rials. Brown studied the reading interests of
adult basic education students as an essential
step in the development of curricular materials
that would be more likely to maintain the le,.11
of interest and attention of adult students than
typical commercial materials. Although he ac-
knowledges that the mastery of even the most
mundane of tnaterials has managed to hold
many learners for a long time, he believes that
adults will !earn better if they are reading about
topics of concern to them. No data are presented

to E,stablish that the effectiveness of adult learn-
ing is significantly improved by the use of ma-
terial which is inherently of greater interest
to adult students but Brown does demonstrate
that the reading of literate and illiterate adults
are more nearly alike than either group's in-
terest is like that of suburban or inner-city
children.

Otto reviews what has u3en established by
research on reading and what must be investi-
gated if the effectiveness of adult literacy pro-
grams is to be increased. He comments can-
didly that despite the inadequacy of the research
base, practitioners have been amazingly suc-
cessful in teaching adults to read. Otto empha-
sizes the point that reading skill sequences have
been developed for elementar:, school children
and that research with adult illiterates should
build upon the base which consists of skills
dealing with wor' recogniti comp. ,:hension,
study sI ills, self-directed reading, interpretive
reading, and creative reading. The development
of an adequate evaluation program for teaching
readir,... t to adults can best be constructed from
' skill Sequence outline such as that provided
in this chapter according to Otto.

Steuart studied 7(1 students in two classes
for 48 and 54 hours of instruction in an effort to
determine the relative effectiveness of analytic
and synthetic approaches to reading instruction.
His conclusions echo those of other investiga-
tors who have attempted gross comparisons of
methods and obtained nonsignificant results.
Although no measures of student motiva;:on
were atttnapted, Steu?rt comments chat his ob.
servations lead him to believe that this variable
is potentially a powerful predictor of studeat
performance.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
It seems clear that the Congress had a con-

cern for economic benefits to the nation which
were assumed to be the inevitable product of
ABE programs. In the following two chapters
the economics Lif illiteracy and the effective
cress economic rewards as a motivator af
adult learning are treated.

Scharles presents an elementary overview
of illiteracy economics in which he clearly dis-
tinguishes between the consumption and invest
ment aspects of education. It is unfortunate that
at this point in time when Fl few hard facts are
in the literature regarding the financing of adult
education the data base of this chapter was
rather restricted.

Gregory methodically and meticulously re
views the literature on the use of preparation for
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employment as a motivator for participation in
ABE and concludes that despite the accumulated
amorphous mass of evidence, the conclusion
that this variable is the key explanatory vari-
able is still intuitive. He notes that something
more than the charm of the schoolhouse and
purity of knowledge is needed to activate ,1 e
undereducated adult to enter and stay with a
program of basic education. From the stand-
point of a person well acquainted with the litera-
ture on education and employment, Gregory
lists seven high priority research needs for
ABE and manpower training programs which
are deserving of careful attention.

PROGRAMS

Five chapters are grouped under the head
ing of programs because they emphasize the
particular practical aspects of action programs.

Brazziel reviews the definition of counsel-
ing and the history of the counseling problem
in ABE. He identifies specific procedures which
have been used and diso.sse3 their implications.
Of particular significance to universities now
e- ,aged in or preparing to begin training pro-
grams in adult education is Brazziel's asser-
tion that the supply of training opportunities
for counselors is entirely inadequate for ABE
needs.

Cardenas addresses himself to the problems
of planning and evaluating ABE programs for
MexicanAmericans. His presentation is firmly
grounded ire practical experience, but his con-
cleaions lack the quantitative underpinning
which will be required to convince a rational
skeptic. Cardenas advocates the use or the
CIPP (context, input, pro,ess, and product)
evaluation system for ABE programs even
though no data are p-esented to ,;how how this
system has been used to date. Accordingly, the
expressed commitment to the system is based
more on expectations than upon demonstrated
effectiveness.

Mangano reports en the evaluation of a Head
Start parents' adult basic education program
conducted with Spaniels speaking parents in New
York Crt.. lie criticizes curriculum developers
in adult basic education for using an oversim-
plified conceptualization cf ABE which ieads
away from rather than toward specific cur-
ricular activities designed for specific p,,pula-
tions. The data collection procedure used to
assess the effectiveness of the project uti-
lized questionnaries in both English and Spanish
to measure perscnal and social adjustment
changes. Practical suggestions for program
improsemt based upon observations and

common sense are presented.
Robinson presents a case study of adult

basic education needs in Cook County, Illinois,
in which he makes a strong case for inadequate
education as a major factor predisposing in-
dividuals to a poverty existence. He concludes
that although undereducation is not the sole
cause of poverty and that education aloe can
not be the sole cure for poverty, educational
programs have had demonstrably favorable ef-
fects for welfare recipients. He suggests that
administrators planning ABE programs take
nine factors into consideration if they ,vish to
increase their chances for success.

Lehmann relates the experience of the pub
lic schools of Chicago in attempting CO meet
the educational needs of Cook County Depart-
ment of Public Aid welfare clients and does
not gloss over the considerable difficulties en-
countered when one attempts to coordinate two
huge bureaucracies. He identifies four major
problem areas in the pro -ram and describes
the use of a joint advisory committee in im
proving coordination. In complete candor he
acknowledges that the ABE program continues
to suffer from a high dropout rate and inadequ-
ate in-service educational programs for the
staff.

CULTURE OR SOCIAL
STRATIFICATION

As long as the poverty programs have been
in operation a debate has raged over the ques-
tion: is there a culture of poverty? The authors
of the two papers in this section were invited to
contribute papers to the Workshop because they
were known to have taken opposing pocitic, s on
the question.

Haddad insists that subcultures of poverty
exist and that they can be defined quantitatively
and qualitatively although he does not succeed
in doing so. While admitting that there is pres
ently no commonly accepted operational defini-
tion of poverty or of a culture of poverty, he
asserts that there is a recognizable disenchan-
ted minority who do not see the prevailing cul-
ture as relevan. to themselves and therefore
belong to a culture of their own.

Blum criticizes studies of the poor or rather
the authors of k `udies of the poor because they
seem either to be inclined to want to seek out
distinct traits as a vay of defining the poor or
they appear to be motivated by a desire to do
something helpful for the poor. She advocates
the use of the concept of social stratification
which sees the poor as differing in degree btit
not in kind from pe-sons of higher socio-eco-



mic status. This concept assumes that the life
style of the poor will not interfere with their
adaptation to economic opportunity. Blum pre-
sents a thorough review of the literature dealing
with images of the poor and concludes that while
the poor differ quantitatively from the other
socio-economic strata. they do not differ basi-
cally in a qualitative sense. She concludes her
chapter with suggestions for research of a
multivariate nature, much of it aimed at illu-
minating the relationship between socioecono-
mic status and indicators of success in the
tormal academic system.

OVE11VIEWS OF
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION:
RESEARCH AND PROGRAMS

Thr final pair of papers presented at the
Workshop are at a somewhat higher level of
generality than the earlier papers. Jahns pre-
sents an overview of adult basic education re-
search which focuses primarily on doctoral
dissertation investigations conducted at Florida
State University. He discusses descriptive stu-
dies, ootcome Fitudies, and process studies in
turn and then calls for additional research which
will simdtaneously consider the following vari-
ables: teacher, student, subject matter, metho-
dology, classroom environment and social mi-
lieu. His key criticism of the ABE research to
date is that it fails to explore the students' be-
havior in the world outside the classroom.

From his vantage point as the first Chair-
man of the President's Advisory Committee on
Adult Basic Education, Crabtree presents his
overview of the weaknesses and strengths of
the ABE program nationally. He faults the pro.

gram for lacking a commonly accepted purpose
in origin and implementation; for unduly em-
phasizing occupational objectives and under-
emphasizing increasing competence as a citi-
zen, parent, and homemaker; for a lack of ad-
ministrative coordination at the federal level
and for its encroaching shadow- of nonprofes-
sionalism. On the other hand he regards the
program as having three important positive
aspects: it has s^rved over one million adults;
it is contributing to the development of the
adult education field; and it is making a positive
social contribution for the 34 million Ameri-
cans who are living in poverty. On the balance
it is clear that Crabtree favors the continua-
tion of the ABE program but that he has very
strong feelings about the need for certain speci-
fic improvements.

THEORY AND PRACTICE

In the final chapter of this volume the res-
ponses of the Workshop participants to the 24
papers are presented in summary form. In
addition, the observations of the Workshop
director and of gradual, Itudents in adult edu-
cation who assisted with the administration of
the Workshop are provided. These remarks are
essentially reactions to the ideas presented by
the authors of the chapter but in a number of
cases in which it appeared that certain con
troversial matters were being avoided, the edi-
tors have exercised the option of exposing these
thorny issues. Accordingly both theoretical and
practical issues are raised so that the reader
may mull them over as he reflects on the state
of the art in adult basic education teacher train-
ing.
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THE STATE OF THE ART IN ADULT BASIC
EDUCATION TEACHER TRAINING

Monroe Neff

Adult education has been described by the
C. mission of the Professors of Adult Educa-
tion as an emerging field of university study.
Each of the meior subdiv;sions of the field is
in the process of emerging and so it is that the
state of the art in adult basic education profes-
sional training is just beginning to develop a
definitive form and a u.,nimcn curriculum. Ef-
forts to train teachers and administrators for
adult basic education programs have been con
ducted by at least three discrete groups, eacli
functioning largely in isolation from the others.

The purpose of this paper is to review the
origin and development of the three groups and
then to examine the extent to w'ri:11 the work of
the groups has been made known to the state
level adult basic education leaders who have the
responsibility of encouraging and facilitating
preservice and inservice education for per-
sonnel in local programs.

It would be misleading to imply that no one
has attempted 41 deal with these groups. Each
focus hus been dealt with in givid lolly in some
way. To date, however, it appears that no one
has treated t'na three groups simultaneously,
seeking evidence of a DIrception of common
goals, and then assessed the extent to which
state officials working in adult basic education
have knowledge of the training opportunities.

Investigators who have sought to describe
the development of professional preparation
programs for adult educators have produced
disparate results largely because of the differ-
ent views they have of the field. The three major
viewpoints may be charscterized as follows:
(1) adult education is a field of graduate study
and the individuals who go through the educa-
tional program may be employed to work in
any aspect of the field incl rding bask educa-
tion; (2) adult bask education is a derivative
of linguistics or of English and personnel who
are being prepared to work in adult basic educa-
tion may get their training most appropriately
through linguistics or English departments of
universities; and (3) adult basic education is a
field of practice for which !Arsons may be pre-
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pared by engaging in short-term workshops
which will add skills in teaching adults to those
who already possess professional skills in ele-
mentary education.

ADULT EDUCATION AS A
GRADUATE FIELD

Svenson damned adult education leaders as
professional p, ..,o.ts who devote their full tine
to adult education ac,:vities.' He sought to iden-
tify the kinds and extent of professional train-
ing opportunities provided by college and uni-
versity schools of education for inuividuals

to engage in adult education teaching,
research, administration, and counseling.

Syr, 'son traced the beginning of formal
teacher t.aining efforts to 1923 when the De
troit Teachers College offered a course en
titled, "Methods in Teaching Foreign Adults"
which carrier" one and one-half semester hours
of credit.2 Less formal special training PffortE
consisted of in-service type workshops, con
ferences and seminars usually held in the sum-
mer. The staff for these informal training ses-
sions were usually adult education practitioners
assisted by selected university faculty mem-
bers. The curriculum was frequently not plann,d
ahead of time. Instead, it was developed from
the experience of the participants.3

In the autumn if 1952 Svenson sent ques-
tionnaires to the 326 presidents of colleges and
universities which (1) had been accredited by
their regional accrediting organization, (2) of-
fered graduate work, and (3) had more than two
graduate faculty member3 in education. On the
basis of an 87 percent return, he reported that
56 institutions were providing some course
work in Ault education.' He divided these in-
stitutions into four categories based upon the
extent of their offerings as fo?' awe: Category
1. Institutions which offer one or two courses
in adult education:5 Category 2. Institutions
which have a limited but often expanding training
propram in adult education;5 Category a In-
stitutions which allow research for the doctors



thesis to be conducted in adult education;? and
Category 4. Institutions which offer a curricu
lum leading to the doctorate in adult education.8

Svenson reported that between 1941 and
1952 there were 96 different institutio' of-
fering course work in adult education at one
or mcae cf their summer sessions.9

On the basis of his examination of the clues-
tionnaries filled out by those who were working
in the adult education training programs, he
concluded: "Most professors of adult education
know little about adult education trailing pro-
grams conducted in other institutions,""

Iii u report published in 1948 Hallenbeck
reported that he had examined the graduate
curricula in adult education. The basis of his
identification of institutions is not stated in the
article. He noted four courses which were com-
monly given although the specific titles were
not identical: (1) general introduction to the field
of adult education, (2) community and community
organization, (3) psychology of adults, and (4)
materials and methods." The programs he
examined apparently were not associated with
linguistics departments and exhibited no special
emphasis on literacy education. One might
assume he had not looked at linguistics de-
partments because of his definition of adult
education.

Houle has also examined the evolution of
graduate training programs for adult ethos-
tors. He prepares an annual listing of persons
who have received a doctorate in the preceding
year which is published in Adult Leadership,
the monthly journal of the Adult Education As-
sociation of the United E-ates.

lIe notes that the preparation of a compre-
hensive plan for a complete system for the
preparation of adult educators involves five
distinct steps: (1) the operational definition of
the traits of the successful adult education
pracalioner; (2) the recruitment and selection
of candidates for training; (3) the training of the
candidates in ways that will assure that they
gain competence in the duties they are expected
to perform; (9' the orientation of the trained
individual to his fast professional position;
and (5) the continuation of training to maintain
his competence, to provide him with new skills,
and to equip him to meet new responsibilities."

Houle attributes the emergence of graduate
programs in adult education t- the development
of a widespread interest in he provision of
special programs to train teachers of immi-
grants." University departments of educaticn
began offering short-term training prop ams
for teachers of adults following the passage of

the Smith-1-1.:ghes Act in 1917. The prepara-
tion of teachers of vocational adult education
emerged as a specialty in that those who were
being prepared to teach or administer evening
classes in home economics, agriculture, or
indus;xial subjects were led to think of them-
selves primarily as profcsaionala in vocational,
rather than adult, education. Because of the
provision of federal funds and the development
of secure full-time positions in the field, the
vocational adult educators formed a national
special interest group. Their common fuading
source evidsatly served to stimulate, sustain
and foster cooperation among the professionals..

Columbia University offered the first covree
with the words "adult education" in its title in
19214 and other universities followed the lead.
A survey of unstated dimensions reported in
1964 showed that forty-four colleges and uni-
versities had had one or more courses in adult
education and that thirty.two others had re-
cently offered such courses." Houle note) that
World War II was accompanied by a decline in
the number of courses offered so that in the
summer of 1945 only twenty-six courses were
identified. However, the proliferation of courses
resumed with fifty-two courses in 1546 and
seventy in 1947.16 These single courses tended
to blossom into full blowr gradoate programs
so that by 1962 there were fifteen universities
in the United States which had active programs
leading to masters and doctors degrees in adult
education.17

In 1968 Ingham and Qazilbaili reported on
a study of graduate adult education programs
in the United States and Canada. Their data
were taken from questionnaires which had been
completed by members of the Commission of
'he Professors of Adult Education, a formally
organized group of university teachers and re-
searchers who are engaged in teaching at the
graduate level in adult education. For the most
part the Commission has not exptessed a par-
ticularly strong interest in literacy education
during its fourteen year existence. This selec-
tion procedure depended upon the membership
policies of the Commission for its principle of
selection. In examining the course descriptions
they received from twenty-six institutions they
found certain courses which appeared to be
taught at all of the institutions: (1) a survey of
the field adult education, (2) profTram devel-
opment in adult education, (3) adult learning,
and (4) general administration. A number of
other courses were identified which did not fit
into the four previously listed categories: (1)
education for community leadership, (2) adult



literacy and fundamental education, (3) the
adult citizen, (4) parent education, (5) seminar
in group and interpersonal relations, (6) the
democratic idea and adult ed, cation, (7) prob-
lems of work and leis ire, and (8) community
developr

There were fifty-five full-time and eighty-
two part time faculty member3 in the twenty-six
institutit ns.19

An individual seeking opportunities to pursue
graduate study in adult education might not be
able to ell that an opportunity existed if he
regarded the titles of some of the programs
literally: leadership in community services,
adult and employee development, extension edu-
cational administration and supervision." Yet
all of these programs had in common a per-
caption cf adult education as a broad general
field of graduate study. This common percep-
tion difft rs markedly from that of those who
considere 3 the field as an applied segment of
linguistic I or reading.

ADULT EDUCATION AS SPECIALIZED
LITERACY TRAINING

Cortright, the first director of the Literacy
Center at Baylor University, has dealt wit the
development of specialized literacy training
programs. His approach to the problem of defi-
rition emphasized those institutional programs
which were clearly identified as literacy stu-
dies. He reported that in 1957 Bailor had de-
veloped the first undergraduate curriculum in
liters y s1udies to train forlign and American
literacy Fpecialists." The program was de-
veloped tco meet the "great need for trained
specialists. to direct literacy programs, pre-
pare basic literacy materials, and write series
of continuation texts for the progressing new
readers."22

A., Baylor the literacy curriculum had five
major em;hases: (1) basic literacy studies, (2)
introduc ^ to linguie+ics, (3) teaching English
as a foreit; . language, (4) writing for new liter-
ates, and 15) senior literacy studiea.23 In 1963
the first graduate program specializing in li-
teracy education was instituted at American
University in its Department of Education."

Syract se University offered the first grad-
uate degreir curriculum in literacy journalism
in 1952.25 Cortright identified a total of seven-
teen educational institutions which provided
course wofc to deN competence in literacy
education.21

The in ititutions in this second group all had
programs v hith took persons with no previous
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training in elementary education, adult educa
tion, linguistics, or reading and provides; a ful
undergraduate or graduate degree program de
signed to produce graduates with highly speci
fic skills in adult basic education. Both the
programs to train generalists to work in adult
education and those tc train specialists to work
specifically in adult basic education were de
veloped under the assumption that a long term
program is required to develop the essential
skills of the adult education professional. Th/
third approach to training proceeds on a dif
ferent assumption.

ADULT EDUCATION TEACHING
AS AN ADDITIONAL SKILL

The third kind of training program is based
on the assumption that individuals who already
possess skills in elementary education require
only an intensive short term learning experi-
ence to enable them to adapt those skills to the
instruction of adult illiterates.

Title II-B of the Economic Opportunity Act
of 1904 allocated funds for teacher training
programs at the state level but not for the train-
ing of teacher-trainers. Because adult basic
education programs had offered few opportu-
nities for career employment prior to 1964,
teacher training institutions had not emphasized
the deg elopment of training programs and con-
sequently had few faculty members who were
well qualified to engage in teacher training for
adult basic education teachers. The Ford Foun-
dation, in cooperation with the United States
flffice of Education, provided the financial sup-
port for three two-week workshops in 1965 at
the Universities of Maryland, New Mexico, and
Washington.

The National Association for Public School
Adult Education was instrumental in planning
and conducting the three workshops in 1965.
An invitational planning meeting was called by
the Association to serve three purposes prior
to the convening of the three workshops: (1) to
assess the changing picture of adult basic edu-
cation; (2) to analyze the needs of the men and
women given the responsibility for teacher
training in adult basic education; and (3) to
develop a basic design for three "trainer of
trainers" workshope.27 The National Associ-
ation for Public School Adult Education devel-
oped a guide for teacher trainers to use in
short-term educational programs based on the
material collected for the planning session and
the experience gained in the three workshops.
This guide consisted of five chapters: (1) teacher



training techniques in adult basic education, (2)
characteristics of undereducated adults irld how
they affect teaching techniques, (3) curriculum
in adult basic education classes, (4) materials,
and (5) counseling and testing in adult basic
education. These workshops were attended by
165 teachers and administrators.

In fiscal year 1566 a change in the law made
it possible to place increased emphasis on na-
tional leVel teacher training activities. The Eco-
nomic Opportunity Act of 1964, as amended
under Title IFS, Section 218, provided for the
allocation of to 5 per cent of the total adult
basic education appropriation for colleges and
universities, state or local education agencies,
or other appropriate public or private agencies
organizations to provide training to persons
engaged in or preparing to engage in the in-
struction of undereuacated adults. With the
cooperation of the National University- Exten-
sion Association, nine regional teacher training
institutes were conducted in August, 1966. A
total of 982 persons participated, 18 fewer than
had been sought under a policy of allocating 20
openings to each state. The intention of the
planners was that each participant would re-
turn to his home state and in turn provide train-
ing for an additional 20 adult basic education
teachers.

In 1967, nineteen universities, including the
9 which had been involved the previo is year,
conducted institutes for 1,197 participants. /02
teachers and 495 administraton.

In 1968 approximately 32 institutions offered
federally funded workshops for 2,004 teachers,
administrators and counselors in adult basic
education.

Through a contract with the National Uni-
versity Extension Association an effort was
made to expand the limited number of pro-
fessionally trained teachers rapidly enough to
staff the adult basic education programs being
funded under the Economic Opportunity Act.29
Representatives of the Office of Education were
responsible for designating one university in
each of the nine regions of the United States
as identified by the Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare to conduct a four-week in-
stitute to prepare adult basic education teach-
ers to train other teachers,29 The rationale
for having the training be conducted by univer-
sities rather than by state departments of edu-
cation or independent contractors was the be-
lief that the university is the center for teacher
training and the reposilory of accumulated pro-
f. expel tim! in t'le field. However, in
i,%arding contracts for teacher training pro-
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grams the Office of Education did not depend
exclusively or primarily upon institutions which
had been working in the field previously.

It is certainly understandable why the funds
provided for short-term training in adult basic
education did not go exclusively to those insti-
tutions with experience in the field. Apparently
no person or group has accepted the responsi-
bility for surveying the training opportunities
across the United States and publicizing them
to practitioners in adult basic education. A re-
view of the literature did not disclose a con:-
prehensive listing of training programs in adult
basic education. Accordingly it was necessary
to draw from a number of sources in the de-
velopment of an initial master listing.

THE UNIVERSE OF
TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES

Table I is a listing of all of the institutions
of higher education in the United States which
are known to have or to have had training pro-
grams appropriate for professional workers in
adult basic education. The institutions are
listed alphabetically within states and the state
groupings are arranged alphabetically. The in-
stitutions in column 2 were identified by Sven-
son; in column 3 by Cortright; in column 4 by
Houle; in column 5 by the Ford Foundation for
the purpose of conducting teacher training in
1965; and in columns 6, 7 and 8 by the Unit,d.
States Office of Education for the purpose of
conducting basic education short term basic
education institutes in 1966, 1967, and 1968
respectively; and in column 9 those institutions
identified as offering training programs in a
survey of state directors of adult education in
1969.

In November, 1968, at their meeting in Se-
attle, the state directors of adult education
were asked by the Chairman of the National
Council of State Directors to cooperate in a
national survey of the courses which were
available for credit for adult basic education
teachers. Through follow-up letters, telegrams,
and telephone calls a 100170 return was accom
plished. It should be remembered that the data
collected reflects what state directors of adult
education reported about the availability of
credit programs for teachers in adult basic ed-
ucation conducted by institutions of higher edu-
cation in their states.

The survey identified 80 institutions of
higher education with credit courses in adult
education with a range in the number of courses
per institution from 1 to 19.
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TABLE 1. INSTITUTIONS OFFERING TRAINING FOR PROFESSIONAL
TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS IN ADULT BASIC
EDUCATION LISTED BY STATES AS IDENTIFIED BY
VARIOUS SOURCES

IDENTIFYING SOURCE

Svenson Cortright Houle

U.S Office of Educatiol

L'67 968 j Neff196511966

1. Auburn University

2. Tusicegee Institute

3. University of Alabama

4. Arizona State University

5. California Western University

6. Polomar College

x

x

x

x

x

x

7. Socromento State College

8. Son Francisco Stote College

9. Stanford University

10. University of Co!iforniaBerkeley

x

x

x

x

x x

11. University of CaTifornioLos Ar9eles

12. University of Son Francisco

13. University of Southern Californio

14. University of Colorodo

15. University of Denver

16. University of Connecticut

17. 'tole University

18. Universi4y of Delaware

19. Americon University

20. District of Colu.nbio Teachers College

21. Federal Zity College

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

).

x

x

x

x

x

22. George Washington University x x x x x

23. Florida Stote University

24. Florida A & M University

x

x

x x x x x
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25. Carver School of Mission & Social Work

26. University of Georgia

27. West Georgia College

28. University of Hawaii

29. Illinois State Uni. .,ity

30. Northern Illinois University

31. Northwestern University

32. Southern Illinois University

x

x

x

x x

x

x

x

x

x

33. University cif Chicago

34. University of Illinois

35. Ball State University

36. Indiana Central College

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

37. Indiana University

38. Iowa State University

x x x

x

x

x

39. University of Iowa

40. Kansas State Teachers CollegeEmporio

41. Kansas State Univer.-iii

42. University of Kansas

43. University of Moine

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

44. University of Maryland

45. Boston University

46. Harvard University

47. Tufts College

48. Michigan State University

49. University of Michigan

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x x

x

x

x

50. Wayne State University

51. University of Micinesotn

x x xx
x

x

x

92
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52. Mississippi State University

.53. Rust College

54. Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary

55. University of MissouriColumbio

56. University of MissouriKonsas City

57. University of MissouriSt. Louis

58. Municiitial University of Omaho

59. University of NebroskeLincoln

60. University of NebroskaOmaho

61. Montclair State College

62. Rutgers

63. University of New Hampshire

64. Eostern New Mexico University

65. New Mexico Western College

66. University of New Mexico

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

67. City College of the City University
of New York

68. Corryl University

69. Hunter College

70. New York University

71. State Univ. cf New YorkAlbany

72. State'llniv. of New YorkBuffalo

73. Syracuse University

74. Teachers College, Columbia Univ.

75. Yeshiva

..r. North Carolino CollegeDurhom

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

t: x x

x

x

.

x

x

x

77. North Corolina Slate University x x x x
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78. University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill

79. Winston Salem State College

80. North Dakota State University

81. University of North Dakota

Q. Kent State University

x x

x

x

83. Ohio State University

84. University of Akron

85. Western Reserve University

86. Oklahoma State University

x

x

x x

x

x

87. University of Oklohomo

88. Oregon College of Education

09. Oregon State College

90. Oregon State University

x

x x

x

x

x

x

91. Portland State College

92. University of Oregon

93. Marywood College

94. Pennsylvania State University

95. Temple University

96 University of Pittsburgh x

x x

x

x

x

x

x

97. Upland College

98. University of Rhode Island

..t

x

;9. University of South Carolina

00. South Dakota State College

Oh George Peabody College for Teachers

02. Memphis State University

03. University of Tennessett

04. Baylor University

x

x

x x

x

x

x

x

x
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105. Southern Methodist University

105. Texas. Christian University

107. Texas Technological University

x

x

x

108. University of Texas

109. Brigham Young University

x x x x x

x

110. University of Utah

111. Utah State University

112. Richmond Public Schools.

113. University of Virginia

04. Central v`...ishinvon State College

115. State College of Washington

116. Seattle University

x

x

x

:-.

x

x

x

117. University of Washing!on

118. Washington Stote University

119. Western Washington State College

120. University of VisconsinMadison

121. University of Wisconsin Milwaukee

x x

x

x x

x

x

122. University of Wyoming

123. University of Puerto RicoMayoguez

124. University of Puerto RicoRio Piedras

x x x x

x

x

25



TABLE 2. NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION
OFFERING DIFFERENT NUWERS OF CREDIT
COURSES IN ADULT EDUCATION

Number of Institutions Number of Courses Offered

16
10

5

4

2

15

1

2

3

4

5
7

8 or more

Table 2 shows the wide range in the number
of training opportunities at the 80 institutions.
The university with the largest number of
courses in adult education listed 19.

The following five institutions were reported
to have the largest number of courses bearing
an adult education designation: Florida State
University, District of Columbia Teachers Col.
lege, George Washington University, North
Carolina State University at Raleigh, and In
diana University.

Academic preparation opportunities for adult
educators are unevenly distributed in the United
States. Four states (California, Illinois, New
York and Washington) and the District of Co-
lumbia each have 5 institutions of higher learn.
ing offering adult education courses. lit the
other extreme, it was reported that eleven
states had no institutions offering course work
in adult education: Alaska, Arkansas, Hawaii,
Idaho, Louisiana, Montana, Nevada, South Da.
kota, Vermont, Virginia, and West Virginia.

The state directors identified 58 per cent of
the institutions on Svenson's list, 14 per cent of
the institutions on Cortright's list, and 64 per
cent of the institutions on Houle's list. There
seemed to be some difference between the per-
ception of the Office of Education and the state
directors of adult education concerning training
opportunities. Although the directors listed 67
per cent of the institutions which had conducted
federally funded workshops in 1966 and 1967,
in 1968 they named 48 per cent of the universi
ties providing federally funded training. This
discrepancy is worthy of careful consideration.

In the effort to accelerate the training of
adult basic education teachers the Office of Ed-
uostion awarded contracts to institutions which
hed expressed an interest L. conducting such
work. A number of these federally funded work.

shops were carried on at institutions without a
history of involvement in such activity. In 1966
33 per cent of the institutions receiving federal
funds to conduct training programs in adult
basic education had conferred one or more doc-
toral degrees in adult education. In 1967 it dropped
again to 26 per cent. Clearly the federal funds
were being used in these cases not for the pur-
pose of strengthening existing graduate adult
education programs but rather to provide the
financial incentive for establishing adult basic
education programs at institutions which pre-
viously had appeared unconcerned about the need.

It is too early to tell what lasting effect the
federally provided incentives will have on the
expansion of stable programs for the training
of adult basic education teachers, administra-
tors and other professional personnel. An ex-
amination of Table I does, however, seem to
lead to the conclusion that maximum advantage
is not now being taken of existing training pro-
grams.

Training programs for adult basic education
teachers become training opportunities only
as teachers ar potential teachers become ac
quainted with such programs. Because of the
relative newness of 19rge scale adult basic edu
cation programs, the teachers employed to staff
the programs have had little forma/ preparation
in adult education and have only limited ac-
quaintance with institutions prepared to supply
such training. These neophyte adult basic edu
cation teachers look to their administrators for
assistance in diagnosing strengths and weak.
nesses in the programs and in iflPntifying col-
leges, universities and other organizations
which may be conducting preservice and in
service programs in adult education. In turn the
local administrators, whose academic prepare.-



tion and experience frequently is in fields other
than adult education, look to the state level
leadership emanating from the staff of the chief
state school officer.

What is of practical significance is not how
many programs of professional preparation are
offered by institutions of higher education, but
instead bow many of the present am] prospec-
tive adult basic education teachers know about
the programs so they can make an informed
judgment concerning their own preparation for
their tasks. And it is at this point that the state
director of adult 1-,asic education plays a pivotal
role. If he is well acquainted with the range of
training opportunities available he can dissemi-
nate this information to local program adminis-
trators and teachers. This dissemination itself
is a demonstration of his belief in the value of
such training and serves to encourage partici-
pation. On the other hand, if he is ill-informed
and therefore unable to promote participation
in professional improvement programs this fact
will be sensed by the local program paople. A
part of the problem is traceable to disagree-
ment over both whether any formal training is
required for adult basic education personnel
and what the content of such training ought to be.

Confusion, debate and disagreement have
characterized the discussions of the most ap-
propriate curriculum for the training of adult
education teachers. The temptation is Lo offer
training in methe., skills, such as the use of
the discussion method and audio-visual aids
This approach is ustlally welcomed by the
train( for through the development of such
skill-, they develop a beginner's confidence. It
may be, however, that fcr those who already
have some experience, the purpose of the train-
ing should be to stimulate the teacher to engage
in a continuing reexamination of his work
searching for useful information and striving
to improve his performance.

Most of the teaching being done in adult
basic education classes in the United States is
being done by teachers who have had academic
preparaticn of some sort, but rarely by those
who have gone through an extended period of
education designed specifically to prepare them
to work in adult literacy. Frequently teachers
et illiterate adults are drawn from among the
elementary teachers in the area. The justifica-
tion for this approach is based on the level of
the content to be taught and not on a considera-
tion of the similarities and differences between
the two grows of learners. Should there be
special training programs for teachers of
adults? It does not seem unreasonable to as
sume that special standards would be appropri

ate for teachers of adults just as special stand-
ards have already been established for teachers
who work in elementary, secondary and special
education programs.30

Adult education has been regarded histori-
cally as more of a movement than a profession.
The absence of universally acceptable profes
sional standards measures of proficiencey and
accomplishment makes it difficult for the
public to recognize competency in adult educa-
tors. As a consequence, the field is not accorded
the status and importance in the public mind that
is accorded other professional groups.

In addition to the problem of a lack of agree-
ment regarding standards in the field is the re-
luctance of the old line volunteers to accept the
notion that something more than emotion, de-
dication, and experience is required before the
appellation professional may be used legiti-
mately. The continuing overly romantic ap-
proach of volunteers is consistent with the posi-
tion that adult educators should be trained only
by direct work experience with those already
on the job. Nevertheless, training programs
for adult educators manage to turn out a small
number of graduates annually.

In his 1968 education message to the Con-
gress President Johnson presented proposal3
for the strengthening of education through the
provision of special federal funds for the devel-
opment of the education professions. He warned
that "It would profit us little to enact the most
enlightened laws, to authorize great sums of
money unless we guarantee a continuing sup
ply of trained, dedicated, enthusiastic men and
women for the education professions.3'

Dedication and enthusiasm abound among
those who teach and administer adult basic edu-
cation programs, but these two attributes are
infrequently found to be accompanied by high
levels of training. The lack of well-prepared
professionals has made it possible for a wide
variety of individuals from various institutions
with various levels of competence to rise to
prominence. At least one professor of adult
education has lamented the elevation of pseudo-
professionals:

Unfortunately, many who loudly proclaim
their expertise are not knowledgeable about
the field of adult education in general nor
the area of adult basic education in particu
lar. To put our reliance on 'experts' from
other fields, who may assume that because
it works with kids, or prisoners, or sol-
diers, or whathave-you, is unsound unless
we first thoroughly satisfy ourselves that
the 'expert' has the understanding, know-

20 _
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ledge and competence that we are looking
for. 32

The lack of commonly accepted criteria for
identifying competence in adult basic education
practitioners has been treated by the Xerox
Corporation in its report on a study of adult
basic education programs in ten states: "A
continuing attack on the problem of teacher
preparation is required including the setting of
certification standards by state education de-
partments. The Federal Government should
undertake a program to professionalize the
whole area of adult basic education."33

At the time the Xerox study was conducted
there were 3,'..73 local adult basic education
programs in the United States:34 Ninety-three
per cent of the 304 teachers interviewed in the
study were college graduates, but few had pur-
sued any appreciable amount of formal training
in adult basic education.35

In examining the opportunities for preset.
vice and in-service education for adult educators
working in industry, Whitlock emphasized the
idea that a novice does not become an effective
professional solely through participation in any
seminar, conference, institute or short course.
Further, he decried the number of programs
which are being promoted for the teaching of
particular training techniques because the act
of holding such training sessions may be in-
terpreted by participants and observers as evid-
ence that sufficient research has been done on
the use of a particular technique to warrant
such training.36

Even though the importance of special edu-
cation preparation and certification for all kinds
of professionals and paraprofessionals in the
United States appears to be increasing, the wis-
dom of the trend is not universally accepted by
those who have looked at the adult education
field. In reviewing the preparation of adult edu-
cation teachers, the Overstreets noted that
those who have become teachers of adults have
done so more as a result of selection process
than a training process.37 Further, they pre
dicted that this situation would persist. Not
everyone is in favor of abandoning the present
practice of selecting teachers and moving to-
ward highly formalized programs of academic
pre-service education. There is practical wis-
dom in selecting persons to be full-time adult
education teachers from the most successful

parttime-2s. Because the research findings
have not demonstrated the superiority of any
discrete procedure for training effective adult
education teachers, the possibility cannot be
overlooked that selection may be at least as
important as training in the staffing of an adult
basic education program. It is possible that in-
creased emphasis should be placed on the Lse
of a probationary period for adult basic educa-
tion teachers. Such an approach would be con-
sistent with the assumption that the character-
istics associated with successful teaching in
adult basic education are more dependent upon
character and personality than upon formal
training.

Graduate programs in adult education typi-
cally have served those who already have prac-
tical experience in the field. In a sense, adult
educators discover a need for formal training
only after they have been engaged in some ac-
tion phase of the field. Undergraduate programs
providing preservice education have not de-
veloped primarily because career employment
opportunities in the field have not existed in
sufficient numbers to attract the attention of
faculty members in the majority of teacher
training institutions or of high school students
making career choices.

IMPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

Teacher training in adult basic education is
still an activity lacking a common institutional
form. Persons seeking academic preparation
for a career in adult basic education may choose
from at least three approaches. It is unlikely
that all three are of equal utility; yet it is not
dear which approach is best suited for present
and future needs. Accordingly, efforts to im-
prove communications among the three groups
providing training ought to be encouraged. When
training proposals are reviewed, special at-
tention should be given to the provisions which
have been planned for drawing upon the best
experience in all three groups. Finally, until
such time that it can be established that one
approach is superior to the others, adult basic
education leaders in the United States Office of
Education should devise means of assuring that
all state and local administrators associated
with adult basic education programs will be
adequately informed of the existence of training
opportunities.
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MEASURING THE EDUCATIONAL RELEVANCE OF A SHORT-TERM
TRAINING PROGRAM FOR TEACHERS

Raymond L. Johnson,

Richard W. Cortright, and

Robert S. Laubach

Introduction: the Practical Problems
of Evaluation.

One of thE commw requirements for the
approval of proposals to develop special train-
ing programs for adult basic education teachers
is a final evaluation to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the course. This requirement is
frequently pro forma anti a minimal evaluation
is accepted. Very often the need for an eval-
uation is fulfilled ry appending to the final re-
port a collection of enthusiastic testimonials
written by the participants at, the completion
of the course.

The agencies which have been funding
short-term teacher training programs have
been so accommodating in accepting teacher
testimonials as evidence of program effective-
ness that the approach to evaluation has almost
taken on an aura I)f credibility, as indicated by
a training manual published in 1966.' The man-
ual outlined the organization aryl content of a
model five-day training program in substantial
detail touching on teaching methods and mater-
ials, student assessment and counseling, and
the psychology of the disadvantaged adult.

Throughout the manual, the authors stress
ed the tentative nature of their curiculuin pro-
posals and suggestions and were c,uick to ac-
knowledge that litt19 was known about training
in this field. Yet they also emphasized that to
obtain a valid assessment of program effec-
tiveness, data must be systematically collected
over a period of time a procedure character-
ized as being both "exhaustive and exhausting."
In discussing feasible alternative apy roaches,
a section on evaluative procedures uescribed
five methods for polling teacher trainees for
their reactions to the program. Unfortunately,
all the methods discussed rely entirely upon
the teachers' subjective judgments about what
is relevant and useful. No method was offered
for obtaining information which would permit a

."31

more impartial and impersonal evaluation of
the course.

The omission of other means of date col-
lection is understandable, of course, since the
classic experimental designs for evaluation
studies involve elaborate provisions for follow-
up. Withall and Fagan's evaluation of a National
Defense Education Act (NDEA) summer institute
included content-analysis of tapes of classroom
verbal interactions recorded before and after
the teachers attended the institute.2 This anal-
ysis was supplemented by extensive supplemen-
tary data obtained dunng observations of class-
room behavior. Clearly, the commitment of
resources necessary for such research is pro-
hibitive for the crdinary short-term teacher-
training program. The cost of a thorough eval-
uation study could easily e.,ceed the cost of the
training program itself by a considerable mar.
gin. A serious question is raised is the high
quality of the information gained by using a
rigorous experimental design worth its high
cost, especially when the training course will
have been completed long before the results of
the evaluation are known?

Purpose: The Development of an
Evaluative Procedure

The study presented in this paper attempt-
ed to find a compromise approach to evaluation
which will not pacify the purists in experimen-
tal design, but which will be more defensible
than teacher testimonials. The aim was to de-
velop a relatively simple and economical pro-
cedure of data collection and analysis suitable
f,)r the routine, moderately-budgeted teacher-
training program.

Procedure
The population for this study was sixty.

three suburban housewives who had been re-
cruited to teach basic reading to adults. Prior



to receiving their teaching asuignments, the
subjects were required to attend a nine-hour
workshop, held over a three-day period by the
staff of a Milwaukee-based company which spe-
cialized in training programs. The content and
organization of the course was carefully planned
in advance and a questionnaire was constructed
which sampled course content. The question-
naire V.'!" s constructed which sampled course
content. The questionnaire consisted of 100
true-false items dealing with (1) teachers' atti-
tudes toward adult illiterates, (2) teachers,
opinions about adult basic education student
characteristics, and (3) the most successful
methods of teaching and motivating ABE stu-
dents.

Each teacher trainee answered the survey
on three separate occasions. All subjects com-
pleted it at the very beginning and at the end of
the nine-hour workshop, designated as Time
One (T1) and Time Two (T2). Prior to the work-
shop forty-three of the participants were ran-
domly assigned to an experimental group, and
the remaining twenty were assigned to a con-
trol group. Following the workshop, subjects in
the experimental group were immediately as-
signed to small adult basic education classes
and began to teach two hours a week under
close professional supervision. After ten weeks
of teaching experience the experimental group
again completed the attitude and opinion survey,
designated as Time Three(T3).

In contrast, subjects in the control group
did no teaching whatever during this period and
were assigned classes only when they had com-
pleted the survey at Time Three, ten weeks
after the workshy).

Design
The technique of giving the survey at three

different times to the experimental and control
groups with teaching experience intervening be-
tween Time Two and Time Three for the exp,-.1-
mental group has been described as a multiple-
time-series design with a non-equivalent control
group.3 The reason for selecting this design
was to permit the effect of teaching experience
on attitudes to be twice demonstrated: once by
comparing the experimental subjects who
taught with the controls who did not; and by
comparing the experimental aubjects with them-
selves, before and after the teaching experience.

The analysis of data collected, using this
design, enabled the researchers to ask two main
questions: (1) Was the short nine-hour workshop
effective in bringing about changes in teacher
attitudes and opinions? And if so, (2) Did these

changes pe!sist, cr were they merely transi-
tory, with teachers eventually returning to their
original views? The answers to these two ques-
tions were important because they bore on a
definition of educational relevance in the teacher-
training situation based on the premise that to
be considered relevant, the content of a train-
ing course should provide teachers with expec-
tations about their future students and the
teaching experience itself which are later con-
firmed when the teacher actually begins to
deal with students. That is to say, the changes
in attitude end opinion which are induced by the
course should show signs of permanence, he
"locked in" by the subsequent teaching experi-
ence. The evaluative procedure in this study
was based on this definition of educational
relevance. Formulating a criterion for course
evaluation in terms of consistency of change
observed over time helped to set explicit per-
formance standards for the course before it
was held.

Data Analysis
The educational relevance evaluative cri-

terion requires that changes in the teachers' re-
sponses to the survey 1 .1 charted over time.
Thls accomplished by constructing for each
item a pair of turnover tables. The method is
illustrated in fugure 1. The turnover table on
the left sbevs the response shifts of the forty-
three teachers in the experimental group be-
tween the beginning and the end of the training
workshop, that is, between Time One and Time
rwo. The number in the lower right-hand cell
corresponds to the number of teachers who be-
lieved this particular item was false at the be-
?inning and had not changed their minds at the
2nd of the workshop. In the upper left-hand cell
is the number of teachers who, on both occa-
sions, believed this item to be true. The two re-
maining cells were used to record teachers who
shifted in their responses over the two obser-
vations. In the lower left-hand cell are entered
those who shifted from false to true, (Sft) and in
the upper right-hand cell those who shifted
from true to false (Sti).

On examining the marginal sums, it can be
seen that at the beginning of the workshop, the
teacher& views on this item were nearly evenly
split, 22 to 21. But the workshop seemed to have
some effect in increasing the number of false
esponses to 26 at Time Two.

An emergent consensus that the item was
false is seen in the turnover table on the right
which shows response shifts between Time Two
and Time Three. After ten weeks of classroom



Time 2 Time 3

t f

Time 1 t 11 11 22 Time 2 t 9 8 17

6 15 21 4 22 26

17 26 13 30

true to false (Stf) = .407

false to true (Sp) = .222

Stf = .352

SF, = .176

Note: Stf > Sit at both TI and T2 an,l T2 and T3.

Sit at T2 T 3 < Sit at T1 T2.

Fig. 1. "Students often secretly resent their teachers' education and higher social status."

experience thirty of the forty-three teachers be-
lieved the item to be false, and only thirteen
continued to hold the oppo.,-i-g view. Moreover,
the strength of the minority view had steadily
dwindled. Six teachers had shifted from false
to true between Time One and Time Two, but
only four had defected to the minority view be-
tween Time Two and Time Three.

It is convenient to express these shifts
over time as transition rates. There are a num-
ber of ways to compute these transition rates.
One of the most sophisticated means is a stoch-
astic trc.sdel proposed by Coleman in his book on
mathematical models in sociology. Coleman
has called this model a continuous time, dis-
crete-state model with random shocks which
assumes that in a state of relative equilibrium
there exist "random shocks" which are con-
tinuously moving a certen number of respond-
ents from one cell to another in a turnover
table. When the relative equilibrium is disturb-
ed, for example by an effect of the experimen-
tal treatment, the result is an increase in
movement, relative to the random shock rate,
from one cell to another. The model permits
exact estimates of transitions in two-state
turnover; in this case, the transition rates
frotr true to fslae and from false to true,
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which can be attributed to the effects of the
training program and teaching experience.
For the data described in this study, however,
a simpler method was used to compute transi-
tion rates, one involving the calculation of
weighted proportions. This procedure has been
more fully ejscussed elsewhere.'

The Evaluation Criterion
Once the two transition rates for each

turnover table have been calculated, the eval-
uative criterion can be applied. The criterion
consists of two rules which are jointly invoked
Rule One states that the direction of the shift
observed between Time One anu Time Two
must remain constant from 'rime Two to Time
Three; there must be no revtr,ion at Time
Three toward the original Time One distribu-
tion of responses. Instead, there must be evi-
dence of a continuing shift at Time Two and
Time Three to new distributions oven further
removed from the original one at Time One.
Rule Two states that when a consistent migra-
tion is observed over time, the rate of change
running counter to the dominant trend must show
a corresponding reduction over time, that is,
the rate of transition in a direction counter-



veiling to the dominant trend must be inhibited.
An item which exhibits convergent agreement
over time indicates that this information, learned
in the training course, was found to be consist-
ent with the teacher's own experiences in actual
instruction and thus to have educational rele-
vance. Appendix A outlines the evaluative pro-
cedure developed for this study.

Rules One and Two find compliance in the
pair of turnover tables for figure 1. The transi-
tion rates for the shift from true to false are
larger than the shift from false to true, both
between Time One and Time Two and between
Time Twe Time Three. This shift from
true to fail Ana fie dominant trend and it was
consistent aver time. In contrast, the rate of
change running in the opposite direction shows
a reduction over time. The rate of the shift
from false to true between Time Two and Time
Three is less than it was earlier, between Time
One and Time Two.

For the sake of comparison, an example
of an item which failed to meet the joint criter-
ion has been included. (See figure 2). In the
turnover tables in figure 2, the shift from false
to true which occurred between the beginning
and end of the workshop was almost completely
reversed by Time Three. The response distri-
butions of Time One and Time Three are al-
most identical, and both are quite different f:.-dri
the distribution at Time Two Thus, no cumula-
five agreement over time was observed to occur.

Results: A Negative Evaluation
with Positive Aspects

When the method outlined in this paper was
used to assess the effectiveness of the nine-hour
workshop, it became apparent that the proce-
dure imposed a very stringent test; the per-
formance standard was set quite high. First of
all, it was clear that the workshop did have a
discernible, if modest, effect in altering teach-
ers' attitudes and opinions. Sixteen of the one
hundred items showed significant shifts in re-
sponses between Time One and Time Two for
the experimental group and fourteen shifted
significantly in the control group. Statistics1
significance was estimated using the binomial
teat. Furthermore, virtually ell of the changes
intkced in the controls were found to persist at
Time Three, a finding which suggests that even
short-term courses lasting only a few hours
are potentially useful as agents of attitude
change.

That short-term training is potentially
useful should be stressed, because in this case
the effects of the workshop were almost totally
erased by the experiences in the classroom.
Among teachers in tl-.e experim n' ' group, the
effect of teaching appeared t rteen of
the sixteen items which had F f changed
during the workshop ton 'le origi-
nal, pretraining

When the joint evalrilv r, was ap-

Time 2 T

t f

23 2 25 25 ;5

Time 1 Time 2

12 6 2

35 8 27

Stf =.O @2

5ft .489

5t1 ,-- .440

Sft -- '0 89

Fig. 2. "Stuckills o opt to suffer speech defects such os ,uttering."
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plied to the experimental group data, it was
found the only seven of the one hundred items
exhibited -.Illative agreement over the three
observations, and in five of the seven instances,
the largest shifts occurred between Time Two
and Time Three, coincident with teaching ex-
perience and not with training. The content of
the workshop must therefore be judged to have
been, in large part, irrelevant even incom-
patible with what the teachers learned them-
selves from their contacts with adult students.

Although the evaluation of the nine-hour
teacher-training workshop under consideration
proved to be negative, the results do provide

useful guidelines for revising course content
and organization. Those items, which showed
cumulative consensus identify topics which can
be elaborated upon and given greater emphasis
in the future. On the other hand, those items
which exhibited a strong reversal pattern help
tc isolate elements of course content which
should be reconsidered, perhaps even omitted.
The authors' conclusion is that the evaluative
procedure developed for this study can p.,.ovide
essential feedback to assist in the gradual shap
ing of course content into effective training
efforts.
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APPENDIX A

Outline of Procedure for Mew wring the Educational
Relevance of A &tort-Term Training Program

I. Construct a test or questionnaire to sample
the content of the training course. Re-
sponses are d;chotomovs, that is, true or
false, first or second alternatives on
multiple-choice questions.

II. Administer the instrument at the beginning
(T1) and end (T2) of training the course,
and again after the participants have ac-
quired some posttraining teaching experi-
ence. (T3).

III. Summarize the responses to each item in
parts of turnover tables. Response fre-
quencies are entered in the cells of a 2 x 2
table, with the upper left-hand and lower
right-hand cells showing the number of
teachers who did not change their responses
to an item on the two occasions. The upper
right-hand cell shows the number who said
that the item was true but subsequently
changed their response to false. The
lower left-hand cell shows the number who
changed from fals3 to true.

IV. Compute the transition rates from true to
false (Stf) and from false to true (Sft) be-
tween T1 T2 and T2 T3. Among several
alternative procedures far computing
transition rates are:
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X Weighted proportions.'

B. Values determined by a continous time,
discrete-rtate model ritb random
shocks.?

V. The binomial test may I- .ed to estimate
whether a shift between T1 T2 or T2 T3
was statistically significant. This step is
optional.

VI. Examine the pair of transition rates cal-
culated for each item, and apply the fol-
lowing joint-criterion:

A. The direction of the shift observed be-
tween T1 and T2 must remain constant
from T2 to T3. There should be no re-
version at T3 toward the original Ti
distribution of responses. Instead,
there must be evidence of a continual
shift at T2 and T3 to new distributions
even further removed from the origi-
nal one at Tl.

B. When a consistent migration is observed
over time, the rate of change running
counter to the dominant trend must
show a corresponding reduction oNer
time, that is, the rate of transition in
a direction countervailing to the dom-
inant trend is inhibited.
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THE RECRUITMENT AND TRAINING OF 'PROFESSIONAL STAFF
FOR AN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION LEARNING CENTER

Ray J. Ast

The adult basic education learning center,
encompassing a learning lab, is a relatively
new approach to serv;ng basic educational needs
of our adult population. Recent literature, though
limited, offers us some factors for considera
tio.i in attempting to identify objectives, or-
ganizational and structural patterns, and tech-
nological aids, as well as services related to
the development of adult basic education learn-
ing centers having learning lab components.
Discussions among practicing adult educators,
attesting to the effectiveness of the learning
center approach in adult basic education, point
up clearly the variety of conceptions and mis-

iceptions prevalent at this early stage of
center development.

This presentation will attempt to focus upon
several very real organizational and personnel
concerns growing out of experiences encoun-
tered in New Jersey while initiating full-time
operational adult basic -,..;d4.1ation learning cen-
ters in the target population areas of Newark
and Camden. Supplementcry reference where
relevant will be made to earlier pilot adult basic
education mini-learning tab projects on the cam-
pus of Montclair State College and at the New
Jersey Greystone State Hospital.

Adult basic education learning centers in
New Jersey have been initiated under the con-
ception that a learning center is a most care-
fully structured organization of administrative,
instructional, and coutseling personnel, and
selected instructional materials and equip-
ment, as well as other related services the
adult studcnt may need. This structured or-
ganization is designed to be easily accessible
for ha adult at any time of day or evening.
The structural pattern must be organized so
that a completely flexible schedule of operation
will meet the individual adult's interest, desire,
or need. The primary focus of all personnel,
all services, and all materials or equipment
is upon the complete individualization of as-
sistance to the adult from his instructional pro-
gram design to whatever social, economic, or
welfare referrals he may need.

On the basis of our experience, I beliee
that the foundation of a successful adult basic
education learning center operation is the most
careful recruitment and training of staff per-
sonnel. However, this foundation cannot be
formed until a realistic definition and delinea-
tion has been established of learning center job
tasks for each of the personnel needed. Simple
job titles can be misleading. The delineation of
job task responsibilities becomes necessary to
prevent the recurrence of some of the tradi-
tional, less effective, approaches in working
with the adult basic education learner.

The administrative leadetship position for
a learning center shall be call.,t1 the ABE learn-
ing center director. This position involves a
list of tasks or respons.bilities that the direc-
tor undertakes that will serve as a guide in
determining the specific personal and profes-
sional qualities of the candidate for the position.
The director will be "responsible for the direct
administrative, supervisory and continuing
evalnative activities in the center's operation."'
A delineation of the board categories of ad
ministration and supervision shows many speci-
fic areas of training need, preservice as well
as in-service, for our qualified candidate.
Among examples of his job responsibilities in
the New Jersey Project, the following are but
a few.

1. Recruitment, interviev-ing, selection and re-
commendation of personnel to staff the local
ABE learning center.

2. Formulate, and administer, such operational
patterns and evaluative procedures, as are
necessary to insure a continuity of effective
performance of the local learning center.

3. Supervise the cloy-to-day conduct and opera-
tion of the local learning center.

4. Establish, and maintain, effective working
relationship of the local learning center
with MDTA Multi-Skill Center, as well 9s
with other agencies and programs deemed
to be desirable and necessary, includinz:
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college adult education resource centers,
employment services, local public schools
A.B.E. programs, model cities projects,
welfare programs, C.A.P. programs, etc.

5. Develop such instruments, and procedures,
to implement the "instructional materials,
equipment and techniques" continuing eval-
uation phase of an ABE learning center.

6. Insure the collection, processing, and eval-
uation of such information and data as is
necessary to the success of the learning
center.

7. Provide appropriate assignment, training,
guidance, professional help and assistance
to local learning center personnel.

8. Promote, and publicize, the local learning
-enter's activities to insure maximum co-
operation and support within the community.

9. Develop procedures, and supervise such
procedures of the local center, for the se-
lection, ordering, distribution, maintenance
and servicing, evaluation, storage and in-
ventory control of supplies, instructional
materials and equipment.

10. Assume such office management responsi-
bility as to insure effective operation of
center.

11. Maintain essential record: and files, as well
as prepare such reports and studies as are
necessary to the effective development of
the learning center.

12. Carry on such activities as to provide for
his own as well as the staff's professional
development, including reading, adult edu-
cation conference participation, and the de-
velopment of a functional professional li-
brary at the center.%

In addition to such defined responsibilities
the learning center director must have the lead-
ership capability fo.. creating a team effort
among all personnel of the center. The diverse,
yet wholly interrelated, tasks of the center's
staff must be meldec! to -chieve maximum ef-
fectiveness for the adult learner.

Other positions for which a careful delinea-
tion of responsibility must be made include
'hose of the learning center counselor, lab spe-
cialist, lab aide, learning center instructor, and
instructional aide, as well as the clerical and
accounting positions required for effective
center operation.
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A description of the responsibilities cf sev-
eral of these positions r-.ay help focus attention
upon the training needs of lab specialists, coun-
selors, and instruccovs. A realistic design to
meet the direct training needs of the profes-
sional personnel of learning centers is an im-
perative task for our colleges and universities.

The definition of the job responsibilities of
the learning center guidance counselor as out-
lined in the New Jersey project is "Under the
direction of the ABE Learning Center Director,
he will assume the responsibility for develop-
ment and implemenation of such guidance and
counseling services, and activities, as deemed
necessary to the effective functioning of the
Learning Center program."3 A few of the re-
sponsibilities that this definition includes are
the following:

1. Assume responsibility for the development
and implementation of procedures, techni-
ques and instruments needed for effective
and efficient introduction, enrollment and
placement of students into an individualized
program of learning at the center.

2. Assume responsibility for developing and
implementing a complete program of ori-
entation as to purposes, objectives and me-
chanics of the center for each prospective
student at his enrollment.

3. Select and administer such tests and other
instruments cf evaluation necessary to the
determination of each student's placement,
as well as his progress.

4. Develop, and implement, 2 comprehensive
referral program to community agencies so
as to provide Ihe most effective assistance
to student',.. 'ocational, social, welfare,
legel, . Ac., needs and interests.

5. Develop am, implement effective follow-up
procedures for students in the learning
center program.

6. Assist the learning center director develop
and implement effective interrelationships
among counselor, instructor and learning
lab specialist, promoting a maxim m of
individualized learning experience oppor-
tunity for the student.

7. Prepare and maintain such :ecords, forms
and reports necessary to the succesaf,-1
program functioning for the adult student.

8. Carry on such nctivities as to provide for
his continuous professional growth and de-
velopment.'



Tht learning lab specialist's position is as
unique and as demanding as that of any other
position at a learning center. With respect to
his efforts in creating and developing the ost
effective uses of educational technology to serve
the individualized needs of the adult student, the
lab specialist's job is extremely complex, re-
quiring considerable preservice and in-service
training. As developed in the New Jersey pro-
ject, the definition of learning lab specialist is
quite comprehensive: "Under the direction of
the ABE Learning Center Director, will co-
ordinate, manage and supervise all artivities
in the learning laboratory of the ABE Learning
Center."5 A description of his responsibilities
includes:

1. Assist the learning center director estab-
lish procedures, methods and techniques for
the effective functioning of the learning lab-
oratory within the local ABE learning
center.

2. Assume rcepons bility fir th.1 operational
management and supervision of activities
within the 'earning laboratory, including
the scheduling of students into the learning
lab, as well as supervision of learning lab
aides.

3. Assist the learning center director to pro-
vide pre:service and in senrice training ex-
peril t.ces for professionals and parapro-
fessionals for effective utilization of learning
lab equipment and instructional materials.

4. Assist the learning center director and the
guinance counselor develop and implement
procedures for the effective placement of
students into the learning center's edu-
rmtional program.

5. Assume responsibilities in developing pro-
cedures and instruments to aid effective
diagnosis of the individualized, instructional
needs of the adult students assigned to the
learning lab, and, provide for the appropri-
ate learning activity.

6. Develop procedures for the continuous eval-
uation of student needs and achievement,
including such record keeping system nec-
essary.

7. Assist the ABE learning center director
develop such instruments, and procedures,
to implement the " astructional materials,
equipment and techniques" continuing eva-
luation phase of the learning center.

8. Assist the learning center director in the
selection, use, evaluation and inventory con-
trol of instructional materials and equipment
necesst.ry to effective operation of /earning
lab.

9. Prepare such records, forms, files and re-
ports necessary for the efficient functioning
of the learning center.

10. Supervise the activities of the learning lab
aides.

11. Carry on such activities as co provide for
his continual professional development and
growth.8
In an Aish learning center the job of the

learning center instructor has a quality that is
not found in the more traditional Al3E class-
room situations. His background of teaching
experience must be carefully examined. Pre-
service training in nontraditional methods is
absolutely imperative for the instructor to as-

hia overcoming many of the traditional
school practices which could minimize the ef-
fectiveness of the center's services to the adult
students. The learning center instructor in the
New Jersey projpct is a key person in the im-
pl-Fmentation of an individualized program clan
for each adult student.

Under the New Jersey Learning Center Pro-
ject the job definition of the learning center in-
structor is stated as follows: "Under the direc-
tion of the ABE Learning Center Director, and,
in a close working relationship to the Learning
Lab Specialsit, the student, and the Guidance
Counselor, will ,:repare an individualized pro-
gram plan, and guide the individualized learn-
ing experiences of the student placed into the
Learning Center program, based upon each
student's immediate needs. He will be respon-
sible for a continuous and/or periodic review
of each program plan as 0.e student pro-
gresses."' Some examples of the responsibi-
lities of the instructor, working in a particularly
close relationship with the student, the lab
specialist, and the counselor, follow;

1. Plan and orgnnize with the student, counse-
lor and lab specialist, a program of indi-
vidualized learning experience for each
student assigned, utilizing selective pro-
grammed and individualized instructional
materials suitable to the student.

2. Assist the learning center director in the
development and implementation of "ma-
terials and techniques" evaluation proce-
dures preparing such records and reports
necessary to the center.
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3. Assume responsibility ',Or maintaining such
records and reports of student progress,
attendcnce, activities and problems as re-
lated to the student's individualized educa-
tional experiences.

4. Assume certain responsibilities for the
evaluation of student progress in coopera-
tion with guidance counselor and learning
lab specialist.

5. Assists the learning center director in
preparation and/or selection, use, evaluation
and inventory control of programmed and
individualized instructional materials used
in the learning center.

6. Carry on such activities as to provide for
hispersonal professional growth.9
It is to be noted that in the New Jersey ABE

learning centers of Camden and Newark the
rooms and room areas in which the instructors
work are not referred to as "classrooms". They
are £ pecifically called "learning areas" and are
furnished to provide tutorial aid as well as
small group interaction learning experiences
for the adult student.

One can readily see from these descriptions
of professional staff responsibilities why a
carefully designed program of training for all
personnel of a learning center becomes impera-
tive. In the New Jersey project and in the
earlier developed pilot mini lab programs pre-
service training, as well as formal in-service
training, of all profeSsional personnel became
a requirement.

Under a project plan for t'-,e New Jersey
Learning Center project, to become fully opera-
tive by October 15, 1968, all fulltime profes-
sional personnel were recruited by September
20. Nearly all of the more than thirty person-
nel hired for the centers had previous teaching
experience in traditional ABE programs and
held teaching certificates. Several of the staff
had participated in AdE teacher-trainer sum-
mer institutes. All personnel underwent an in-
tensive program of preservice training planned
and developed by the Adult Education Resource
Centers of Montclair, Newark, and Glassboro
State Colleges. Each college Adult Eaucation
Center assumed direction of one or more of the
preservice training programs. The _allowing
outline briefly tizscribes the planned, though
limited, program.

Combined staff pre-service training pro-
grams areas of development:
1. Sensitivity to the needs and concerns of the

adult as related to a learning center pro-
gram.
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2. Orientation to instructional techniques in the
development of skill area learning experi-
ences of adults at the learning center, such
as programmed instruction, individualized
instruction, small group seminar, supple-
mental approaches.

3. Orientation to learning experience materials
selection and use of for the adult at a

learning center.

4. Orientation to the nature of the learning
laboratory and the counseling services as
an important phase of the total learning
center experience for the adult.9

Preservice training schedule
The combined staff met six times in two

weeks in the fall of 1968 for five to eight hour
sessions as follows:

1. Sensitivity training
Glassboro State College Adult Education

Center
Livingston Cross, Director of Center

2. Center directors and lab specialists
White Plains Learning Center
Elliott Lethbridge, Center Director
John KaKanes, Lab Specialist

3. Center staff meeting under the leadership
of the center director

At each learning center in Newark and
Camden

4. ABE curricular materials selection and
use

Montclair State Adult Education Center
Dorothy Minkoff, Director at the Newark

State College Center
Irene Curry, Curricular Materials Consult-

ant
5. EDI. "Learning 100" orientation and ABE

teaching techniques
Montclair State College Adult Education

Center
Joe McCarthy, EDL "Learning 100" Train-

ing Specialist and Adjunct Professor,
Montclair State College

Florence Dick, Associate Director, Mont-
clair State College Adult Education Cen-
ter Reading Specialist

6. Counseling and the lab specialist activity
in a learning center

Camden Learning Center
Elliott Lethbridge, Director of White Plains
John KaKanes, Lab Specialist
Ann Serrao, Counselor.10



In addition to the formalized program of pre-
service training a program of selected reading
was carried on by each staff member from ma-
terials preselected for their particular value in
terms of the tasks involved at the learning cen-
ten. A copy of this list of readings is available
through the Learning Center Project Office.

In-service training programs are carried
on regularly at each learning center, focusing
upon the specific needs of staff at each center.
At the conclusion of three months' operation all
full-time and part-time professional staff mem-
bers are involved in a program of self-evalua-
tion with a particular emphasis on the profes-
sional responsibilities each is undertaking at
the learning center. To develop an instrument
for the self-evaluation of each staff member, a
series of meetings with the staff members of
each center led to the creation of the following
self r yrting questionnaire of professional
responsibility and performance:

The primary, as well as ultimate, purpose
of evaluations is improvement of performance

I. Define your role(s) at the learning center,
as you perceive it (them).

2. Evidence(s) of the application of knowledge
with resp,2ct to aims and objectives of the
ABE learning center operation:

3. Evidence(s) of "sensitivity" to the charac-
teristics of the adult learner enrolled in the
learning center program:

4. Evidenee(s) of competencies with respect to
individualization of instruction: e.g., in-
structional techniques, instructional ma-
terials selection, awayeness of individual
student needs, learner's response, etc.

5. Evidence(s) of the knowledge, and use, of
adult oriented instructional materials:

6. Evidence(s) of a cooperative "team" effort
with respect to assessment of adult student's
needs, and the instructional effort related to
the student's needs:

7. Evidence(s) of cooperative "team" effort
with respect to over-all learning center
Program development:

8. Evidence(s) of professional growth:

9. Your appraisal of the learning center's
program development:

10. Other comments:

During the period from January 15 to Feb-
ruary 15, 1969, each staff member noted his
own self-evaluative assessments. Upon com-
pletion of the self-evaluation form the staff
member shared his own evaluation with an
evaluation of his role made by the learning
center director. As the areas of professional
strengths and weaknesses are identified through
this comparative evaluation and a more forma-
lized series of bi-monthly seminar sessions, a
continuous program of inservice training will
be developed.

NOTES

Definitions of positions and delineations of
job responsibilities were prepared by the
author to meet New Jersey Department of Edit.
cation P-Tsonnel Division and New Jersey De-
partment of Civil Service requirements for
creating civil service positions and determin
ing salary ranges.

I. New Jersey Department of Education, ABE
Learning Center Guidelines: Initial Formula-
tion, September 1968-May 1969 (Camden, New
Jersey: New Jersey Department of Education,
Camden ABE Learning Center, n.d.), p. 1.
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2. Ibid.

3. Ibid., p. 5.

4. Ibid.

5. Ibid., p. 18.

6. Ibid.

7. Ibid., p. 22.

8. Ibid.

9. Ibid., p. 31.

10. Ibid., pp. 31-33.



MICROTEACHING: AN ILLUSTRATION OF PERFORMANCE TEACHING

Kevin Ryan

The word relevance is having a heyday. It
has become a one-word platform for reform and
reappraisal. For teacher education to be rele-
vant, its students should be getting the skills,
attitudes, and directions they need to perform
well as teachers. In its simplest form the job
of teacher educators is to accept decent, liber-
ally educated people and provide them with a
set of experiences which will make them suc-
cessful that is, will be relevant in their
new role. The woeful condition of the schools
today is some indication of success to date.

Seventy or eighty years ago, when the uni-
versity captured teacher education, it had a
great opportunity to analyze the uniqueness of
teaching and build a training program accord-
ingly. This is not what happened. Except for
student teaching, the university has treated the
professional training of teachers the same way
it treats general education. It forced teacher
education intc the prevailing university mode
of courses, lectures, books, and examinations.
Over the years it has become evident that teach-
er education is not working, that teachers can-
not put the ideas espoused from the lectern
into classroom practice. The university's re-
sponse h s not been to re-examine this prob-
lem as r uch as to move defensively away from
it. The young teacher is told, We cannot give
you practical solutions. We cannot prescribe
answers. We can only expose you to the great
organizing principles and theories of education.
Once these are grappled with, they will inform
and direct your practice." As if by some magic,
a young teacher faced with an abusive student
will be able to recall a principle from psycho-
logy to help him at that moment. Universities
have been able to get away with this because
future teachers believed that the practical
knowledge needed to maintain a classroom
would come during student teaching. 13y and
large, student teaching is the most valued part
of teacher training; which is not to say that it
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has been effective. 13y itself, student teaching
cannot carry the entire training burden. Al-
though the methods suggested in this paper are
equally pertinent for the training of teachers
for preschool through high education, it should
be noted that until very recently, the little
teacher training that has been don-: in adult
basic education has seldom included even stu-
dent teaching with its inadequacies.

As the crisis in education deepens, or at
least becomes more visible, the cry for rele-
vance from graduate and undergraduate teacher
trainees becomes more strident. The plea is
for more practical experiences before and in-
cluding student teaching or internship. In des-
pair teacher educators have begun to lose confi-
dence in the cherished foundations and methods
courses. The new zeitgeist is, "Put them in the
schools earlier so they can learn on the job."
The innovative programs are .10 longer the
Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) programs,
but those which immerse their students imme-
diately into the "real world" of the schools, in
pare-, sub-, demi-, and semiprofessional roles.
The intention is to immerse students in the
activities or functional context of the school
and then to provide them with applicable theo-
ries and means of getting answers to the ques-
tions which arise. This new emphasis on imme-
diate practice certainly has some strengths,
particularly when carefully linked to schools
utilizing a differentiated staffing approach. This
emphasis also has some deficiencies. It pre-
sumes that the student of teaching will learn
what good practice is by coexisting in the
schools with experienced teachers. In reality,
what probably happens is that the beginning
teachers, in their struggle for survival, learn
to cope with students and the demands of their
role, acquiring the biases and practices of
their more experienced colleagues. In other
words, they imitate what they see and continue
education as it is.



Another difficulty with the instant immer-
sion-in-the-schools approach is that while
schools may have many excellent teachers, that
does not necessarily mean that they have many
excellent trainers of teachers. One thing that
can be said about teacher education as it exists
is that it is filled with people who want to teach
teachers. Before the practice dimension is ex-
tended into the classrooms much further, a
large mass of trainers of teachers must be de-
veloped who are knowledgeable in what and how
to teach teachers. If this body of trainers is
not developed, a cry for practical experiences
for the sake of relevance may simply reinforce
much of the irrelevance presently existing in
American education at all levels.

Performance Training
Between the extremes of the traditional tell-

them-how-to-do-it approach to teacher educe-
tio.i and the throw-them-in-the-schools practi-
cal experience lies the performance approach.
Performance training is based on the disarm-
ingly simple idea of first identifying the pro-
fessional skills and strategies a teacher should
possess and then building training experiences
to help people learn to perform those skills.
Underlying the performance training movement
is the idea that teaching is behavior. As beha-
vior it can be categorized into a wide variety
of activities, such as questioning, explaining,
telling, testing, evaluating, record keeping, de-
monstrating, and order-maintaining. If one takes
the point of view that teaching is basically be-
havior, then positive steps can be taken to iden-
tify the important skills and the training proce-
dures which provide nonteachers with teaching
skills.

Over the past few years there have been
a number of different efforts toward perfor
manoe training. Some of these effort.; have
involved the programed learning approach;
others draw on simulation theory and role
playing techniques. One such effort to develop
performance skills is the microteaching ap-
proach.

In the ewrly 1960's teacher trainers at
Stanford University became dissatisfied with
the training being provided for teaching candi-
dates. A great gap was seen to exist between
formal teacher education and actual teaching;
the gap of realistic training. The teaching pro-
fession, unlike most professions, has not pro-
vided its practitioners with opportunities for
safe training, experimentation, or practice.

Law studento have their moot courts; airplane
pilots their link trainers; medical students
their cadavers. In those professions the denial
of such nonacademic training experiences would
be unthinkable. In teaching, however, all that
was provided was observation programs and
student teaching both of a very hit-or-miss
quality. Trainers had little control over the
content of those experiences. Stanford Univer-
sity teacher trainers, seeing a need for a real-
istic training situation analogous to those used
in other professions, spent a three-year period
developing microteaching in response to this
need.

What microteaching has provided is a safe
but realistic training situation for teachers,
both preservice and in-service. Microteaching
is real teaching, but at the same time it is con
structed teaching. It is designed so that teach-
ers can concentrate on the mastery of specific
teaching skills in a low-risk situation. The
students do not suffer from it, because it is not
part of their regular curriculum, The teachers,
free to experiment with different techniques,
increase their range of classroom skills.

Microteaching can be thought of as an
approach or as a concept. Hopefully, it will not
reach the status of an orthodoxy. There are no
inviolable rules in microteaching. A micro-
teaching situation can be described but nr t pre-
scribed. In a typical microteaching sessio Y the
teacher gives a brief lesson in her subject Her
performance is recorded on video tape. This
video tape record is later used in the lesson
critique. The lesson is a real lesson; a short
lesson, typically of five minutes. The three or
four students are real students. although they
are not part of the teacher's regular class.
The focus of the experience, however, for both
the teacher and her supervisor, is on a specific
skill.

When the teacher has finished the lesson,
she will participate in a lesson critique with
her supervisor. The subject of the critique will
be the teacher's use of the particular skill she
has been practicing. From what she learns
from this critique, the teacher will decide upon
whatever changes she would want to make to
improve her use of the skill.

After some time to incorporate these
changes in her lesson plan, she will re-teach
the lesson which again will be critiqued. The
process can be repeated as often as desired
and altered to fit special circumstances.

A key advantage to the microteaching ap-
proach is that it allows for the immediate ap-
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plication of feedback, that is, the information
the teacher gains during the critique. It is sug-
gested that feedback from several sources be
used. One source is feedback from the super-
visor who may be anyone qualified to guide the
teacher in critiquing the lesson. He may or may
not be known to the teacher. He may be a mem-
ber of the institution conducting the clinic or be
employed specifically for microteaching super-
vision. A second source of feedback is the
audio or video tape recording of the teacher's
performance. Video tape equipment is not es-
sential to an effective microteaching clinic,
is a most valuable tool. Its use is recommend-
ed when and where possible. Video tape assists
the supervisor in analyzing a performance and
in communicating his analysis to the teacher.
Video tape allows the teacher to see herself
teaching which is valuable in promoting self-
evaluation and self-improvement. Third, the
use of feedback from colleagues such as fel-
low participants in the clinic is suggested. Be-
sides providing the teacher with additional
feedback, the colleagues themselves learn by
observing the session. A fourth source of feed-
back is the students. Student feedback is poten-
tially quite rich, although it has almost always
been used in an unproductive way. Research
has shown that intelligently channelled
student feedback is highly reliable. Finally,
the teacher herself is a source of feedback.
The self-critique is central to the microteach-
ing approach. The teacher needs to learn how
to evaluate her own performance. By compar-
ing her evaluation with those of her supervisor,
her colleagues, and the students, she will gain
the perspective necessary for self- evaluation.

These five sources of feedback have a com-
mon quality: they focus on the specific skill be
ing practiced. The supervisor does not evaluate
the lesson as a whole; he restricts his critique
to the specific skill under consideration. The stu-
dents are not asked, "Ilow did you like the les-
son? but questions designed to elicit information
pertinent to the skill being practiced. Microteach-
ing increases useful feedback, while decreasing
irrelevant feedback. In addition, since the teache
can apply this feedback to his reteach lesson
shortly after the critique, maximum immediate
use of it is made.

In essence, microteaching is a training set -
ling. To date, teaching skips that stress the teach-
er's activity have been chosen for identification
and training. The skills lave been broken dovkll
into five groups or clusters of skills as follows:
response repertoire, questioning skills, increasing
student participation skills, creating student in-
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volvement, and presenting skills. A definition of
each of these skill clusters follows.

I. Response Repertoire
A. Verbal Responses. The teacher attempts

to broaden his range of verbal respon-
ses to various situaCons in order to
communicate more effectively with
his students. In practice, the teacher
reads statements he might make in
a classroom and gives at least three
different meanings to each statement.

B. Nonverbal Responses. The teacher
considers several nonverbal respon-
see, such as facial expressions and
gestures, and the different feelings
he wishes to convey. Using combi-
nations of nonverbal techniques, he
tries to convey these feelings. Es-
sentially, acquiring nonverbal re-
sponses involves exercises in panto-
mime. (It should be noted that in the
teaching of undereducated, scenewhat
nonverbal adults this skill can be of
great importance).

C. Verbal and Nonverbal Responses. The
teacher begins with nonverbal respon-
ses. He then repeats the oral state-
ments made in precticing the first
skill, verbal responses, combining
them with the appropriate nonverbal
respe,nses.

II. Questioning Skills
A. Fluency in Asking Questions. The

teacher tries to ask as many logical
and relevant questions as possible
during the brief lesson. Mastery of
this skill provides a new teaching
technique for the teacher who tends
to depend too heavily on the lecture
method in making his classroom pre-
sentations. He begins to develop a
dialogue with his students,

B. Probing Questions. Probing requires
that teachers ask questions that re
quire pupils to go beyond superficial
first-answer responses. The teacher
demonstrates probing by: (1) asking
the pupil for mole information and
meaning; (2) requiring the pupil to
justify his response rationally; (3) re-
focusing the pupil's or the class's
attention on a related issue; (4) prompt.
ing the student or giving him hints; and



(5) bringing other students into the dis-
cussion by getting thc.,-in to respond to
first student's answer.

C. Higher-Order Questions. Higher-order
questions are defined as questions that
cannot be answered from memory or
simple sensory description. They call
upon the student to draw his own con-
clusions. A "good" higher-order ques-
tion prompts students to use ideas
rather than just to remember them.
Although some teachers intuitively ask
such questions, far too many overem-
phasize questions that require only the
simplest intellectual activity in re-
sponse. Procedures used with this
skill have been designed to sensitize
teachers to the effects on their/ stu-
dents of various kinds of qucstions.
It also helps teachers to develop their
own ways of forming and using higher-
order questions.

D. Divergent Questions. These questions
are usually open and they have no single
correct answers. They require the stu-,
dents. to think creatively, to leave the
comfortable confines of the known anc
to reach out into the unknown. Fre-,
quently, students are asked to make
hypotheses and to use their imagina-
tions in responding to the teacher's
inquiries.

III. Increasing Student Participation Skills
A. Reinforcement. Reinforcement is an in-

centive used by the teacher to reward
students for proper behaviors. The fo-
cus is on the teacher's use of positive
reinforcemeW to increase student par-
ticipation in classroom discussions.

B. Recognizing Attending Behavior. This
is a skill designed to alert the teacher
to what is going on in his classroom
by training him to observe the cues his
students present. Ely observing their
facial expressions, body postures, and
how they work or do not work, the
teacher can tell a great deal about his
students' interest level and attention
span. From these cues the teacher can
make judgments about whether to con
tinue the activity, change it, or use a
different mode of instruction. Recog
nizing attending behavior is a prereq-
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uisite for almost any kind of classroom
decision.

C. Silence and nonverbal cues. These tech-
niques are designed to allow the teacher
to direct classroom discussions with.
out talking. Nonverbal communication
is one of the most ne -lected means of
teacher-student interaction, but one of
most powerful. Student teachers prac-
tice orchestrathig discussions through
nonverbal cues which give: feedback and
help to elicit student responses.

D. Cueing. Cueing is designed to give the
teacher more control over the success
a student has in making a comment. The
teacher's use of cues can greatly in-
crease the student's chances for mak-
ing a worthwhile contribution to the
class.

IV. Creating Student Involvement
A. Set Induction. Creating a mood in the

classroom conducive to a certain learn-
ing experience is the subject of this
skill training. Set induction invokres
introducing a lesson in an interesting
way end establishing common frames
of rei,,ence between students and teach-
er. The teacher initiates the activity.

B. Stimulus Variation. The teacher uses
both verbal and nonverbal tecaniques
to stimulate stadents. This skill is
actually a composite of several small
skills, all of which aid the teacher in
providing greater variety in his class-
room teaching.

C. Closure. Closure is a means by which
the teacher helps the students to com
prehend the organization of the main
ideas and information presented in the
lesson. An act of pulling together the
major points, closure is complemen-
tary to set induction. It provides a link
between past and new knowledge, and
helps the pupil to gain a feeling of
achievement.

V. Presentation Skills
A. Lecturing. Here the teacher practices

some of the techniques of lecturing. lk-
livery techniques, use of audiovisual
materials, set induction, pacing, clo-
sure, planned repetition, and other
skills related to lecturing are included.



B. Use of Examples. The use of examples
is basic to good teaching. Examples are
necessary to clarify, to verify. and to
substantiate concepts. Both inductive
and deductive uses of examr 3s can be
effective in teaching. Uses of examples
are as follows; (1) starting with simple
examples and progressing to more
complex ones; (2) starting with exam-
ples relevant to the students' experi-
ence and knowledge; (3) relatiug the
examples to the principles or ideas
being taught; (4) checking to see if the
objectives of the lesson have been
achieved by asking students to give
examples that illustrate the main
point; and (5) using analogies and
metaphors to relate the known to the
unknown.

C. Planned Repetition. The purpose of this
skills to clarify and to reinforce ma-
jor ideas, key words, principles, and
concepts in a lecture or discussion.
The use of planned repetition is a pow-
erful technique in focusing and high-
lighting important points and describ-
ing them from a different point of view.
Improper use of this skill can cause
confusion among the students, while
proper use can direct their attention
to points the teacher wishes to Pm-
phasize.2

To most scientists, research in teaching is
in a priMitive stage. To most practitioners, re-
search in teaching has very little to say. There
are many reasons for this. In the opinion of the
writer, one reason is that until recently little
emphasis was given to the scientific study of
teaching. Education has been content with folk
wisdom and windy assertions. The second reason
is that the teaching act is a very complex one.
There is no definition of the "good teacher?'
There is no theory of teaching. We have conflict.
ng theories of learning, and especially, there is
a variety of types of learning that interact with
the complexity of the human condition. Third,
definitive research on the teaching act is hard
to do in the typical classroom situation. The
large number of students in a classroom, the
length of time devoted to the typical classroom
session, and the complex nature of the variables
inherent in any school situation makes the class-
room an unfavorable setting for precise research.

Although it involves wany of the problems
mentioned above, performance training simplifies
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the research problem. A particular skill or strat-
egy is identified as worthwhile. The behaviors that
make up the success of the skill are identified.
Then through modeling or some form of instruc-
tion a trainee attempts to acquire the new skill.
The level of performance on the skill must be
made quite clear to the trainee. One of the ad-
vantages of performance training is that trainees
can move through he curriculum at their own
speed. The institution's resources can be focused
on the individuals needing the most help, rather
than spreading it equally among all

the trainee has acquired the skills,
there are a number of questions still to be an-
swered. How does the skill contribute to the
learning of students? What is the effect of ac-
qoiring one skill, such as reinforcement tech
nicues, on another skill, such as explaining
behavior? Do the skills inhibit some of the na-
tural teaching tendencies of the trainee? How
much training is necessary for the skill to have
transfer value beyond initial teaching encount-
ers? What are the most basic skills which
teachers should learn?

One of the major advantages of the per-
formance training approach to teacher education
is that it places the entire activity into a re-
searchable model. It forces the researcher or
trainer to be more precise about the most im-
portant question; What is the teacher education
program trying to accomplish? The need for
thinking through the sequence of training and the
choice of methodology for the different objectives
necessitate a very careful and systematic formu-
lation of goals. In other words, a rigorous de-
cision must be made about what trainees are to
be able to do at the end of training. It would
seem only logical to base the decisions on what
teacher behaviors, strategies, and skills bring
about the most desirable changes in students. A
fruitful source of direction for these decisions
is the research. Within and across the teaching
disciplines certain methodologies, approaches,
and materials have been found throughresearch
to be effective.

The second source of a program's goals
should be the collective wisdom of the profes-
sion. From this storehouse of untested, and in
many cases untestable, hypotheses about good
teaching, the most promising can be extracted
as objectives. For example, suppose it is de-
cided that teachers should be able to teach in-
ductively and also to know the most appropriate
situations in which to employ this type of teach-
ing. It happens there is little research in this
area. Or it may be felt that with slow learners



the teacher should vary activities more fre-
quently than with other 'students. Despite the
fact that one is on the slippery ground of intui-
tion here, benefits can accrue. First of all,
by realizing which aims are based on research
findings and which on tradition or intuition,
more attention may be paid to the value of the
goals. In this manner, shibboleths and untested
truths may be sorted out. Also, the very act of
identifying which objectives have been research-
ed will focus the professionals' attention on the
most promising hypotheses and in this manner,
hopefully, they will be able to nibble away sys-
tematically at the unknown.

The results of program goal setting should
be a list of skills the teacher should ierform,
it a behavioral description of the good teacher.
Such a list should include the specific levels of
performance on such activities as explaining,
lectui4"g, directing various types of discussions,
or questioning behaviors. Further, the list should
include skills and activities unique to a particular

discipline. To keep from developing a static
curriculum in teacher education, this list 'of
goals should have built-in change mechanisms
to meet new demands for teaching skills in the
classroom.

This paper has argued for a better planned,
more systematic approach to the education of
all teachers. It has argued that professional
training should deal with the special ways of
thinking and acting that lead to successful per-
formance. If the purpose of teacher education is
to develop skilled practitioners, then the pro-
fessional curriculum should be built specifically
to accomplish this. Each element in a program
must have proven relevance to the overall ob-
jectives. Teacher educators should start by
taking seriously themselves what they expect
from their trainees, that is, trainers also should
work out their objectives in behavioral terms,
test themselves to make sure that they carry out
those objectives, and test their students to see
if they have been achieved.

NOTES

1. Dwight Allen and Kevin Ryan, Aficrot each-
ing (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1967).

2. Taken from An Introduction to Micro! caching,
a film produced by General Learning Corporation,
New York, 1969.
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3. Kevin Ryan, "A Performance Model for
Teacher Education," mimeographed (Chicago:
University of Chicago, Graduate School of Edu-
cation, 1969.



THE VIDEO TAPE RECORDER IN TEACHER TRAINING RESEARCH

Herbert L. Nichols

In June, 1962, a contract was executed be-
tween the Agency for International Development
and English Language ServiceL (ELS) in which
ELS agreed to engage in an operations research
program to develop within three years a com-
plete autoinstructional program for preparing
teachers of English as a seconel language. This
program was to be designed for overseas use
with indigenous trainees with minimal speaking
capabilities in English.

The schedule of piogram activities was
divided into four phases. Phase one was the
data collection phase concerned with elucidating
the stimulus-response blueprint of teacher be-
havior at the master skill level. The primary
instrument used to collect data was the video
tape recorder. Phase two was the theoretical
analysis of the data collected in phase one;
phase three, the preparation of training mate-
rials and devices based on the prescription de-
rived from phase two; and phase four, the field
testing and validation of the training system
designed. The activities to be discussed in this
paper are those of phase one. The discussion
will be additionally limited to a qualitative ac-
counting.

The purpose of this report is to coordinate
suggestions offered by Thomas F. Gilbert, a
behavioral scientist, with video tape viewing
and reviewing procedures, and to explain how
the principles of mathetics ma:' be applied to
isolating and describing the step-by-step teach-
ing techniques used by the teacher throughout
each course.

The project was called the Teacher Training
Research Project (TTRP). After two years of
operation the project was known as the Teacher
Education Program (TF,P). The staffing require-
ments of the project brought together persons
of diverse disciplines: a linguist, a psycholo-
gist, a sociologist, a cultural anthropologist,
language teachers, teacher trainers, a psycho-
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linguist, and television engineers and techni-
cians. Additional outside consultants were made
available to the project as needed.

Phase one started with the readying of the
technical crew and equipment to begin taping
eight hours of regular classroom activity in
English as a second language. This video tap-
ing activity had been planned to continue for
one year, but after about three weeks of taping
a stop order was issued by the project director,
and a more rigorous orientation session was
begun for the technicians and staff led by Dr.
Gilbert. Following the single orientation ses-
3ion, it was discovered that the technical crew
was less efficient than they had been in the be-
ginning. It was then decided that much more
than a single orientation session was necessary
for the staff as well as the technical crew.

Television engineers and technicians, fami-
liar as they were with television equipment,
were not prepared to extract via their television
cameras the behavioral data required to satisfy
the objectives of this first phase, although very
mo....; at home when photographing a structured
scene at a studio or even the remote field pick-
up in the man on the street show. (Consider the
time worn cliche, "I saw it on television or in
the movies, but it was not like the book.") In
ether words, to document scientifically the
master skill level of teacher behavior, artistic
license could not be given in any quarter. The
video tape on playback had to report faithfully
what had happened in the classroom, including
both the verbal and nonverbal activities. To
develop fidelity in reproducing classroom be-
havior, series of seminars were developed in-
volving the total research team over a period
of about five weeks. The seminars were divided
roughly into four parts, of which the first three
will be amplified in this paper: (I) a description
and explanation of standard effort; (2) the teach.
ing of pertinent mathetics shorthand symbols



for recording data from video tapes; (3) the
application of the terminology and concepts of
mathetics to video tape viewing and reviewing
procedures; and (4) the needs and techniques
for indexerw, storing, and retrieving this data
from IBM cards.

Standard Effort
Basic to the development of teacher training

techniques and materials is the description of
teaching behavior. The English Language Ser-
vices Language Center developed video tapes
of the teaching of English as a second language
for the purpose of describing teething behavior.
To accomplish this, teacher-stud.. ..nt behavior,
that is, stimuli and responses, were analyzed
in terms of standard efforts. The ideal stand-
ard effort (SE) is what the teacher does (S :-

master skill stimulus) to elicit a correct be-
havior from the student (R - master skill re-
sponse). More specifically, the teacher must:
(1) get the student to observe (SO) the master
skill stimulus (SD); and (2) get the student to
make the response (R), while observing the mas-
ter +kill stimulus (SD}. Then the student m .lst:
(3) observe the outcome of mastery (R); and (4)
this outcome must be reinforcing (S).

Since at this stage of research ELS is not
in a position to state exactly what the ideal
standard efforts are, they can be described
only on the basis of what is observed as having
occurred in actual classroom situations, which
may or may not be ideal standard efforts. How-
ever, since it cannot be definitively stated that
the observed standard effects are ideal, they
will be considered as approximations of ideal
standard efforts (SE').

Mathetics Shorthand Symbols

The following is an example of a possible
ideal standard effort based on actual video tape
observations, to illustrate the application of
the concept of standard effort to research on
teaching.

SO

SA

sc

RO

SI

SD

Teacher writes sentence on blackboard.

Teacher points to sentence and says,
"Look at this."

Teacher says, "This will be a pronunci
ation dn11."

All students give their arentim to sen-
tence on blackboard, and nod.

Teacher says, "Repeat this sentence after
me."

Teacher reads sentence aloud.

R Students repeat sentence after teacher.

S Students hear themselves uttering sen-
tence, and are reinforced; students are
additionally reinforced by teacher's com-
ment, "Good."

The teacher must establish a fixed order of
mastery, a behavior change. To do this, the
teacher substitutes prompting (SP) for instruct-
ing Ob.

tsr3 Teacher repeats sentence and exagger-
ates pronunciation.

R Students repeat sentence with exagger-
ated pronunciation.

S Students are reinforced by hearing their
own utterances conforming to the teach-
er's exaggerated pronunciation.

In accordance with the suggestions made by
Gilbert, descriptions of teaching behavior in-
clude not only standard efforts (SE) which are
considered efficacious, but also departs from
good standard efforts (SE). He outlined the
following types of departures as applicable to
the individual stimuli comprising standard ef-
forts: (1) no attempts made, (2) aborted attempts
made, (3) erroneous attempts made, or (4) exces-
sive attempts made.

It goes without saying that the standard ef
fort as defined in this paper does not take into
consideration all of the components of a class-
room situation. First, however, observers must
become proficient in isolating and describing
the basic teaching-learning, teacher-student,
interaction. Once this proficiency has been
achieved, the observers can then consider nu-
ances of behavior having a direct bearing on
these basic interactions. Categories of the
teachinlearning situation to be considered
after this initial proficiency is developed in-
clude: (1) motivation; (2) competition; and (3)
special strategies, including: (a) chaining, (b)
discrimination and (c) generalization. Present
plans are to describe each of these refinements
of behavior according to procedures similar to
those outlined for the description of standard
efforts, including both approximations of the
ideal and departures from the ideal.

The use of mathetics shorthand and the
scheme of defining idea) teaching behavior and
possible departures from the ideal served as
the master blueprint for EIS's behavioral ex-
tractive system for professional staff as well
as for the television technical crew. The stand-
ard effort model in some ways resembles many
of the paradigms describing electronic systems,
and technical personnel are touch at home with
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system? analysis. The concentration of ESL
teams on camera focus could be more effec-
tively directed because of the greater under-
standing of communications behavior analysis
in the classroom.'

ELS began to relate this classroom activity
as a series of events or stimuli-responses (SR).
Each SR was identified as a link in the chain of
total events each class hour. Briefing instruc-
tions finally were able to be taken from the
classroom teacher on what her objectives were
session to session. The video tape recording
lengths were sixty-five minutes, but total re-
cording time was limited to fifty minutes unless
circumstances dictated otherwise. Camera tech-
nicians became very skilled at identifying and
recording data pertinent to the prestated objec-
tives for the session. This activity continued at
a rate of thirty hours each week for approxi-
mately one year.

The opportunity to observe a teacher of one
culture interacting with learners of another cul-
ture presented a new communications' facet to
the eyes and ears of the cameraman. The sig-
nificance of body kinesics in cross-cultural
communications became obvious to the ESL
staff as they observed the American teacher in-
teracting with the East African, Arab, Korean,
and northern European learner.2 There were
dramatic differences in the closeness or dis-
tance maintained by the teacher as she was in
communication on a one-to-one basis.3 Stiffness
and forma! limits of gestural expression were
observed as used by the Austrian learner to
the teacher, as well as what was considered by

the teacher to be an overstepping of closeness
for conversation by the Arab student. Also, the
staff was able to see student-to-student and
teacher-to-student relationships in the hetero-
cultural situation, such as "boy meets girl,"
"the teacher es no sympatico," or "a woman
is not a good teacher." The capturing of this
verbal and nonverbal behavior or video tape
proved to be a most economic system for gath-
ering research data. The use of this media was
immediately applied to other language teaching
and learning activities at ESL facilities. Many
of the observation and recording skills learned
in this research effort can be directly applied
to the problems of designing communications
training programs for teachers of speakers of
nonstandard forms of English.

In conclusion, English Language Services
has refined and demonstrated the use of the
video tape recorder for data gathering in re-
search on teaching. EIS found that technical
television crews and reofissional staffs need
joint training in the behavioral sciences in
order to obtain a true reproduction of class-
room behavior and to be able to analyze or de-
fine that behavior. The goal of the research was
to define :deal teaching behavior in the teaching
of English as a second language and departures
from the ideal, using the shorthand of mathetics.
Although the development of skill in defining
classroom behavior must start with the simple
determination of verbal interaction based upon
the teacher's stated objectives, many uses of
the video tape recorder were seen in research
on more subtle, nonverbal interactions.

NOTES

1. The system motivated several of the tech-
nicians to gain furth'r knowledge in the field of
educational technologi by enrolling in graduate
level courses.

2. Charles E. Osgood and Thomas A. Sebeok,
eds. Psycho linguistics: A Survey of Theory and
Research Problems with a Survey of Psycho-
linguistic Research, 1954.1964, by A. Richard

Diebold and the Psychotinguist by George A.
Afiller, Indiana University Studies in the His-
tory and Theory of Linguistics (Bloomington:
1965).

3. For a discussion of the use of space by dif-
ferent cultures, or proxernics, see Edward T.
Hal); The Hidden Dimension (New York: Double-
day, 1966).
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SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY ADULT DEVELOPMENT STUDY:
A PROGRESS REPORT

Rolf H. Monge and Eric F. Gardner

The purpose of this chapter is to review a
relatively long-term research project in pro-
gress at Syracuse University. A brief history
of the beginnings of the project will be followed
by a discussion of its purposes and its present
status. This paper will conclude with a brief
discussion of the plans for the project.

HISTORY

The project, a five-year program of research
funded by the U. S. Office of Education, is for-
mally entitled 'A Program of Research in Adult
Age Differences in Cognitive Performance and
Learning: Backgrounds for Adult Education and
Vocational Retaining." For easy identification
this project is titled as the "Syracuse Univer-
sity Adult Development Study." The project was
started in mid-1966 by the late Raymond G.
Kuhlen and by Eric F. Gardner, and is presently
directed by the authors.

The first two years of the pr .orram were
devoted in a large measure to an extensive re-
view of literature, designing and building equip-
ment, developing data collection instruments
designing and conducting pilot work for experi-
mental studies, and developing a pool of adult
subjects.' In short, the first two years were
largely devoted to "tooling up." For the most
part this phase has been completed, and the
major part of the program is now under way.

It would be inappropriate to discuss the his-
tory of this program without a mention of the
contribution made by Raymond G. Kuhlen who
was, with Dr. Gardner, the cofounder. Dr. Kuh-
len was a noted developmental psychologist,
whose major interests were the psychology of
adolescent development and the psychology of
maturity and old age. In the field of gerontology
he i, probably best remembered for his con-
trilxtions to the study of age trends in motiva-
tion and adjustment. During the last years of
his life his attention was focused in lrticular
on motivation and on personality variables that
might differentially influence learning during
young adulthood, middy age, and the later
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years of life. Dr. Kuhlen's contribution to this
project was profound, and his loss deeply felt.
Much of the descriptive material that follows
has been adopted or paraphrased from material
that Dr. Kuhlen participated in writing.

PURPOSES OF THE
ADULT DEVELOPMENT STUDY
This project grew out of the recognition of

the social importance of programs aimed at the
retaining and vocational rehabilitation of work-
ers at all levels and of all ages. It was given
impetus by concern over the lack of scientific
information about the role of personal variables
in complex human learning at different adult
ages. There can be little doubt that the degree
to which the productive abilities of adults of
different ages can be utili?ed in various types
of work situations, and the degree to which
adults can be effectively and efficiently retrained
depends in large measure upon an understanding
of their intellectual resources and learning
ability.

A good deal is already known. Botwinick has
recently published an excellent critical and in-
terpretive review of research on adult cognitive
processes and is, himself, a distinguished con-
tributor to this area.2 A very substantial body
of research dt.ta on adult learning has been ac-
cumulated since the early reports of Thorndike
thirty to forty years ago.3 However, most re-
search has served primarily to describe age
differences in learning and performance as evi-
denced in laboratory types of tasks.' Little re-
search has been done on the more meaningful
types of verbal learning, nor has much been
directed toward an analysis of the types of vari
ables, particularly personal variables, that
ri,'ght differentially influence learning at differ-
ent times in adult life. While there have been
many studies of age differences in performance
on intelligence tests, such data are relatively
restricted in scope, especially with respect to
the sampling of abilities with items appropri-
ate to older adult groups. Little is known re-



garding the range of educational knowledge and
skills (reading comprehension, arithmetic skills,
general knowledge) that people of different ages
bring to learning tasks. Nor is much known re-
garding adult age differences in motivation to
achieve or the degree to which adults experi-
ence apprehension and anxiety in situations re-
quiring new learning.

One purpose of the Syracuse program of re-
search is to determine age differences in cogni-
tive abilities with special reference to items
selected as suitable for adults of different ages,
to survey the educational backgrounds and skills
that older and younger adults bring to learning
situations, and to study age differences in per-
sonality characteristics likely to influence the
individual's learning. A second main purpose
of the research is to investigate experimentally
the interaction of the variables mentioned above
with the age of the learner in determining learn-
ing and performance.

Cognitive Abilities,
Educational Background,
and Learning Orientation

The first of the two aspects of this research
program involves a determination of adult age
differences in a variety of abilities and per-
sonal characteristics of presumed importance
in learning at different adult ages. The follow-
ing description relates to studies of adult age
differences in: (1) congitive abilities, (2) educa-
tional background, and (3) learning orientation.

Adult Age Differences in
Cognitive Functioning

It is obvious that the ability of adults of dif-
ferent ages to profit from educational, training,
or retraining programs will depend in part on
the types and levels of abilities they bring to
those tasks. Yet, except possibly for Wechsler's
studies with an intelligence scale designed for
use with adults and a study by Demming and
Pressey, there has been no systematic nor ex-
tensive effort to explore adult age differences
in cognitive abilities as such abilities are re-
vealed on a wide range of types of individual
items, or on items appropriate for adults of
different ages.5 Mainly, explorations of intel-
lectual differences during the adult life span
have been accomplished by means of teas that
have been developed for Grid standardized on
young adult populations, such as college stu-
dents or army selectees. And these studies
have focused upon age differences in subtest
or total test scores, with little attention paid

to age trends on individual items. The resulting
data have serious limitations for an understand-
ing of adult abilities. In the first place, it is
not improbable that tests designed for young
adults will prove to be biased against older
adults; the observed decrements in test per-
formance noted with increasing adult age may
simply reflect the structure of the test. In the
se,:ond place, the subtests employed, for ex-
ample, vocubulary and general information, are
relatively short and homogeneous.

In light of these probable age biases on tests,
it is likely that some of the seemingly well-
established generalizations regarding mental
functioning, such as those relating to the stabi-
lity of the functions measured by vocabulary
and information, reflect an oversimplification
of the problem. In contrast to stability over age,
it is reasonable to expect that rather important
age trends would be found to occur if a wider
variety of items were sampled and varying
levels of scoring criteria employed. One would
anticipate, for example, that vocabulary rele-
vant to various interest patterns would show
gains or losses as interest in those areas waxed
or waned. It might further be anticipated that in
a technologically dynamic culture, in contrast
to a static culture, new concepts, that is, new
words, and new information would be generated
at a relatively rapid rate and would be trans-
mitted with greatest force to the younger people
in a society. Under these circumstances older
people would presumably be at a disadvantage,
when compared with younger people, in their
knowledge of newer concepts, although they may
equal their juniors or even have an advantage
over them on information items relating to the
more static elements of the culture.

One would be led to expect that much is to
be learned about adult intellectual functioning
through the construction of a wide variety of
different types of items, and especially through
the development of items that are differentially
appropriate for the various age bandg of the
adult population. One major phase of this re-
search program involves the development of
such items and the exploration of adult abilities
by these means.

Thus far, twenty tests have been devel-
oped specifically aimed at discerning differ-
ential age trends among adults. About a dozen
of these are cast essentially in the form of
specialized vocabulary tests, that is, tests of
knowledge of terminology in such areas as
modes of transportation current at various
times in the past seventy-five years; finan-
cial matters, including stocks and bonds, es-
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tate management, wills, and installment buy-
ing; diseases and other medical matters
peculiar to various adult ages and matters
related to life termination; fashions in cloth-
ing in this century; arts and literature; and
hobbies and sports popular among different
age groups. Two particularly interesting de-
velopments have been vocabulary tests of
slang current among different generations and
of words coined or deemed acceptable by lexi-
cographers at different times in recent his-
tory. These tests are of particular interest
because of the degree of objectivity that it
has been possible to achieve in constructing
them through the sampling of contents of
slang dictionaries and unabridged diction-
aries. The major effort has been to develop
tests that contain items designed to give one
generation a particular advantage over anoth-
er, either by virtue of members of the gener-
ation having lived in the culture at the time
when now-obsolete or extinct modes of trans-
portation, entertainment, language, and so on,
were current, or by virtue of the existence of
age-related experiences, for example, di-
sease, or wills and estate management as op-
posed to installment buying. As will be noted
later, several of the vocabulary tests have
reached an advanced state of development and
are currently being administered to a large
number of individuals. Others are being de-
veloped, and some are being rewritten as the
result of findings from preliminary adminis
trations.

Several additional sets of items in various
formats are also being developed, all having
undergone at least one preliminary adminis-
tration. Some of these items are designed to
sample interest or experience domains such
as cooking and recipe manipulation, card
games, and understanding time tables and
road maps. Others are designed to determine
age differences in test-taking behavior, such
as guessing strategies, distraction by irrele-
vant information, response omission, and abi
lily to follow directions.

While a major aspect of the analysis of the
data consists of the establishment of age
trends and sex differences for individual
items and sig iificant groups of items, atten-
tion is also being directed to the possibility
that ability as so assessed may have differ-
ential validity at different ages. Exploration of
this issue is being accomplished in two ways:
(1) through the determination of age differ-
ences in the correlation of the individual
items with some learning criterion, such as
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performance on the laboratory tasks to be
described later in this paper.

Adult Age Differences
in Educational Background

The ease with which adults of different ages
can deal effectively with demands made upon
them in training or retraining programs will
also depend to no small degree upon the
amount of relevant knowledge and learning
skills, such as reading, that they bring to
such tasks. Since older adults tend to have
less formal schooling than younger adults and
are more remote in time from that schooling,
it is reasonable to expect that they would
bring less in the way of background to the
learning tasks they face. However, it is pos-
sible that social and occupational demands
made upon at least some adults will result in
informal learning to a degree that more than
compensates for expected deficiencies. Thus,
the actual level of background knowledge and
educational skills that adults possess can be
ascertained only by a direct check. One phase
of the Syracuse program consists of a survey
of the educational level of adults of various
ages. An appropriate instrument for such a
survey is the Adult Basic Learning Examina-
tion (ABLE).6 The ABLE contains subscales
relating to such knowledge and skill areas as
arithmetic computation and problem solving,
reading comprehension, general vocabulary,
and spelling. While there is a degree of over
lap between certain of the items included in
this instrument and items involved in the tests
outlined above, the distinction between the two
is the degree to which such skills and know-
ledge are explicitly taught in schools. The
types of items included in the survey using
the ABLE consist of formally-taught school
materials.

While there have been some scattered stud
ies of adult age differences in educational
background, no study has systematically and
extensively explored this matter. Most con-
clusions regarding such matters are based on
inferences from the administration of stand-
ard intelligence tests.

Ada lt Age Differences
in Learning Orientation

The extent to which adults of different ages
are positively oriented toward the seeking of
new educational experiences (whether these be
voluntyrily selected courses in continuing edu-
cation or retraining programs necossitated by



change or work), or the extent to which they
react negatively to such learning opportunities
because of uncertainty or apprehension may,
in a practical sense, be of even greater im
portance than the abilities or the backgrounds
they bring to such tasks. They may, in fact,
avoid uncertain or anxiety-producing situa
tions. Even when involved in a learning pro-
gram, the level of an individual's performance
likely will be determined significantly by the
extent to which he is achievement oriented or
is threatened by the situation in which he
finds himself.

It has been rather clearly established, for
example, that in complex types of learning,
anxiety tends to have a negative effect, reduc-
ing performance. Among other reasons, this
may come about because the anxious or threat-
ened person experiences some confusion be-
tween competing responses, is unable to at-
tend to the task, or tends to make up his mind
too quickly with regard to how he sheuld pro-
ceed. In view of the theoretical as well as the
practical importance of such personal varia-
bles in the learning of adults of different ages,
a third element has been included in the sur-
vey of adult age differences, namely what has
here been called "learning orientation." An
attempt is being made to determine whether
middle age and old age bring positive or nega-
tive changes in learning orientations.

The relevance of different types of learn-
ing orientation variable to adult learning can
be commented upon more economically in con-
nection with the procedures being utilized or
planned for measuring these various charac
teristics. It is necessary in this phase of the
study to obtain information regarding four
types of characteristics. (1) motivation for
learning and achievement, (2) learning appre-
hension or anxiety, (3) personal rigidity, and
(4) life-style or learning sets. Each of these
characteristics will be discussed briefly in
turn.

Motivation for learning refers to what is
commonly called achievement motivation
tne desire to achieve and accomplish either in
competition with one's self, with an absolute
standard of competence, or with others. In a
sense, the Syracuse studies are concerned
with the likelihood that adults of different
ages will seriously apply themselves to learn-
ing tasks. The measure being employed in
this study is being patterned after existing
scales designed to measure achievement
motivation.

The measures of learning apprehension re-
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late to the degree of apprehension, uneasi-
ness, or nervousness generated by learning
situations or various cognitive task situations
that an individual faces. Several types of
measures are being tried. One measure re-
lates to what has been called "test anxiety,"
and another commonly is referred to as
"manifest" anxiety. The test anxiety scale is
being developed in the pattern of existing
scales, though phrased with due regard to the
adult age of the sample studied and the types
of situations adults face. The scale of mani-
fest anxiety is also being adapted from exist-
ing scales. The primary requirement for the
measure of learning apprehension is that the
scales be brief though reliable, that the sub-
scales sample anxiety generated in different
situations, and that the overall scale be ac-
ceptable to adults of varying ages. One im-
portant assumption in theories attributing
causal significance to anxiety in producing
age-related variance in performance and in
other aspects of personality is that anxiety
becomes more general and less situational
with increasing age. This assumption is being
tested in the present research.

A measure of rigidity, conceptualized as a
need for structure, is included among the
scales being employed and planned in this
phase of the program because of the theoret-
ical importance of rigidity in learning. Evi-
dence seems to suggest that people do, indeed,
become more rigid with increasing adult age
(although the data are not entirely consistent),
and that the rigid person prefers certain
types of learning tasks (school subject matter,
for example) and learns more effectively with
relatively structured teaching procedures.
However, the rigid person may also pose for
himself certain hat, ticaps to learning by
reaching premature decisions regarding solu-
tions to problems or by incorporating ele-
ments that are in fact irrelevant into his per-
Leption of the problem or its solution. A short
form of the dogmatism scale used by Rokeach

research on rigidity as related to learning,
problem solving, and other behaviors has re-
cently become available and is being used both
in its present form and with further develop-
ment.1

A final measure of personal characteristics
planned for use in the adult development study
relates to what might be called "style of life."
It is probable that the individual who has de-
voted his time to recreations of a nonintellec-
tual sort will be less competent in teaming
tasks than an individual who has a history of



active participation in activities involving ini-
tiative, responsibility, and new learning. Style
of life refers essentially to what Harlow call-
ed learning sets.8 It is not unlikely that a part
of the threat that seems to be posed for older
adults by new learning situations stems from
the fact that they are aware that they have not
participated in new /earning for some years
and therefore do not have the appropriate ori-
entations or sets for such learning. Quite
aside from the extent to which threat is in-
volved, a lack of experience in learning may
prove a serious handicap to the older learner.
Accordingly, it seems desirable to attempt to
measure life-style in relation to learning and
to determine the degree to which adults of dif-
ferent ages are characterized by a lack of
learning experience.

Two instruments have been developed by
Ingham and by Litchfield, consisting primarily
of surveys of the types of activities in which
people have recently engaged, which have been
selected carefully according to the degree to
which they involve initiative and new learn-
ing.9 In a sense, what is being measured by
these scales is not only the character of pre-
sent experience, but the degree of positive af-
fect associated with living in general, espe-
cially as related to new learning experiences.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

The second major aspect of the program
of research outlined in this paper relates to
the actual performance of individuals of dif-
ferent ages in learning tasks and the inter-
action of various personal characteristics
with age in the performance of those tasks.
Several. major hypotheses which give direction
to this series of studies will be stated in a
general way.

Major Hypotheses
The first major hypothesis being investi

gated is that a measurable portion of the dec.
rement in learning performance usually found
with increased adult age may be attributed to
the greater susceptibility of older adults to
psychological stress. The ways in which anx-
iety may influence learning have been sug-
gested above. Available evidence indicates
that older adults tend to exhibit more anxiety
symptoms than do young adults, especially
under stressful conditions, suggesting one
possible explanation for learning decrements
with increasing adult age.'

A fairly extensive experiment is underway

to assess the effects of social stress on adults
ranging in age from the early twenties through
the seventies. Subjects are drawn from the
memberships of several cooperating social,
cultural, and religious organizations in the
Syracuse area. The treasury of each organi-
zation is enriched in proportion to the number
of its members and their spouses that volun-
teer to participate. Subjects, segregated by
sex, are randomly assigned in order of ap-
pearance to one of two conditions. The control
group consists of three subjects seated side-
by-side in the same room, but visually inac-
cessible to each other, each working at his
own pace through eighteen multiple-choice
items presented one by one on individual pro-
jection screens. There are six verbal reason-
ing items, six perceptual reasoning items,
and six arithmetic problems presented in
mixed order. Each item is presented automa-
tically for a maximum of sixty to sixty.five
seconds, which is, for the vast majority of
people, more than ample time. Thus, little or
no stress is engendered by time pressure.
Subjects indicate their choice of the alterna
tive answers by push button and are given
immediate knowledge of the results on each
item by signal lights. The experimental group
performs the same task, but the subjects can
see each other and can see one another's sig.
nal lights, so they know whether the multiple-
choice selected by one of them was right or
wrong. As in the control group each subject
proceeds at his own pace. It is quite difficult
for subjects to read the item presented on
other than their own screen, so there is little
chance for contamination. Furthermore, the
middle subject is in reality a fake subject or
stooge one of two members of our staff of
the same sex as the subjects. The stooge is
instructed to stay two to three items ahead of
the faster of the two subjects. The stocge's
console is rigged to indicate on the signal
lights that 16 of 'the 18 responses made are
correct, regardless of the choice buttons
pushed. The stooge also makes "helpful re-
marks" along the way, such as "Gee, these
are easy," or "Hey, there's a trick to solv-
ing these." These remarks are carefully
scripted and standardized so that all subjects
get the benefit of the same performance. At
no time, incidentally, does the stooge direct
comment individually at either subject, so
there is nothing personal in his or her re-
marks. The bask idea, of course, is to pro-
vide the subjects in the experimental group
with a social stress situation that is not too
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far different from the type of experience that
might be encountered in an adult education
class when people disparate in ability, experi-
ence, and age are gathered together.

The dependent variables in this study of
social stress are the number of correct re-
sponses, the latency of response, the degree
of confidence in response (which is also indi-
cated by the subject with push buttons), and
the deviation in heart rate from preexperi-
mental base-line data, which is assumed to be
a measure related to the degree of stress ex-
perienced. Subjects also complete pretest
and post-test anxiety questionnaires.

Although the social stress experiment is
in progress, the very small part of the

data considered to date seems to indicate that
male subjects aged in the forties and fifties
make more correct responses than males in
the twenties and thirties, but that the older
male subjects in the stress condition are
more affected relative to their controls than
are younger men. It must be emphasized
that this is only a preliminary impression;
however, if this finding holds up through the
end of the experiment, it could be quite signi-
ficant. Although the stress condition was fully
expected to be more deleterious to the older
subjects, that the level of performance would
be generally higher among the older people
was not expected.

The second general hypothesis relates to
the role of attitudes in learning. It has been
shown in previous research that individuals
who hold unfavorable attitudes have difficulty
in both learning and remembering verbal ma
terial related to those attitudes. This is a
somewhat controversial area of research,
with recent studies suggesting an interaction
between emotioral and cognitive variables in
determining the poorer performance of those
with attitudes unfavorable to the content of
material to be learned. In view of the greater
rigidity and dogmatism of the older adult, it
may be predicted that the emotional element
will outweigh the cognitive element in this in-
teraction to a greater extent for him than for
the younger individual. In other words, it is
hypothesized that the degree to which an older
adult can learn controversial material is in-
fluenced by his attitudes to a greater degree
than is true for the younger adult. This study
is in the pilot phase.

The third major hypothesis involves the
relation of learning sets to age losses in
learning perform ance.'1 The learning set
hypothesis asserts that, for one reason or

another, oiler. adults do not know how to lean
as well as younger people. In his classi
paper, Harlow defined learning set as "Iearr
ing how to learn a kind of problem, or tram
fer from problem to problem."12 Learnim,
set refers to a nonspecific transfer of learn
ing -- the transfer of the knowledge of the
tools and techniques of learning rather thar
the transfer of a specific subject matter. I:
the context of aging it is proposed that a.;

adults grow older they encounter fewer occa
sions requiring new learning, and therefore
the habits of learning they developed during
formal schooling and in the early years o
maturity have deteriorated through lack o
practice. To illustrate this concept in the
classroom setting, the individual who ha!
been out of the routine of formal schooling fo
any appreciable length of time is likely te

have lost a substantial portion of whatever 111
may have known about how to learn. The ref
erence here is to such tools of learning m
knowing how to study, how to concentrate o
focus attenticn, how to organize work, how tt
take notes, and a myriad of other mental ad
justments and attitudes toward the proses:
of learning.

Those who have taught courses enrollinf
people who have been out of the school routine
for some time no doubt have had the experi-
ence of dealing with students who after the
first class meeting gather at the lectern to
express serious doubts about their ability to
compete in an academic setting. To be sure,
some of these older students are merely hav-
ing problems in rearranging the priorities of
their daily lives to find time for studying, but
there are those who are genuinely concerned
about recapturing their skill in the mechanics
of learning.

While the learning set hypothesis was
couched in terms of chronological age, it
should be noted that age, per se, is not the
critical independent variable. The critical
variable seems to be the cognitive style of
life of the individual, that is, individuals who
are more or less continuously engaged in
making use of the tools and techniques of
learning should suffer little or no deteriora-
tion in learning set. Older adults who have
maintained learning sets may be expected to
perform more nearly like young adults than
will those who have not maintained learning
sets. Some evidence bearing on this point
comes from the study conducted by Levinson
and Reese." They compared the performance
of children, college students, institutionalized



and community-dwelling aged, and retired
college faculty on a classic Harlow-type ob-
ject-quality discrimination learning set series.
Performance increased with age in the early
years, reaching a peak in the college-age
group, and decreased with age thereafter. Of
particular interest, however, was the finding
that the retired faculty were markedly supe-
rior to the other aged subjects. Levinson and
Reese suggested than "an initial high IQ and/
or considerable educational achievement may
b- more significant variables than CA (Chronol-
ogical Age) . . .". Presumably the learning abil-
ity of older Ss and their capacity to deal effec-
tively with large amounts of incoming informa-
tion is maintained by large amounts of educa-
tional experience."14

The first of the planned series of studies
in the Syracuse research program was a
learning set investigation.'' The major pur-
poses of this study were to examine sugges-
tions that there are, in addition to the deficit
due to loss of response speed with age, defi-
cits in concentrating or focusing upon the ma-
terials to be learned. The paired-associate
paradigm was used. The anticipation interval
was held constant and the inspection interval
varie-1 to test the hypothesis that the perfor-
mance of older subjects would suffer more
than that of younger subjects when the time
allowed to review the stimulus-response pair
was limited. Furthermore, it was conjectured
that if the predicted deficit was due to diffi-
culty in concentrating or focusing upon the
materials at a fast pace, then the age differ-
ence should be reduced if subjects were given
the opportunity to accustom themselves to the
experimental situation, in other words, to
form a learning set. Therefore, each subject
successively learned six different lists of
paired associates.

The subjects were forty women, twenty in
their thirties and twenty in their sixties, all
recruited from women's religious organiza-
tions through the technique of offering to pay
the organization a nominal sum for each mem-
ber participating. Older and younger subjects
did not differ at the .05 level of confidence
either in mean score on a twenty-item vocab-
ulary test, nor in mean number of years of
schooling. The average subject had finished
high school and had some post-high-school
training, such as business school, nurses'
training, or some college. The younger wo-
men were all housewives and mothers active
in parochial school activities, while the older
for the most part were either currently em-

pinyed or recently retired from clerical types
of work. In summary, both the older and the
younger subjects were active, involved, com-
munity-dwelling individuals of a reasonably
high educational level.

Subjects were randomly assigned to one of
two conditions of presentation of six twelve-
pair lists. In the slow pace condition subjects
learned the lists to a criterion of one perfect
recitation, or a maximum of nine trials, at a
four-to-two-second rate, that is, four seconds
anticipation time and two seconds inspection
time. In the fast pace condition subjects
learned to the same criterion at a four-to-
one-second rate. The presentation device was
a Stowe memory drum. The pairs of words
were all two-syllable adjectives, and the six
lists had been approximately equated for dif-
ficulty in a pilot study. Nevertheless, two of
the six lists appeared equally often in the
first and sixth positions of presentation to
provide complete counterbalancing of residual
inequalities in list diffic4t1ty at the end points
of the learning sequence. The other four lists
were assigned randomly to the second through
fifth positions of presentation in such a way
that each subject within each age by pace con-
dition learned the six lists in a different or-
der. Thus, the relationship between the groups
and the relationship of the first to the sixth
list learned were not confounded with residual
inequality in list difficulties.

Figure 1 shows the mean number of total,
omission, and commission errors in the study
of learning set and table 1 gives the results of
the repeated measures analyses of variance.
Individual comparisons for the measure of to-
tal errors showed that the older group at the
slower pace and the younger group at the
faster pace improved significantly from the
first to the sixth list learned, while the other
two groups did not change significantly from
the beginning to the end of the series. Since
the lists did, in fact, differ in difficulty in
spite of the pilot work done to equate them,
it is not possible to say unequivocally that the
sharp improvement shown by all groups but
the older at the fast pace from the first to the
second position was due solely to learning set
formation.

The most unusual finding, for which there
is no ready explanation, was that the best-
performing group was the older group at the
slower pace. As expected, however, the older
gmup at the faster pace was worst, and the
two younger groups did not differ substan-
tially, although the younger at the faster pace
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Table 1

Summary of Analyses of Variance of Error Measures over Six Lists

Total Omission Commission

Source of Errors Errors Errors

df -
Variation Mean

F
Mean

F
Mean

F
Square Square Square

Between Ss

Age (A) 1 273.1 <1 199.8 <1 5.1 <1

Pace (P) 1 5078.4 4.6* 3667.5 4.6* 175.1 2.1

A X P 1 4437.6 4.1 2059.2 2.8 451.0 5.3*

Error

(between) 36 1091.6 733.2 84.5

Within Ss

Lists (L) 5 237.1 3 7 c 170.1 3.4" 20.2 1.8

A X L 5 123.2 1.9 55.8 1.1 21.4 1.9

P X L 5 50.7 <1 38.0 <1 8.6 <1

A X P X L 5 154.7 2.4 . 2.2 1.4 17.6 1.6

Error

(within) 180 64.0 50.7 11.2

Note: All figures calculated to two decimols, rounded to one. Meons and voriances for total and omission

(rars were correlated; however, there was no chonge in locus of significance after square root

transformotion of raw scores.

= p <.05

=p <.0i
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Fig. 1: Performance of Ss on six successively-learned lists of paired assoCctes in
terms of total, omission, and commission errors. The first letter of the label refers to
age (0=01d, 60-69 vaars; Y =young, 30-39 years) and the second to presentatior, pace

(S= slow, 4:2-sec; F =fast, 4:1 -sec).
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did perform worse than those at the slower
pace at all list positions but the sixth in total
and omission errors. Surprisingly, also, the
main effect due to age was not significant in
any analysis. In accordance with prediction,
however, the main effect due to pace was sig
nificant and in the expected direction for the
total and omission errors.

The reader should be reminded that it was
hypothesized that (1) if the faster pace affected
the older subjects as predicted, then the defi-
cit might in part be due to an age-related dif-
ficulty in concentrating upon the materials to
be learned, and 2) giving subjects the oppor-
tunity to accustom themselves to the pace, the
materials, and the presentation device, that
is, to form a learning set, would ameliorate
the difficulty. This hypothesis appeared to be
borne out for the older subjects at the slower
but not at the faster pace. It might be conjec-
tured that the older subjects at the faster
pace did, indeed, form a learning set, but that
they learned something other than what the
experiment intended. That is, after a list or
two they learned that the easiest way out of
the situation was simply to wait out the maxi-
mum nine trials, responding only to those
items that came easily. A follow-up experi-
ment might be done profitably comparing the
conditions of this experiment with a condition
in which subjects are instructed that 0.ey
must reach criterion.

PRESENT STATUS AND THE FUTURE
This portion of the presentation will be

devoted to summarizing plans and accom-
plishments of the Syracuse project and to a
brief review of some interesting side issues
that have developed since the original proposal
for the program of research was formulated.
As noted earlier the research program has
two major aspects, the first involving the de
termination of adult age differences in cogni
live abilities, educational background, and
learning orientation.

Cognitive Abilities
It was decided at the outset of the research

program that an exploration of adult intellec-
tual functioning might be accomplished pro
fitably with a number of tests utilizing a wide
variety of different types of items. To this
end several vocabulary tests were fashioned,
each designed to tap different areas of every-
day knowledge and each containing items de-
signed to appeal to different adult age levels.
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The original forms went through a prelim-
inary analysis that resulted in the temporary
shelving of some of the tests due to poor item
characteristics. Those shelved for possible
later reconsideration dealt with arts, pas-
times and hobbies, sports, fashions in attire,
and current affairs.

The six tests retained for further imme-
diate development were those which dealt with
finance, religion, transportation, life termi.
nation, slang, and new words. These tests
were revised to exclude weak items and were
administered to 151 adults recruited from
community organizations and to 161 adults
recruited from adult students enrolled in the
graduate school of education. The latter were,
for the most part, teachers in service work-
ing part-tin.e toward permanent teaching cer-
tificates. While the main purpose of this
administration was the assessment of item
characteristics without regard to age, some
interesting data on adult age differences in
performance were revealed.

The transportation test concerned know-
ledge of vocabulary related to various modes
of transport, from the horse-and-buggy era
to jet aircraft and rockets. The subjects were
split at the median on age, 30.5 years. Total
scores for the two age groups were compared.
A very small but highly significant difference
was found, favoring the older group. It should
be noted that the graduate students, presum-
ably the better educated, bulked dispropor-
tionately large in the under-thirty group. It
appeared that experience, rather than formal
education, was the more important factor in
performance on this test.

Analysis of the slang test was handled
differently. This test was constructed by
sampling slang dictionaries, which gave an
approximat date of the first use of the words
or phrases. The subjects were divided into
three age groups under thirty, thirty to
fifty, and above fifty years and the percent
age of each group correctly answering each
item on the test was calculated. The items
were then segregated into two groups, those
correctly answered by increasing proportions
of older subjects. and those increasingly dif-
ficult for older subjects. Har?ily for the hypo-
thesis, of the twelve items passed by increas-
ing proportions of older subjects, ten first
were used before 1950, the median date of
entry being 1922. Of the ten items failed by
increasing proportions of older subjects, only
one entered usage prior to 1950. It should be



emphasized that this was an informal analysis
of. data which had. been gathered for quite
another purpose specifically, for the as-
sessment of item quality independent of age
of subject but the results were most heart-
ening.

The original hypothesis guiding the con-
struction of the items for the life termination
test was that familiarity with certain kinds of
illnesses and with death would be greater
among older than among younger adults. Again,
as with the transportation test, subjects over
thirty obtained a slightly higher, but statisti-
cally significant, mean score than did subjects
under thirty. Again, this was true despite the
fact that the younger group had a dispropor-
tionately larger number of graduate students.

The finance test yielded results similar to
those obtained for the transportation and life
termination tests. Those over thirty scored
significantly higher in average total score, a
not unexpected result if one assumes that
older individuals have had more experience in
the management of money and property.

At this point, two of the six tests entering
the analysis were temporarily shelved. The
religion test was found to be too difficult for
subjects, regardless of age. The items were
highly intellectual in nature, asking questions
about religions such as Islam and Shintoism
as well as Judaism and Christianity. The test
will be reconstituted since there is evidence
indicating age-related shifts in religiousness.
The other test shelved was the new words test
because of an inability on the part of the ex-
perimenters to characterize its content ob-
jectively. It had been constructed by sampling
the "Addenda" to the Merriam-Webster Third
New International Dictionary. A new test is
being constructed from a list of words that
appeared in the Third New International but
did not appear in the 1909 edition. The list
was constructed from a stratified ran.'om
sample of the pages of the two dictionaries.

Plans for the future in the area of cogni-
tive abilities include continued development
of these special vocabulary tests, construc-
tion of additional vocabulary tests and other
types of tests, and a continuation of develop-
ment of a short but reliable vocabulary apti-
tude test with two equivalent forms.

Educational Background
As noted earlier, the major instrument for

the collection of data on the educational level
of adults of various ages is t.',P Adult Bask
Learning Examination, which contains sub.
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scales relating to arithmetic computation and
problem solving, reading comprehension and
memory for what has been read, spelling, and
vocabulary. In late January, 1969, a form of the
ABLE (Level III) was administered together with
several tests from the Syracuse project, and
biographical data was obtained on over five hun-
dred individuals of both sexes, ranging in age
from the late fifties to the late eighties. At the
time this paper was prepared, no analysis of the
data had been done. Arrangements are being
made to collect similar data from union mem-
bers, adult trainees in a technical institute, and
adults enrolled in continuing education programs,
filling out the sample with adults of all ages
from the twenties through the eighties.

Learning Orientation
Plans are underway to begin data collec

tion in the area of learning orientation in the
near future, using either the instruments
created by Ingham and by Litchfield, or modi-
fications of these instruments.16 A review of
the literature is in progress in this area to
determine the approach to be taken.

Experimental Studies
The second major aspect of the Adult Be.

velopment Study is the experimental investi-
gation of the interaction of age with various
personal characteristics in determining learn-
ing and performance. Two experiments, one
on the effects of the manipulation of social
stress on performance of cognitive tasks, and
one on learning sets and age, have already
been described. A brief description of other
experimental work follows.

In a dissertation research project recently
completed in the Syracuse laboratory, Hultsch
investigated the ability of males of different
ages to organize material to be recalled '7 A
sixteen-trial free-recall task was given to
males aged sixteen to nineteen years, thirty
to thirty-nine years, and forty.five to fifty.
four years. Subjects (Ss) were required after
each trial to write down as many of the twenty
words presented as they could recall. Three
instructional conditions were used: (1) the Ss
just were asked to recall as many words as
possible; (2) it was suggested that recall would
be easier if the words were organized in some
unspecified way; and (3) Ss were told to al.
phabetize the words as an aid to recall. Ilutsch
found that the older Ss recalled fewer words
than the high school seniors, although no ciif



ference was noted between the two older
groups. Furthermore, with the alphabetization
instructions those of all ages performed best,
but the interaction of age and instructions was
not significant. Thus, although the older men
did not recall as much, what they did recall
was as well-organized as the recall of the
younger Ss. The older men were, in other
words, as able as the younger to use either
their own or an instruction-induced organiza-
tional scheme.

In a later reanalysis of the data, Hultsch
divided each of the three age groups into two
subgroups on the basis of their scores on a
vocabulary test, and looked at the free-recall
performance of individuals with high as op-
posed to low verbal facility.'" In this re-ana-
lysic he found no significant age differences
among the high verbal facility groups, nor
were there differences due to instructional
condition among these groups. However, a
significant age and instructions interaction
was detected in the low verbal facility groups.
Under both the standard instructions and or-
ganizational instructions conditions, the high
school boys recalled more words than the
two older groups, which did not differ from
each other; however, no age differences were
detected among subjects performing under
instructions to alphabetize their recall.

The presence of an age decrement in the
case of low verbal facility individuals, but
not among high verbal facility people is quite
interesting, particularly since it becomes
apparent at a comparatively early age, that
is, between, the late teens and the age of
forty. Why this should be so is difficult to de-
termine. It does appear, however, that at least
part of the age-related decrement in recall
performance was attibutable to an age-related
decrement in organizational processes. It may
be that providing people of lower verbal facil-
ity with a method of organizing material to be
learned and recalled reduces age decrements
in performance. Hultsch is presently following
up on several suggestions produced by this
research.

While the Syracuse study has no further
data comparing different age groups at the
time of this report, some of the pilot work
done shows promise of illuminating the inter-
action of age and performance further. As
has been mentioned in passing, it has been the
practice in this project to run pilot studies
using as subjects adults enrolled in courses
in the late afternoon and (veiling dive -ion of
the graduate school of education. These
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late students are, of course, people of higher-
than-average intelligence and educational at-
tainment, and their ages form a positively
skewed distribution. The median age is rough-
ly twenty-five, the mean about thirty, and the
oldest ages represented rarely are greater
than fifty to fifty-five. Nevertheless, some in-
dications can be obtained as to the usefulness
)f the experimental manipulations and meas-
ures, thus saving the harder-to-come-by
community-dweding adults for refined in-
vestigations.

One study using graduate students as sub-
jects tried to take advantage of the life-long
habits of people to read from left to right and
to observe the results of reversing the pro-
cess. In the pilot study the students learned a
list of paired associates in the usual fashion,
stimulus presented on the left and response
term on the right. Another group of students
learned the same list with the stimulus and
response terms reversed in position, in other
words, arranged from right-to-left. A differ-
ence significant at the .05 level favoring the
left-to-right group in mean number of trials
to criterion was found. This task is presently
being used with adults varying widely in age
to test the hypothesis that older people will
find it more difficult than younger adults to
overcome the left-to-right habit.

Work earlier done on age differences in
learning set development is also being fol-
lowed-up. One study currently in progress is
examining the hypothesis that a subject's ap-
prehension or anxiety about participating in a
learning situation is, in part, a function of the
difficulty of the task. Furthermore, it is hypo-
thesized that the older the adult, the greater
will be the disturbance produced by a difficult
as compared to an easy task. Thus, learning
set development %ill be slower if it is accom-
plished by exposure to more difficult mater-
ials, and especially slower in older adults.
The experimental approach is to expose half
of an age group to three difficult list of paired
associates, followed by three easy lists. The
other half of each age group will learn the
three easy list first and then the three diffi-
cult lists. The specific predictions are that:
(1) the learning rate of the older subjects
more closely will approximate the rate cf the
younger subject on lists later in each selicz,
than on lists earlier in that series, (2) the
improvement in learning rate over each of the
series will be greater for the older subjects
than for the young, and (3) these differences
will be accentuated in the !earning of difficult



over easy material. Of course, the first two
comparisons above represent two ways of
assessing the same outcomes.

In the experimental area, major future
goals are related to the three main hypotheses
earlier articulated. Plans have been laid to
investigate the effects of various kinds of
stress, of favorable, unfavorable, and neutral
attitudes, and of previous experience or
learning sets on the learning and perform-
ance of adults of different ages, sexes, and
socioeconomic backgrounds.

Thus far, the experimental work has not
been concerned with verbal materials of a
very high degree of complexity. Future work
will have little concern, except incidentally,
with standard laboratory apparatuses and
verbal material such as memory drums and
paired words. Sentences, short paragraphs,
and longer passages of verbal materials have
been constructed to use in learning and per-
formance tasks. In short, plans are to move
closer and closer to the kinds of learning
tasks faced in real life by real adult learners,
while at the same time exercising control over
the experimental and personal variables indi-
cated by the hypotheses.

CONCLUDING HENIARKS

The findings of the Adult Development Study
hopefully will help to dispel the feeling of
hopelessness exemplified in the saying, You
can't teach an old dog new tricks." There is
evidence to suggest that this is an attitude
held both by those engaged in working with
older adults and by the older adults them-
selves. There are, unquestionably, losses
with age in factors associated with perform
ance, such as in acting or reacting in situa-
tions requiring the overt lisp) y of acquired
knowledge. There is, however, no good evi-
dence at this time to indicate that the funda-
mental ability to learn decreases until very
late in life. There is certainly no evidence for
decline in this basic ability during the normal
working years up to and including the middle
and late sixties for most people.

It must be realizel that an individual's
expectations are powerful determiners of both
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his behavior and the behavior of those he in-
fluences. This has been graphically demon
strated by Rosenthal in his work with elem-
entary school teachers and their students, and
c-voi with research psychologists expecting
certain kinds of performances from animals.'"
In one experiment Rosenthal and Jacobson
divided a group of elementary school pupils
into two subgroups.2" The pupils in one group
identified to their teachers as children who
were about to bloom intellectually. The other
subgroup was equally quali led but was not
specially identified to the teachers. At the
end of a few months it was found that the
"bloomers" had, indeed, showed increases in
achievement significantly greater than the
control subgroup. The preferred explanation
for this finding was that the teachers expected
the specially-marked children to bloom and
that through their interactions with these
children they had subtly, and perhaps not-so-
subtly, communicated their expectations to
the children and had provided an environment
that had stimulated and supported the child-
ren's efforts.

A possible message for those involved it
adult learning is that expectancies should, at
the very least, be realistically based and, it
appropriate circumstances, biased to favor a
desirable outcome. It is the scientist's busi-
ness to determine the shape of reality, but its
the educator's business to reshape reality.
Thus, the sci-aitist's expectancies must be
controlled, but the educator is free, within the
limits of good conscience and good sense, to
mold expectancies in order to further educa-
tional and personal development. It should not
be necessary to point to the potential for mis-
chief and misfortune inherent in unethical or
ignorant manipulation of expectancies, how-
ever. Everything is moderation!

To summarize, what one expects of the
"old dog" confronted with a new trick" rnaa
be as important as the technique one uses fm
teaching him the trick. It is the expectation of
the Syracuse research group that what is
learned about the capabilities and limitations
of adults of various ages will give adult edu-
cators a foundation on which to base, and a
bias for, their expectancies for their students.
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ADULT DEVELOPMENT

Jack Botwinick

This discussion covers issues relating both
to problems of research in gerontological psych-
ology and to the findings of such research. Under
the heading Aspects of Research, research growth
and methodology are considered. Under the head-
ing Aspects of Man, intelligence, speed, learn-
ing, perception, and personality are discussed.
A very brief summary is given in conclusion.

ASPECTS OF RESEARCH
Growth

Anyone who has tried to keep up with the pub-
lished literature on aging must have a sense of
apprehension, a growing feeling that a day soon
will be reached when his effort will be futile,
The day is almost at hand when it is possible to
keep abreast of only the most specialized of
interests.

Figure 1 tells part of the stoty. We are
currently collecting and selecting references
for a chapter in the Annual Review of Psych-
ology As the name suggests, it hi a once -a-
year publication in which different substantive
areas in psychology are covered. Not all areas
are reviewed annually, however. Gerontology,
for example, has been reviewed approximately
every five years beginning in 1951. The remark-
able record of growth in research seen in figure
1 is even more impressive when it is realized
that the review by Shock, covering the period
January, 1947, to June, 1950, included many
older key references.' The number of refer-
ences published during the period of Lorge's
review was probably greate; than that published
during the period of the review by Shock, al-
though figure 1 does not reflect this.2

Figure 1 may provide a broad view of the
growth .in research, but the specific counts of
the numbers of publications from review to re-
view may be spurious and misleading; for exam-
ple, the reviewers may well have had varying
interests and criteria in selecting the refer-
ences. If they did, the extensity of research, as
contrasted with the actual number of publica-
tions, may be reflected in figure 1. Also, the

references were. listed differently: Chown and
Heron, in listing 252 references,' indicated that
the amount of literature within the five-year
period covered by their review kept pace with
the amount during the previous five-year period,
reviewed by Krren.1 Bin-en listed 378 refer.
ences. In spite of these considerations it is
difficult not to be impressed by the trend line
seen in figure 1. Extrapolate the curve and pity
the poor reviewer of 1975. Gerontology chapters
now need to be reviewed every year or at least
every other year

Method

Were the studies represented in figure 1
carried out with the best possible experimental
methods? Most studies of aging involve the corn
parison of two or more age groups. This cross-
sectional method has received much criticism
in recent years, mainly on three counts: (1) the
method dces not permit following a single per-
son ever time; (2) more often than not, there
is a systematic. bias in the types of peoplr sam-
pled across the age range; and (3) the cross-
sectional method reflects cultural changes as
well as age changes since there is greater ex
posure to new information, more opportunities
to learn, and different methods of solving prob-
lems from one generation to the next. When a
comparison is made between a twentyyear-old
and a seventy-year-old, the comparison in-
volves these generational differences. All three
criticisms are correct.

When criticism i3 leveled at the cross-
sectional method, the solution that is most typi-
cally offered is the longitudinal method. The
longitudinal method involves testing the same
subject with the same tests periodically as he
ages. The period between tests usually is a mat-
ter of years. The longitudinal method has much
to recommend it, but it is no panacea. It is only
partially effective ar .. ,s not necessarily con-
trol for all cultural changes. In addition, as will
be seen, it reflects artifacts of testing and cur-
rent environmental factors.

One often hears it said that cross. sectional
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Figure 1

The number of cited references in the reviews of adult aging of the Annual Review of
Psychology. Solid lines represent actual co,nts, except for the 1970 review which is a cl.ase
esirmate. Dashed lines represent approximations of the minimum number of published reports
which needed to be examined, and which could hove been listed.
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studies show age decrements in performance and
longitudinal studies do not. This is questionable.
A careful review of longitudinal studies of intel-
ligence suggests that while most of the investi-
gators concluded from their results that there
was little or no age decrement in intellectual
function in later life, the available data indicated
otherwise.5 The data based on people of average
intelligence have shown, in general, what cross-
sectional data have shown, but with less pro-
nounced decline.

A study by Riegel, Riegel and Meyer is en-
lightening.6 They gave a variety of psychological
tests to 380 subjects over fifty-five years of age.
They retested five years later and some subjects
refused to cooperate by being tested again. Others
died or became ill and could not be tested. When
those subjects who were retested were compared
with the total group, they were found to be signifi-
cantly better. The authors concluded: (1) develop-
mental trends are based upon increasingly biased
samples, and (2) previous longitudinal studies
have underestimated the amount of this drop out
in subject availability. Their conclusions suggest
that longitudinal data, as well as cross-sectional
data, do not reflect the total extent of decline.
Typically it is the initially less able who are not
available for later retest.

Is there any method that is foolproof? No,
there does not seem to be one, but there is a
grouping of methods which is more adequate than
any one method alone. This grouping combines
cross-sectional, longitudinal, and one other type
of group comparison. Unfortunately, this group-
ing of methods is impractical, or at least diffi-
cult, to carry out, but it provides us with a
standard. Schaie developed this approach and it
is one of the most important contributions to
methodology in developmental research yet
offered.7

Schaie's approach is as follows: Let us
carry out a cross-sectional study and arrange to
test subjects who were born in either 1920, 1910,
or 1900. In this year, 1969, they were aged 49,
59, and 69 years. This group comparison con-
founds age and the effects of generations of cul-
ture. The study should be planned so that the test
of the oldest sample is also the last longitudinal
retest of a three-step, twenty -year study. The
subjects born in 1900 were tested in 1969, 1959
and 1949, and were therefore 69, 59, and 49
years old during the three testing periods. This
longitudinal comparison confounds age and time
of testing. The time of testing involves errors
of measurement due to factors such as changes
in the tester and in test-situation environments.
Then make the last group comparison. If during
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1969, 1959 and 1949 only subjects ages 69 years
were tested, they would have been born in 1900,
1890 and 1880 respectively. This group com
parison does not involve age, it simply confounds
effects of culture and time of testing. Schaie's
analysis permits comparison of the relationships
involving age effects, culture or generational ef-
fects, and test environment or errors of meas
urement effects. Since each group comparison
involves a different two of the three contributing
sources of variation, the confounding normally
seen with each comparison alone may be un-
tangled,

ASPECTS OF MAN
In this paper reference to young adults

usually means people in their twenties, extending
into the thirties and dipping into the late rec.'s.
Reference to elderly people, the aged or the old,
usually means sixty-five years and over. Some-
times it means people in their early sixties.
Intelligence, That Which
the Test Measures

It was said that dei,elopmental growth curves,
determined either by the cross-sectional method
or by the longitudinal method, are based upon in-
creasingly biased samples of subjects as one
moves up the adult age periods. The initially su-
perior tend to survive and be available for late-
life testing, and the initially inferior die or other-
wise become unavailable.

The fact that over time the proportion of
initially superior subjects in the sample increases
becomes disquieting when one examines the de-
velopmental curves of intelligence in later life
and finds that they are curves of dechne. If the
initially less able were more adequately repre-
sented in the older age groups, the trend of de-
cline would be even greater. It is necessary,
however, to keep two issues in mind when con-
sidering developmental curves. First, individual
differences are so great that when dealing with
persons rather than with groups, the curves may
actually be misleading. The curves probably re-
flect much of what is in the general nature of
man, but they do not reflect much about any one
particular man. To know about one particular
man, it is necessary to test hint individually.
if is not possible to predict the individual front
the group. A second reason for not being over-
whelmed by developmental curves of intelligence
is that the decision of which test to use, or what
items to include in constructing a test to meas-
ure intelligence is crucial. Intelligence is in part
defined by decisions about tests, and the age



changes in intelligence are measured by those
tests. For example, Demming and Pressey re-
ported results of a test based on practical tasks
in which they tested subjects on the use of the
yellow pages of a telephone directory, on common
legal terms, and on obtaining services needed in
everyday life.' They found a rise in scores
through the mi r nd later years with this test,
even when th declined in their test
scores with the conventional tests.

Demming and Pressey's results demon-
strate that not all functions decline with age.
Moreover, those functions that do decline do so
at varying rates. Developmental curves of adult
intelligence based upon the Wechsler tests (1944,
1948) clearly show a varying rate of decline.
Each version of the Wechsler test comprises
eleven subtests, and each of these subtests re-
flects a different rate of change with age. To
examine this variation comprehensively, the
results of ten aging studies based upon the
Wechsler tests were combined.'" In each of the
ten studies the subtests were ranked to show how
elderly subjects performed on them. In this
report, 11 represented the best score and I tht
poorest score; for example, if in one study a
group of elderly people were found to have per-
formed best in the vocabulary subtest, vocabu-
lary would be ranked 11. If in another study the
subjects performed second best in vocabulary,
it would be ranked 10. The mean rank of vocable
lary, combining these two studies, would he 10.5.
The results of this analysis may be seen in
figure 2.

Figure 2 shows that the subtests Information,
Vocabulary, and Comprehension are the three
highest ranked ana Block Design, Picture Ar-
rangement, and Digit Symbol ire the throe low-
est ranked. These rankings are remarkably simi-
lar across the ten studies. They reflect what has
been referred to as "the classic aging pattern."
A group of functions referred to as "verbal" hold
up with increasing age, and a group of functions
referred to as "performance" do not. However,
performance is a poor term since all assess-
ment is based on some aspect of behavior, in-
cluding verbal performance. Not only do func-
tions such as vocabulary seem to hold up with
age, but in very bright people vocabulary sccres
have been found to improve witn age.

What do the top and bottom ranked subtests
seen in figure 2 measure? When similar data were
examined with the highly mathematical technique
of principal component analysis, Birren, Bot-
winick, Weiss, and Morrison suggested that
tests similar to the three top ranked subtests in
figure 2 measure achievement and tend to be re.

lated to general experience in our culture.1°
This achievement and experience can be regarded
as stored ii formation. Performance tests, such
as the bottom three in figure 2, seem to measure
manipulative skills, perceptual functions, and the
processing of new information.

Speed of Response
Involves Attentive Expectation

The specific procedures involved in the sub-
tests listed in figure 2 inv Jive speed of respond-
ing for the bottom-ranking tests but not for the
top-ranking tests. This observation led to a con-
troversy regarding the significance of loss of
speed in old age. One extreme held that the ob-
served slowing is a matter of the muscles only
and thus is of no consequence to cognition. Psy-
chometrically, it was argued, speeded tests are
unfair and inappropriate for testing the elderly.
The other extreme held that speed of response
is a reflection of central nervous system func-
tioning and as such is crucial to cognition. Pro-
ponents of the latter view held that speeded tests
are not only appropriate in testing the elderly,
but are desirable and necessary. This contre
versy has been discussed in greater detail in a
different report where still a third view was
described."'

Doppelt and Wallace gave the Wechsler
test (WAIS) both with and v:thout time limits,
and the age patterning of scores was essentially
the same in both conditions.12 From a psycho-
metric viewpoint, therefore, the controversy
centering upon speeded tests no lorwer seems
of great importance. Fron-, the point of view of
understanding the loss of speed, however, ques-
tions remain. What are the antecedents of the
lo,:s? Does the loss of speed affect skills and
other performances? Most studies seem to show
that slowing wit:i age is more than just a matter
of the muscles. It still is not clear whether the
loss of behavioral speed is a reflection of slowed
rates of neural conduction within the central
nervous system. Studies have shown, however,
that behavioral slowing may be a function of
transient states of the responder; for example,
the readiness or state of expectation of the re-
sponder determines how quick he can be.

The literature relating to the issue of
readiness is extensive and very technical, and it
is only necessary to describe here a few studies
which highlight main points. Weiss, and later
Botwinick and Thompson, segmented reaction
time (RT) into two component parts premotor
time.'' Premotor time includes the time it takes
to process the input of the stimulus and to asso-
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ciate this input with the appropriate behavior.
Motor tine is essentially the peripheral, muscle
portion of RT. Elderly adults were found to be
slower than young adults in both the premotor
and motor components of RT. The premotor
component was regarded as the more important
because it constituted approximately eighty-four
percent of the total RT, and because it parallelled
RT in its relation to an experimental manipula
tion of states of attentive expectancy.

Attentive expectation of an environmental
event that is, stimulus permits the responder
to get set and respond quickly. Conversely, when
a person is surprised by the stimulus, either
because he did not expect it or because he ex-
pected its arrival at a different point in time, he
responds slowly. RT is fastest when the condi-
tions of anticipation or expectancy are optimal;
RT is slowest when conditions do not favor
accurate expectancy.

In a RT study the conditions of expectancy
are manipulated by the preparatory interval
(PI), which is defined as the duration of time
between a warning signal and the stimulus indi-
cating the need for response. If the PI is the
same from one RT trial to the next, it is called
"regular," and if the PI is varied from one RT
trial to the next it is "irregular." The extent
to which elderly and young people differ in speed
of response depends not only upon whether the
PI is regular or irregular, but upon the specific
time duration of the PI; for example, figure 3
demonstrates varations in RT of men respond-
ing to a visual stimulus witl. regular Pis. It can
be seen that when the PI is long, that is, 6.0
seconds, the difference in RT between old and
young is nearly twice that when the PI is short,
that is, 0.5 second. One reason for the differ-
ence of RT with length of PI by age is that with
longer periods of sustained expectation, attention
and concentration are taxed. It is with the taxing
of attention that the elderly perform particularly
poorly. It can be seen that even with a task as
relatively simple as speed of response, the age
pattern varies as a function of context. Not all
situations reflect slowing to the same extent;
some contexts maximize the extent of slowing
and some minimize it, although almost all situa-
tions reflect some slowing.

LearningProcess and Act
The importance of slowing with age de

pends upon the extent to which speed is involved
in a particular act. It is often overlooked that
what is commonly called "learning" involves
some behavioral expression which in itself is
not learning; for example, one must speak or do
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something to demonstrate learning. If loss of
speed is reflected in the speaking or doing and
this makes performance poor, it does not mean
that the learning itself is poor. Psychologists
emphasize the distinction between learning (the
process) and performance (the act expressing
the process). In the analysis of learning in late
adulthood much effort has been directed to the
questions of whether learning itself falls off
with age, or whether it is only the learning per
formance that does.

Laboratory studies dealing with the problem
of learning versus performance have ir ;olved
simple rote tasks of paired-associate and serial
verbal learning. In paired associate verbal
learning the experimenter presents a series of
paired words to the subject who must learn the
pairing. Preceding each pair in the list, the
first word of the pair (the stimulus word) is pre-
sented by itself. When the pairing is learned,
the subject is able to anticipate and supply the
second word (the response word) without further
information.

Canestrari varied the time period between
word pairs so that he had three pacing or speed-
ostimuluspresentation conditions." He had a
fast-paced condition in which each word pair was
exposed for only a brief period of time with a
similar brief period before the next word pair
appeared. Fast pacing made the task one of assi
milating rapidly changing information. Can
estrari also had a condition involving slower
pacing and one in which the subject paced him.
self. In the self-paced condition the subject con.
-oiled the apparatus to get as much time be-

tween word pairs as he desired. Canestrari
found that the largest difference between an el-
derly group and a young-adult group occurred
in the condition of fastest pacing, and the small-
est difference between age groups occur sd in
the selfpaced condition. The results of this
study may be seen in figure 4 in terms of errors
in performance. Figure 4 demonstrates that a
large proportion of the poor learning perform-
ance seen in advanced age may be accounted for
by toss of speed, rather than decreased learning
ability as such. However, it may also be seen
in figure 4 that the performances of the elderly
were poorer than those of the young in all three
conditions of learning, including the condition
of selfpacing. A learning disability in the aged
cannot, therefore, be totally ruled out on the
basis of these data.

Arenberg carried out two studies, the first
of which was similar to that of Canestrari. His
second experiment was more complicated but
also more informative. Arenberg had elderly
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and young adults 'earn paired words using a
procedure in which paced and self-paced trials
were alternated. One group of each age experi-
enced fast-paced trials alternated with self-
paced trials, and a second group of each age
experienced slow-paced trials alternated with
self-paced trials.

The major test in Arenberg's study in-
volved a comparison between learning on the self-
paced trials which follcnsed the slow pacing and
learning on the self-paced trials which followed
the fast pacing. If the older subjects had poor
scores during the fast-paced trials simply be-
cause of an insufficient time to respond and not
because of poor learning, then their performance
during the subsequent self-paced trials would be
good. On the other hand, if the older people were
not able to learn during the fast-paced trials,
then their performances would be poor during
the self-pacing which iollowed. Arenberg's re-
sults showed that the scores of the older group,
as compared with the younger group, were
poorer in the self-paced trials which followed
the slow-paced ones. His conclusion, therefore,
was that the poor performance of the old group
during the fast pacing could not "be attributed
to insufficient time to emit a correctly learned
response." Once again speed of response af
fected the performance of the elderly, but poor
learning could not be ruled out.

Eisdorfer, Axelrod and Wilkie tested serial
learning performance for the same purpose of
distinguishing between the process (learning) and
the act (performance)." In serial learning, single
words are presented one at a time The subject
anticipates the next word in the list and tries to
verbalize it before the experimenter presents it
to him. Eisdurfer, Axelrod, and Wilkie presented
the words to be learned in one of three exposure
durations brief, long, or in between. Elderly
adults improved their learning scores as the
time allowed for viewing the words was made
longer. Interestingly, young adults made their
best scores with the middle exposure durations
and their worst scores with the longest stimulus
durations which tells us something about the
preferred pacing of older and younger people.
Again, in each condition the scores of the elderly
subjects were poorer than those of the younger
ones, possibly reflecting a true learning deficit.

The tasks used in the studies described
above involved rote learning of material which
had no relevance for the subject. What data are
available with regard to meaningful life tasks?
The number of studies involving meaningful life
tasks is limited and they are often of poor scien
title quality. The more an investigation is cen-
tered in the factory or in other natural settings,
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the more difficult it is to have proper experi-
mental controls, Shooter, Schonfield, King, and
Welford reported that the results,of studies in
natural settings tend to fall into four categories.'
To assess competence, workers are either:
(1) graded in examinations taken during or at
the end of training programs; (2) rated by train-
ing staff; (3) marked on the basis of length of
training necessary to reach a given criterion of
performance; or (4) evaluated by measuring
th2 progress of the work itself when training is
given on the job. The authors indicated that the
first three types of evaluation tend to show de-
cline with age, whereas the fourth tends to show
neither decline nor improvement.

PerwaLion The Processing
of Sense Data

In later life there is a decrease in sensory
acuity which diminishes the effective intensity
of physical environmental stimulation. Diminish.
ing intensity of stimulation determines in part
the world im which older people respond, but if
the decrease in acuity does not roach an extreme
form, it does not need to present a very great
problem. Corrections of sensory acuity can he
made, as seen by the increasing use of hearing
aids and stronger eye glasses, as people age.
Corrections are also made by the tendency in
the aged to rely on more than one sense at a
tune. A famous neurologist, for example, once
described his observation that young people
tend to drink water from a glass without any
apparent visual attention to the glass. The kines-
thetic and proprioceptive cues are sufficient to
carry out the drinking. However, some older
people, particularly the impaired aged, tend to
monitor their drinking by a close, visual watch.

An experimental analysis of the tendency
for older people to look at what they are doing
was made by Szafran.19 He had industrial
workers of widely varying ages locate targets
with a pointer under two conditions: (1) when
direct vision was permitted, and (2) when the
use of goggles made it possible to see the gen-
eral display but not the targets or pointers.
Szafran reported that when older workers were
unable to make use of vision, they had special
difficulty in locating the targets. They tended
to make postural adjustments, turning theit
heads and, oft( n, bodies in the direction of the
particular target to be located.

How man patterns his world is not only a
matter of what his senses p'ck up. His central
nervous system processes the sensory inputs,
and his decisions and behaviors reflect this
processing. Szafran's data may he more reveal-
ing of the difficulty older people have in pro-
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cessing inputs than of their disability in peri-
pheral sensory functioning. When a stimulus
input is ambiguous or weak there are relatively
large individual differences in the processing
of the sense data. When the input is unambiguous
or strong, individual differences in the percep-
tion of the input are small. Accordingly, ambig-
uous or weak stimuli are often used in studies
desigr:ed to examine individual differences.

Basowitz and Korchin tested a young adult
and an elderly group of subjects with two tasks.20
One task, call& Gestalt completion, involved a
set of drawings. A portion of each drawing was
obliterated ar.d had to be supplied perceptually
by the subject. The other task involved finding
simple geometric figures embedded in complex
designs. Basowitz and Korchin reported that the
young gror,, performed each of these tasks bet-
ter than the elderly group, but of special inter-
est was the kind of error the older people tended
to make. They omitted many items altogether.
BasowitL and Korchin suggested that the older
people may have manifested a type of excessive
caution, "a defensive reluctance to venture re-
sponse for fear of recognizing their inadequacy."

A changing pattern of stimulation was used
in another study by Korchin and 3asowitz.21
They compared elderly ana young adults on a
series of thirteen line drawings. The first draw
ing portrayed a cat which by successive modifi-
cations in subsequent drawings became a dog.
The most ambiguous drawing was the seventh
in the series it was as much a cat as it was a
dog. The younger subjects changed from "cat"
to "dog" near the center of the series and con
tinued with that response. The older subjects
tended to shif' from "cat" to "dog" later in the
series and tended to vacillate more, shifting
back to the response "cat" after having re-
ported "dog." These data were interpreted as
reflecting susceptibility to novelty and to po-
tential threat in the situation on the part of the
elderly.

Korchin and Basowitz's study was followed
up by one by Botwinick in which both the cat-dog
series and a triangle-circle series were pre-
sented.22 The tatter series were comprised of
t,:enty-two photographs of drawings, the first
of which was an isosceles triangle and the last
a circle. The results of this study conflicted
with those of Korchin and Basowitz, but the in-
structions to the subjects were different. In the
study by Korchin and Basowitz the older sub
jects shifted percepts later in the series than
did the young; in the Botwinick study the older
subjects shifted earlier in the series. The
instructions used in the Botwinick study were
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more structured than those used by Korchin
and Basowitz. Korchin and Basowitz asked the
subject, Is it a cat or a dog?" that is, the
set to shift was not emphasized. They found the
older subjects to be uncertain and vacillating
In the Botwinick study, the end point' of the
stimulus series were indicated, the set to shift
was clearly given, but the opportunity to vacil-
late was restricted by the termination of the
procedure at the point of shift. With a very
structured procedure, there was no uncertainty
and, of course, no vacillation. Decisive, early
shift of response was made by the elderly. The
combined results of Korchin and Basowitz and
Botwinick suggested the hypothesis that given
appropriate structural sets rather than the
opportunity to develop them, the older person
will respond with minimum difficulty. The prob-
lem becomes difficult for the aged to the extent
that a lack of structure, uncertainty, and the
need to change patterns of thought are promi-
nent. An alternate hypothesis may be that the
instructions emphasizing shift of percepts were
more compelling for the old than young. The
old may have been more susceptible to the in-
structional set to shift; they may have feared to
fail reporting the change.

The inclination to shift percepts was exam-
ined more directly in two very similar studies.
In the first, Botwinick, Robbins, and Brinley
presented young adult and elderly subjects with
Boring's ambiguous figure, commonly known as
"my wife and my mother-in-law" which can be
seen either as a young woman (wife) or an an old
one (mother-in-law).23 Of those reporting either
percept, ninety-four per cent of the elderly sub
jects reported seeing the "wife" while only
seventy-eight per cent of the younger subjects
did. Does this suggest the possibility that for
the elderly denial of old age was operating to
affect their perceptual processes? Although this
question was in mind in the second study, both
studies had as their centrel purpose the deter-
mination of the equality of effects of perceptual
preparation on young adult and elderly subjects
in terms of their inclinations to shift from one
percept to another.

After the subject reported either "wife" or
"mother-in-law," he was encouraged to per-
ceive the alternate percept. If he could not so
perceive the alternate percept on his own, he
was shown a photograph of an unambiguous ver-
sion of the percept he could not see; for example,
if a subject saw "wife" and could report the
alternative percept, he was shown an unambiguous
photograph of "mother-in-law." Later, without
comment, he was shown the ambiguous photo-
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graph again and asked what he saw. The results
demonstrated clearly that the older subjects
tolled to keep seeing the same percept, while
the younger subjects easily reported the alter-
nate one. The conclusion from these results
was that the elderly demonstrated either a
lower ability to form percepts, a greater diffi-
culty in reorganizing percepts when formed,
or both.

The second study was carried out to rep-
licate the first, but used a better balanced male
version of the ambiguous figure, "my husband"
and "my father-in-law."" It was thought that if
ninety-four per cent of the elderly saw the
"wile," then perhaps this drawing was too
structured for the elderly to reorganize. The
results of the study with the male figure were
essentially the same as those with the female
figure. Approximately seventy-seven per cent of
the elderly saw the "husband" as compared to
fifty-four per cent of the rung. Again. reorgan-
ization of percepts was n as readily reported
by the elderly as by the young adults.

The reason for the elderly reporting the
young "husband" percept more often than the
young subjects again may be that they denied
old age. However, another explanation is at
least as feasible and probably more so. In both
male and female versions of the ambiguous
figures, the old percept figure comprised the
total photograph. The young percept figure
comprised only a middle section. To see the
"old" figures called for greater ability ;n
perceptual organization ol. integration than
seeing the "young" figure. The elderly sub-
jects may have bean more deficient in such
perceptual organization and integration. The
study which is necessary in order to tease these
alternate possibilities apart would involve old
and young percept figures varied with respect
to the area of the total figure covered. Such a
variation might be made along with assessment
of the subject's acceptance of and adjustment
to old age.

PersonalityThe Pursuit
of Self-Esteem

It should be very clear that complex per-
ception may be vitwed as a manifestation of
personality. The perception studies discussed
above raise questions about denial mechanisms,
about defensive reluctance to venture response,
fear of recognizing inadequacy, and fear of
failure. These interpretations provide clues to
some of the themes in the literature on per-
sonality. There are hypothesis suggesting that
many older people question their abilities, their

roles, and their self-worth. Their behavior is
often characterized by avoidance. One inter-
pretation of this avoidance is that it wards off
the possibility of failure, and thus maximizes
the opportunities for self-acceptance.

The concept of avoidance, better known as
disengagement, is probably the most thoroughly
researched one in the study of personality in
later life.25 In its simplest form the concept
of disengagement asserts that with increasing
adult age there is an increasing tendency to dis-
sociate oneself from people and activities. As
the concep+. was originally expressed, this dis-
sociation was a normal .:;ent, conceived as the
inevitable behavioral counterpart of biological
decline. A controversy developed, not about the
observation, brt about whether the dissociation
was normal, inevitable, or desirable.

There are two questionnaire studies which
bear on the controversy concerning the normality
of disengagement, although neither one was
designed for this purpose. In the first study
elderly and young adults were asked to make r.
series of decisions, each involving risks. The
alternative courses available in each decision
were either to continue with an undesirable but
tolerable situation, or to take action which if
successful would remedy it, L'ut if not would
make the situation worse. The subject Wag told
that 1-.e could decide to risk action on the basis
of the likelihood of its success. He could risk
if there were 9 chances n 10 that the action
would succeed (conservative choice), if there
were 7 chances in 10, 5 chances in 10, 3 chances
or only 1 chance in 10. The least cautious or
conservative response was scored 1, the next
3, and so on. The subject was also told that he
could decide not to risk, regardhss of the like-
lihood of success (scored 10).

The older people were more cautious, in
their decisions than the younger people, and this
seemed to be an especially reliable result since
it was seen in a North Carolina population after
having been first reported in a Massachusetts
population." When the nature of the cautious-
ness of the older group was analyzed further,
it was seen that much of the cautiousness wos
reflected in the decision not to choose the risky
course of action regardless of the probabilities
of success (the choice scored as 10).

It was recognized that the decision not
to risk at all might be qualitatively different
from the very conservative decision to attempt
the risk only when the chance of success was
great, such as 9 out of 10. If the two types of
decisions are qualitatively different, the &ffer-
ence lies in the fact that the choice scored as
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9 involves cautious risk behavior, whereas the
choice scored as 10 involved avoidance. To test
this, a second study of avoidance was carried
oot replicating the basic features of the first
study, except that the choice to avoid (a score
of 10) was not permitted.28 Decisions involv-
ing risk were required of all subjects, but the
wide range of cautiousness or conservativeness
was retained. The thinking underlying the study
was that if the older people were truly more
cautious in the sense that the original studies
intended, they should choose the least risky
alternative that is, 9 chances in 10 now that
the avoidance alternative was not permitted.
However, if caution in this sense was not in-
volved in the original results and avoidance
behavior was, then old and young should Le
similar in their choices when forced to a deci-
sion where some risk was unavoidable.

The elderly were not different from the
young in cautiousness scores when they were
obliged to make a decision involving risk. The
two studies taken together showed that when
given the opportunity, the older subjects simply
chose to leave the field. It seen:s possible that
this type of disengagement reflects a fear of
failure involving problems of social approval
and perhaps self-acceptance as easily as it does
a loss of interest. The elderly subjects did not
convey disinterest or poor motivation in the
testing situat' )ns. Disengagement may best be
seen as a defensive responsiveness to confron-
tations with the social forces of life, rather than
as an unresponsiveness to the impact of the
environment.

The two questionnaire studies discussed
above are not traditional studies of personality.
The more traditional studies are varied and
difficult to integrate. The main reason for this
difficulty is that many different tests have been
used and these tests have generated different
lists of personality traits or combinations of
traits. In general, most of the investigators
seem to end their studies unimpressed by the
scope and magnitude of changes with age in
personality. Yet it is difficult to know what is
impressive and what is not; for example, a
typical finding using the Minnesota Multiphasic
Inventory (MMPI) is that there is a slight ele-
vation of the D-scale score; that is, there is a
slight but very consistent trend for a higher
Depression score among the elderly than in the
young. Less frequently found is a trend toward
increased Hypochondriesis and Social Intro-
version scores. What does an elevation in the
Depression score, especially when slight, tell
us about the functioning life of older people with
respect to depressive affect? All t'.at may be
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said at present is that depression seems to be
seen clinically in old age, especially among the
aged who are in poor health.

Constriction is another personality char-
acteristic of older people which sometimes is
found. Constriction seems to be prominent in
the Rorschach protocols; for example, Ames
reported that older people tend to have fewer
responses, a decrease in the variety of content
categories, and an increase in the percentage
of responses based upon form."" However, in-
dividual differences were stressed, indicating
that some elderly people tended to present just
the reverse of this pattern.

Perhaps in contradiction to these findings,
Neugarten, Crotty, and Tobin reported that
when constriction was seen, it tended to in
men under sixty-five years old, and when self-
doubting was prominent, it. NN.is in relatively
young women.30 Their results were based upon
a Thematic Apperception (T.A.T.) type of test
and an extensive battery of i,ber procedures.
It would seem, therefore, that the specific pro.
cedures and the definitions of concepts to which
these procedures give rise, are important fac-
tors in describing changes. The authors con -
1uded that on the whole "personality type was
independent of age. "31

Considering the results of these and other
studies, one emerges with a picture that is much
.n need of research ckrification. Overall, the
personality age trends seem small, but they may
be important, nevertheless. There are conflict
ing signs in the literature, but constriction, so.
2ial introversion, self-doubt, depression, and
withdrawal seem t,o be characteristics that war-
rant further test. If these characteristics are
personality trends in later life, then more at-
tention to the elderly is required than simply
trying to improve their performances. In any
case, it should be remembered that most studies
have emphasized the slightness of the trends,
and, more important, all studies have empha-
sized the large individual differences which
occur in personality changes with age.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The growth in the number of research pub.
lications in gerontological psychology is reach
ing such proportions that unless more summati
zing and integrating textbooks appear soon, the
literature may get out of hand. The literature
thus far usually has been based upon cross -sec-
tional studies. Longitudinal studies are more
adequate, but they are very costly and time-
consuming. In addition, longitudinal studies are
not without methodological problems. They,



like cross-sectional studies, reflect increas-
ingly biased samples as one goes up the age
continuum. The initially less able subjects
drop out and are not available for later retest.
A method combining the cross-sectional longitu-
dinal, and yet another type of group comparison
was described which is considered the best
method yet conceived for doing developmental
research. Unfortunately, it is a very difficult
method to carry out.

Intelligence was briefly discussed. The
observation was that not all functions decline
with age; of those that do, not all decline at the
same rate. One of the functions which does de-
cline with age is the ability to respond quickly
to environmental events. A controversy has
arisen about whether this slowing is related to
cognition. Whether it is related to cognition or
not, the slowing does limit performance on a
wide variety of tasks of intelligence and learn.
ing. This limitation in performance is exacer-
bated if complexity and lack of structure are
introduced to the task. On the other hand, when
conditions do not impose time limits, and when

there is clarity and structure, older people may
be expected to perform relatively well. What
may appear superficially to be poor learning
ability may be partly a difficulty in performing
quickly enough.

Much of the apparent learning deficit may
also be an unwillingness to demonstrate what
has been learned for fear of being wrong and
seeming incompetent. A fear of being wrong
may stem from a loss of confidence in one's
ability and in one's worth. The literature is not
without its contradictions, but a loss of self-
confidence is discussed often enough in relation
to old age to warrant further test. Doubts re-
garding one's ability and self worth may lead
to depression, social introversion, and, finally
withdrawal.

Individual differences are always prominent.
When downhill trends are seen in old age, most
often they are slow in developing. There is an
urgent need for research focusing upon the com-
pensatory adjustments used by the elderly and
the teaching techniques and devices able to
elicit and facilitate such adjustments.
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TRAINING STRATEGIES AND INDIVIP UAL DIFFERENCES

Howard H. McFann
The emphasis of this chapter is on the exam-

ination of various training strategies and the
implications of each for handling individual dif-
ferences. In addition, research findings perti-
nent to each strategy will be given as well as a
statement of instructional procedures and tech-
niques that have been found to be useful, espi
daily in instructing low-ability men.

Background Information
The Human Resources Research Oz

tion (HumRRO) is an applied research ,nd de
velopment activity which was founded in 1951
when a contract was initiated between the De
partment of the Army and George W ichingtor
University. The mission of HuniRRO, then aru
now, is to conduct studies and research in train
ing, training devices, motivation, and leadership.
Until July of 1967 HumRRO worked exclusively
for the Army. Since then the Army contract has
been modified to permit work for other spon
sore both in and out of government, and cur-
rently HumRRO is engaged in a modest amount
of diversification. On September 1, 1969, Hum-
RRO became an independent nonprofit corpora-
tion. The overall ct:ective of HumRRO is to
improve human performance, particularly in
organizational settings, through behavioral and
social science research, development, and
consultation.

To carry out its mission, HumRRO has
been organized into seven divisions, five of
which are located at major military centers
and two of which are located in the Washington,
D. C., area along with the central office and
other technical and administrative supporting
offices.

The findings and discussion to be pre-
sented in this paper focus on the initial indivi-
dual training of the soldier which occurs in
Army training centers. These training centers
conduct a common basic course for all enlisted
men (Basic Combat 'ruining) plus Advanced
Individual TrLining for the military jobs which
involve large numbers of men. In addition to
training men for specific combat jobs such as
infantry, artillery, and armor, training is given
for such diverse jobs as clerks, clerktypists,

automotive mechanics, vehicle operators, cooks
and bakers, telephone linemen, radio operators,
and medical corpsmen. Clearly these courses
have civilian counterpart occupations. The ob-
jective of the Army training is to provide the
man with prerequisite skills and knowledges so
he can perform effectively on the job.

In addition to the wide variety of content or
occupations, the Army trains a highly diverse
population. The diversity of this population has
varied over time, both as the result of numbers
of men needed and changes in policies of en-
listment and induction standards. The basic
test employed by the Armed Forces to screen
for military acceptance or rejection is the
Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) which
is regarded as a general measure of train-
ability for military service. The AFQT is a
paper and pencil test which contains 100 items.
They are divided into four equally weighted
subtests covering verbal, arithmetic, shop
mechanics or tool recognition, and pattern
analysis or spatial perception skills. AFQT
scores are recorded as percentile ranks rang.
ing from 1 to 100. Thus, if an.inductee receives
an AFQT score of 80, this means he has done
better than eighty percent of the population
tested. From scores on this test inductees are
classified into "Mental Groups" ranging from
Mental Group I, reflecting the highest level of
aptitude, to Mental Group V, the lowest level.

Table 1 shows how inductees are classified
by the AFQT scores.' In addition, approximate
equivalents for the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale (WAIS) are presented. It should be em-
phasized, however, that the AFQT score is not
interpreted in terms of IQ. It is rather to be
considered as reflecting aptitude, including both
innate ability and actriired skills and knowledges.
A more elaborate explanation of the AFQT test
and its relation to various factors such as geo-
graphic area expenditures for education, teach-
er salaries, and the like has been presented
elsewh(10.2

In the past two years a rapid growth of total
input combined with a Department of Defense
decision to lower the AFQT standards has re-
sulted in a large training load characterized by
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Table 1

Classification System for Mental Aptitude Categories

Mental Category AFQT Score Wechsler 1Q

93 100

65 92

31 64

10 30

1 9

123 +

107 122

92 106

70 91

69 and below

Table 2

Comparison of Characteristics of New Standards Men and Control Group

New Standards

Men

Control

Group

Averoge Age years

% High school graduates

Number of school grades

completed (average)

Reading ability median grade

% Reading below 4th grade

Arithmetic ability median

grade

20.4

43.3%

6.3

20.2

75.8%

NA`

NA = Not Available
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a very wide spread of individual ability, rang-
ing from grade school to college graduate levels.
Presently, while still admitting large numbers
of people from Categories I, II, and III, the ser-
vices have begun taking twenty to twenty-five
percent of all enlisted accessions from the
AFQT Category IV. Under the provisions of
this program about 100,000 annual accessions
come from the lower range of Category IV, the
AFQT percentile scores 10 through 20.

Tole 2 presents a profile of some of the
characteristics of these Project 100,000 men
and how they compare to a control group, which
may help to provide a further perspective on
the training problems facing the Arrny.3 The
control group consists of men selected by each
service as representative of men accepted un-
der previous standards. These men were ad-
ministered tests by the services in April, 1968.
The data for the Project 100,000 men are based
upon about 46,000 men tested July, 1967,
through March, 1968. As can be seen in table
2, the two groups are quite comparable in
average age (20.4 and 20.2) but differ substan-
tially on other factors. Of considerable inter-
est are the findings that although the average
number of school grades completed for the
new accessions men is 10.6 with forty-three
percent of them high school graduates, their
median grade reading level is 6.1, with about
fourteen percent reading below the fourth grade
level. Also, on an arithmetic computation test
they score at a 6.3 median grade level. These
low reading and arithmetic scores are not too
surprising since two of the AFQT subtests
measure these same attributes.

As a result of this diversity of personnel
input, HumRRO, along with others, was re-
quested to initiate a series of research studies.
The goal of these studies is to provide informa-
tion which will allow the services to effectively
and efficiently train and utilize as many of the
lower-aptitude men as possible. The objectives
of Project 100,000 are not only to assist these
men to become satisfactory servicemen but also
to prepare them to be productive when they
return to civilian life.

Research on Training Broad
Spectrum Aptitude Levels

Rcsea,rh in HumRRO's Monterey laboratory
is concerned with the complete spectrum of ap-
titudes with an emphasis on the lowernptitude
men. Key questions that require answering are
(1) the extent to which the AFQT scores are
related to the acquisition and performance of
skills and knowledges, and (2) if they are re-

fated, which techniques and procedures will el.
low for efficient and effective training of men
at all aptitude levels.

Since ample evidence exists to show that
aptitude differences do relate meaningfully to
learning and performance in training, the ques-
tion is what can be done to cope with these dif-
ferences? What can be done to handle individual
differences in instructional systems is to a
considerable extent dependent upon the train-
ing or educational strategy employed. Four
strategies which appear to have quite different
implications fo... handling individual differences
and for ease of management are presented in
table 3. Fixed curriculum refers to a situation
where content, organization, and the instruc-
tional mode are fixed. Variable curriculum im-
plies the possibility of variation in content,
organization, or instructional mode. Fixed and
vanable time refers to whether the instructional
program requires all students to spend a fixed
amount of time in the program or whether they
can spend varying amounts of time. Fixed stand-
ard refers to the condition which requires each
student to achieve a specified minimum level
of proficiency before graduating from the course.
Variable standard allows for the student to go
beyond a minimum level of proficiency. All of
these strategies are based upon the assumption
that the objectives of the course or program
are the same for all students. Although table 3
presents a framework with considerable simi-
larity to .Cronbach's model, the writer believes
this approach is from a sufficiently different
perspective to be of some use.'

Training Strategies I and II
The first strategy refers to a fixed curri-

culum and fixed training. Students enter together,
receive a standard program of instruction, ar
finish together. Administratively, this single
fixed track strategy is appealing; but the only
tir.-e it could work efficiently is when prior se-
lection insured a homogeneous input and meth-
ods and media of instruction were tr lored to
the group which rarely, if ever, happens. In
the military, formal selection procedures are
based upon aptitudes, abilities, prior experi-
ence, and schooling to allow for a nanowing of
the input. Nevertheless, based upon data such
as previously discussed, it is apparent wide
differences in entry-level sl.ills and ability do
exist. In short, this lock step training strategy
ignores individual differences.

Generally, Army training has been all ged
to fit this first strategy. In fact, however, the
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Table 3

Training Strategies

Curriculum Time Standard

I Fixed Fixed Variable

II Fixed Variable Fixed or Variable

III Variable Fixed Variable

IV Variable Variable Fixed or Vorioble

training has been more similar to the second
strategy of fixed treatment or curriculum with
variable time -- everybody enters together, re-
ceives the same instruction, but not all make it
through the course the first time. Some men are
"washed-back" or recycled and generally re-
ceive the same instruction as they did the first
time. Experience in training shows that even-
tually most trainees do make it through a course
with this strategy at least to meet mini.-nal
goals. However, data such as that provided in a
study by Baker et a]. raise the question of the
efficacy of such a strategy.5 In this study of
Armor Advanced Individual Training training
time for major blocks of instruction were
varied with training content and procedure
held constant. Among the several findings in
this study relating aptitude and learning, it
was found: (1) for each level of aptitude in gen-
eral, as the amount of training time was in-
creased, there was a corresponding increase in
the percentage of test items answered correctly;
(2) except in two of eighteen skill areas high-
aptitude trainees were superior to medium-
aptitude trainees, and the medium-aptitude
subjects were superior to low-aptitude trainees
at every level of instruction time (half, stand-
ard, twice, and three times the standard);
(3) for most of the skill areas high-aptitude
trainees who received instruction for half the
standard period were superior or equal to
medium-aptitude trainees who received in-
struction for twice the standard period and to
low-aptitude trainees who received training
for three times the standard period; and (9) in
four major areas the low-aptitude group failed
to acouire anything approach;ng an adequate
degree of skills.
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An important difference between Army
training and public education is that the Army
must utilize the products of its instructional
system. The setting of minimum standards for
graduation and insuring that these standards
are met is mandatory. Thus, much of the Army
training has involved a fixed standard.

It appears that in public education, espe-
cially in elementary and secondary schools,
often a variable standard has been employed,
which would account for the finding that high
school graduates are reading at markedly dif-
ferent levels with thirty percent of them per-
forming at or below the fourth grade level. An
article by Bloom advocates and presents an ex-
cellent discussion of what would be implied for
education and for the student if fixed s.andards
were established and reqvired.6

In both training strategies I and II, a key
problem is where to gear the instruction. If it
is at the low-ability level, then the more capable
are held back with resultant boredom, poor atti-
tudes, and lack of efficiency of instruction. In-
struction geared at the upper level results in
either unduly high attrition rates, or man), who
are moved forward without mastering the material.

Since the graduate must be employed by the
institution, in Army training, much of the in-
struction has been designed for the middle to
lower trainee with the general view that the
higher aptitude trainee will get the training
anyway. The public schools generally seem to
have had a tendency to place more emphasis on
instruction for the middle- and upper-ability
student.

One use of tiaining strategy II which ac-
commodates to differences in ability and allows
for a fixt I standard would be to gear the instruc.



tion to the low-aptitude student and allow the
more able student to move through the pr'gram
at his own rate.

Trainingstrategies III and IV, which involve
variable curriculum, are the only strategies
which can effectively take into account indivi-
dual differences. A summary of some research
which emphasizes the necessity for accommo
dating individual differences in training is pre-
sented before examination of these strategies.

Research on Aptitude and the
Acquisition of Skills and Know ledges

A laboratory study by Fox et al. had as its
purpose the clarification of the relationship be-
tween aptitude level and the acquisition of mili-
tary skills and knowledges in a variety of tasks
which varied in complexity.' Subjects for this
study were 183 newly inducted Army recruits
who were divided into three maximally distant
aptitude groups on the basis of their AFQT
scores: High Aptitude -AFQT scores 90 to 99;
Middle Aptitude-AFQT scores 45 to 55; and
Low AptitudeAFQT scores .i0 to 21. Supple-
mentary psychometric data (Army Classifica-
tion Battery and Aptitude Area Scores) and
irforrnation on scholastic achievement (years
of school completed, reading, and elementary
arithmetic proficiency) showed the high-aptitude
subjects to be decidedly superior to the low-
aptitude subjects, with middle aptitude groups
scoring in an intermediate range. Although
sixty-one per cent of the low AFQT group were
high-school graduates, reading scores for low-
aptitude subjects spread evenly across the
grade levels from zero .to eleven, whereas
seventy-One per cent of the middle group, and
ninety-four of the high-aptitude group read at
or above the twelfth grade level. Since a major
focus of the study was on the marginal-aptitude
trainee, instructional methods were selected
to maximize the kw-aptitude recruit's oppor
tunity to learn. The selection of instructional
methods and learning conditions was establish-
ed, on a judgmental basis, without regard for
considerations of cost and effort, or for effi-
cacy for the middle- and high-aptitude groups.

Where practical, training was automated
to insure standardization and clarity, using
audiovisual presentation including slides and
video tapes. Verbal instruction was given in
simple language with ample pictorial examples.
All trainii, was conducted individually with an
instructor present to give prompts, answer
questions, and to provide immediate knowledge
of results after each response. Material was
presented in the smallest possible integral
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segments. Instruction was repeated or reviwed,
as appropriate, and practice was provided on
each trial. In short, training procedures were
tailored, within the experimenters' judgment,
to give the lower-aptitude trainee the best op-
portunity to learn.

Tasks were selected on the basis of two
criteria. The first was that the tasks should
have elements in common with the skills and
knowledges required in a large number of mili-
tary jobs. The second criterion was that tasks
should be representative of several levels of
complexity. Gagne's taxonomy of learning types
served as a general guide for discriminating
complexity differences among tasks.8 Gagne
defined eight different types of learnirit which
he outlined hierarchically from classical con-
ditioning to problem solving. The first criterion,
that tasks be representative of practical mili-
tary jobs, prevented the selection of pure exam
pies of each learning type as proposed by Gagne.
The task battery, as finally selected, was com-
posed of eight tasks which were roughly placed
along a dimension of complexity as outlined in
table 4.

The simple and choice monitoring tasks are
considered to be representative of a number of
visual surveillance or watchkeeping activities
tasks requiring detecting and reacting to a sig-
nal such as is required for switchboard opera-
tors and control panel monitors. In the simple
monitoring task the subject's job was to press
a response lever when a light appeared on a
display panel. The choice monitoring task re-
quired responding to one of four possible lights
by pressing one of four corresponding lever.
The importance of speed in responding was
emphasized. As expected, all subjects were
immediately able to do the task. However, the
results indicated that at this relatively simple
level of task complexity, low-aptitude subjects
displayed poorer performance when compared
to higheraptitude subjects. The low-aptitude
subjects were on the average slower to respond,
more variable in their responses, and were not
as accurate as those of higher aptitude.

At the next level of complexity, which re
quired the learning of fixed procedures, the
rifle assembly ,ind disassembly tasks are
elements in common with a variety of tasks
performed in many jobs. In addition to assembly
and disassembly procedures, fixed-procedure
motor tasks are invoked in the maintenance of
the whole spectrum of mechanical and electro
nic equipment. In these tasks the job was to
assemble or disassemble the rifle in a pre.
scribed seven-step sequence. The individual



Table 4

Ordering of Tasks Along o Dimension of Complexity

Description of Learning

Tosk
Requirements

Requires learning of concepts

and principles and their oppli-
n
E

cation in a problem situation

A

Requires multiple discriminations

of words and symbols (serials or

poired - associate learning)

Requires learning of fixed pro-

cedures; either verbal or motor

(chaining of verbal or motor

responses)

E' Requires association of stimulus

and response

Position Plotting

Mop Symbols

Phonetic Alphabet

Equipment Preparation

(verbal procedure)

Rifle Assembly

Rifle Disassembly

(motor procedure)

Choi ce Monitoring

Simple Monitoring
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trainee was led, step-by-step, through correct
assembly or disassembly procedure via a video
tape presentation. After each step in Cie se-
quence the tape was stopped and the trainee
was allowed to complete the same step on a
rifle provided him. On each trir.I he received
prompts and direct assistance if required. Sub-
jects were told to work as rapidly as possible
but not to skip steps or attempt shortcut pro-
cedures. Clearly, all of the trainees could per-
form the task, but there were differences on the
initial ability to profit from instruction, the
amount of help needed, and the final level of
performance. All differences were in favor of
the high-aptitude group. Low-aptitude subjects
on the average took about twice as long as
high-aptitude subjects to reach minimum pro-
ficiency, and required more than twice as much
individualized help or prompts. There was con-
siderable variability in individual performance
within aptitude groups. Some low-aptitude train-
ees reached criterion with a minimum of train-
ing and practice, while others did not reach
criterion on the last recorded trial. On the
other hand, there were a few high-aptitude
trainees who did relatively poorly on the tasks
although all reached criterion.

At about the same level of complexity as
the above tasks was the equipment preparation
task which is a fixed-procedure task but em-
phasizes learning a series of verbal responses.
Verbal procedure tasks are found in many jobs
that require the use of checklists in the setting
up and operation of equipment such as checkout
procedures and trouble shooting. The equipment
task consisted of a thirty-four-step procedure
for launching a missile. The subject was trained
to perform the thirty-four-step sequence on a
specially designed training device which simu-
lated a missile control panel. The proper pro-
cedure was demonstrated by an instructor and
the trainee was provided a written checklist.
The instructor provided verbal and spatial
prompts throughout training. On the average,
low-aptitude subjects required six times as
many prompts, thrrP times as many trials, and
at least four times as long as high-aptitude
subjects to reach criterion. The low-aptitude
group showed the greatest variability, with
some subjects of this group mastering the task
early while others never did.

The learning of map symbols and the in
ternational phonetic alphabet are examples of
tasks involving multiple discriminations. The
map symbols task required learning to asso-
ciate words with symbols, while the phonetic
alphabet task required learning to associate
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letters of the alphabet with corresponding phon-
etic equivalents. Examples of other ;asks of
this nature included learning cooking times
and temperatures for food, nomenclature of the
names of parts of equipment, and color coding.

The map sumbols task consisted of learn-
ing twenty-six commonly used map eymbols.
Each symbol appeared on a five inch by eight
inch study card with its appropriate name, and
an artist's representation of the thing, place,
or event which was represented by the symbol.
The trainee used the cards for a series of study
periods. After each study period the trainee
was asked to identify the twenty-six symbols.
The instructor indicated the errors made as
well as telling the trainee the correct respon-
ses. The general procedure for the phonetic
alphabet task followed that of the map symbols
task. All of the twenty-six letters and their
corresponding equivalents were printed on a
single card in correct alphabetical sequence,
for example, A-ALFA, B-BRAVO.

On the map symbols task the low AFQT
group took about twice as many trials to attain
criterion as the middle AFQT group, and the
middle AFQT group took about twice as many
trials to reach criterion as the high AFQT
group. Again, the low-aptitude group exhibited
much greater variability than the other twc
groups.

On the phonetic alphabet task the perform-
ance of the high and middle group were much
alike and both differed markedly from that of
the low-aptitude group. Although not as pro-
nounced as in the map symbols task, wider
variability was again evidenced within the AFQT
group -

The final task used in the study by Fox et al.
was the position plotting task which represents
the highest level of complexity included in the
task battery. This task involved the learning of
concepts and the application of principles. The
recruit had to learn the concepts of range and
bearing and apply them in an intersection prob-
lem to plot the position of an aircraft. Instruc-
tion in plotting techniques was given using a co
ordinated audio tape 35-mm slide program
presented via closed circuit television. An in-
structor was present to provide help, direct
practice, and answer questions throughout the
instructional sequence. At the conclusion of
training subjects were required to make ten
plots on a plotting board. After each plot the
instructor provided immediate knowledge of re-
sults by indicating the correct point of inter-
section.

The high- and middle-aptitude groups had
little trouble mastering the plotting task. How-



ever, one-fourth of the low AFQT subjects had
not obtained criterion performance by the end
of training. Again, considerably greater varia-
bility was displayed by the low-aptitude group.

The results of this laboratory study are
consistent in demonstrating large and meaning-
ful differences among recruits of differing apti-
tude levels en these tasks which vary in com-
plexity. In general, the low-aptitude subjects
were slower to respond, required more train-
ing time, needed more guidance and repetition
of instructior., and had a wider variation in
performance than the middle- and high.aptitude
subjects. It is not surprising to find that differ
ences existed among aptitude level groups on
the more complex tasks. What is significant is
the magnitude of the differences observed and
the fact that they occurred at all levels of task
complexity, including very simple tasks, and
on both verbal and motor skill tasks.

On almost every task there were a few low
aptitude subjects whose performance matched
that of the middle and high groups; similarly,
on almost every task there were some low-
aptitude subjects who failed to reach criterion,
and the remainder were spread over a wide
range of performance. Apparently men identified
by the AFQT low mental category are not all
slow learners; they constitute a heterogeneous
group. Factors such as language difficulty,
motivation, and test-taking experience could
all contribute to an individual's receiving a
low AFQT score, but analysis shows that such
factors do not account for the group differences
obtained in the present studies. An important
problem to be solved in military training lies
in the differential sorting cf low-aptitude per-
sonnel. There is a need for devising ways to
identify the faster learners and their areas of
promise among those who enter service labeled
as low aptitude.

As a further check on the relationship be-
tween aptitude as measured by the AFQT and
by performance, follow-up data on these same
subjects' performance were obtained. At the
end of the first eight weeks of training .'1
trainees are given an end-of-cycle test over
those subjects covered in Basic Training. These
tests, which cover both motor skill and cognitive
material, are part performance end part writ-
ten. The Basic Training program is highly
standardized and focused toward the level of the
loweaptitude recruit. There is considerable
effort both in the formal program and in re-
medial training to insure that almost all men
meet graduation standards by passing the test.
Although all subjects passed the tests, the find-
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ings are con in showing the generally
superior performance of the highaptitude group,
with the greatest differences appearing in those
tests covering cognitive material. As one moves
away from Basic Training and into the more ad.
vance' and technical courses, such as are given
in combat support training and involving greater
cognith e demands, these differences in aptitude
become more noticeable.9

These data on performan?e are quite com-
patible with a previous HumRRO study by Got.-
fard et al. which investigated in more detail the
Category IV (AFQT scores of 10 to 30) person-
nel in Basic Training. As might be expected,
they found that "in comparison with the men in
other categories, more of the Category IV came
from poor social, economic, educational, and
occupational backgrounds and had low expecta
tions and aspirations for their future life."'

Training Strategies III and IV
Training strategies III and IV do allow for

the handling of individual differences. The third
training strategy of variable curriculum and
fixed time has the administrative nicety of a
fixed termination for all students but almost
certainly would result in some form of group-
ing and variable output. Theoretically at least,
the instructions: approach can be geared to the
appropriate ability level to insure efficient :nas-
tery of material. If the decision is to invest a
given amount of time for instruction, then it
follows that with this strategy the outcome will
be a variation in amount mastered. It is diffi-
cult to conceive of an instructional approach
that will overcome the marked differences in
ability and past experiences observed in the
HumRRO data, especially when the irout con,
sista of adults. One of the key requirements of
this sti itegy is the employment of a selection
procedure which places individuals into the
proper instructional group. That this is ex-
tremely difficult is evidenced by many studies,
including the one previoue:y summarized, where
there was marked variability in acquisition and
level of performance of those trainees with low
AFQT scores. One of the prime dangers with
this strategy is that with fixed time it is diffi-
cult to allow for movements of rtudents from
one group to another deperding upon perform.
ance. Also, students can easily be pegged or
categorized as members of a particular group
with expectations which may have a negative
effect on performance.11

The last training strategy to be discussed
(Strategy IV) is one that calls for variable cur-
riculum and variable time. This strategy al.



lows for the greatest attention to the individual
and calls for the most complex management.
However, it also allows for the most flexibility
flexibility not only in the instructional system
but also in handling the output of the course. If
desired, the student can rmitinue a program
until he reaches a given level of mastery, or
students can be allowed to reach different levels
or capabilities, and, if necessary, remedial in-
struction can be introduced. An example is the
literacy training in the military which has as
its goal increasing literacy and arithmetic
skills of students before they start formal
training. Students can be moved ahead or allow-
ed to skip certain sections since they already
possess the prerequisite skills and knowledges.

Ov .'rall, it appears that training strategies
I and II, which have a fixed curriculum, cannot
truly handle individual differences, although
strategy II with variable time does allow for
different rates of progress. Training strategies
III and IV do allow for handling individual dif-
ferences, with only training strategy IV allow-
ing for both variable curriculum r nd the option
of either having the same standard for all, or
having different standards.

The Systems Approach
Regardless of the strategy adopted, the

course content, the characteristics of the stu-
dent, and the method or media employed, there
are certain requirements which are common
and essential to efficient and effective instruc-
tion. These requirements, which are derived
from traini,z technology, are:

1. Terminal course objectives must be deter -
minc'd and explicitly stated. Such state-
ments involve what it is that the learner
should be able to do following instruction,
including the conditions under which he
should be able to perform and the standard
or level of performance required.

2. These terminal objectives must be analyzed
or broken down into enabling objectives.
In most summary forms this involves de-
termining the prerequisite skills and know-
ledges that the learner must possess to be
able to perform satisfactorily the terminal
objectives which constitute the goal of the
course.

3. Performance evaluation must be incor
porated to include assessment at entry
level, during progression through the
course, and of final proficiency. The dis
crepancy between entry level capability
and terminal objectives de-fines to a great
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extent what must be accomplished in in-
struction. Assessment of progression
through the course reflects mastery of the
enabling objectives while assessment of
final proficiency reflects the success of
the instructional program.

The value of and procedures for accom-
plishing the above steps are well established
both for training and education.12 Many readers
will recognize that these statements constitute
components of what has come to be called the
systems approach to the development of in-
struction. Recently the Army published a direc-
tive 4equiring that all Army courses undergc
this systems engineering.'3 An excellent pre-
sentation and discussion of various systems
approaches, including the HumRRO one, can
be found in a recent publication."

ADDITIONAL TRAINING VARIABLES

Carrying out the above steps to a consid-
erable extent defines course objectives and
assures adequate measurement. Of equal im-
portance in course construction is the selection
of course content, instructional method or me-
dia, and management decisions on incentive sys-
tems and use of resources. The present HumRRO
research effort is focused not only on these
factors or variables and how they relate to
each other and interact with ability or aptitude,
but also on putting findings into practice through
the testing of developed courses of instruction
in operational settings. The goal is to provide
information which will allow for effective train-
ing across all aptitude levels. Much research
has been done, both military and civilian, and
much more information is needed before the
goal of taking into account individual differ-
ences ccn be fully achieved. Although final an-
swers are not available on how to cope fully
with individual differences, some information
does exist which has implications especially
for instructing low-aptitude men.

The Functional Context Approach
One such implication concerns the structur-

ing and sequencing of content." As might be
expected, the higher-aptitude man is able to
cope with a variety of organizations and sequen-
cing of material. Although structure is helpful
to the high-ability man, it becomes much more
so for the loability person. Apparently, a
cardinal aspect of this structuring concerns
establishing the relevance or meaningfulness
of the material to be learned. The establish-
ment of such relationships is an essential char-



acteristic of what has come to be labeled the
"principle of functional context."16 Numerous
studies in such diverse courses as electronics
training and the training of medical corpsmen
have demonstrated the efficacy of applying this
principle." The principle of functional context
is a general method of sequencing and struc-
turing training content so that the intended use
of new instructional material is established for
the 1,:amer prior to the introduction of the
material itself. The principle follows simply
from tl fact that one learns and retains best
those new things one can somehow tie in with
the already known. Ancillary to the principle of
functional context are certain working rules:
(1) go from the concrete to the abstract; (2) go
from the specific to the general; (3) go from
practice to theory; ind (4) go from the familiar
to the unfamiliar. The nature of the objective
to be attained will determine which formulation
is chosen.

What the principle of functional context
implies is that one arranges and integrates
subje,q matter material into meaningful tasks.
It is task or problem oriented rather than sub.
ject oriented. Some examples may help to claf-
ify this matter. In electronics maintenance
courses instead of initially presenting a block
of instruction on the theory of electricity fol-
lowed by a block- on the use of test equipment
and then starting on trouble shooting or main.
tenance procedures, trainers start with a job-
related problem or task to be done and teach
only the relevant theory and test equipment re-
quired for the solution of the problem.'8 All of
the theory, use of tools, and test equipment are
taught in the context of meaningful tasks so that
their relevance is apparent to the learner. At
the time research was initiated on the train-
ing of medical corpsmen, instruction consisted
of blocks of fundamental subjects taught in pro-
gressive sequence.19 There were blocks of
instruction in anatomy and physiology, common
drugs and their uses, medical symptomatology,
basic medical treatment, and so on. These sub-
jects were taught in relative isolation and out
of context in which they were to be applied
to the solution of a specific medical problem.
Knowledges and skills necessary to the solution
of a medical problem were frequently forgotten
by the time they were to ba applied. In the func-
tional context approach the material to be
teamed was organized around the job require-
ments. Instructioli was developed around what
occurs to a wounded or sick man successively
and what the medical corpsman must know and
do to care for him properly. Tying the instruc-

tional sequence to medical techniques meant
teaching essential knowledge and skill in con-
junction with these techniques.

Evaluation
Consistent with the functional context ap-

proach is the requirement that the mastering of
material be emphasized throughout the instruc-
tional program.2° This requirement is based
on the premise that learning is cumulative and
the learning of new material is directly depen-
dent upon the student's mastery of prerequisite
knowledg,s and skills. Further, it implies that
careful assessment should be made as to where
the lea' tier is at each stage of the learning pro-
cess from entry level on.

Methods

Another area which deserves attention is
methods and media.2' One thing appears clear

for efficient learning to occur, the learner
should be an active participant and provision
needs be made to insure that he obtains infor-
mation on how he is doing. Such is inherent in
programmed instruction, computer-assisted
instruction, individually prescribed instruction,
and practical exercise training. Historically, at
Izast in military training, lectures, films, and
educational television were often lacking in these
characteristics. Fortunately, many of these
lacks have been overcome as these media have
been modified to insure learner participation
and feedback un progress, both to the learner
and the instructor. To a considerable extent
this has irr.alved instituting procedures for
assessment after fewer teaching points and a
combination of media such C3 short segments
of video integrated with practical exercises.22

A second point under media concerns the
selection of the appropriate media for the stu-.
dent. A series of studies at the HumRRO lab-
oratory were initiated to determine the relative
effectiveness of reading and listening as means
for instructing men of different mental aptitude
levels." The results indicated that (1) with
medium- and low-aptitude groups, : -tening
N.as as effective as reading in promoting the
recall of factual infonnation of single and of
complex passages; (2) for both reading and
listening, the performance of the medium.
aptitude group surpassed that of the low-aptitude
group; (3) some individuals in both aptitude
groups did better by reading than by listening,
and vice versa. The obvious implications are:
(1) that where feasible, reading and listening
materials should be made available to students
so the student can choose the media most
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appropriate for him; and (2) the level of diffi-
culty of liontent must he matched to the student
for bott, reading and listening.

A final point on media concerns simula-
tion and simulators. The general use of simu-
lated training and the use of simulated situations
has mushroomed in the last twenty years, and
all indications are that greater attention and
use of simulation will occur in the future. A
basic question exists os to the requirements for
fidelity in the simulator or simulation to
what extent must it resemble the actual equip-
ment or 3ituation for learning to occur?

A considerable body of literature exists
shows that fur fixed procedural tasks,

ranging from starting and stopping a helicop-
ter to controlling course and depth in a sub-
marine, fidelity is relatively unimportant in
the training device. In a series of studies at the
lIumRRO laboratory Grimsley investigated the
interaction of aptitude level and fidelity of the
training device on learning and retention.24 The
task consisted of learning a fixed procedure in-
volving a ninety.two-step procedure for potting
a control panel into operation. AFQT Category
IV and Non-Category IV personnel were trained
on one of three panels differing in appearance
and/or functional fidelity. They were released
four and six weeks after initial training. The
high-fidelity panel WAS a physical duplication
of the actual equipment, in which everything
worked all lights, meters, the intercom, and
so on; the second panel was identical to the
first except that there was no electrical power;
and the third, or low-fidelity device, was a
full-size artist's representation (in color) of
the high-fidelity panel.

Consistent with other studies, Grimsley
found that for the medium- and high-ability
trainee, the fidelity of the Opining device used
for fixed procedural tasks could be very low
with no adverse effect on the time needed for
training, the level of pr tficiency, the amount
remembered over time, or the time needed for
retraining. However, fidelity of the training de-
vice was found to be most important in the
training of low-ability personnel. For the lo
ability group the higher the fidelity of the de-
vice. the greater the proficiency achieved and
the less time required for training. Marked vari-
ability of the low-aptitude group also was ob-
served in this study. For procedural tasks simple,
low-cost pictures or drawings can be substituted
for actual equipment or expensive simulators
or models when instrucSang average- or high.
ability personnel. Caution should be employed
on practicing such economy when training low

ability men and should be weighed against in-
creased cost in needed time to learn and the
amount mastered.

Motivating
A final area. which will be mentioned briefly,

concerns motivation and incentives or rewards.
The high-ability man comes to the learning
situation with a history of general learning suc-
cess and usually has considerable confidence
in his ability to learn new things. The low-
aptitude man often has had a history of non-
success in learning which has done little for
his self-concept and has resulted in a general
desire to avoid situations that appear like
schooling.25

Training for the high-ability man may
consist of presenting him with a challenging
situation coupled with appropriate incentives
and allowing him to move forward at his own
pnce. For the lowei-ability man, the question
is more how to get him started and how to
make provision for early and consistent suc-
cess so that he can gain self-confidence.

In the past few years behavioral scientists
have learned much about procedures to be used
in the application of incentives or rewards.
Procedures have been concerned both with the
schedule of application as well as the nature
of the incentive, that is, what incentive can be
given to increase motivation and desire to
learn. Incentives often used are recognition,
material rewards, and autonomy. Clearly, if
the incentive is positive, more learning occurs.
Further, some evidence suggests that in train-
ing for the more able man, the payoff can be
at a more distant time he values autonomy.
However, for the lower-ability man, the payoff
is snore efficacious if it is of a more imme-
diate nature and of a material sort.

Summary
1. HumRRO has found marked and meaningful

differences among ability groups as de-
fined by the AFQT, in learning and per-
formance and has concluded that these
differences should be taken into account
in training.

2. Four training strategies for handling int;i-
vidual differences were examined. The
fourth and most flexible strategy appears
the most desirable in that it allows for
variable curriculum, time, and either a
fixed or variable standard.

3. Three prereql.isites have been found essen-
tial to efficient and effective irstructional



development regardless of the strategy
employed. They are: (a) a statement of
terminal objectives; (2) a statement of
enabling objectives; and (3) the establish-
ment of performance assessment or eval-
uation.

4. HumRRO has found that functional context
and progressive mastery are essential
components of effective course presenta-
tion to low-aptitude students.

5. Provision for student participation and
student knowledge of progress coupled
v'ith highly individualized media and tech-
niques are especially important in in-
structing men of lower ability.

6. The writer is convinced that the problems
that IlumRRO is coping with and the sllu-
tions acnieved in individualizing Airily
training have direct application to civilian
education and training.
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TESTING DISADVANTAGED ADULTS

Robert C. Droege

This presentation will be based on United
States Employment Service (USES) research to
develop tests for use in counseling disadvan-
taged adults, especially that research that
should have the greatest relevance to adult
basic education programs. The approach of
this paper will be as follows: (1) a little back-
ground about the USES research program and
the new direction it is taking; (2) a summary of
developments that have implications for test-
ing educationally deficient adults; (3) more de-
tailed information on research on specific
tests and techniques; and (9) an invitation to
research.

BACKGROUND

The U.S. Employment Service has had more
than thirty :tears of experience in developing
tests fo: use in personnel selection and voca-
tional counseling. This experience has been
based primarily on research with adults who
have at least sixth grade literacy skills. The
research program is a federal-state partner-
ship in which the USES national office deter
mines priorities and coordinates the work of
state employment service test research per-
sonnel. The operational tools and techniques
resulting from the research are made avail-
able to the 2,000 local employment service
offircs and also to schools and other organiza-
tions through release agreements.

The major product of the USES test de-
velopment program prior to 1963 was the Gen-
eral Aptitude Test Battery (GATB), used in con-
nection with employment selection and vocational
counseling. The GATB consists of twelve tests
measuring nine basic vocational aptitudes. It
can be administered in about two and one-half
hours and indicates an individual's potentialit-
ities in a wide variety of specific occupations
and in families of 'occupations with similar
aptitude requirements. A continuing program of
occ ipational validation of the GATB is con-
ducted by the employment service to extend its
coverage to additional occupations.

During the last five years a major effort
has been made to develop new and improved
instruments to meet the needs of new man-
power programs concerned with disadvantaged
individuals. A nonreading alternate form of
the GATB WF,S developed. A screening proce-
dure was devised to help ensure that GATB
tests were appropriate for individuals to whom
they were to be administered. A booklet, "Doing
Your Best on Aptitude Tests," was prepared,
and a set of pretesting orientation exercises
was developed to be used with individuals with
limited test-taking experience.

Basic occupational literacy tests of read-
ing and arithmetic skills are being developed.
They will assist in making appropriate refer-
rals to literacy training programs aid in de-
termining the type and amount of training in
these basic skills which an individual needs in
order to meet the requirements of specific
occupations and occupational training. For em-
ployment service applicants who are so severe-
ly lvantaged that conventional testing is

ible, work-sample techniques are being
tr, ut which give inexperienced individuals
the feel of activities associated with various
kinds of work.

Research is continuing on the GATB. The
number of specific occupations for which the
GATB has been validated has risen to more
than 900, including many newly emergent occu-
pations. Special research studies are in pro-
gress to determine the effectiveness of the
GATB and other USES tests in training situa-
tions such as the Manpower Training and De-
velopment Act (MDTA) programs.

The GATB is widely used by schools, goy-
ernment agencies, and nonprofit counseling
agencies. Other organizations are also coop.
erating in a variety of research projects in-
volving existing and new USES tests, such as
the development of model processes and pro-
cedures for testing, a feasibility study of a
programmed interpretation of GATB scores,
research on the USES nonreading aptitude
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tests, a study of the usefulness of the GATB
predicting suc-.'ess in vocational training, and
an evaluation of a pilot computer-assisted
vocational guidance program.

A SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENTS

Nonreading Aptitude Tests
The USES General Aptitude Test Battery

has been a valuable tool in the measurement
of aptitudes of job applicants and candidates
for occupational training. However, many, of
the hard core unemployed who need vocational
counseling and remedial services to help them
become employable do not have sufficient lit
eracy skills to take all of the GATB tests.

This problem led the U.S. Employment
Service to work toward development of a non-
reading edition of the GATB for use with the
educationally deficient. The GATB was used as
the model in this development for two reasons:

1. The GATB measures the important voca
tionally significant aptitudes. This has
been demonstrated through factor anal-
yses, correlations with other tests, and
occupational validation studies.'

2. The GATB has been validated extensive-
ly against occupational criteria. The occu-
pational norms developed in these studies
provide a ready-made basis for interpret-
ing scores on a nonreading edition of the
GATB.

The research of the nonreading GATE. was
initiated in 1963 and has progressed through
the stages of test construction, item analysis,
preliminary tryout, validation, and standard
ization studies. The research is described in
a USES technical report available from the
U.S. Department of Labor.2 The nonreading
edition of the GATB resulting from this re-
search is being released for operational use
this spring. The new battery of aptitude tests
for use with the disadvantaged consists of eight
new tests and six of the GATB tests. Total
administration time is about three and one-half
hours, about an hour longer than the GAM.
Although the major use of the new battery is
anticipated to be in the employment service,
other organizations concerned with counseling
disadvantaged adults will find the tests useful.

This research is only a first step in a
continuing effort to develop and refine aptitude
measurement of the disadvantaged. Just as the
GATB becomes more valuable as additional
validation data are collected, the usefulness of

the nonreading aptitude tests will increase as
additional research is done on them. At this
point in the research, an aptitude test battery
has been developed that (1) is oriented to the
capabilities of the educationally disadvantaged
and (2) provides measures underlying the occu-
pationally-oriented GATB. However, much
more needs to be done to refine these meas-
ures and to validate them against training and
job success of disadvantaged individuals. Ul-
timately, the occupational norms structure for
the nonreading aptitude tests will be based on
occupational validation for disadvantaged
groups.

Pretesting Orientation Techniques
One thing that the USES research on die

advantaged individuals has shown clearly is
the critical importance of pretesting orienta-
tion. In 1966 state employment services were
asked to observe the behavior of disadvantaged
persons taking the experimental nonreading
aptitude tests. Typical observations were (1)
many did not report for tesdng; (2) examinees
often became confused but hesitated to ask
questions; (3) many marked answers randomly;
and (4) some deliberately skipped pages to fin-
ish quickly. There was a consensus that the
disadvantaged were anxious, easily embarras-
sed, easily discouraged, sensitive to possible
reactions of others to their behavior, and
easily distracted. Three major areas of pre-
testing orientation needed were identified:

1. An introduction to the purpose of testing.
Orientation is needed to show the exam
inee liJw testing will be of use to him ir
job or training placement. An understand
ing of the purpose of testing should help
motivate examinees to do their best on
the test.

2. Practice test taking. The manipulation of
test materials, working problems simi-
lar to those in the test, and practice in
pacing work to time limits should build
confidence in ability to take the test.

3. Suggestions on how to take tests. Middle
class persons have built up a store of in-
formation about tests and testtaking tech.
niques (test wiseness) which allows them
to use their time efficiently, avoid errors,
and detect cues to right answers. Disad-
vantaged persons have had little positive
experience with tests. Development of
their test wiseness would put them on a
more competitive footing with others.
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Several state employment services are
working on development of pretesting orienta-
tion materials in these three areas. Various
types of audio and visual materials and prac-
tice tests are being developed. The objective
is a comprehensive and flexible package of
pretesting orientation devices. So far, two
USES pretesting orientation techniques have
been developed. One is a booklet on "Doing
Your Best on Aptitude Tests" and it is on pub-
lic sale at the Government Printing Office. A
second technique, "USES Pretesting Orienta-
tion Exercises," provides practice on tests
like those in the GATB.

Work Sample Techniques
Among the disadvantaged are those who

have great difficulty relating to any formal
test situation. For these, work-sample assess-
ment techniques may be useful. Work samples
are standardized job performance tasks de-
signed for use in developing the employability
of disadvantaged individuals. The work-sample
technique consists of the work samples per se,
a structured environmer.t in which they are
performed, and evaluations of the client's be-
havior based on observations. The work samp-
les take about two weeks io administer. They
provide the individual and his vocational coun-
selor with a common basis for discussion,
provide a basis for evaluation of the individ-
ual's occupational potentials, and provide the
individual with Et basis for developing insights
into areas of interests, aptitudes, and moti-
vation. Although the work-sample technique is
appropriate for any applicant as a simulated
job try-out experience, it is particularly useful
with disadvantaged clients having histories of
failure in school.

The tasks selected as work samples are
simulations of activities that would be encoun-
tered on a regular job. Standard tools and equip-
ment such as screwdrivers, saws, adding ma-
chines, typewriters, needles and thread, solder-
ing guns, pipe couplers, blouse patterns, and
many other work-a-day items are used. The
worksampling environment is a typical factory
setting with work benches or a business office
and its equipment. The work samples range
in complexity from very simple, structured
operations to difficult activities involving sym-
bolic reasoning and abstract conceptualization.
They are derived from activities performed in
competitive industry and ere representative of
a wide variety of interrelated functions such as
psychomotor coordination, and spatial rela-
tions. Because they are not different from the

kind of work a potential employee would be re-
quired to perform in an ordinary job, the ex-
perience is less threatening and more meaning-
ful to a disadvantaged and handicapped popula-
tion. In addition, the administration of such
work samples in an industrial setting maxi-
mizes the usefulness of the observations.

The use of the work-sample technique
for the disadvantaged was investigated by an
experimental and demonstration project in-
volving 268 jobless persons. It was funded by
the Department of Labor in a slum area in
north Philadelphia. The Philadelphia Jewish
Employment and Vocational Service (JEVS) con
ducted the experiment with a grant which in
eluded funds for allowances to the people who
took part. A cooperating agency was the North
Philadelphia Human Resources Development
(HRD) Center of Pennsylvania State Employ-
ment Service.

Of the 268 taking part in the experiment,
107 were referred by their counselors to jobs,
57 to rehabilitation services, and 43 were
placed in job training programs. No immediate
results could be obtained for the remaining 61
or 23 percent, as the HRD counselors felt that
further evaluation was required. Applicants
were observed and evaluated on work attitudes,
accuracy of performance, promptness in re-
porting to work, learning speed, acceptance
of authority, and other workrelated behaviors.
The technique had a high degree of acceptance
among the participants. That acceptance an-
abled vocational counselors to understand and
communicate with their clients.

Based on the comparative experience of
an experimental and control group, the work-
sample technique seems (1) to make easier the
development of vocational objectives suited to
the applicant's abilities and potentials; (2) to
boost the applicant's chances to be referred to
a wide range of job openings, to get a job on
the first referral, and to hold and to adjust to
a job or training position; (3) to help the coun-
selor to identify more readily the need for giv-
ing the applicant supportive services; (9) to
enable counselors to estimate for employers
the potential for learning and the likely stabi-
lity of individuals who have been out of work a
long time or have no work experience whatso-
ever; and (5) to give the disadvantaged person
more confidence by helping him understand his
ability to work and to learn.

Based on these preliminary findings, the
U.S. Employment Service is now preparirg to
evaluate the technique as an employment ser-
vice operation in about ten cities. This eval-



uation will consist of comparing two groups of
applicants one group of people who do the
work samples and a matched control group of
people who do not do them. The purpose of the
study is to determine if the use of work sam-
ples in addition to the traditional counseling
techniques improved employability.

Testing for Achievement of
Basic Literacy Skills

The topic of testing for achievement of basic
literacy skills will make up the largest portion
of this paper since this topic has direct rele-
vance to adult basic education programs. First,
the nature of achievement tests of basic skills,
and their typical orientation to school-age
youth will be considered. Second, the charac-
teristics of adults enrolled in basic education
courses and implications for testing their
skills will be discussed. Third, the inadequa-
cies of presently available tests for use with
adults will be discussed. Fourth, what the em-
ployment service is doing to develop a suitable
test for adults will be outlined.

Nature of Achievement Tests
Achievement tests measure an individual's

present level of performance in reading, arith-
metic, or other types of skills. Of the many
types of achievement which may be tested,
reading and arithmetic skills are perhaps the
most important. These may be called "basic
skills" because they are essential to a wide
variety of activities, including the learning and
subsequent performance of most jobs. These
skills are primarily learned in school and pro-
bably are the chief outcomes of the regular
school curriculum. Achievement tests provide
objective, standardized measures of an indivi-
dual's present performance in the basic liter-
acy skills.

Achievement tests have what is defined by
the Standards for Educational and Psychologi-
cal Tests and Manuals as ,:ontent validity.' The
Standards state, "Content validity is demon-
strated by showing how well the content of the
test samples the class situation or subject mat-
ter about which conclusions are to be drawn."'
In other words, provided that the tests have
adequate reliability, the usefulness of achieve-
ment tests rests primarily on the appropriate-
ness of their content rather than on then rela-
tionship to any external criterion. The areas to
be covered by an achievement test intended for
use in the schools, and the relative emphasis
to be given to the various topics within each
area, are usually determined by reviewing cur-
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ricula or by the expert judgment of subject-
matter specialists.

Anastasi observes that achievement tests
are an important factor in remedial education
programs, both in identifying those individuals
who have specific types of deficiencies and in
measuring progress in the remedial training
provided.5 She also points out that the use of
achievement tests in remedial education pro-
motes learning by revealing weaknesses in
past learning, giving directions to subsequent
learning, and motivating the learner. Achieve-
ment test results also provide the basis for
adapting instruction to meet individual needs
by ascertaining what each individual knows or
can do, or does not know or cannot do. The
types of skills measured by reading and arith-
metic achievement tests are not assumed to
remain at a constant level throughout life. They
ordinarily are developed slowly throughout
years of education through regular use in plan-
ned or unplanned school experiences supple-
mented by the effects of outside activities. For
adults who are not longer in school, the skills
may continue to develop by being used on jobs
or in other activities, or they may deteriorate
if the individual does not have the opportunity
to exercise their Just as the skills usually are
developed initially through regular schooling,
they may also be improved through literacy
training provided under programs such as
IIDTA or adult education. Results on educa-
tional achievement tests are usually expressed
in grade equivalents (or grade scores), al
though other types of scales may also be used.
Publishers of the major achievement test ser-
ies usually try to obtain a large and represen-
tative sample of school children on which to
base their grade-equivalent norms; for exam-
ple, more than 850,000 pupils in grades one
through nine in 264 schools in all fifty states
were tested to derive the norms for the Stan-
ford Achievement Tests There are some
technical problems with the notion of grade
equivalents even when used with school child-
ren for whom they are intended.

1. Grade equivalents assume regular growth
throughout the school years.

2. Grade equivalents which are extremely
high or low relative to grade placement
usually must be extrapolated rather than
based on data.

3. The interpretation of extrapolated values
is difficult because a raw score in the
extrapolated range does not necessarily
represent the median score which would
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actually be obtained by pupils at the cor-
responding grade level.

Despite such limitations, however, the
grade-equivalent concept works satisfactorily
with school children because the referrent
group -- pupils in the same grade is mean-
ingful to the teachers who are the primary
users.

The grade equivalent concept is usually
carried over when the tests are used with
adults, because the results are used primarily
by educators who think in the same terms and
often use some of the same curriculum mater-
ials for adults as for children. However, in our
opinion, it becomes an even more misleading
index of achievement for adults that it is for
children. It makes little sense to say that an
adult has a reading level of 7.5 grades, for he
is a low-achieving adult with an adult's acti-
vities, interest, and needs and not a child in
the seventh grade. He is not enrolled in a
standard school curriculum, and a comparison
with norms based on school children is of
little value in planning future training or other
remedial action.

Characteristics of Adults Enrolled
in Basic Education Courses

The individuals with whom reading and
arithmetic tests are used in the employment
servile represent a group quite similar to
those enrolled in adult basic education pro-
grams. Several important differences from the
general population affect the administration
and interpretation of tests.

First, the disadvantaged population tends
to be educationally deficient. School dropout is
one of the chief indicators of disadvantage, and
there is a strong likelihood that those who drop
out of school will have lower levels of achieve-
ment than those who remain in school to grad-
uate. There is also evidence that individuals
who have dropped out of school generally have
levels of tested achievement well below their
stated years of education. A study conducted
by the employment service found that a sample
of 578 persons with an average of 9.4 years of
education had average tested achievement of
C.0 grades, an average discrepancy of almost
three and one half years. It should be noted
that the relationship between achievement
level and yeara of education is low, indicating
that the number of years of education is not a
dependable index of level of achievement for
disadvantaged adults, although used as the in-
dex to determine functional illiteracy by the
U.S.Bureau of the Census.
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Second, many disadvantaged adults have
an unfavorable opinion of tests because they
did poorly on them when in school or because
tests have beer used to reject them for jobs.
Therefore, they may resent being tested and
be unwilling to devote the effort to do their
best, particularly if the purpose of the test and
its benefit to them have not been clearly ex-
plained.

Third, many have much more limited
prior test-taking experience than advantaged
persons and are not prepared to do their best
on tests. They do not follow directions cor-
rectly, do not work quickly, and do not guess
when it would be to their advantage to do so.

People with these characteristics are
sufficiently different from the general popu-
lation to require special treatment in testing.
It is important that the testing environment be
structured to protect the individual's dignity
and self-esteem. Special attention needs to be
given to ensure that the test is perceived by
the examinee as being worthwhile and valuable
to him, that the test content is appropriate and
meaningful, and that directions are adequate
and understood by the examinee.

The extent of educational deficiency ex-
isting in the United States is much greater than
usually supposed. Although the median educa-
tional level of the adult population is approach-
ing twelve years, there are more than eight
million persons twenty-five years of age and
older who have completed five years or less of
education, and twenty-three million who have
eight years or less. These low-education in-
dividuals are concentrated mainly in the fol-
lowing groups: (1) older persons; (2) persons
living on farms, especially Negroes; (3) per-
rnns with rural backgrounds who have moved
to urban centers, including Puerto Rican mi-
grants; and (4) migrant farm workers and other
disadvantaged groups, including Spanish-
speaking persons in the western and south-
western United States. Although low education
is more prevalent among these groups, it is
not confined to them. There are substantial
proportions of low-education individuals in ail
states. Associated with low education is, of
course, low levels of achievement in the skills
and knowledge which are learned in school.
There are, therefore, millions of persons
whose achievement is too low to qualify them
'er any jobs except those menial types of work
in which literacy skills are not important. As
noted above, an additional group who claim
more than eight years of education also evi-
dence an educational deficiency which inter-
feres with their employability.



Achievement Tests for Adults
The need for reading and arithmetic

achievement tests in the employment service
first arose with the passage of the amend-
ments to the Manpower Del, elopment and
Training Act which authorized training in
basic skills when necessary to assist an indi-
vidual in undertaking vocational training. Lit-
eracy training is also a component of the Work
incentive Program (WIN) and most other pro-
grams with manpower training provisions.
The provision of literacy training in jobs or
vocational training. Although improved read-
ing and arithmetic skills may also provide
personal benefits to the trainee, these ancil-
lary benefits are not the basic legislative jus-
tification for providing literacy training.

In 1964 when achievement tests were first
introduced into use by the employment service,
there was no achievement test available devel-
oped by the employment service, and there
were no commercially-published adult achieve-
ment tests for adults which had adequate tech-
nical data. The Metropolitan Achievement Test
(MAT) and Stanford Achievement Test (SAT),
which were developed for use in elementary
schools, were therefore authorized for em-
ployment service use.

In 1967 the Adult Basic Learning Exam-
ination (ABLE) was also authorized. The ABLE,
one of the new generation of commercially-
published achievement tests being developed
for adults, has content and format designed for
adults but still does not have all of the features
desired for an achievement test to be used in
the employment service. Among the ABLE's
limitations are the following.

1. Research data presently
adults is limited.

2. Its basic norms are grade equivalents de
rived by administering both the ABLE and
the Stanford Achievement Test to samples
of school children.

3. No occupational or training programs are
available.

4. Hand scoring is laborious.

Nevertheless, the ABLE represents a con-
siderable improvement over the Metropolitan
and Stanford for use with adults.

An achievement test which fully met re-
quirements for use with hard-core unemployed
and other disadvantaged adults in the employ-
ment service context would have the following
characteristics:

available for
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1. Choice of content. Content should be di-
rected toward the skills required in jobs
and emphasized in vocationally-related
literacy training rather than toward the
elementary school curriculum.

2. Appropriateness of content for adults. The
content should deal with topics with which
aduli examinees have experience and in
which they are interested. Problems should
be realistic. A study by Deraming and
Pressey shows that older persons scored
higher on tests with specifically adult
content than on tests of the same abilities
with more general content.?

3. Format and directions. The test format
and directions should make it clear that
the test is for adults, differentiating it
from children's tests with which the
examinee may have had unfavorable past
experiences. The format should be easy to
use by persons with limited prior test-
tailing experience. In particular, the use
of separate answer sheets should be
avoided and a correction for guessing
should be employA.

4. Time limits. The test should be as short
as possible consistent with adequate re-
liability. At the same time, however, the
test should be essentially a power test in
which nearly all of the examinees have
time to attempt all items.

5. Fl?xibility. The test should provide accu
rate measurement over a wide m.nge of
ability. It should allow for the fact that
there may be much more variation among
the levels of various skills for an adult
than for a child. It should also provide
measures at different levels of skill dif-
ferentiation depending on the use to be
made of the results.

6. Appropriate reference group. Basic norms
for the test should be based on an appro-
priate adult population to which it would
be desirable and appropriate to compare
the examinees.

7. Occupational norms. The test should pro-
vide norms indicating the reading end
arithmetic levels required to under-
take various types of vocational training
or to perform various occupations for
which disadvantaged. individuals may be
considered in counseling.

8. Relationship to other tests. The test should
have a high relationship to other achic.e-
ment tests measuring the same skill areas,



and it should be integrated with aptitude
tests and other measures used with the
same indi riduals.

The Basic Occupational Literacy Test
Research is in progress to develop a series

of USES tests in basic reading and arithmetic
skills, to be called the Basic Occupational Lit-
eracy Test (BOLT), which will meet these cri-
teria. The BOLT will have content, time limits,
and administration procedures especially de-
signed to be appropriate for use with educa-
tionally deficient adults and older youth in the
USES context.

In addition to norms expressed in terms
pool achievement, norms will also be de-

oped which will indicate the reading and
Ahmetic skill levels required for success in

specific occupations and occupational training.
Basic norms will be based upon a sample rep
resentative of all individuals in the United
States eighteen and over with eleven or fewer
years of completed education. This base popu-
lation, which includes about fiftyfour million
persons, was chosen because it reasonably ap-
proxiiates the educationally deficient group
for whom achievement tests would be used.
The characteristics of this population in terms
of the relevant variables of age, sex, minority
group status, and geographic region as well as
education can be precisely defined in terms of
available census data.

Three types of achievement test scales,
each with a number of alternate forms, will
be developed for the BOLT:

1. Wide-Range Scale. A very short scale,
consisting of vocabulary and arithmetic
computation items, which car, be admin-
istered in approximately ten minutes in
the interview situation to provide prelim-
inary estimates of counselee's reading
and arithmetic levels.

2. Survey Scales. Scales which will yield sub-
scores on vocabulary, reading comprehen-
sion, arithmetic computation, and arith-
metic reasoning.

3. Diagnostic Scales. Scales which will yield
subscores for the diagnosis of the coun
e,elee's strengths and weaknesses in eight
specific reading and arithmetic skills.

A major feature of the BOLT will be the
availability of norms indicating the minimum
levels of reading and arithmetic 3kills required
tn undertake specific occupations and vocation
al training. Knowledge of actual requirements,
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as identified through research, should promote
the employment of the disadvantaged by reduc-
ing the reliance of employers on artificial re-
quirements such as high school graduation.
Considerable attention has been given to ensur-
iny that the BOLT administration procedures
are effective. Procedures have been written,
tried out with a number of groups of disadvan-
taged examinees like those for whom BOLT is
intended, and revised on the basis of the tryout
results. Research to develop the Wide-Range
and Survey Scales is in progress. Research to
develop the Diagnostic Scales, which will re-
quire a somewhat different approach, will be
started later.

USES RESEA.'CH

Predicting Success in Achievement
of Basic Literacy Skills

Under the amendments to the Man,ower
Development and Training Act, basic education
training programs have been set up to prepare
educationally deficient individuals for occupa-
tional training. Such training was judged to be
essential because the materials commonly
used in occupational training require basic
literacy skills. There has been no formal ob-
jective evaluation of these basic education train
ing courses in terms of measurement of changes
in achievement level of trainees. However,
some information exists about a few courses.
The information was obtained from studies
done on the prediction of success in basic edu
cation training. The results are mostly dis-
appointing.

The primary purpose of the studies was
to explore the possibility of developing liter
acy aptitude patterns; that is, to determine
whether it was possible to use aptitude tests as
predictors of success in basic literacy train-
ing. The usefulness of such predictor batteries
should be obvious. If educationally deficient
iadividual's could he identified who could not
succeed in literacy training, these individuals
would be spared still another failure experi-
ence.

Four studies were done. They were not
successful. In only one or two were significant.
ly high relationships obtained between aptitude
measures and the criterion of increase in lit.
eracy skills. Analyzing the results forced the
conclusioo that the primary reason for the
negative findings was that the courses were not
long enough for meaningful changes to take
place.

1 0E:



Table 1

Increase of Literacy Skills with Training

State No. of cases Average yeors
of education

No. of weeks
of training

Average gain

in tested achieve-
ment - - grode equivJlent

Pennsylvania

Colorado

Michigan

Ohio

L oui siano

40 10.7

59 7.7

61 5.3

38 7.5

50 8.2

up to 12

up to 52

10

up to 20

14

.4

1.3

.6

.4

.6

Table 1 presents information from the
four studies.

It was the Colorado study in which the best
predictions of success in training were ob-
tained. The greatest achievement took place in
the Colorado course. It seems reasonable to
suppose that when training is long enough and
solid enough to permit some real achievement
to take place, predictors of that achievement
can be developed.

AN INVITATION

The Testing Branch of the U.S. Employmen
Service would welcome the opportunity of co
operating with researchers interested in the
important area of prediction of success in lit
eracy skills. The focus of the work to date has
been on aptitude tests as the potential predic
tom and MDTA courses as the primary source
of samples. This approach needs to be broad.
ened to include noncognitive predictors, such
as biographical information, and to use long-
term basic education courses as a source of
sample.

NOTES

1. U.S. Department of Labor, Manual for the
General Aptitude Test Battery, Section III
(Washington, D.C.: Govemm-rit Printing Of-
fice, 1967).

2. U.S. Department of Lai or, "Development
of a Nonreading Edition of the General Apti-
tude Test Battery, "USES Test Research Re-
port 23 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Employment
Service, 1968).

3. American Psychological Association, Stand.
ards for Educational and Psycho! ?lad Tests
Manuals (Washington, D.C.: American Psycho-
logical Association, 1966).
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4. Ibid., p. 12.

5. Anne Anastasi, Psychological Testing, 3rd
ed. (New York: Macmillan, 1968).

6. Directions for Administering the Stanford
Achievement Test (New York: Harcourt, Brace
& World, 1964).

7. John A. Demming and. Sidney L. Pressey,
"Tests 'Indigenous' to the Adult and Older
Years," in Basic Education for the Disadvan-
taged Adult: Theory and Practice, eds. Frank
W. Lanning and Wesley A Many (Boston: Hough-
ton Mifflin, 1966), pp. 315-321.



EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT TESTING WITH ADULTS:
SOME RESEARCH FINDINGS

Bjorn Karlsen

Ever since the passage of the Economic
Opportunity Act American educators have seen
an almost dramatic increase in basic education
programs for adults who lack functional liter-
acy. Along with this emphasis there has been
a renewed interest in the study of the educa-
tional achievement of adults. New instructional
strategies are being experimented with, in-
structional material., are being published, the
logistics of adult basic education programs
are gradually being worked out; all of which
is part of a total push program. In the process
a great deal of information has been accumu-
lated, information which should be dissem-
inated.

The area of adult basic education con,
sidered in this paper will be primarily in the
area of achievement testing. The Adult Basic
Learning Examination (ABLE) was published
in 1967.1 Research on this test, however, con-
tinued past the publishing date; in fact, it is
still going on. The purpose of this paper is to
present some of these research data. Prima-
rily certain measurement issues shall be con-
sidered in light of recent research evidence,
then an attempt will be made to draw some im-
plications from these findings for adult basic
education.

Test-Taking Behavior

Practically all measurement research has
been done with students at various grade levels.
The research with the ABLE has, therefore,
centered on exploring what ,differences pos-
sibly might exist between adults and students.
One great difference is in attitude and in test-
taking behavi r.

It has bcsn the experience of most adult
basic education teachers that adults are con-
siderably more apprehensive about taking
tests. Motivation to take the test was a prime
consideration in the physical design of the
ABLE. For example, rapport was the primar.
reason for placing the vocabulary subtest first;
the first test which faces the adult requires no

reading whatever. P.2vious experimental evi-
dence had indicated that it made no difference
if the words were included on the answer sheet
or if there were merely places where the test-
ees could mark the correct answer. It seemed
a little easier to administer the test with the
words for the various options printed in tl.e
test booklets, although it did not affect the test
scores. It was, therefore, primarily for moti-
vational reasons that the words were deleted
from the vocabulary test.

Experience with the ABLE has indicated
that adults will show a sustained interest in the
test, and they will persist in the test-taking
behavior. Situations even have been found
where the testees reported feeling that the
arithmetic problem solving subtest presented
problems so realistic to them and so consist-
ent with their own personal and social needs
that they were encouraged not only to take the
test but to enroll in such courses.

Perhaps the most significant differences
in test-taking behavior between adults and
younger students is the willingness to guess.
In item analyses of the ABLE data, this has
been studied rather carefully. Briefly, this
item analysis consists of determining the per-
centage of the people taking the test who mark
each of the various option of the items. This
is done for the total group as well as for the
top and bottom twenty-seven percent on the
total score. The latter two sets of figures are
then used in determining the discriminating
power of the item. These figures also make it
possible to study the test-taking behavior of
people in the top twenty-seven percent as com-
pared to those in the bottom twenty-seven per,
cent on the item. One of the tabulations made
is the percentage of people who omit a given
item. It was found hat as an item becomes
more difficult, the tendency for those in the
low-achieving group to omit the item increases
dramatically, often reaching above fifty per
cent. This tendency is virtually non existent
in the top twenty-seven percent. The tendency



for low achievers to omit an item rather than
guess on it is clearly unique to adults. The
item cards have been inspected for other
achievement tests which hae been taken by
younger students at all achievement levels,
and one is unable to find a similar guessing
pattern at any grade level for the low achiev-
ers. The only adult group studied thus far that
does not appear to follow this particular
guessing pattern has been the Job Corps group.
They appear to respond more like grade and
high school students than the typical adult
basic education student.

Test Reliability
Several reliability studies of the various

subtests of the ABLE have been conducted. The
data from these studies have been summarized
in table 1 for the ABLE I and in table 2 for the
ABLE If together with some standardization
data.

These data indicate a rather clear trend
toward increased reliability of measurement
with adult groups as compared with pupils in
various grades. The trend is a rather consist-
ent one even among adult groups of very di-
verse backgr amds. Statistically such an in-
crease in reliability could be caused by an
increase in the variability within the groups
studied. However, the data showed great stabi-
lity and similarity of the standard deviation
from one group to another, which leads one to
believe that there is something about adults
and their test-taking behavior which causes
this increase in reliability. The most likely
explanation seems to be the one given above
to the tendency to guess on the test. It has been
mentioned that the guessing pattern of the Job
Corps group lay mewhere between school
pupils and adults. The fact that the reliability
data from the Job Corps tends to fall between
these two groups would support the notion that
the increase in reliability for adults probably
is related to their testtaking behavior.

The arithmetic problem soving test theo-
retically should be somewhat lacking in relia-
bility, since it consists of only twenty items.
Such reliability is lacking with school pupils,
but appears to be adequate for an adult group.
Nevertheless, the differentiation between com-
putation and problem solving still should be
used mainly to determine group differences
rather than to determine an individual educa-
tional diagnosis. A test with a reliability co-
efficient in the eighties is adequate for group
analysis, since it will yield a very stable aver
age, but this level of reliability may not be

sufficient for individual analysis of subskills.
In other words reliability is a much more cri-
tical issue when diagnosing the variability
among subscores for an individual than when
studying the mean scores for a group on a
series of subtests.

The intercorrelations among the ABLE
subtests have also been determined for a vari-
ety of adult groups. It is significant that these
correlation coefficients tend to be lower for
adults than for younger student groups. An in-
crease in test reliability theoretically will
raise intercorrelations. The fact that the in-
tercorrelations for the adult groups decreased
would support the idea that adult data yield
purer measures. There does not appear to be
a ready explanation for this phenomenon, al-
though it would appear to be a fairly well es-
tablished fact. Selective forgetting may he a
significant factor.

Test Norms
One of the most frequently discusses

issues in adult achievement testing has been
the problem of norms. Many teachers of adult
basic education have expressed the opinion
that grade norms are for children in the
grades k-,nci that they are not suitable for adults.
On the other hand, they cannot suggest any
other type of norm which would yield more
usable data. One of the main problems, then,
in developing norms for an achievement test
which measures achievement as low as the
primary grades had to do with the selection of
a norm group. As can he seen from data pre-
sented below, adult groups vary greatly in
achievement from one subject to another, so
that to establish norms on the basis of any of
the adult groups that had been studied so far
would certainly have been a bad mistake be-
cause it would have eradicated this intersub-
ject variation. Practical experience with the
ABLE has convinced the developers of the test
that grade norms have been the most useful
because most instructional materials are still
designated by grade level, and teachers seem
to find it easier to adjust their teaching when
they know the approximate grade level at which
an adult is functioning. There is, of course, the
danger that the adult basic education instructor
may overgeneralize and treat his adult stu-
dents as he would pupils in the grades. This
danger may be rather minimal. A more de-
tailed discussion of this particular issue can
be found in the ABLE test manuals.

The greatest advantage in the use of grade
norms, however, appears to be that there is
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TABLE 1

Saupe Estimates of K-R 20 Reliability Coefficients
for the ABLE, Level I Subtests

Group/Test Vo cab. Read.

-1----
Spell. Comp.

Prob.

So Iv.

Total

Arith.

School: Grode 3 .87 .93 .95 .89 .73 .85

School: Grade 4 .89 .93 .95 .91 .87 .92

Job Corps .85 .96 .96 .93 .84 .92

Hartford-New Haven .91 .98 .94 .96 .95 .97

N.C. Prisons* .91 .99 .95 .89 .89 N/A

Connecticut .95 .96 .95 .92 .85 .93

Norfolk, Vo. .91 .97 .96 .92 .86 .93

*Bosed on the first experimental edition

TABLE 2

Saupe Estimotes of K-R 20 Reliability Coefficients

for the ABLE, Level II Subtests

Group/Test Vocab. Read. Spell. Comp.

Prob.

So Iv.

Total

Airth.

School: Grode 6 .75 .90 .96 .90 .60 .88

School: Grode 7 .84 .91 .96 .87 .79 .89

Job Carps .82 .89 .96 .91 .83 .93

Hoitford-New Haven .91 .94 .96 .95 .90 .96

N.C. Prisons* .88 .86 .97 .91 .87 N/A

Connecticut .94 .95 .96 .90 .70 .94

Norfolk, Va. .90 .87 .95 .90 .85 .92

*31 item test in experimental edition



a relatively systematic pattern of high and
low scores among various adult groups, when
their scores are converted to grade scores.
Norming this test on an adult group would
have obfuscated these patterns; the typical
member of this group would have scored at the
fiftieth percentile right across all subtests.

The subsequent research vinich has been
done with the ABLE since its publication
tends to support the use of grade norms. On
the Other hand, users of the test are strongly
urged to develop local norms. This is useful
in comparing a student to the overall group to
which he belongs; it may also be useful in
counseling the student. It is the intent of the
publishers of the ABLE to publish norms for
distinct groups as these are developed. One
such supplementary data report is available
at this time.

Adult Achievement Patterns
Table 3 presents some means for the sub-

tests of the ABLE for seven different adult
groups. These groups are (1) a public school
adult basic edcPation group; (2) a North Caro-
lina male prison population; (3) a drug ad-
dicts' rehabilitation center; (4) the adult
basic education population of the state of Con-

necticut; (5) adult basic education clasFes of
Norfolk, Virginia; (6) another adult basic edu-
cation center, and (7) a job center. The last
column merely gives a mean of the means for
these seven centers; the figures in the last
column should be interpreted with caution,
since they have not been weighted and they
represent several heterogeneous groups.

The purpose in presenting these data is to
show the rather consistent pattern of achieve-
ment found within these various adult groups.
It was found that achievement ranks in the
following order:

Reading (highest)

Vocabulary

Problem Solving

Computation

Spelling (lowest)

Inspection of table 3 will show that these
groups follow this particular pattern with two
exceptions - the job center and the drug ad-
dicts' rehabilitation center. The latter two
groups differed very significantly from the
other groups on the age factor. The people in
these two programs both represented a very

TABLE 3

Grade Equivalents of Median Row Scores on the ABLE II

Various Research Groups

for

P.S. N.C.
Drug

Rehab.
Conn. Norfolk A.B.E.

Job

Center

Mean

Mean

Vocabulary 7.6 9.0 8.7 6.2 6,6 7.6 8.5 7.74

Reading 8.7 9.0 9.0+ 6.7 7 3 8.1 8.1 8.20

Spelling 5.6 5.4 7.4 5.1 4.9 N.A. 6.4 5.80

Computation 6.4 5.8 6.0 5.8 5.8 5.6 5.5 5.84

Problem Solving 7.4 5.8 7.6 6.6 5.0 6.2 6.7 6.47

Total Arithmetic 6.6 5.9 6.6 6.1 5.8 N.A. 5.9 6.15

Number of cases (92) (1220) (169) (401) (t46) (173) (2321)

' r



young population, over half of them being in
their twenties. One possible conclusion that
can be drawn from this diffe ance may be that
achievement deteriorates at differing rates,
spelling being the skill in which the greatest
loss occurs. Computation in terms of solving
numerical problems that do not relate to
everyday money problems seems to deter-
iorate almost as much. Reading skills appear
to be maintained relatively well; the most
likely explanation is that these people prac-
tice reading the newspaper and other mater-
ials.

In a typical school situation, these data
probably would have been interpreted to mean
that students need most help in spelling. In an
adult situation it would seem that the primary
consideration riust he the social utility of a
school subject. The social utility of the vari-
ous school subjects would probably rank in
about the same order as they rank in terms of
their achievement level, so that a person who
shows a normal adult achievement pattern
might conceivably be considered a fairly well
rounded individual for his level of functioning.
The data have, of course, been exceedingly
useful in pointing out the great deficiency that
undereducated people have in the area of
spelling.

The various adult groups studied also
shcwed considerable difficulty with arithmetic
computation problems. In order to try to gain
more insight into this issue, the item data
from a younger student population and from
various adult groups were compared. It is of
some significance to note that no particular
tend appears. Other studies of achievement
in arithmetic computation have found some

rather significant differences between pupils
in traditional and modern mathematics pro-
grams, for example. No such variations could
be found Alen comparing adults with public
school pupils.

An item study of the Arithmetic Problem
Solving subtest of the ABLE proved more
illuminating. A comparison of adults with
public school pupils of the same achievement
level indicated that the adults were much
more adept at solving problems involving per-
centage, particularly such problems as in-
stallment buying and similar money problems.
Adults aim did better on problems involving
mileage, both distance problems and gasoline
consumption problems. There were no clear-
cut reverse trends.

A final word of caution. Some research
data have been discussed based on the results
of a specific test. It appeared useful to com-
pare adults and younger students, although the
admonition not to test adults with a children's
test appears to work in reverse here; child-
ren's performance has been discussed on an
adult test. The fact that adults solve adult-
type arithmetic problems better than the
younger students do should not come as a
great surprise. To deduce from this that
adults can solve practical mathematics prob-
lems better than students of the same average
achievement level may be erroneous, but
hopefully this type of research should lead us
toward a better understanding of adult scho-
lastic achievement, as well as toward the es-
tablishment of adult education as a discipline.

NOTES

1. Bjorn Karlsen, Richard Madden, and Eric
F. Gardner, Adult Basic Learniig Examina-
tion (New York: HE.eourt, Brace 4; World,
1967).
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THE READING INTERESTS OF ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
STUDENTS

Don Brown

In reviewing the problems of adult func-
tional illiteracy and the effects of illiteracy
on the society in which we live, there is an
over-whelming temptation to move directly
to the construction of materials, funding of
programs, and hiring of teachers without con-
sultation with those who are most centrally
concerned adult illiterates concerning the
topics which are most interesting to them.

Many programs have operated without ask-
ing about the interests of adults, and many
materials have been produced for use with
adults which were not constructed with adult
interests in mind. In fairness it has to be ad-
mitted that people have learned to read from
materials which have not been fascinating to
the reader. There is pleasure ,a being able to
decipher the printed word. No matter how
mundane the material, the pleasure of accom-
plishment has managed to hold many learners
for a long time

Adult basic education students are amaz-
ingly patient, for the most part, and they are
usually willing to accept whatever the teacher
says without question, at least in the area of
education. If the teacher says that a certain
group of materials represents the tvay to
learn to read, ABE students are most often
quite willing to submit, themselves to the ma-
terials even if the first words are "Look,
Spot," or if the first page contains nothing
more than an introduction to the "groan and
moan" system of learning to read starting
with "ba-, be-, bi-, bo-, bu-."

Teachers themselves have often been con-
fused. Some teachers maintain it makes no
difference whether or not meaningful or adult
materials are used with adult illiterates be-
cause the students have not objected to mean-
ingless child-oriented materials when they
were used in class. On visiting the classes of
some teachers, one can observe reading cir-
cles of adults manning children's reading
books and following the teacher assiduously
reading "Dick and Jane help Father."
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Other teachers feel that reading can be
reduced to almost mathematical formulations.
If a equals "a," ba equals "b-i," and bat
equals "bat," then these teachers would rea-
son that certainly it follows that all there is
to learning to read is "breaking the code,"
"grapheme-phoneme" relationships, or lin-
guistics reduced to a series of phonological
principals. If true, then there really can be
no objection to forgetting about the role of the
interests of adults in teaching reading. If peo-
ple really learn to read effectively by simply
mastering the relationships between sounds
and letters either by drill or by some sys-
temized method of sequential organization of
learning, then everything but phonic drill
sheets or instructional workbooks prepared
by phonologically oriented linguists should be
forgotten.

Reading is far too complicated a process
to be solved so easily. In addition, the student
is the learner and cannot be relegated to such
an unimportant role in the learning process.
Without the interest of the student, there will
be little learning.

Hayes has done a considerable amount of
research and writing in the area of psycho-
linguistics.' In a recent informal presentation
he outlined a model of psycholinguistic be-
havior in which he endeavored to describe the
processes by which a person might be able to
learn from communication with others. It was
interesting to note that one comment bore di
rectly on the problem of interest. Hayes
pointed out that if the teacher did not have the
attention of the student, it would be virtually
impossible for him to teach the student the
concept he wanted to teach, although the stu-
dent might have everything else necessary
for learning. It would seem that the best or-
ganized and most neatly sequenced teaching
program may fail if it fails to capture the in
terest of those who are to he instructed. If
adults are to be taught how to read, their at
tention and interest must he held.



It has already been pointed out that the
novelty of trying to decipher the written word
can be sufficiently interesting to some stu-
dents to hold their interest at least for a time.
A forceful or dynamic teacher can hold the at-
tention of a class for weeks. But one might
suggest that the most important factor in at-
tracting and holding interest is the material
which is used for instruction. If it is mean-
ingful to the students; if it seems to have
value for them; if it is constructed to be of in-
terest to them, students will be far more
likely to maintain the level of interest and at-
tention necessary to good learning.

The Buffalo Study
Two years ago the State University of

Buffalo Reading Research Center initiated a
study under a grant from the U.S. Office of
Education which was designed in part to dis-
cover the interests of adult city core flint-
tional illiterates.2 One-hundred seventy-four
adults who had been tested with a standard-
ized reading test and found to be reading be-
tow a 3.0 grade level equivalent, were tested
with a forced-choice "reading associated in-
terest" inventory. Book titles were composed
to represen' six major categories of reading
interest:(1) children's stories, animal sto-
ries, humor; (2) sociology, history, civics;
(3) family and self improvement, jobs, health;
(4) religion; (5) sports, adventure, travel; and
(6) science. Of the sixty titles used there were
ten for each category, which provided for each
category to be matched against each other
category twice. No title appeared more than
one time in the inventory.

Subjects were asked to listen as each pair
of titles was read and indicate which of the
two titles they would prefer to read if they
were able. Titles were repeated as many
times as necessary for clarity, and although
the process proved to be somewhat tedious,
the subjects cooperated.

Although with any selfreport instrument
there is a risk that the subjects are merely
repeating preferences they feel the examiners
want to hear, there is some reason to believe
that the students in this study were candid.
Results from the first and second halves of
the instrument were highly correlated, indi-
cating consistent responses on the part of the
subject throughout the instrument. There was
a high degree of consistency in the responses
of the subjects tested by different examiners.
The results which were obtained by the inven-
tory strongly agreed with results obtained

after a year of experimental instruction by
individual interviews with a group of 40 stu-
dents. The students were asked what they had
enjoyed reading most, and their suggestions
were solicited for additional reading topics to
be used the following year. Excellent rapport
had been established with this instructional
group of students, and their responses which
agree with the inventory of reading associated
interests probably represent an unbiased
reflection of their reading interests.

A consistency check was made of the
classification of titles into the various inter-
est categories. Five of the six Reading Re-
search Center staff members separately
sorted the titles into interest categories. Four
staff members concurred on all titles, and
five staff members concurred on all but four
of the sixty titles.

The following are examples of the titles
used for each category.

Category 1 (children, animals, humor): "A
Surprise for Dick and Jane," "Jokes and
Funny Stories," "Animals I Like."

Category 2 (sociology, history, and civics):
"Bombs, Bullets, and Bread," "These
Are Your Rights," "Lincoln, Man of
Peace."

Category 3 (family and self improvement, jobs,
and health): "How to Raise Children,"
"Better health and Longer Life," "Train
Yourself for a Better Job."

Category 4 (religion): "Being a H.Ater Christian,"
"Stories of the Bible," "The Life of
Jesus."

Category 5 (sports, adventure, and travel): 'Let's
Go To Hawaii," "Touchdown," "Lost in
a Cave."

Category 6 (science): "What Makes it Rain,"
"The Dinosaur 13,Jok," "How Science
Saves Lives."

Before the collection of data it was pre-
sumed that one of the most highly preferred
categories would be sports, adventure, and
travel, since this seems to be an area of such
s:eat interest to remedial readers at the se:-
ondary level. It was also supposed that titles
dealing with humor and animals would be of
interest to adult city-core illiterates, largely
Negro, who are often believed to be particu
larly blessed with a good sense of humor, and
largely from rural backgrounds where contact
with animals would be 111c4-1.. Table 1 indi-
cates the lack of success in prfdicraig these
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Toble 1

Choice Between Motched Poirs of Titles from Eoch Cotegory

Cotegory

Number 2 3 4 5 6

1 11/89 18/82 8/92 24/76 43/57

2 22/78 24/76 79/21 52/48

3 58/42 88/12 95/5

4 93/6 63/37

5 52/48

Note: The percentoge of subjects choosing cotegories in the rows of the toble ore represented by the

figures to the left of the slosh mork; the percentoge choosing cotegories in the columns ore of the right
of the slosh mork. N = 174.

Cotegories: 1 Children's stories, onimol stories, ond humor

2 Sociological, hi storicol, and civic titles
3 Fomily ond self-improvement, jobs, health
4 Religion

5 Sports, adventure, ond trove!
6 Science ond moth
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outcomes. Subjects had a forced choice be-
tween matched pairs of titles representing
each of the categories.

When the first category representing
children's stories, animal stories, and humor
was compared with the other five categories,
it was found to be less favored in every in
stance. Only titles from the area of science
come near in lack of popularity and six out of
each ten preferred science to children, ani-
mals, and humor.

When category 2 was compared with the
remaining categories, the students preferred
sociological, historical, and civic titles not
only to titles in category 1, but to those in
sports, adventure, and travel as well. The so-
ciological titles were less favored, however,
than titles drawn from category 3, family and
self-improvement, jobs, and health; and cate-
gory 4, religion. There were no significant
differences between preferences for sociolo
gical titles when compared with category 6,
science.

The comparison of category 3, family and
self-improvement, jobs, and health, with the
other categories showed a preference in every
instance with its closest competitor being
category 4, religion. Approximately, six out of
ten respondents preferred category 3 to cate
gory 4.

The fourth category, religion, was pre-
ferred by the subjects in each comparison ex-
cept category 3, family and self-improvement,
as previously mentioned.

Category 5, sports, adventure, and travel,
was almost as little in favor as category 1,
children, animals, and humor, being selected
more frequently than that category, but less
frequently than categories 2, 3, and 4. There
was no preference when compared to category
6, science.

Category 6 was slightly favored over cate-
gory 1, children, animals, and humor, but was
less frequently chosen than categories 3,
family and self-improvement, and 4, religion.
There was no significant preference in com-
parisons between category 6 and categories 2,
sociological, and rs. sports, adventure, and
travel.

In descending order, the adults interviewed
in the Buffalo research preferred the follow-
ing interest categories:

3 - Family and self-improvement, jobs,
and health

4 - Religion

2 Sociology, history, and civics

6 Science

5 Sports, adventure, and travel

1 Children, animals, and humor

In the quartile of tales most frequently
chosen the titles from category 3, family and
selimprovement, were always chosen, in
sharp contrast to category 1, children, ani-
mals, and humor, from which not a single
title was listed among the fifteen most popu-
lar titles.

Table 2

Titles Chosen at Least Ninety Percent of the Time

Percentage

of Choice
Title Category

97 Train Yourself for a Better Job 3
97 Being a Better Christian 4
94 Stories of the Bible 4
94 Better Health and Longer Life 3
93 Our Greatest President 2
91 Lincoln, Man of Peace 2
91 The Ladder to Heaven 4
91 Flaw to Eat Better 3
90 A Job 1 Liked 3
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Table 3

Titles Chosen Less Than Ten Per rent
of the Time

Percentage of
Choice Title Category

3
3

The Witch in the Forest
The Dinosaur Book 6

6 The Winning Team 5
6
7

Fun With Numbers
Dead Man's Treasure

6

5
7 Hooting Down the Mississippi 5
9 Puff Gets Lost
9 Lost in a Cave 5

Examples of the titles which were chosen
at least ninety percent of the time are listed
in table 2.

Titles which were chosen less than ten per-
cent of the time are listed in table 3.

An examination of the responses made by
men and women showed a great deal of simi-
larity in their preferences. Although the (1,-
gree to which they preferred titles varied,
they seldom disagreed on which title in each
pair was more interesting to them. The only
exception concerned the ch (,ice between the
titles "Learn to Fix TV Sets" and Mission-
aries Paul and Silas." The men preferred the
former while the women preferred the latter.
It is of interest that both sexes favored such
titles as "Experiments With Electricity" and
"Ways to Improve Your Appearance," al-
though the men slightly favored the former,
and the women, the latter to some degree.

Control Groups
Three control groups were established for

the study composed of 96 literate adults living
in the city-core area, 94 first grade children
living in suburban or fringe areas, and 114
first grade children living in the city-core
area Each of the three groups was tested for
their preferences using the same cities as the
experimental group.

The literate adult group was similar to the
illiterate adult experimental population in evi-
dencing low interest in titles chosen from the
category 1, children, animals, and humor. The
city-core child group, interestingly enough,
showed a general mild preference for this

category but the fringe -area child sample
mildly disapproved of category 1.

The category 2, sociological, historical,
and civic, provoked mild approval from the
literate adults, approval by only half of the
illiterate adult experimental sample, and a
lack of acceptance by the two groups of child-
ren. Both adult groups showed a strong pre-
ference for titles from category 3, concerned
with family and self-improvement, jobs, and
health. They were joined in this preferency
by the city-core child group, but not by the
suburban and fringe area child sample.

Category 4, religion, was found to be at-
tractive to all three city-core groups, adult
illiterate, adult literate, and child, while the
suburban children generally preferred not to
read religious titles. Neither of the two adult
groups expressed interest in titles from cate-
gory 5, sports, adventure, and travel, and the
city-core children's group showed no signifi-
cant preference when choosing titles matched
against this category. The fringe-area child
on the other hand, showed a mild preference
for titles about sports, adventure, and travel.

The illiterate adults and city-core child-
ren both preferred not to read category 6
(science) titles; the literate adult group
showed no significant preference; but the
fringe-area child population lis,ed science as
preferred reading material.

The most clear-cut finding of this portion
of the study is the strongly significant agree-
ment between the two adult groups. In twenty-
eight of the thirty chances for agreement or
disagreement, the two adult groups agreed on
the categories they felt were more interesting
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The fringe-area child and the city-core child
groups, on the other hand, agreed with the
adult illiterate group only sixteen and seven-
teen times, respectively. It is obvious that
illiterate adults are much closer to other
adults in their interests than they are to the
interests of children who may be learning to
read. If ABE teachers hope to teach adults to
read in the most effective manner, gaining and
holding their attention, they ought not to use
children's materials.

Implications
The preference of the 174 adult illiterates

showed the greatest interest in titles of a uti-
litarian nature. The illiterate adult is no in-
terested in reading materials which have no
value for him. For many years those in read-
ing education have tended to mouth a catchy
phrase, "First you learn to read, and then
you read to learn." However, adult illiterates
want utilitarian value from the outset of their
reading instruction. They seem to feel that
they have already lost too many years in gain-
ing an education. They want to learn to read
so they can find or hold better jobs, take bet-
ter care of themselves and their families,
dress better, cook better, take part in their
church services, and generally learn more.
They are not interested in children's fantasy,
nor are they interested in the adult equivalent
of childish fantasy sports, adventure, and
travel. Although they are not without humor,
the adult students in this study did not want to
learn to read in order to catch up on interest-

ing anecdotes. They were more interested in
increasing their knowledge of American and
Negro history and heroes.

In a sense, the illiterate adult is a person
in a hurry. Instruction which may be without
personal value to him in terms of information
gained may be tolerated but not eagerly sought
for. Part of the problem in educating the fune-
fionally illiterate adult lies in the fact that he
often feels "uninvolved." He often has found
his environment to be threatening; had diffi-
culty signing h's name, reading street signs,
ordering from a menu, or reading a letter
from home. If he has objected to the amount
the storekeeper gave him in cashing his
check, he may have found himself in the ser-
ious predicament of having to locate someone
else who will recognize him and cash his
checks for him. He has had' to be careful of
his environment. He seldom has expressed
himself very strongly to authority figures
such as teachers. Far from being a trouble-
maker in class, he is usually tea passive to
involve himself adequately in learning.

It becomes imperative, therefore, that edu-
cators find and utilize materials which are of
interest to ABE students. ABE teachers must
draw out their students, involve them, help
them to realize their goals of family and self-
improvement and greater participation in
their society. Without this involvement, liter-
acy programs will be less than effective. With
such interest and involvement literacy pro-
grams will pass into the hands of those who
should possess it the students themselves.
This way lies success.

NOTES

1. David Hayes, "Linguistic Problems of
Denotation," paper delivered at the rth Inter-
national Congress of Linguists, Bucharest,
Aug. 28th-Sept. 2, 1967, available through the
Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.

2. Don A. Brown and Anabel Newman, A Lit.
eracy Program for Adult City.Core Illiter-
ates: A Final Report, Project No. 6-1136
(Buffalo, N. Y.: State University of New York
at Buffalo, 1968).



READING AND ABE: WHAT WE KNOW, WHAT WE NEEDTOKNOW

Wayne
In preparing this paper the intent was to

limit its scope to the reading aspect of ABE,
however, such a delimitation is is not com-
pletely realistic. The writer is a reading spe-
cialist with a set of biases, the most prominent
of which is the belief that in adult basic educa-
tion reading is most basic. The prejudice of
the reading specialist is to break the reading
task into its component skills and get on with
the task of teaching the skills in some sensible
sequence. However, one must recognize the
fact that each adult who comes to the learning
situation has certain qualities in common with
other adults and other qualities that are unique
to him as a person. The reader must be con-
sidered just as carefully as the reading task.

Reading is not a content area. If one is
to read, he must read about something; and the
moment he decides what that something is to
be, he bls gone beyond the bcrict skill develop-
ment aspect of reading. The total context of the
ABE program should be considered in selecting
content for reading, even at the very early
stages of skill development. Thus, while the
primary focus in this paper is upon reading as
the basic in adult basic education, the adult and
his education continue to provide the context.

The dual question implied by the title of
this paper invites an extremely simplistic re-
sponse: We know almost nothing if research re
sults are the accepted bases for knowing and,
by that criterion, we have yet to learn the most
fundamental kinds of things regarding reading
in ABE. Yet the paradoxical fact is that mater.
ials have been written, instructional programs
have been designed, and illiterate adults have
been taught and continue to be taught how to
read. Practitioners, ur.able to afford the luxury
of waiting for the establishment of a research
base, have made decisions based upon experi-
ence, judgment, and intuition and they have got-
ten on with the task, often with remarkable sue.
-..ess, of teaching adults to read. The paradox
is particularly striking if one looks only at the
conglomerate of research results in the gen-
eral area of reading; that is, for all ages and
achievement levels, not just illiterate adults.
The most tenable implication of such a review

Otto
would be that learning to read is an infinitely
complex task at which virtually everyone is
ordained to fail. Nevertheless, given even me-
diocre instruction most manage somehow to
muddle through.

The suggestion here is not that research
ought to be abandoned. Perhaps what is yet to
be can be vastly better than what is. Research-
ers should tackle the task without feeling con-
strained by things as they are. However, those
interested in adult developmental reading should
not be too quick to condemn and dismiss when
a solid base of research does not exist.

WHAT WE KNOW

Knox recently reviewed the research and
evaluation studies conducted in the United
States and Canada related to educational pro
grams designed to increase adult literacy.' At
the outset he pointed out, "In most literacy
campaigns throughout the world, the over-
whelming emphasis has been on operational
procedures with very little research or sys
tematic evaluation."2 After reviewing fifty-
one studies, he concluded, "There are few
conclusions or generalizations regarding Adult
Basic Education that are supported by the
available research. "' However, he did give
some generalizations in the form of hypotheses
for further testing that bear restatement and
comment here.4

1. "Most illiterate adults can make substan-
tial progress towards functional literacy
if at least minimal procedures and ade-
quate time and moderate interest are
available."

This seems to be a particularly defensible
generalization. There is ample evidence some
specific studies are reviewed later that well.
conceived literacy programs pay off.

2. "Adults with low levels of literacy tend to
have reading proficiency that is two or
three years below their grade level at
school learning."

The point is well taken. Years in school arc
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generally a poor index of literacy, and this in-
dex is particularly poor with adults of low lit-
eracy. Another important point inherent here
is that adults who are functionally illiterate
are not necessarily the unschooled. Many of
them have spent years in school and they need
corrective or remedial help more than they
need beginning reading instruction. If the latter
observation is sound, then one of the most im
portant things the field needs to know is how to
take advantage of what the functionally ill ter -
ate adult already knows. The following general-
ization is closely related.

3. "There are few tests that have been de-
veloped or adapted for use with illiterate
adults. The lack of tests or norms for
adults with low literacy that can be used
for diagnosis, assessing ability, and cri-
terion measures regarding achievement
is a major restriction on both program
effectiveness and research."

This, of course, is not a research finding
but an observation derived from a review of the
existing studies. What we know, then, is that
we have a very real need to know more.

4. "In spite of recently published materials,
there is still a lack of appropriate mater-
ials for ABE which have high interest
levels but low reading difficulty levels."
While there would be little quarrel with

the firs three generalizations, some workers
would take at least partial exception to the
fourth. Certainly more and better materials
are available. Lists, with subjective evalua-
tions, have been published recently by Barnes
and Hendrickson; Otto and Ford; Smith; and
Minkoff.` What is needed even more than addi-
tional materials is reasonably efficient means
for putting the most appropriate of the existing
materials into the hands of each adult learner.

5. "There is little evidence of the relative
effectiveness for various purposes of the
various instructional systems that have
been developed for ABE."

The generalization is sound. The few stud-
ies that have been done are limited to compar-
isons of the effects of different instructional
systems with essentially similar samples of
adult illiterates. There is no questioning the
appeal of the notion that ABE ought to be able
to identify a best instructional system to do a
certain specific job with a certain ,specific
group of adults, yet the writer seriously ques-
tions whether such a goal is reasonably attain-
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able. Researchers have spent countless hours
and countless dollars trying to identify the best
methods and materials for teaching elementary
pupils to read and they have failed not only to
come to any definite conclusions but also to
come to any agreement as to what steps ought
to be taken next. The resources in ABE can be
channeled to activities more promising than
the endless quest for the best method for the
most people. Remedial reading teachers do
some of their most effective work with the
driver's manual, the telephone book, and the
Sears, Roebuck catalog. They can do it because
they know their students.

6. "When teachers carefully follow an in-
structional system, there is little evi-
dence that levels of teachers Education
are associated with learner progress."

There is some research support for this
generalization; but, probab/y more important,
it has the unequivocal support of logic. If teach-
ers do, in fact, carefully and faithfully follow
the dictates of an instructional system, then
the teaching should be reduced to the common
denominator of the instructional system. This
is not a cause for rejoicing, because the teach-
er is an integral, contributing part of the in-
structional sequence.

As Knox pointed out, the generalization/
hypotheses he derived from his review of the
literature might have been made by thoughtful
practitioners without the benefit of the existing
research.6 ABE is still at a point where each
new piece of research is likely to give rise to
more questions than answers. A review of some
specific studies that focus upon reading in ABE
will demonstrate that point. More important, it
will demonstrate the type of research base for
what is now known. Studies of the effects of
literacy training programs will be reviewed
first, then comparisons of methods for teach-
ing illiterate adults to read, and finally, selec-
ted studies of a total ABE program and of ABE
teachers.

Effects of Literacy Training
Studies reported from three representa-

tive areas private industry, public education,
and the Army are reviewed here.

Ball described and evaluated a course in
basic education offered at the Chicago Argo
Plant of Corn Products as a part of the Meth
ods of Intellectual Development (MINI)) project
of The National Association of Manufacturers.'
The 160-hour course was designed to increase



the reading, spelling, and arithmetic achieve-
ment of participants by four grade levels. The
participants, Argo employees, attended ses-
sions before or after work shift on their own
time. Training costs were paid by Corn Prod-
ucts. Word meaning, spelling, and arithmetic
computation subtests of the Stanford Interme-
diate Battery were used to assess educational
levels. The members of the group of thirty-
eight men, on the average, were forty-two
years of age, had completed eight years of
school, were performing at the fourth to fifth
grade level in reading and arithmetic, and had
bcen with Argo for fifteen years.

The program was conducted from June to
December, 1966. Scheduling difficulties cut the
instructional time from the anticipated 160
hours to 79 hours. In terms of mean test scares,
the group gained the equivalent of 2.6 school
grades in word knowledge, 2.2 grades in spell-
ing, and 3.2 grades in arithmetic. The gains ap-
peared to accumulate at a steady pace through-
out the program. M'n whose initial achieve-
ment was at the third grade level cr lower
gained the least; whereas, men whose achieve-
ment was at the fourth to eighth grade level
gained the most. There was no evidence that
the teachers in the program differed in effec-
tiveness. In terms of job qualifications, the
participants improved according to the com-
pany's qualification check test, and the con-
clusion was that the men were in a better posi-
tion to compete for upgrading in the company.
General conclusions were that: (1) the parti-
cipants, according to interviews and subjective
impressions, were enthusiastic about the pro-
gram; and (2) the program offered a viable
means for rapidly upgrading the educational
levels of employees and job applicants.

A Norfolk State College demonstration
project in which a group of hard-core unem-
ployed, unskilled workers were given both vo-
cational training and general education was des-
cribed by Brooks' An unusually sophisticated
design was employed to evaluate the training
program. Fifty men were assigned to each of
four groups: (1) a control group, for which
nothing was done; (2) a subsidiary control group
to test the Hawthorne effect, who were brought
in on a bitnonthly basis for guidance and occu-
pational information; (3) a subsidiary experi-
mental group which was given vocational train-
ing only; and (4) an experimental group which
was given intensive instruction in general edu-
cation, including language arts, number skills,
occupational information, and human relations,
in addition to the same vocational training

given to the subsidiary experimental group.
The functionally illiterate men in the experi-
mental group gained, on the average, 1.87 years
of reading ability in the first six months of in-
struction. The conclusion was that general edu-
cation meshed with vocational training and re-
sulted in an effective training program for the
hard-core unemployed. Placement and on-the-
job follow-up exceeded expectations.

Much has been written about the Army pro-
gram for training illiterates during World War
II. The program was both massive and remark-
ably successful. A description and evaluation
of the program that was published in 1951 can
be briefly summarized here.9

The Army program was designed for illi-
terate, non-English-speaking and Category V
men and it was officially in operation from the
middle of 1941 through December, 1945.10 Of
the participants initially reading at the first
grade level, 61.6 percent were taught to read
at the fourth grade level in twelve to sixteen
weeks. Those who initially placed at higher
achievement levels made even more rapid prog-
ress. Justifiably, then, the program was judged
to be highly successful for its intended purpose;
but, of course, the program had a number of
attributes that are not present in civiliam pro-
grams.

Special features of the program that would
appear to have had a particularly significant
effect in the program or upon its positive eval-
uation follow.

1. The situation provided strong incentives,
for example, the ability to read letters
from home and to write letters home.

2. The Army exercised control over the par-
ticipants twenty-four hours a day.

3. The military establishment had access to
almost unlimited funds during the war.

4. Qualified instructors and supervisory per-
sonnel were readily available.

5. The training of illiterates was a new ven-
ture for the Army, so there was no need to
struggle with an establishment or with
troublesome precedents.

6. Only thOse men felt to have sufficient men-
tal capacity to benefit from literacy train-
ing were accepted, and those who did not
progress in the expected manner were
honorably discharged from the service
indulgences not available in most civilian
programs, of course.
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7. Special instructional materials and training
aids were developed specifically for the
program and a counseling program was
provided.

8. The pupil-instructor ratio was fifteen to
one in the academic classes.

9. The training was sys'ematically appraised
through a monthly reporting system and
continuous in-service training of instruc-
tors and supervisors was provided.

10. The goal of the program was achievement
at the fourth grade level. Most profes-
sionals would agree that such a goal would
be unrealistically kw for civilian ABE
programs at the present time.

Adequate financial support, availability
of qualified staff, and resources to develop ma-
terials specifically for the program would ap-
pear to have contributed substantially to the
success of the program. Each of these factors
is, at least in theory, available to a civilian
literacy effort. On the ether hand, civilian pro-
grams need to spend more time on motivation,
the integration of literacy skills with econimic
and social adjustment, and the attainment of
higher achievement levels. Finally, Goldberg
pointed out that the Army had no follow-up
program. He recommended that civilian pro-
grams devise a follow-up system, limited to
mail-outs of reading materials if necessary,
to insure that newly acquired skills are used.

Taken together, the three studies demon-
strate the positive results that can be obtained
when adequate resources are brought to bear.
Other studies of specific programs have, of
course, been reported and the continued re-
porting of similar studies is to be encouraged
Aside from establishing a base line of demon
strated success, the reporting of such studies
pats experiences on record for the guidance
of those who follow. Some examples of worth-
while observations from three recently re-
ported studies are: (1) the Oakland Public
Schools Research Department had difficulty
with the evaluation of a neighborhood center
program because of the ceiling effect imposed
by the posttest employed." The observation
reflects a general concern about the limitations
of the ABE test in use; (2) Walther and Fergu-
son reported good results from an "area-of
interest" approach to reaching students in lit
eracy classes, which could be the first step
toward programs that attract and motivate stu-
dents by appealing to special interests and ex-
trinsic motivation;" and (3) Patten and Clark
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reported that the initial teaching alphabet (i/t/a)
approach was effective in improving the read-
ing achievement of adults below the fourth grade
ability level."

What do we know now? We know that illi-
terate adults can learn to read. We need to
know more about the specifics in order to im-
prove the efficiency of their learning.

Comparisons of Methods
As noted earlier, little is now known about

the relative effectiveness for different pun
poses of the various instructional systems that
have been developed. The studies reviewed
here represent attempts to learn more abo4t
the effectiveness of different instructional ap-
proaches. Some of them have been very modest
in scope, but at least one has taken the broal
view and yielded a number of worthwhile im-
plications for practice and for further study.

A comparison of methods was included in
the evaluation report of the Basic Education
Demonstration Program conducted in Wayne
County, Michigan." Teachers in the explora-
tory project were given latitude to adjust their
methods to the needs of their illiterate and
functionally illiterate adult students, but two
basic approaches to the teaching of reading
were employed; an approach in which the initial
teaching alphabet (i/t/a) was used, and an ap-
proach confined to the use of traditional ortho-
graphy (t.o.). The forty-eight adults who com
pleted the course, which met for three hours a
day, five days a week for eight weeks, had a
mean age of forty-four years and a median
years of school completed of 5.5. Conclusions
and recommendations most relevant to reading
were as follows:

1. Eight weeks is not sufficient time for a
basic education program.

2. The participants were unemployed Negro
males, many from the rural South. The
differences in the dialects of participants
and teachers was felt to present a major
problem.

3. The participation of students in a basic
education program should be justified in
terms of their capacity for probable growth.
This is a recurring theme in the ABE lit-
erature. Actually, there is no reason to
expect slow learners to respond any more
positively to compacted adult literacy
courses than they do to instruction in the
public schools. Potential participants in
basic education programs should be care-



fully screened and they should be assigned
to differentiated programs where the pace
and expectations are adapted to their
capacities.

4. Testing is necessary to assess students'
capacity for educational growth at the
program's end. Participants should not he
abandoned at the end of a program. Those
with the capacity for more growth at least
should be identified.

5. Extensive preprogram training should be
conducted for the instructional staff re-
gardless of academic background and
teaching experience.

6. The i/t/a approach facilitates the teaching
of reading to illiterate and functionally illi-
terate adults. The t.o. approach tends to
satisfy the needs of adults with a prein-
structional achievement level of fourth
grade or better.

7. Teacher-developed materials are a must
for any program because they can meet
immediate needs better than published
materials.

8. A qualified person should be responsible
for developing and administering inter-
mittent tests in reading and arithmetic.
Data from such tests should provide a con-
stant check upon both group and individual
progress.

Henney reported a study designed to deter-
mine: (I) the extent to which functionally illiter-
ate adults can increase their reading perform-
ance with special reading instruction by a phonic
method, and (2) whether subjects taught indi-
vidually and in groups will differ in reading
gains." The subjects, all inmates at a state
reformatory, were assigned to one of three
matched groups. Experimental Group I re-
ceived reading instruction by a phonics method
one hour each day for twenty sessions in a
group situation. Experimental Group II receivec
instruction of the same type and duration but
on an individual basis. The control group at-
tended the regular elementary classes at the
institution. General reading was pretested and
posttesIed with the Gray Oral Reading Test,
and specific difficulties were examined with the
GatesMcKillop Reading Diagnostic Tests) 6
Conclusions were as follows:

I. Age, IQ, and beginning reading level do not
affect the progress and rate of improve-
ment in reading performance of function-
ally illiterate adults. This conclusion is
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based upon the results of this particular
study. It is not completely in accord with
the conclusions reached by other investi-
gators.

2. The family phonics system is an effective
tool for improving the reading ability of
functionally illiterate adults

3. The system is as effective in a group sit-
uation as in an individual teaching situation.

Steuart compared the effectiveness of two
widely used instructional systems with Spanish-
speaking adults who were functionally illiterate
in English.'7 The seventy subjects were en-
rolled in two separate ABE programs, and half
of the enrollers from each program were as-
signed to each treatment. Approximately fifty
hours of instruction designed to build literacy
in English as a second language was given. The
two instructional systems employed were the
Programmed Reading for Adults, character-
ized as a linguistic approach, and the Mott
Basic Language Skills Program, characterized
as an analytic phonics approach at the lower
levels." Salient conclusions were as follows:

I. The Mott and Sullivan programs are both
effective in teaching functionally illiterate
adults English as a second language.

2. Despite the divergence in the format and
content of the two programs, they were
equally effective.

3. On the average, the greater a subject's
initial competence in English, the greater
his mean gain on the posttest measure of
reading ability.

Reding reported a study designed to exam
ine the effectiveness of materials developed at
three levels of difficulty to provide a transition
from lit /a to to." Although student gains in
reading after ninety hours of instruction were
negligible, the study represents an attempt to
evaluate the effectiveness of materials devel-
oped for a specific purpose with a specific
group. Such efforts are needed. Krebs de-
scribed an action-research effort to examine
the effectiveness of a small group programmed
approach and an eclectic, volunteer tutor ap-
proach to teaching reading skills to illiterate
adults -20 Again, the study represents an at-
tempt to examine the effectiveness of local
efforts.

The most extensive and widely cited field
test of ABE materials was conducted by Green-
leigh and Associates.21 Griffith has pointed
out a number of limitations of the study, for
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example, neither the participants nor the teach-
ers in the study were chosen at random, ade-
quate control groups were not included, and a
substantial number of the general findings re-
ported are in fact observations or subjective
generalizations.22 However, he has also point-
ed out its considerable value, ". . . within this
report the careful reader will find some in-
formation on virtually every variable which
must be considered in rigorous research on
adult basic education."23 The study merits
detailed review and comment here.

The general purpose of the study was to
evaluate the effectiveness of four widely-used,
commerciallyprepared systems for teaching
reading to economically dependent adults eight-
een years of age or older with reading ability
below the fifth grade level. The four systems
were: (1) Learning to Read and Spell, (2) Read
ing in High Gear, (3) Mott Basic Language
Skills Program, and (4) Systems for Success."
The systems were implemented by teachers
with three distinctly different backgrounds of
preparation: (1) trained teachers, preferably
experienced in adult education, (2) college grad.
uates, and (3) high school graduates. Each of
the teachers was given preservice orientation
and training conducted by a representative of
the publisher with the peculiar system he would
be using.

The field test was conducted in three
states, New York, New Jersey and California.
In each state three classes for each of the four
systems were set up and taught by teachers
from each of the three levels of preparation
designated. Thus, there were thirty-six classes
with an initially anticipated total enrollment of
540 in each state, but actual enrollments tend-
ed to vary by state. The classes met for five
hours a day, five days a week, for seventeen
weeks. The Iowa Tests of Basic Skills and the
Gray Oral Reading Test were used at the be-
ginning, midpoint, and end of the training to
measure progress in reading.25 In addition,
questionnaires and periodic observations were
used to obtain data on attitudes, classroom
practices, and other variables.

Twenty major findings were listed in the
report; but, as Griffith pointed out, more than
half of them were observations and subjective
generalizations rather than results derived di.
rectly from analyses of the data. The following
summary rearranges and combines conclusions
with this writer's comments.

1. Virtually all of the students made some
gains in reading; but there were no sig-
nificant differences in student gain scores
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by system. While some of the students
taught by each system improved to the
eighth grade level in reading, none of the
four systems employed brought the ma-
jority of students to that level in the sev
enteen weeks alloted.

2. There were no significant differences in
Gray Oral gain scores attributable to the
level of teacher preparation. There were,
however, significant differences by teach-
er-level on certain Iowa subtests, and in
each instance the difference favored the
high-school-graduate teacher. It is in
teresting to note that on the basis of ob-
servations, the certified teachers were
most skillful in dealing with learning
problems, grouping students, and class
management. While the research design
restricted teachers to the publisher's in-
structions, two of the systems encourage
teacher innovation and the use of supple-
mentary materials. Nevertheless, the
certified teachers using those systems
did not produce significantly greater gains.
Thus, the report questions the relative
importance of accepted class manage-
ment techniques in teaching adult basic
literacy classes. Another finding given in
the report, however, is that teachers need
more supervision and in-service training
than they received during the field test.
Apparently there was some feeling that
teachers have something to contribute to
the learning process. The writer wonders
what would have happened if a group of
experienced teachers had been permitted
to adapt the system used freely and to
proceed on an individualized basis. The
writer also wonders about the influence
of the fact that most of the successful
highschool-level teachers were Negro
as were most of the participants. Cer-
tainly there is a great need for clarifica-
tion of the teacher's role in ABE classes.

3. Gains were assessed by instruments not
standardized with ABE students. The judg-
ment of both teachers and observers was
that actual gains were in excess of the
gains indicated by the tests employed.
There were other findings regarding tests:
(a) the achievement and intelligence tests
used were not geared to the knowledge
base of the ABE group; (b) paper-and
pencil tests, particularly those with IBM
response sheets, appeared threatening
and difficult to use, despite the fact that



the teachers had received careful training
in the administration of the tests from a
publisher's representative; (c) there is
need to teach ABE students how to take
paper-and-pencil tests for such tests are
encountered frequently in seeking employ-
ment.

4. There was a significant positive relation-
ship between initial and final Gray and Iowa
composite scores. There was a highly
significant correlation between final Gray
scores and gain scores, but no significant
relationship between initial Gray scores
and gain scores. Students who scored high-
est on the posttest made the greatest gains,
but the gains were not predictable from
pretest scores.

5. Students were almost unanimous in express-
ing appreciation of their teachers. The ma-
jority expressed appreciation for the op-
portunity to learn basic literacy skills.
Most approved of the reading system and
the stories to which they were exposed.
The conclusion in the report was that stu-
dents want to read standard English and
about things "the teacher knows," not nec-
essarily about things they themselves know.
Perhaps most important of all, there was
evidence from the interviews that the stu-
dents had learned that they could learn and
that the classes had a positive effect upon
out-side-of class behavior.

6. A number of other findings had to do with
funding, support of participants, and other
program management matters.

In addition, a number of recommendations
were made in the Greenleigh report. Some of
them will be considered in the discussion of
what needs to be known about reading in adult
basic education.

The Greenleigh group has also reported on
an evaluation of an entire state program of
ABE.26 Because some of the recommendations
from that report are relevant to reading in-
struction, it merits'review here.

Evaluation of a State Program
In 1964 Greenleigh and Associates con-

ducted an evaluative study of the ABE programs
in the state of Illinois. Students, teachers, case-
workers, principals, and head teachers in ABE
programs in five counties were interviewed.
Of the twenty recommendations, those most
relevant to reading are summarized below with
comment.
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1. Local school systems ought to place high
priority en replacing evening programs
with day programs. Provision of day pro-
grams could help to solve logistical prob-
lems for women in particular; but all
participants would probably be better able
to respond to instruction during the day
rather than after the fatiguing activities
of the day.

2. Local school personnel must evaluate the
educational potential of ABE students care-
fully and be ready to develop special
classes for the retarded and for other
students with special learning problems.
The need for adequate evaluation tech-
niques and instruments is acute. Efficient
placement and instruction of pupils can
proceed only from adequate evaluation.

3. Specific criteria to assist in better teacher
selection aie needed. Inservice training
and supervision are required. ABE teach-
ers should be paid at a somewhat higher
rate than normal. The need to consider the
role of the teacher was noted earlier. A
survey of special problems of ABE teach-
ers is reviewed in the next section cf this
paper.

4. All new students should have a physical
examination before they enter the ABE
program, or, at the very least, vision and
hearing tests. Information regarding vi-
sion and hearing is particularly relevant
as an antecedent to reading instruction.
Provision for the correction of difficulties
should be made; and if correction is not
possible, then adaptations in instruction
must be made.

Problems of ABE Teachers
Marshall and Copley conducted a question-

naire study to determine the problems per-
ceived by ABE teachers.27 Fifteen active ABE
teachers were queried. These teachers were
mainly concerned about how to go about fitting
instruction to the needs of the adult student.
More specifically, they focused upon: (1) finding
and devising a suitable curriculum, (2) proce-
dures for fitting instruction to the background
of individuals, (3) how to find time in the school
day to work on curriculum development, and
(4) approaches to the diagnosis of teaming
strengths and weaknesses and to the prescrip-
tion of instruction. The investigators concluded
that the teachers saw the several problem areas
as being of equal importance, and they suggested
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Toble 1

Adult Learning Characteristics

Adult Choracteristics as
Implications For Teaching Rending to Adults

Compared to Children

Less acute senses of hearing
and 'sight

Slower to learn

Less flexible

More self conscious, more opprehensive,
and feel more anxiety

Feel a greater need for education, higher
motivation to achieve specific goals,
needs which ore immediate and concrete

Wider range of experience

Develop auditory and visucl screening tests for adults.

Establish minimum levels required to respond to regular
instruction. Develop adapted programs for adults with
visual and/or auditory defects that cannot be completly
corrected.

Establish rAdelines for the realistic pocing of
instructions.

Devise instructional programs that strike a balance
between structure and self direction

Develop adequate assessment techniques to insure correct
initial placement and subsequent success.
Develop acceptable techniques for providing positive.
feedback

Determine interests and provide appropriate moterials and
learning experiences
Establish optimum motivational techniques far adults,
taking care not to push motivation to the point of anxiety
Develop techniques for teaching study skills and providing
for application in useful situotions

Develop check lists and other techniques that will permit
teachers to make optimum use of prior experiences
Develop adult materials which copitalize on the
experience base
Establish guidelines to assist teachers in developing
materials based on experiences

Source: George F. Aker, "Attributes of the Adult Affecting the ABE Program," The Adult Basic Education
Curriculum and Its Development, eds. Irwin R. Jahns and Henry C. Brody (Tollahassee: Florida Stone Univer
siy, Deportment of Adult Education, 1968), pp. 37-38.
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that the problems could be dealt with effectively
in teacher reorientation workshops.

Although the sample size was very small,
the problems identified are by no means small,
nor does it seem realistic to dismiss these
problems as the kind of minor problems that
can be handled satisfactorily in local, short-
term workshops. The problems are, in fact,
the very ones that continue to plague elemen-
tary school teachers, who not only have many
more .resources to draw from, but a:so, as a
rule, have more specific training for their job
and more specific experience on the job. In-
deed, what we need to know in ABE is what will
help teachers to solve these very problems!

A Final Word

The question is what we know and what we
need to know about reading and adult basic edu-
cation. The answer seems to be that what we
know best at the present time is that we need
to know a great deal more! The existing re-
search base is neither broad nor deep. Never-
theless, enough is known now to enable practi-
tioners and researchers to identify and to
tackle the most pressing problems regarding
reading in ABE. Furthermore, a number of
things about the adult as a learner and about
reading as a sequence of skills are known that
can enable the field to bypass rediscovery of
certain basics. Instead of rediscovering, pro-
fessionals in ABE can concentrate. on applica-
tion and adaptation in teaching adults to read.

WHAT WE NEED TO KNOW

To make a transition from what we know to
what we need to know, let us consider some of
the things known about the adult as a learner
and examine the implications regarding what
needs to be known in order to teach him effi-
ciently to read. The characteristics given in
table 1 are from a list compiled by Aker in the
context of an institute on adult basic education.29
The contrast of the adult as a learner with the
child as a learner is appropriate because there
have been many attempts to use with adults
techniques and materials developed for chil-
dren. Perhaps it is efficient to use at least
some of the existing techniques and materials,
but the kinds and degrees cf adaptations that
are needed to make them most palatable nd
maximally useful to adults need to be known.

The analysis shown in table 1 could and
should be extended in terms of both adult char-
acteristics and implications for reading instruc-
tion. As it is, it serves as a demonstration of

how a consideration of the learner can help to
focus on what needs to be known in order to da
a more effective job of teaching adults to read.
The suggestion is not, of course, that past and
present workers have not begun to do just this
kind of thing. That they have is clear in many
curriculum guides and published instructional
materials. The point is that more needs to be
done, and it needs to be done in a systematic
fashion so as to probide a sensible framework
for the development of techniques and mater-
ials. Developing such a framework would be no
mean task, it would require the collaborative
efforts of adult educators with special compe-
tence in learning, instruction, and reading
methodology, but it would be worthwhile. A
complementary way of approaching the task of
establishing a framework for the development
of techniques and materials for teaching adults
to read would be through the reading task itself.

An Acceptable Sequence of Skills
The techniques and materials developed to

teach children to rend are not generally appro-
priate for teaching adults to read. Adults conic
to the literacy class with different character-
istics and expectations and they come with
varying degrees of previous exposure to read-
ing instruction. Therefore, some workers have
jumped to the conclusion either that there is
no particular need to pay much attention to the
systematic, sequential development of reading
skills in teaching adults to read, or that the
skill development sequence is somehow sub-
stantially diftent for adults than for children.
Rending specialists, however, generally agree
that while the teaching apprciach must differ,
the skills remain the same. Burnett has said
very succinctly, "The !earnings which under-
lie the ability to extract meaning from a printed
page are common !earnings whether the poten-
tial reader is a roung child or a fully matured
adult."29 Others either explicitly or implicitly
agree.3"

There is no need, then, to rediscover a
workable skill sequence for adults; skill se-
quences that have been developed and found to
be wo) kaiak with elementary school children
can be adapted for adults. Acceptance of an
existing skill sequence permits ABE teachers
to get on with t}.e task of making these adapta-
tions; which, in turn, would provide workers
with the base required to: (1) develop assess-
ment instruments, (2) identify gaps in indivi
duals' skill development, and (3) systematically
organize materials and techniques. In other
words, what we need to know is how to identify
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individuals' strengths and weaknesses in read-
ing skill development, and then, how to provide
appropriate instruction for each individual. The
writer suggests that a consensual statement of
skill development for adults can provide the
basis for supplying what is needed.

The University of Wisconsin Research and
Development Center for Cognitive Learning has
been working on a skill sequence statement, or
outline of reading skills, that appears to be ac-
ceptable to experienced elementary teachers. A
detailed overview of the project can be found
elsewhere." The outline includes the reading
skills commonly covered in the elementary
grades, kindergarten through sixth grade. Each
level in the outline is equivalent to a grade, for
example, Level A = kindergarten, Level B =
grade 1; and the skills are grouped in six areas,
for example:, J. Word Recognition.

OUTLINE OF READING SKILLS

I. Word Recognition
Level A.

1. Listens for rhyming elements
a) Words
b) Phrases and verses

2. Notices likenesses and differences
a) Pictures
b) Letters and numbers
c) Words and phrases

3. Distinguishes sizes

4. Distinguishes colors

5. Distinguishes shapes of objects

6. Listens for initial consonant sounds

Level 11.

1. Has sight word vocabulary of fifty
one hundred words

2. Follows leftto-right sequence
3. Has phonic analysis skills

a) Consonant sounds
(1) Beginning
(2) Ending

b) Consonant blends
c) Rhyming elements
d) Short vowels
e) Simple consonant digraphs

4. Has structural analysis skills
a) Compound words
b) Contractions

c) Base words and known endings
d) Simple plural forms
e) Simple possessive forms

Level C.

1. Has sight word vocabulary of 100 to
170 wore 3

2. Has phonic skills
a) Consonants and their variant

sounds
b) Consonant blends
c) Vowel sounds

(1) Long
(2) Vowel plus r
(3) a plus 1
(4) a plus w
(5) Diphthongs oi, oy, ou, ow, ew
(6) Long and short oo

d) Vowel rules
(1) Short vowel generalization
(2) Silent e rule
(3) Two vowels together
(4) Final vowel

e) Knows the common consonant di-
graphs

3. Has structural skills
a) Base words with prefixes and suf-

fixes
b) More difficult plural forms

4. Distinguishes among homonyms, syn-
onyms, and antonyms
a) Homonyms
b) Synonyms and antonyms

5. Has independent and varied word attack
skills

6. Chooses appropriate meaning of mul
tiple meaning words

Level I).

to 1. lias sight word vocabulary of 170
210 words

2. Has phonic analysis skills
a) Threeletter consonant blends
b) Simple principles of silent letters

3. Has structural skills
a) Syllabication
b) Accent
c) Schwa
d) Possessive forms

Level E.

1. Chooses appropriate meaning of mul-
tiple meaning words
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2. Knows syllabication patterns
a) Syllabication patterns
b) Single vowel sound per syllable

II. Comprehension
Level A.

1. Develops listening skills
a) Has attention and concentration

span suitable for his age.
b) Is able to remember details
c) Can relate details to each other in

reconstructing a story read to him
d) Can fo:low two oral directions

2. Increases vocabulary through listening

3. Is able to recall stories in sequential
order

4. Anticipates the outcome of stories

5. Interprets pictures critically

6. Can identify main characters in a story

Level B.

1. Uses picture and context clues

2. Is able to gain meaning from:
a) Words
b) Sentences
c) Whole Selections

3. Uses punctuation as a guide to meaning

Level C.

1. Is able to gain meaning from
a) Words
b) Phrases
c) Paragraphs

2. Reads in meaningful phrases

Level D.

1. Reads for facts

2. Reads for sequence of events

Level E.

1. Adjusts reading rate to:
a) Type of material

(1) Facfrial
(2) Fiction

b) Level of difficulty
c) Purpose

(1) Identification
(2) Reading for general information
(3) Reading for specific information

d) Familiarity with the subject

2. Gains additional skill in use of punc-
tuation as a guide to meaning (i.e.,

semicolon, colon, dash, and added
uses of the comma)

3. Selects main idea of paragraphs
4. Reads for sequence of events

5. Is able to gain meaning from:
a) Words
h) Sentences
c) Paragraphs

III. Study Skills
Level A.

1. Follows simple directions

2. Demonstrates elementary work habits
a) Shows independence work
b) Accepts responsibility for comple-

tion and quality of work

3. Shows development of motor coordina-
tion (eye and hand)

4. Uses picture clues to find answers to
questions

Level B.

1. Follows directions
a) Follows directions when working in

a group
b) Follows directions when working in

dependently
c) Follows written directions

2. Has adequate work habits
3. Recognizes organization of ideas in se-

quential order

4. Summarizes material

5. Begins to make judgments and draws
conclusions

6. Uses table of contents

Level C.

1. Uses picture dictionaries to find new
words

Groups words by initial letters
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3. Explores library as a research center

4. Shows increasing independence in work
a) Reads and follows directions by

himself
b) Uses table of contents without be-

ing reminded to do so
c) Uses dictionary and glossary inde-

pendently when appropriate

5. Begins to read maim



Level D.

I. Begins to use index of books

2. Reads simple maps and graphs
a) Maps
b) Graphs

(1) Picture graphs
(2) Bar graphs

3. Realizes printed statements may be
either fact or opinion

4. Has beginning outlining skills

5. Follows directions

6. Has adequate work habits

Level E.

I. Increases and broadens dictionary skill,
a) Alphabetizes words
b) Uses guide words as aid in finding

words
c) Uses diacritical markings for pro-

nunciation aids

2. Utilizes encyclopedia
a) Uses guide letters to find informa

tion on a given subject
b) Uses alphabetical arrangement to

locate information
c) Understands the purpose of topical

headings
d) Understands the index
e) Uses r.licyclopedia with greater fa-

cility to find information
0 Understands and uses:

(1) TopiP,a1 headings
(2) Cross references
(3) Bibliographies

g) Uses the index volume efficiently

3. Uses maps, charts, and graphs
a) Gains skill in reading and inter-

preting political maps
h) Begins to read and interpret sim-

ple graphs
c) Heads and interprets several kinds

of maps
d) Reads and uses captions, keys, and

legends of maps
e) Selects appropriate maps to deter-

mine:
(1) Direction
(2) Distance
(3) Land formation
(4) Climates
(5) Time zones
(6) Popalrtions

0 Readc and interprets additional
kinds of graphs
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g) Answers questions requiring the in-
terpretation of maps, graphs, and
tables

h) Gains skill in using many potential
types of sources to solve a problem

9. Uses instructional materials center or'
library effectively
a) Understands fiction books are al-

phabetized by author
b) Begins to use card catalogue to find

information
c) Understands and u-ies author, title,

and subject cards
d) Locates books on shelves
e) Uses cross-reference cards
f) Uses other reference materials

(1) Atlases
(2) World Almanac
(3) Pamphlet file
i,4) Magazines and subject index

to children's magazines
g) Locates and uses audiovisual ma-

terials
(1) Card Catalogue
(2) Equipment

5. Recognizes and uses with facility the
various parts of texts and supplemen-
tary book and materials

6. Organizes information
a) Gains skill in notetaking

(1) Begins to take notes in own
words

(2) Learns to take notes selec
tively

(3) Arranges ideas in sequence
(9) Selects main ideas
(5) Selects supporting details
(6) Keeps notes brief
(7) Shows ability to work from

own notes
(8) Identifies source of materials

by use of:
(a) Bibliography
(b) Footnotes

b) Und?rstands and uses outlining in
work
(1) Uses correct form of outline
(2) Can find main idea
(3) Makes sample outline
(4) Outlines topics in more detail
(5) Uses own outline for oral and

written reports
(6) Uses outline to organize think-

ing in appropriate Hers
c) Summarizes material

(1) Writes summary of a story in



three or four sentences
(2) States important points ex-

pressed in a discussion

7. Evaluates information
a) Realizes printed statements may

be either fact or opinion
b) Checks statements with those in

other sources to evaluate validity
c) Evaluates relevancy of materials

to topic
d) Compares various viewpoints on

the same topic
e) Evaluates information in terms of

his own experience
fl Identifies propaganda

8. Follows directions

IV. Self Directed Reading
Level A.

1. Cares for books properly

2. Is aware of sequential order of books

3. Begins to show initiative in selecting
picture books

Level B.

1. Begins to apply independent word study
skills

2. Is able to find answers to questions in-
dependently

3 Begins to do recreational reading
4. Begins to select suitable reading mate-

rials independently

Level C.

1. Broadens swills listed at Levels A. and B.

2. Develops increasing fluency

Level I).

1. Develops varied purposes for selecting
materials

2. Begins to de independent icsearch a.i-
signinents

3. Is able to locate sources of information

4. Applies reading skills to subject matter
areas

Level E.

1. Conducts research independently
a) Applies work study skills to inde-

pendent work
b) Uses bibliography as guide to ma

(trials

V.
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c) Makes own bibliography in research
work

d) Uses multiple sources to find infor-
mation

e) Broadens application of reading
skills

f) Understands the function of foot-
notes

2. Reads independently
a) Enjoys reading and reads widely
b) Selects reading materials:

(1) Appropriate for his reading
level

(2) Of a variety of kinds (maga-
zines, newspapers, etc.)

(3) That hold his interest
c) Keeps a brief record of his library

book reading
d) Enjoys sharing his reading experi

ences with others
e) Seems to use his independent read-

ing to initiate activities (e.g., inde-
dependent projects, intellectual or
manipulative; creative activities;
hobbies)

3. Appreciates literatu:e
a) Err-L:11es vocabulary through wide

reading
b) Cherishes and rereads favorite

bool's and stories
c) Begins to evaluate a selection of

literature and analyze why ;t did
or did not appeal to him

d) Shows interest in building a per-
sonal library

e) I3ecomes more discriminating in
his reading

f) Uses reading increasingly as a lei-
sure time activity

Interpretive Reading
Level A.

1. Reacts to pictures and relates to own ex-
periences

2. Shows interest in stories read

3. Begins to react to mood of paems and
stories

Level B.

1. Sees humor in situations

2. Heads with expression

3. }law empathy with characters



Level C.

1. Recognizes imp led ideas

2. Identifies character traits

3. Begins to make judgments

4. Begins to draw conclusions

Level D.

1. Recognizes reactions and motives of
characters

7. Has ability to relate to stories set in
background different from his own

3. Makes simple inferences about charac
ters and story outcomes

Level E.

1. Reaches conclusions on the basis of stat
ed facts

2. Relates isolated incidents to the central
idea of a story

a. Understands character roles

4. Recognizes and analyzes more subtle
emotional reactions and motives of
characters

5. Handles implied ideas

6. Recognizes store problem or plot struc-
ture

7. G 'ins skill in interpreting and appreciat-
ing types of language (figurative, idio-
matic, picturesque, dialectal)

8. Senses subtle humor and pathos

9. Reacts to writer as well as writing
a) Begins to identify elements of style
b) Begins to identify his purpose in

writing
c) Begins to evaluate and react to ideas

in light of the author's purpose

10. Forms and reacts to sensory images
11. Perceives influence of different ele

ments within selection
a) Notes impact of time and place
b) Follows sequence of events
c) Understands cause-effect relation-

ship

12. Identifies and reacts to tone and mood
13. Selectively assimilates ideas

a) Uses ideas gained from reading to
solve a problem in ether areas

b) Integrates ideas read with previous
experiences

c) Modifies I-ehavior and thinking as
a result of reading

14. Gains increased skill in critical reading
a) Weighs evidence
b) Combines materials from various

sources in making decisions and
solving problems

c) Understands the importance of
checking facts and conclusions fre-
quently

d) Develops understanding that criti-
cal thinking is necessary in a de-
mocracy

VI. Creative Reading
Level A.

1. Engages in creative dramatic play based
on stories read by teacher

2. Reflects mood in use of voice

Level B.

1. Has ability to enjoy rhythm in words

2. Has ability to see :ind hear rhyming
words

3. Can interpret ideas and stories through
discussions, dramatizations, drawing,
etc.

4. Has ability to do cooperative planning

5. Is able to share ideas
a) Shares with individuals
b) Shares with groups

6. Participates in development of experi-
ence charts

7. Tells original stories

Level C.

1. Shows initiative in large group activities

2. Uses voice intonation creatively

3. Writes original stories

Level 1).

1. Shares in creative dramatics
a) Acts uut stories read
b) Creates own plays

2. Identifies with people and situations en
countered in stori. s

Level E.

1. Participates in choral speaking
2. Memorizes poems

A. Tells :o the group
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4. Plans dramatizations of stories and poems

Reads selections of his choice and to the
group

6. Shares books with others

7. Composes original stories and poems

8. Reads orally to entertain

9. Pantomimes

10. In artistic media expresses ideas gained
from reading

Starting with such an outline, ABE profes-
sionals could make the adaptations required for
realistic use with adults. The revised outline,
a consensuol skill sequence statement, would
then serve as the framework for the develop-
ment and organization of evaluation instruments
and instructional materials. Evaluation instru-
ments keyed to the outline would help teachers
to: (1) establish a student's beginning level of
skill development, (2) make subsequent checks
on his skill development, and (3) focus upon spe-
cific instructional needs in terms of specific
skills. Likewise, by keying instructional mate-
rials and techniques to the outline, teachers
would be better able to: (1) match instruction to
specific skill development needs, and (2) organ-
ize ideas and materials for retrieval and for
sharing.

Whether efforts to provide a framework for
organizing research and development efforts in
the reading area of ABE proceed through the
analysis of the characteristics of adult learn-
ers, or of the reading task, or by an entirely
different avenue, the development of a frame-
work would be useful. It would permit workers
to tackle problems in a systematic way and to
pool the results of their efforts. But even in the
absence of such a framework, it is possible to
identify several main areas of concern regard-
ing reading in ABE.

Some Areas of Concern
On considering the existing literature, one

is struck by the fact that certain themes or
clusters of specific concern seem to emerge.
A list follows of some of those clusters of con-
cern. By identifyirg major areas of concern
perhaps a clearer focus will emerge cn what
we need to know. The writer's biases will be
obvious in the discussion.

1. One of the recommendations of thc. Green
leigh report was that new achievement and
intelligence tests that are applicable to
education,lly and economically deprived

adults be developed. The recommendation
has been made elsewhere and it continues
to be made. The ABE Student Survey and
the Adult Basic Learning Examination
(ABLE) are steps in the right direction,
but more needs to be done.32 Adult basic
education needs: {a) survey tests to deter-
mine initial placement and to measure
group progress; (b) diagnostic tests to fo-
cus on individual problems and to assess
individual skill development; and (c) infor
mal inventories to determine independent
and instructional reading levels. The es-
tablishment of a skill sequence framework
would, of course, expedite efforts to de-
velop such tests.

2. High interest, low reading level supple-
mentary reading materials are needed.
These need not be instructional materials
in the usual sense; instead they should be
the kinds of material that encourage the
newly literate adult to use his reading
skill. As Robinson has pointed out, begin-
ning literacy skills often disintegrate be
cause of lack of use and practice.'3 To do
an effective job of providing the materials
needed, ABE professionals need to know:
(a) more about the interests of adults in
general and about individuals in particu-
lar; (b) what formats adults find most ap-
pealing; (c) more about how best to assess
the readability levels of the materials for
an adult audience; and (d) how to make the
material available to newly literate adults.
The role of libraries in meeting reading
needs of the newly literate is being ex-
plored; the potential role of other agen-
cies should also be examined.

In addition, guidelines to help ABE
teachers develop effective materials are
needed. The illiterate adult is oriented to
seek immediate goals. The writer feels
that there should be less concern about
producing more commercial instructional
materials and more concern about: (a) how
to help teachers devise their own materi-
als, and (b) how to see to it that appropri-
ate materials get into the hands of newly
literate.

3. ABE teachers are concerned about fitting
instruction to the background and to the
specific strengths and weaknesses of their
students. Progress in the two areas just
identified will provide direct inputs. More
adequate diagnostic information and a bet
ter understanding of materials will be most
useful. We need to know: (a) what kinds of
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preservice or in-service training are most
useful in helping teachers to prescribe in-
struction; (b) what classroom management
schemes are most useful, and (c) what forms
of test data are most useful to teachers.

4. There appears to be some evidence that
the experience and training of ABE teach-
ers is of no consequence in producing gains
in literacy levels. The Greenleigh report
recommended that high school graduates
should be recruited as literacy instructors;
but the report also pointed out that in this
study the majority of the high-school-level
instructors and of the participants were
Negroes, unlike the college graduate and
experienced instructors.34 We need to
know whether the high school graduates
succeeded simply because they have "soul"
or affiliative drives similar to the students,
or whether they succeeded for other rea-
sons. If the latter, then we need to know
what aided success. It needs to be known
if experienced teachers will get better re-
sults than inexperienced teachers when
they are not restricted to a fixed instruc-
tional system. More important, we need to
know if experienced teachers, left to their
own devices, can produce better results
than fixed instructional systems. We also
need to know a great deal more about de-
sirable attributes and the optimum role of
the literacy instructor. We need to know
more about optimum pupil-teacher ratios,
Fifteento-one is often suggested, but it
seems that a more flexible determination
would be desirable.

5. We apparently need to know more about
the clientele in literacy classes. The writer
hesitates to make the suggestion, because
if ABE really means to look diagnostically
at individuals, then the general charactcr-
istics of the group are of little consequence.
Nevertheless, a better overall conception
of the characteristics of the general clien-
tele might help to break down some of the
*conceptions that appear to exist. Epi-
demiological studies, where all of the adults
reading below a certain level in a reason-
ably large metcopoliian area are examined
and described, for example, would be worth-
while.

6. There are various estimates in the litera-
ture of how much time is required to bring
illiterates up to a given level of reading
ability. ABE does not need more studies
to establish such time allotments. The in-
evitable conclusion must be that some train-
ing is better than none and that more is
better than some. Rigid time allotments
dictate a lockstep approach to literacy
instruction. We do need to know more about
pacing in literacy instruction, but guidelines
are needed for working with individuals.

In conclusion, the writer would be sur-
prised and disappointed if this view of what we
need to know about reading in ABE were seen
as a consensval statement. As a reading spe-
cialist, the writer hopes 'hat this paper will
c'erve some useful purpose, however, as re
search priorities are considered.

NOTES

The author wishes to recognize the assist-
ance of Jean Barganz with the review of the
literature.
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AN EVALUATION OF THE EDUCATIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS OF SELECTED ABE MATERIALS

R. Calvert Steuart

There is an increasing awareness within
present-day society of the substantial numbers
cf unemployed adults, living in both urban and
rural anus. This population of disadvantaged
adults is often denied the opportunity of full
participation in society because they lack the
basic essentials of English literacy. Literacy
has been prescribed as a prerequisite for par-
ticipation in vocational training and retraining
programs, thereby effectively eliminating many
of the disadvantaged, functionally illiterate
population. Increasing attention is being fo-
cused upon adult basic education and subsequent
programs designed to meet the educational
needs of the disadvantaged.

The theoretical basis for this research
lies in curriculum development and evaluation.
The study was developed en the premise that
through the continuing cycle of evaluation, re-
design, and reevaluation, the educational ef-
fectiveness of curriculum materials can be
substantially improved. Briefly stated, the ob-
jectives of this research were:

1. To determine the educational effectiveness
of ABE materials in increasing the reading
abilities of funs ',onally illiterate adults.

2. To identify the component parts of selected
literacy program materials.

3. To determine the relative eaectiveness cf
the component parts of the literacy mate-
rials through systematic observation of
students in the teaching-learning process.

Adult basic education literacy materials
should he designed to meet the specific needs
of the student. To accomplish ihis task, it is
imperative that the carricu:um reach each in-
dividual student at the point where he is now.
Recent relearch has produced many guidelines
for the development of effective literacy train-
ing materials. Th., scope of this paper, how-
ever. does not allow for the review of the many
specific developmental guid _lines.

This research was concerned with tha ef-
fectivenes5 of selected materials in teaching.

'

English as a second language to Spanish-speak-
ing Americans Americans who are termed
functionally illiterate in the native language of
the United States. There is a paucity of com-
merdaliy produced materials that are specifi-
cally designed for teaching English as a second
language. Much of the materials that are cur-
rently being employed in the teaching of Eng-
lish as a second language are teacher-prepared
and have not been objectively evaluated. Curri-
cula that are prepared for literacy instruction
of non-English-speak:og adults should focus to
a certain degree on the culture and orientation
of these adults. It is suggested, therefore, that
through meaningful associations to native or
derived coltures, ABF, literacy curricula will
achieve a higher degree of educational effee-
tiveas. For the purposes of this paper, then,
it will be of some significance tc explore the
culture of the Spanish-speaking ABE student.

The Culture of the
Spanish-Speaking American

The migrant or native-born Spanish-
speaking Mexican American is more often the n
not in a disadvantaged position in U.S. society.
His position is described by Smile: in the fol-
lowing characterization:

A disproportionate number of under pri-
vileged come from families in which
English is not their native language or
tongue or come from families whose na-
tive English is characterized by differ-
ences in -ocahulary, syntax and para-
linguistic 1 tures in both cases, the
person is marked as undereducated and
lower class in the eyes and ears of their
more privileged fellow citizens.'

According to the proceedings of a tecent
conference that confronted this problem of the
education of racial minorities, it was esti-
mated ':tat there are 3,S42,000 Mexican-Amer-
icans living in the United States. In 1960
ninety percent maintained residence in five
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Southwestern states. Jones, in describing the
difficulties of the Mexican-American said, "The
greatest problem in the Mexican-American
community is education, not racial diserimi-
nation.'3 Cultural differences impede educa-
tion and economic advances on the part of
these citizens.

The apparent disadvantaged position of
the Mexican-American is more fully under-
stood when one realizes that upon anival in
the United States he: a) competes for unskilled
jobs, adding to the berclan of the glutted un-
skilled labor market and (2) reinforces cul-
tural and social factors of the old world, there-
by presenting a powerful force preventing
change in the Mexican-American ommunity,

There are two internal variables which
serve to reinforce the nonchange attitude of the
Mexican-American culture. The focal values
of the concepts of La Raza and the joint fam-
ily emerge as dominant determinants, both re-
lying on the use of Spanish as the essential
tongue of social life. La Raza or the race is
described as the cultural and spiritual bond
uniting all Spanish-speaking peoples. This con-
cept causes adult basic education to be ineffec.
tive fur the Mexican-American community by
depicting: (1) a physical world not amenable
to change, (2) a time perspective oriented to
the present, and (3) a noncompetitive attitude
between individuals. The concept of the joint
family further relegates ABE to an ineffective
position in the Mexican-American community
by maintaning: (1) group rather than individual
decisions, (2) experience as the best guide, and
(3) an age and sex hierarchy in decision-mak-
ing. The Mexican American is, therefore, ef-
feccively prevented from assimilating the suc-
cess criteria of the Anglo-Saxon society of
which he is cipart.

It is evident that adult basic education
literacy programs should be designed to main-
tain several progra.n directions if these pro.
grams are expected to effect the assimilation
of the MocicarAmeTican into the mainstream
of American life. In this writer's view, the
term MexicanAmerican should be made
meaningless if acculturation is achieved. A
common medium of English should be injected
into La Raza. The new technique of bilingual
ABE instruction should be viewed as instru-
mental both for achieving acculturation of the
ABE student and for realizing the utilization
of his potential as a member of society.

Experimental Design and Procedures
The research design employed for this re

search made passible the treatarerneht, of the
educational effectiveness of two commeitally
prepared literacy instructional programs in
the classic pretest-posttest experimental de-
sign. A j pc Ti fic population of Spanish-speaking
functionally illiterate adults were identified as
experimental subjects. The population of Span-
ish-speaking adults were living, at that time,
in the respective areas of Kenosha and Wauke-
sha, Wisconsin, and were for the most part
migrant °r es-migrant workers who had mi-
grated fran the Southwest to find employment
in the in iustrial complexes of these two cities.
The exp, fiment was conducted at Kenosha
Technical Institute, Kenosha, Wisconsin, and
Waukesha County Technical Institute, Waukesha,
Wisconsin.

Forty Spanish-speaking subjects were
initially enrolled in ABE classes at Kenosha as
part of the United Migrant Opportunity Service
(CMOS) program. The subjects at Kenosha re-
ceived two hours of literacy instruction each
day, four days per week, for a total of eight
hours per weak. Thirty subjects were enrolled
in ABE classes at Waukesha, receiving two
hours of instruction, two days per week, for a
total of four hours per week. The subjects en-
rolled in the experiment at Kenosha received
approximately fifty-four hours of basic Eng.
lish literacy instruction. The Spanish-speaking
subjects enrolled at Waukesha received approx-
imately forty-eight hours of basic English lit-
eracy instruction.

The first week of literacy instruction at
both locations was devoted to general student
orientation and orientation to remedial read.
ing instruction. During the second week of lit-
eracy instruction, the subjects were given a
multiple criteria reading skills achievement
pretest to identify their level of reading corn-
petericy. Specifically, the pretest measured
initial abilities in reading comprehension, word
recognition, spelling, and vocabulary.

The subjects were randomly divided into
two subpopulations, or classes at Kenosha
Technical Institute and three classes at Writ,
kesha County Technical Institute according to
their general literacy level as indicated on the
pretest. Within each class the subjects, again,
were randomly assigned to one of two experi-
mental groups with no attempt at matching by
composite pretest scores.

A total of ten experimental groups, four
at Kenosha and six at Waukesha, were then
randomly assigned to one of the two selected
ABE literacy programs. Five experimental
groups were administered the Sullivan Pro-
granitn.2d Reading for Adults program and five
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School Class Exper.
Groups

A.R.E. INSTRUCTORS

A C D E

Kenosha

Technical
Institute

A (10)

(10)

B 3 ( 10)

4 (10)"

Waukesha

County

Technical

Institute

c (6)

6

7 (5)

(5)-

E (4)

10 (3)
Fig. 1: A model of the experimental design
Numbers in ( ) indicate initial experimental group size.
Shadei.! sections indicate the Mott Basic Longuaie Skills treatment.
White secs:ons indicote the Sullivan Programmed Reading for Adults treatment.

experimental groups were administered the
Afc,t Basic Language Skills program. The ex
peronental design for this research is illus-
traded in figure I.

An important aspect of this experimental
design, that similar ABE studies lack, is the
provision that each instructor teaches an ex-
perimental group using each of the treatments.
It is through this procedure of instructor as.
:Inment that the threat of teacher effective-

..ess was minimized as a confounding vari-ble.
The research design provided for measure
ment of the dependent variable before the in-
dependent variable, the reading program, was
applied and again after it was withdrawn.

A review of currently available reading
programs reveals two fundmnental approaches
to reading instruction. These two approaches
can be identified as the analytic and the syn.
thetic. The Molt Basic Lariguoge Skills program
was chosen as representative of the analytic
approach, while the Sullivan Programmed rea,'-
ing for Adults was chosen as representative
of the synthetic approach to reading instruc-
tion. The Mott program is a sequential work.

book series approach to reading instruction.
The Sullivan is a sequentially programmed
workbook ,eries with a linguistic approach to
reading instruction.

The data were studied with the r'INN pro-
gram for multivariate analysis of variance,
employing regress'on analysis using pretest
scores as covariates and posttest scores as
dependent variables.

Critical Analysis of the
Research Design

Research in the social sciences should be
viewed both from pure methodological pro-
cesses as well as from pragmatic consider-
ations of the actual research environment.
When viewed from the methodological functions
of ideal researc't design, this study has severP.1
obvious weaknesses. Itei2ognitiot, ,4 these weak-
nesses should assist future researchers in de.
signing studies based on a Kreater degree of
textbook research methodolog).

This research design was weakened by the
lack of a control group. Without cstablish,d
control functionq, it becomes nar re difficult to
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ascertain wfiether the difference frma pretest
to posttet. was due to such factors as history,
maturation, pretesting, and interaction, or to
the literacy program treatments. Strict con-
trol of the total educational input directed to-
wards the students could not be maintained.
Consequently, there was no control over the
e:ctent other instruction might have been re-
sponsible for gains in overall reading ability.
The validity of the findings of this study is also
threatened by the lack of information concern-
ing the ABE students' literacy level in their
native language. It is feasible that a student
may learn a second language more readily if he
;5 literate in his nativa tango _3e.

An important consideration for the ABE
researcher is that ABE students may be illi-
terate in English, but may be highly literate in
their native language. Adult basic literacy in-
struction should be organized and taught, there-
fore, as any subject course might be taught to
responsible adults who possess an ability and
desire to learn.

Major Findings of the Study
Ar analysis of the data failed to produce

evidence to support the research hypothesis
that significant differences in re-. ing achiev2-
men, would exist betweer the , 3E students
who received the Mott Basic Language Skills
program treatment and those who received the
Sullivan Programmed Reading for Adults treat-
ment. Students who received the Sullivan pro
gram treatment achieved significantly higher
posttest results than their Mott treatment
counterparts on reading comprehension. No
difference in mean gain was shown to exist be-
tween the treatment groups on the remaining
three variables, word recognition, vocabulary,
or spelling.

An analysis of the data railed to produce
evidence to indicate an overall interaction be-
tween initial reading ability of the ABE stu-
dents at the inception of the study and either
of the literacy program treatments. One signi
ficant interaction was observed to exist be-
tween the low and moderate initial reading
ability students and the Sullivan literacy pro.
gram with regard to the development of an
Erglish vocabulary. The Sullivan program was
observed to produce a lack of gain in the de-
velopment of a more comprehensive English
vocabulary with the lower ability adult stu-
dents in the study. Significant differences in
the amount of reading achievement among the
five classes of ABE students were found in
student mean gains in the word recognition
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and vocabulary variables on which students
with low initial reading ability learned less,
while students with moderate and high initial
reading abilities learned significantly more.

Few significant relationships were round
to support he hy.othesis that there are signi-
iicant relationship.) between the measured im-
provement of the student's ability and selected
characteristics of students. The following posi-
tive relationships were found to exist. A signi
ficant relationship existed between the student's
amount of primary or secondary schooling
and his achievement on the reading compre-
hension and spelling meiiures of reading abi-
lity. Ilours of literacy instruction seemed to
be significantly related to the student's suc-
cessful development of an English vocabulary.

In search for predictors of future stu-
dent achievement in literacy instruction, pre-
test scores were found to be positively signi-
ficantly related to posttest measures of
achievement for three of the four measures of
reading ability. Pretest scores on word recog
nition, reading comprehension, and vocabulary
were significantly related to their respective
posttest scores as valid predictors of student
success.

Instructors' observations of students en
gaged on the teachingearning process pro-
duced subjective indications of the educational
effectiveness of the Mott and Sullivan programs.
The major component parts of the Sullivan pro-
gram were deemed highly relevant in presenting
reading instruction L. functionally illiterate
adult students. Separate instructor's observa-
tions were secured for both the basic and more
advanced series of the Mott programs. Instruc-
tors rated the major. component parts of the
Mott wcrkbo k series as difficult anti inappro-
priate for functionally illiterate adults who
are unable to communicate in English. The
major component parts of the more advanced
Mott workbook series were deemed quite cf.
fective in teaching adults to read and write in
English.

Discussion and Conclusions
The results of the present study, taking

into account its inherent weaknesses and short
comings, permitted the drawing of several con-
clusions and implications relevant to an adult
education curriculum. The conclusions arc as
follows:

1. Research can be designed to test experi-
mentally tbe educational effectiveness of



adult basic education literacy materials.
It is possible to involve functionally illi-
terate adults in experimental research
without prejudicing the ongoing literacy
training program

The Mott Basic Language Skills and the
Programmed Reading for Adul's pro
grams ale effective in tear-fling function-
ally illiterate adults English as a second
language, after an average of forty-eight
hours of instruction. On the average, the
higher an adult's initial competency in
English, the greater the adult's mean gain
on the posttest measures of reading abi-
lity. Conversely, the lower an adult's ini-
tial competency in English, the smaller
the adult's mean gain on the posttest
measures of reading ability.

This may be viewed as an unexpected re-
sult, as one would expect the extremely
low-scoring and high-scoring students to
regress toward the mean posttest score
for the total group. Success in learaing
English as a second language may be
viewed as directly related to ar adult
student's initial ability w:th the language.

3. The divergent methods of the Mott and Sul-
livan programs seem equally as effective
in teaching English as a second language
to functionally illiterate adults. It appears
that the intensity of the student's self-
motivation to learn English as a second
language is a factor of great consequence
in determining meaningful literacy achieve
ment.

4. Students with varying initial abilities to
communicate in English seem to respond
equally as well to the Mott workbook ap-
proach and the Sullivan programmed ap-
proach to reading instruction. Well-pro-
grammed literacy materisls, however,
seem to appeal tJ the initially less coin-

petent adults to a greater exten', than do
the standard workbook exercises.

5. Pre test examinations used to determine
the literacy level of functionally illiterate
adults can be considered as highly signi-
ficant predictors of future student suc-
cess. Highly significant relationships
were founu to exist between scores on
several pretest measures of reading abi-
lity and subsequent posttest scores and
grade eqivalents.
There are numerous opportunities for
error in drawing conclusions from small
sample research. The conclusions offered
here have been drawn with this limitation
in mind. This research was specifically
designed to test the effectiveness of lit-
eracy materials with Spanish-speaking
adults. Conclusions and implications sug-
gested by this paper should be viewed
within the context of non-English-speak-
ing adults in a MexicanArrerican or
Puerto Rican subculture. Contrary to
popular opinirns omnionly held by many
ABE instructors, the ABE students in-
volved 'in this study were not adverse to
written examinations measuring their
fending ability. The ABE instructor has a
clewly defined role in preparing adult
students to be tested, and if performed
properly, their major fears of inadequacy
and insecurity should be allayed.

It is the opinion of this researcher that the
adult's intensity of self-motivation and desire
to learn is the greatest factor determining stic-
cess in learning English as a second language.
For the most part, the ABE instructor is a
cogent factor in the determination of a student's
desire to learn English. The personal relation-
ship between the student and irnitructor is the
common variable That weakens the validity of
much educational research.
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OVERVIEW OF ILLITERACY ECONOMICS

Henry

Events during the past twenty years have
spawned serious efforts by educators and others
to determine the economic value of education
ard the costs, both societal and individual, of
educational inadequacy. This interest is the
product of the chnological development in in-
dostry and agriculture which has, necessitated
a degree of specialization and a skill level of
labor which has eliminated much of the previ-
ous employment opportunity available to Mit-
crates in the working force. Industry is dis-
placing labor with capital investment in auto-
mated materials handling, measurement, and
control mechanisms. The displacement of un-
skilled labor in agriculture, for example, is
exemplified by equipment such as the cotton,
tomato, and vegetable-root p:ckers. Each of
these machines was developed in the past dec-
ade and ;s now harvesting more than fifty per-
cent of its respective crop. With each displace-
ment new jobs are created, but usually these
new pos-:tions require occupational skills not
developed in the displaced labor group. The
end result is a growing, displaced, illiterate
labor force whose alternative to purposeless,
atrophying idleness is actively considered un-
acceptable by society.

An analysis of the economics of adult basic
education must consider two elements: the so-
ciety and the individual. In considering the in-
dividual level, two components, consumption
and investment are often identified. Schultz,
who has produced much of the basic theory and
conceptual development in educational econom-
ics, describes the educational consumption com-
ponent as that which is noncapital-forming, but
which provides the student or family: (1) pleas-
ure or satisfaction, or (2) refinement in taste
and the development of: (a) morals, (b) stand-
ards of conduct, or (c) an art of living. Illiteracy
denies its victims much of the opportunity for
this consumption. The consumption component
is not directly occupational, vocational, or pro-
fessional in orientation. The investment com-
ponent, which is more readily recognizable
as an economic consideration, is described
as the per capita capital stock of schcoling

Scharles
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on which the return is the productivity of the
individual and the society.

The Consumption Component
The consumption component in the econom-

ics of literacy education is self evident. While
there is no direct tangible return, in a societal
setting which is progressively upgrading the
quality cf the life style, the consumption com-
ponent assumes greater significance; however,
its function can not enjoy maximal development
without an educational base of at least a pri-
mary education. i]lements generally found in an
illiterate's emotional profile which impinge on
his consumption component are: (1) low ego
strength; (2) a l igh fear of failure; (3) a poor
self concept; (4) little identification or associa-
tion with the majority culture; and (5) low capa-
bility and receptivity to change, as noted for
c'xample, among Appalachians, black Southern-
ers, and Mexican Americans. To provide fur-
ther deterent to achievement, the illitrate is
aware, particularly through the mass media, of
bounties in which he has no realistic prospect
of sharing.2

To assess the level and quality of the con-
sumption component, several social scientists
have provided valuable tools. Maslow's heir-
archy of needs provides a ready measure of the
quality of life of the illiterate." With low earn-
ing capacity, financial uncertainties and inade-
quacies instill an anxiety for the physiological
and safety needs. A lack of satisfaction of the
most elemental needs denies awareness, as-
piration, and fulfillment of the higher needs,
such as love, esteem, and self-actualization.
It is the satisfaction of these higher needs that
provides the e,:iucational consumption necessary
for the quality of life which is the norm Ilavig-
hurst's developmental task theory identifies
many learning activities throughout life which
are virtually unattainable in contemporary so-
ciety without functional literacy.' With thz re-
sulting developmental gaps, a person is inade-
quately prepared for the challenges encountered
in life, or the satisfaction of accomplishment.



The societal aspect of the consumption
component is the composite of all of the indi-
vidual activities and characteristics. The anxie-
ties, lack of identification and internalization
of mores, and the other consumption ramifica-
tions of illiteracy have recently been manifested
in social unrest, civil disturbance, and resource
distraction. A lack of social awareness, politi-
cal naivete, and societal responsibility renders
the illiterate unsophisticated and vulnerable to
succumbing to influences detrimental to his and
society's best interests.

The Investment Component
There has been much quantification of the

educational investment component at the indi-
vidual level, measured in monetary terms, as a
cost and as a benefit, on a broad scale but little
relating specifically to literacy training. How-
ever, the available statistics do provide some
basis for inference. Table 1 presents the esti-
mated average lifetime earnings for men by
years of school completed.

Table 1

Estimated Lifetime Earnings for Men by Years of School Completed

Years of Schooling Lifetime Earnings

Less than eight yeors
Eight yeors
High school, one to three years
Hich school, four years

$143,000
184,000
212,000
247,000

Melvin C. Fountain, "What's an Education Worth? '
Occupational Outlook Quarterly 12 (Ka): 26.

The data in table 1 are corroborated by oc-
cupational information which indicates that the
majority of illiterates are in occupations in
which expected lifetime earnings are the most
limited. (See table 2.)

There is _I sharp contrast in income data com
paring incomes for representative occupations
requiring at least a primary school education
and those in which functional illiterates are
concentrated, as se...,n in tables 3 and 4.

Table 2

Percentage of Functional Illiterates by Occupat'onal Category.

Occupational Category Percentage

Form Labor 29.0
abor 17.6
IrM 12.1

Service 7.7

Total 66.4

Current Population Reports: Population Characteristics
(Washington, D.C.,: Bureau of the Census, February 4, 1960), p. 5.
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Table 3

Representative Occupations and Lifetime Earnings (1966)

Elec Occupation Lifetime Earnings

Electrician $236,000
Electric power lineman 228,000
Brick mason 204,000
Plasterer 197,0CD
Mechanic 191,000
Carpenter 178,000

Herman P. Miller, "Education: An Advantage for a Lifetime,"
Occupational Outlook Quarterly 7 (1963): 3.

Table 4

Lifetime Earnings of Men Twerty-Six Years of Age or Older with Less

than Eight Years of Schooling (1966)

Total Expel. fenced

Civilian Labor Force

Operations Service

Workers

Farm Laborers and

Farmers

White $170,000 $169,000 $140,000 $85,000
Nonwhite 110,000 122,000 97,000 50,000

Total $165,000 $164,000 $11,000 $80,00

HermanMiller end Richard Hornseth, Present Value of Estimated Lifetime Earnings,
Technical Paper No. 16 (Washington, 1).C. Bureau of the Census, 1967) p. 8.

A brief statistical description of potential
APE clients provides some quantification of
the societal costs of illiteracy:

Out of the total population of the United States;
1. 1.6 percent of all whites and 7.5 percent of

all blacks are illiterate, It should be noted,
howeve', that despite the proportions, it&
actual numbers, many more whites than
blacks are illiterate.

2. The majority of the nine million individuals
on welfare are functionally illiterate. The
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annual costs of welfare in the United States
are $7,000,000,000.

3. Thirty-seven percent of all blacks twenty
five years and older are illiterate.

4. Thirty-six percent of heads of families with
less than eight years of schooling earn less
than $3,000 per annum.

5. Eight million individuals twentyfive years
or older are totally illiterate.

6. Illiterates have a higher incidence of public



institutional care, a lower life expectancy,
a higher selective service rejection rate,
and a higher infant mortality rate.

7. Illiterates are the least economically and
socially mobile.

8. Factors associated with future norm viola
tors are the same patterns as those related
to potential school leavers. One correlate
is kw basic literacy skills.

9. Men eighteen or older with five or less
years of schooling experience an unem-
ployment rate of 5.7 per cent, as opposed
to college graduates who experience a 1.0
per cent rate.

10. The South and rural farm areas have the
highest illitern y for whites and nonwhites.

11. Thirty-seven percent of laborers eighteen
and older have less that; five years of
schooling.s

Income statistics of the United States show
that in 1.9C5 5.5 million full-time workers earned
less than $2,500. In 1966 two trillion in the la
bor force, thirty-one percent of whom were
married with families, were underemployed
for economic reasons beyond their contro1.6
An-ong the underemployed in the labor force
that year. 1E.3 percent had no schooling, 10.6 per-
cent had one to four years of schooling, 9.9
percent had five to seven years of schooling
and 7,8 percent had eight years of schooling;
for a total of 43.6 percent of the labor force)

One dramatic illustration of the pos&ble
societal cost of undereducation is the recent
urban civil disturbances which have involved
losses totalling billions i damage and revenue.
A cost less sensational but of major proportion
is the estimated twenty-five billion driilar drag
on the gross national product (GNP due to the
reduced productivity and consumption of func-
tion:3 ibiterates.8 There is thci 1.urther drain
on capital funds necessitated by a legislative
redistribution of wealth through welfare meas-
ures.

The return on investment in education has
several interesting dynamics. Literacy training
is considered to have a positive effect on em-
ployability and earning capacity by agencies of
both the public and private sector.9 In the inner
city employment programs, such as those op-
erated by North American Rockwell, Kodak,
McDonnel Douglas, Equitable Life, Chase Man-
hatten Bank, AVCO, and Aero Jet General, func-

tional illiteracy has be a chronic problem
with the incidence cliiulting to seventy-four
per cent at North Anierit an Rockwel1.10 Each
of these programs has initi ted remedial edu-
cation opportunities.

Return on societal In .stiztent it education
varies by nation and by educational level. Gen-
erally sneaking, investment in human capital at
the basic or primary educiOior 11 level provides
greater returns than similar investment at
higher educational levels. Basic educational
investment in the United States pre-ides a nine
per cent return on investment for two years of
schooling and a twenty-nine per cent return for
eight years of schooling realizes a
seventeen per cent return on her primary edu-
cational investment's Very zuela indicates the
significance of adult basic ed11, ation for devel-
oping nations, and possihi for the inner city,
with a rat?. of return for o ninny school com-
pletion over illiteracy of 82 p r cent for the
urban worker and 130 per (.1 [It for the rural
worker.13

This formidable evidence tends to support
effort and commitment for lite-racy education
as the ultimaie measure in the resolution of
current social and economic dislocation How-
ev.n., in balance, dle cities and regions with the
highest illiteracy rates also have a higher per-
centage of their resources committed to educa-
tion. The Social Security Administration found
that the level of a city'o economic development
has a greater influence on illiteracy and school
dropouts than did that city's social expenlitures
on education, public health, or welfare." This
challenges the value of social expenditures with
out adequate investment and economic develop-
ment t,o provide a growth rate sufficient to
maintain an eve- improving quality of life.
Ideally, economic development should couple
expanding employment opportunity with com-
prehensive social insurance, such as adequate
health cervice, disability and unemployment
compensation, the elimination of regional dis-
parities, and provisions for greater mobility.
In this manner the investment component can
provide the base for a total systems approach
to adult basic education.

In summary, the investment component of
the economic value of adult basic education will
continue to increase at both the societal and in-
dividual levels, but the greatest benefits to be
realized from ABE will probably be in the indi-
vidual and societal comsomption component.
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PREPARATION FOR EMPLOYMENT AS A
MOTIVATOR FOR ADULT BASIC EDUC:vTION

Francis Gregory

This paper will consider one of the prime
motivators for involvement in adult basic edu-
cation preparation for employment. The paper
will consist of four parts: (1) a review of the
position of American society in reference to
the disndvantagecl; (2) a look at who the under-
educated ale; (3) a review of some of the con-
clusions of studies and reports of manpower
programs concerning tier ..ationship between
occupational goals and success in adult basic
education; and (4) recommendations for re-
search.

This nation continues to hold to the beliefs
that its economy can support full employment
and that all citizens who are able and available
should actively contyibute to its productivity.
These beliefs are clung to as basic to a demo-
cratic society in which all members share the
opportunities, the rewards, and the responsibi-
lities in accordance with their talents and in-
terest. Fulfillment for each person, health and
happiness in the communities, and an Economic
strength able to sustain the good life and guard
the freedom of man are expected.

Further, in this nation or any nation, pri-
mary dependence must be placed on the educa-
tional institutions and processes, and particu-
larly on the system of universal public education,
so to develop the supply of manpower that it
may optimally deploy itself, on the basis of
free choice, among the levels, areas, and sta-
tions of industry.

That our system has faults is clearly seen
in the figure of 2,600,000 unemployed persons
with almost as many jobs going begging albeit
jobs that require higher levels of skill and
knowledge than are possessed by the unem-
ployed. Of equal concern are the undetermined
millions wl.o are under-employed because of
undeveloped abilities.

Significant among these statistics of mis-
fortune are the large numbers of pe:.ple who
cannot fun :Aim acceptably in mathematics,
language arts, and other basic skills at the
minimum level at which the nation's business

is carried on. Unde:education is limiting the
destiny of twenty-four million persons, eight-
een years of age and older, in this country,
identified by the 1960 Census as having less
than eight years of schooling. Derek N. Nunney
describes them.

They are the young adults who are drop-
ping out of school. They are the adults
who dropped out or were forced out of
school during the depression years rand
whose basi,: skills grew less and less in
an era of development which did not have
time to vorry about reading and vriting
but only about working and eating. They
are the elderly who were in school dur-
ing the very early part of this century
whm reading and writing were nice but
non-essential when horsepower and
muscle power were the mode. They are
educationally handicapped who are pre-
vented from functioning to their own sat-
isfaction in a world to which they want to
belong.'

The most troubled among these twenty-four mil-
lion souls are the approximately three million
who are totally illiterate. The latter group is
greater in number and proportion than in the
countries of western Europe. About a third of
the hapless three million are in the labor force,
living in or on the edge of poverty, and certainly
doomed to the umbra of American life unless
they succeed in acquiring Kifficient command
of the fundamental processes to be able to es-
cape th:ough vocational skills training.

Historically, adult basic education pro-
grams, both public and private, which have
sought to enroll seriously undereducated adults,
have waited in vain for them to present them-
selves in any significat.t numbers for salva-
tion. The shadow of adult illiteracy in the nation,
measured in the aggregate, remains almost
completely anonymous. The uneducated adult is
vnidei 'ined by name or address in census sta-
tistics. Pear or shyness at the thought of re-
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vealinp himself as incompetent, failure to find
sufficient reason to raise his level of educa-
tional attainment, or hostility toward the
classroom and the society it represents has
kept him away from the schoolhouse. In Wash-
ington, D.C., over the past fifteen years the
regular adult basic education (ABE) program
has enrolled annually an average of less than
one percent of the almost 100,000 adults lack-
ing an eighth grade education. This probably is
typical of the experience in other large cities.

It has been plain that something more than
the purity of knowledge and the charm of the
schoolhouse is needed to activate the under-
educated adult the fugitive from our culture
to enter and stay with a program of basic edu-
cation. The burden of this paper is to recount
some of the experience since 1962 in federally
supported programs with ABE components that

nds to establish that the quest for vocational
competence is often a rather effective motiva-
ting influence for purposeful and successful
performance in basic education.

Unfortunately, there is little that even re-
sembles rigorous research that would help to
put a relative value on pursuit of an occupa-
tional skill as a motivator toward education in
co, ,parison with other possible activators. The
designers, and builders of these ABE programs
under the Manpower Development and Training
Act (MDTA), the Economic Opportunity Act
(EOA), and other legislation may have been
guided intuitively by assurances that have
emerged from the considsrable volume of
studies in the field of motivation.

Without worrying about the state of the
search for truth concerning motivation as a
discrete fact of human experience or as a use-
ful theoretical construct to explain human be-
havior, or concerning the differentiation be-
tween motivated behavior and /earned behavior
or reinforcement,2 let us accept the empiri-
cally validated principle that the urge to satisfy
a felt need can exert strong control over human
behavior thus foregoing the cause and em-
bracing the effect. The human engineering en-
terprise of manpower development has had to
make many such pragmatic adjustments to the
state of the art in tile behavioral and social
sciences.

There seems to be some evidence that in
various manpower projects marked success
has been achieved in programs of basic edu-
cation set up in close relationship with skills
training. This is attested to in written and yen
bal reports on federally supported job-training
programs with ABE components. Sexton, in
search of the iieas which seemed to have the
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greater yield in the field of basic education,
reviewed over fifty experimental and demon-
stration MDTA projects for disadvantaged
youths which had basic education components.
She made a relevant comment in her report.

Shop work avid the learning of manipulative
skills can provide exciting motivation for
learning language and computational
skills. A student who reads a manual in
order to fix a motor is more likely to do
the reading voluntarily, appreciate the
"uses" of reading, and acquire skills in
the process.3

Sexton further suggested:

Since student motivation is largely job-
and-money centered, the job setting it-
self would seem to be the best place for
training, education, and rehabilitation."
In the first report of the Tuskegee project

a like statement was made.

There is little doubt . . . that once the
academic work is intelligently coordinated
with the vocational skills, trainees grow
faster in both areas. . .5

And the Joh Corps also commented on the
relationship of academic progress to vocational
goals.

Whenever possible, reading and arithmetic
training should be incorpofated into the
pre-vocational, vocational or world of
work programs. Such tying together, as
demonstrated by some Men's Centers,
can cause the achievement rate to double.6

Somewhat less hopefully, but certainly sup
posting the proposition, Patten and Clark con-
cluded in reference to efforts to improve the
literacy of fifty-three-hard-core unemployed
individuals in Detroit:

Our respondents basically want jobs so that
they will have money to live as they please
within the boundaries of their wages and
available credit. To the extent literacy
leads in this direction, they desire liter-
acy. Many believe literacy could be dis-
pensed with if they had jobs. To the extent
that sufficient money is obtained by having
jobs, they want them. Jobs could be dis-
pensed with if there were sources which
would provide sufficient money (such as a
"guaranteed income" perhaps) and allow
the respondents to use it as they wish. The
attitude toward work for these people is
pragmatic; work ie a means to wages.



Work for other reasons tends to be of
lesser value. They have no reason to ex-
pect intrinsic joy in work and little of the
Puritan Ethic we hear so much about in
studies of white middle class Americans.'
If these similar, although rather casual

and only approximately quantified generaliza-
tions of the MDTA and EOA experiences can be
accepted, it may be concluded that a person
who has set out to prepare himself for employ-
ment (or better employment) may address him-
self purposefully and energetically to whatever
learning experiences are required to achieve
his objective, such as skills training, basic edu-
cation, counseling, job orientation, health ser-
vices, or whatever else seems necessary. It
follows then that for the almost one million to-
tally illiterate adults who are considered part
of the labor force, basic education may well be
entrained successfully in the pursuit of job
skills, either for employment or upgrading. The
same would apply to other millions in the labor
force, not so disadvantaged e&mtaionally, but
whose occupational goals require higher levels
of academic performance than they possess,
such as the equivalence of high school graduation.

This is not to suggest that job mobility
can be looked upon as the sole motivator for
acceptance of and energetic performance in
ABE although it is clearly a potent prime

Areo of Interest

mover. Rather, it would be consistent and logi-
cal to recognize that other goals, the attainment
of which requires higher levels of mastery of
language and numbers, will reinforce the re-
solve and the behavior of the undereducated.
Indeed, other motivations would have to be de-
pended upon for those in circumstances that do
not include employment as an objective, such
as the elderly, the disabled, the retired, and
the two million totally illiterate who are not in
the labor force, not employed or seeking em
ployment. To abandon those not in the labor
force would almost certainly serve to reduce
the chances of those of the next generation who
are within their sphere of influence. A lack of
education among the adult members of a family
contributes to the lack of enlightenment and
aspiration, to the barrenness of social and
economic life, and to the hopelessness of th3
household. This impoverishment of ideas and
values cascades down from generation to gen-
erati on.

In reference to the effectiveness of drives
other than for vocational competence as sources
of motivation for the enrollment in ABE of un
dereducated adults, Walther and Ferguson offer
some interesting findings on the usefulness of
self-instructional reading courses based on
areas of interest for 149 young persons con-
sidered to be neither self-motivated nor self-

Table 1

Meon Interest of 8 Areas of Possible Interest to Mon-Motivoted,

Educotionally Disadvantaged Young Adults

Interpersonal relations

Education

Sex

Personal & Emotional Adjustme, t

Religion

Earning a Living

Recreation

Social Values

Number of Items Meon d
Representing Arco

10

23

6

7

3

47

2

3

Modal Weights

2.80

2.57

2.50

2.07

3.17

2.58

1.50

1.67

Source: Wolther and Ferguson, p. 11.6.
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supporting.8 For direction in selecting the top-
ics to be programmed for the course, the
authors first devised an instrument, consisting
of 101 items of possible interest to the target
population, which yielded a distribution of areas
of interest. Table 1 shows the results of the
study of interest areas by Walther and Ferguson.

It may be seen that for level of interest,
"earning a living" is only third behind" reli-
gion" and "interpersonal relations" for this
group. The investigators admit the limitations
of the study, based principally on the small
sample and the rough design of the instrument,
and caution against generalizing from their re-
sults. The rank order of the means of the modal
weights of the areas of interest, however, shows
that "some hear different drums."

Among other kinds of findings the researcher
arrived at a tentative conclusion.

It appears from these findings, therefore,
that regardless of their initial knowledge
or a subject area, this sample learned
course content that paralleled their areas
of interest, and showed proportionately
high learning gains the clo, r the course
subject-matter was to their sphere of
interest.8

They freely admitted the weakness of
this pilot study, but suggested:

The concept of measuring areas of interest
to serve as a guide in the preparation of
instructional materials shows promise.
Areas of interest do appear to reveal the
intrinsic motivations of the student. How-
ever, to provide measures useful for the
population of unmotivated dropouts, ex-
tensive work. would have to be done in
extending the areas of interest considered
in the instrument and in simplifying its
administration. A measure that could be
administered to groups would be desir-
able.10

Whatever the nature of the motivation, it
needs to be sustained until the objective is
achieved. One might hope that as basic compe-
tences are acquired, aspirations would be
raised end widened and that new reinforce-
ments, growing out of the discovery of new op-
portunities and new values, would progressively
provide th fuel for the upward climb from
illiteracy. Patten and Clark, in their Detroit
study, are not optimistic about any such self-
sustained motivation among the disadvantaged.

The men included in our study realize that
the road to literacy for an illiterate adult

is a long and arduous one, aria they cannot
see the end. The higher-paying jobs in the
sectors of the American occupational
structure requiring extensive education
are far beyond their aspirations and job
horizons. They are on the very bottom of
the economic and social heap, and although
they probably cannot evaluate adequately
the full significance of many of their
drawbacks, they clearly have no stated
mobility aspirations. In this sense, they
are realistic in their occupational out-
look. . .

. . . Many adults cannot get jobs off their
mirels. If jobs are obtained, they probably
will pass up literacy training on what they
consider practical grounds. In the final
analysis, we see little likelihood literacy
training for the hard-core unemployed
will work wonders; yet there is evidence
some things can be accomplished.'1

On the other hand, there are countless
pieces of testimony from a wide range of ABE
activities in manpower programs describing the
burgeoning of aspiration, and the acceleration
of educational, vocational, and social growth in
disadvantaged individuals after some initial
activation by a coupled job-training and basic-
educati n experience. One such anecdote is
recounted by Mayer.

One of our employees in the first batch was
a man named Lem Wright black, then 42,
with a sixth grade education in a Southern
school which wasn't much. He was mar-
ried and had three children.

He joined the training program early and
it became apparent that he was not going
to make it because of a I ck of education.
His frustration level was rather low, and
his supervisors had pri ity well given up,
and they recommended that he be dropped
out. The union intervened, because notice
had not been given on time of the intention
to drop him.

Eventually it came to me via the grievance
route. I listened, talked at length to Mr.
Wright and sensed the difficulty. I of-
fered to help him get an education so that
he could qualify and continue. The union
objected that this was placing a burden on
him, and that I did not have the right to
impose such a conditiN).

Mr. Wright accepted, however, and started
night school and thus was born our edu-
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cation progiam then and there.

I should like you to consider for a moment
the enormous task this man undertook. He
was transferred to a night shift so he
could attend school, thus carry out his
responsibility to his job and family as
well.

The first few months were heartbreaking.
He wanted to quit a dozen times. He was
terribly embarrassed to be in school at a
grade lower than his own children. He
found the school work difficult particu-
larly after a full day's work in the plant.
The personnel director, his foreman and
myself literally kept him going with tu-
toring, with personal praise and under-
standing. We wouldn't let him quit.

Today, Wright is a foreman in printing.
He is also a sophomore in college, study-
ing engineering. He completed his grade
school in one year, and got a high school
equivalency certificate in one year. His
rate of pay is now about $12,000 per year.'2

There is little question that ABE as a com-
ponent in job training has proven effective. This
has been the experience since the classic model
established on the Norfolk Campus of Virginia
State College in 1962.'3 Results have been sus
tained and consistent in other parts of the man-
power program; for example, the Job Corps
reports that for each ten months in the program,
the averabe corpsman gains 1.5 grades in read-
ing and 1.8 in mathematics, as compared with
0.6 in each prior to entry in the Corps.'4
Comparable gains are noted in reports from
regular MDTA projects as well as those under
other phases of the manpower effort, including
National Alliance of Businessmen - Job Oppor-
tunities in the Business Sector (NAB-JOBS),
Opportunities Industrialization Center (01C),
Work Incentives Program (WIN), Operation
Mainstream, and many others. This accumula-
tion of evidence., although somewhat amorphous,
has sufficient weight to cause the following
generalizations to be included in the 1969 Man.
power Report of the President ". . . operating
principles which . . . have gained wide accept-
ance. .

The motivational barrier can be cracked.
While this presents unique problems with
each individual, E & D analyses suggest
that the basic values which are a key to
motivation Pre much the same in disad-
vantaged individuals as in the rest of
the population. Most of the disadvantaged

are not so much alienated as frustrated.
When the relevance of training to getting
g ri employment is demonstrated, the
ambition to perform is aroused.

Rapid literacy training is possible. On the
average, capability in reading, wore mas-
tery, and arithmetic can be raised 2
gradelevel years through several hun-
dred hours of instruction. An individual
with an eighth-grade capability can be
trained to pass a GED (high school equiv-
alency) test in less than a year, even
when such literacy training is combined
with occupational training. Armed with
newer technologies and insights into
methods for teaching disadvantaged adults,
further improvements in performance are
attainable. And there is growing recogni-
tion that concentration on "job language"
training can quickly develop literacy
gains necessary for employment, ev n
when overall literacy levels are not
raised markedly.16

ABE fits well into the manpower salvage
program. The broader challenge is to reach
those individuals outside the perimeter of this
effort and also to induce broader and continued
growth even in the manpower trainee who has
achieved his immediate goal of a job. Major
responsibility for this first massive mission is
properly assigned to the Office of Education with
the Adult Education Act cf 1966 as the principal
tool. It deserves coordinated support from all
institutions and agencies and requires the es-
calated appropriations recommended by the
National Advisory Committee on Adult Basic
Educaticn.17

C insiderable hope for the task of rapid
literacy training rests in more refinement of
ABE in manpower development programs so
that articulation is achieved with further edu
cational experiences. Bearing on this are the
findings of a frIlawup study of the men in the
previously mentioned Norfolk project, which
shows greater occupational progress and gen-
eral development for the trainees who received
a combination of general and technical educa

A few glimmers of insight and understand-
ing illuminate dimly the chronicle of ABE under
the manpower effort. Perliaps the paucity of
more reap ctable reseraah can be explained on
the grounds that the operators of the programs
have been too engrossed in the practical con-
ems of running programs to undertake the

necessary experimental designs. Rather, they
have introduced innovations somewhat cautious.
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ly as these have seemed to prove effective,
choosing the possibility of some predictable
gain in place of the venture of investing the
time and funds required for maximizing the
yield through comparative studies.

The urgency of uninterrupted service to
people notwithstanding, now is the time when
serious investigation should be mounted in
such areas as those so insightfully identified
in the paper by Griffith and Hayes'° or in an
earlier paper by Aker and Carpenter.20 Ex-
perience in ABE in the manpower development
programs points to certain research needs ao
deserving high priority. Among these are:

1. Determination of the personal and profes-
sional characteristics of teachers of basic
education for the educationally disadvan-
taged required for success.

2. Development of preparatory and in-service
teacher training programs to produce
such teachers.

3. Hard-headed comparative measure of the
effectiveness coupled with costbenefit
analyses of the great variety of materials
and systems for ABE.

4. Study of the effect of the setting on re
cruitment, retention, and achievement in
ABE prog:ams.

5. Pilot studies of a system's ap. -^ach to the
motivation of the entire educationally dis-
advantaged population of a community and
to the development of appropriate pro-
grams of education and related services.2'

6. Means for coordinating the entire ABE
effort among the many organizations and
agencies, public and private, that are en-
gaged in it..

7. Development of a common system for the
effective and comprehensive collection,
storage, and dissemination of information
definitive of the characteristics of stu-
dents, teachers, programs, and of re-
se..rch findings in ABE.

Sexton's findings in her review of the fifty-
five experimental and demonstration projects
(E & D) under the MDTA included some that
were somewhat outside of tradition.

1. ABE teachers should be chosen on the basis
of ability to relate to the students, with no
requirement as to certification, exper-
ience, or academic preparation."

2. The best ABE teacher may be the voca-
tional instructor who assumes the role of
a "life-skills educator", teaching not only
job skills but basic education as well and
also supplying counseling, job advice, and
other services."

3. Learning in ABE is accomplished best on
the job.24

These and other intuitive conclusions need
to be tested by a subsi andel and orderly pro-
gram of investigation.

In fipproaching the complex problem of
maximizing the output in learning benefit from
ABE programs, there is much to render cause
and effect relationships indistinct. Adult basic
education begins, of course, with the initial
motivation and recruitment and ends when the
student leaves the program. Many are the acti-
vities and conditions in between that affect the
eventual yield in quantity and quality. Any claim
that one influence, or variable, such as pursuit
of job skills, is a dominant influence control-
ling motivation or achievement in basic educa-
tion as compared with, say the goal of social
acceptance, would have to be established by
research designs that hold constant or cancel
out such variables as difference among learn-
ers, the characteristics of the teacher, the
quality of instruction, the effectiveness of the
learning system or materials, and the effect of
the setting. Te this time judgments have been
largely subjective, although persuasive.

In summary, the American people view
employment as a right and a responsibility.
Yet 2,600,000 people remain unemployed in the
United Ctateg, often because of undereducation.
While the 60's have seen a proliferation of
programs aimed at increasing employability
through job training and basic edLeation, rigor-
ous research on and evaluation of the relation-
ship between occupational gods and motivation
for involvement in adult basic education is
lacking. In this paper, the conclusions of sev
eral reports and studies were discussed and
several research needs were identified.
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COUNSELING ADULTS

William. F.

This paper utilizes findings of research
and experience relating to counseling needs
which was completed in 1964 under a grant
from the Office of Manpower, Automation and
Training (OMAT) of the U.S. Department of
Labor;' findings of a demonstration-research
project completed in 1965 under grants from
the U.S. Office of Education and the Depart-
ment of Labor;2 and an analysis of the experi-
ence with counseling approaches used by some
of the new antipoverty programs, including the
Jobs program of the National Alliance of Busi-
ness (NAB), the Concentrated Employment Pro-
gram (CEP) of the Department of Labor, and
the. Job Corps. This paper is divided into four
parts: a definition and brief history of the prob-
lem, indications of counseling needs, counseling
and guidance procedures which have been used,
and implications.

Counseling is commonly defined as part of
a system of guidance services designed to help
individuals realize their full potentials. Most
counseling and guidance literature deals with
high school and college programs, but the prin-
ciples in thit field, with notable modifications,
are used widely in the development of services
to help adults realize their full potential. Guid-
ance programs are thought to have started in
1908 in an effort to help workers adjust to dis
locations from mechanized textile factories in
Boston. Significantly, the first guidance and
counseling center .carried the title of the Br.ad-
winners Institute? Many recent principles and
practices of the counseling process itself have
emerged from experience and research in pro-
grams to assist veterans of recent wars to con-
tinue their education or find a place in the work
force. Other principles and practices have come
from the fields of psychotherapy, industrial
psychology, and rehabilitation where adults have
served as the main clients. Counseling adults,
then, is not at all a new field of endeavor. Our
present efforts in the expanding adult education
and manpower programs can be regarded as a
logical extension of research and experience in
a vital profession.

Given a clearly defined clientele to serve
over a period of time, counselors usually will

Brazziel

be able to develop a catalogue of common prob-
lems and common blocks to full development of
their clients and, again over a period of time,
will develop procedures and strategies for deal-
ing with these problems. We can see this proc-
ess of cataloguing and finding methods of coping
with problems emerging in the new programs.
New forms of guidance and counseling are eNolv.
ing. The National Alliance for Businessmen
(NAB), the Department of Labor, and the pro-
grams financed by the U.S. Office of Education
have developed creative new approaches.

Indications of Counseling Needs
How do adults without prior experience in

adult education perceive formal adult classes
and manpower training? In probing for obsta-
cles and inhibitions to enrollment and persist-
ence of attendance, which directions can the
counselor take? How can group guidance and
media programs be structured to meet needs?

OMAT used as subjects 113 men who en-
rolled in manpower programs and 224 men who
were offered the opportunity for training and
declined it in the Hampton Roads, Virginia,
area. A Iikert-type survey instrument was
used to interview the men and collect data to
test ten hypotheses regarding nonenrollment.
The hypotheses are as follows:

1. Communications with the men did not ade-
quately convey the requirements for en-
rollment in or the potential benefits of the
programs.

2. Education and training, work c..;ierience,
and family characteristics differed for en-
rollers and nonenrollers.

3. Men who did not enroll in the program felt
that the training allowances were too low.

4. Men who did not enroll would have felt aca
demically insecure in formal classroom
work.

5. The idea of school attendance by older per-
sone conflicted with cultural expectations
for the men who did not enroll in the pro-
gram.



6. Men who did not enroll regarded the train-
ing program as a form of government relief
which would have compromised their self-
respect.

7. Men who did not enroll had some reserva-
tions about the possibility of migration for
job placement.

8. Men who did not enroll in the programs felt
that the economy would eventually reabsorb
them.

9. Men who did not enroll felt that they would
experience difficulties in job placernent.

10. Men who did not enroll in the program
lacked self-reliance.

Hypotheses one, two, and three were sup-
ported by the data, but more important are the
problems expressed by both groups (enrollers
and nonenrollers) in the interviews. For exam
p!e, while significantly more nonenrollers than
enrollers stated, in effect, that they did not under-
stand the program, both groups thought that learn-
ing would be hard for older mer and loth had deep
reservations about leaving the area to try to find
employment. The counselor with his broad sys-
tem of guidance services and media contacts must
work toward change in the self-concepts of
his clients.

In the Likert-type guided interview, the
subjects were read two statements which em-
body opposite points of view on a matter at
different times in the interview. The men were
asked to agree, disagree, or indicate "can't
say" to each statement. For scoring, the first
listed response was positive and was giver: 1,
2, 3 weights. An average response rating then
was computed for the groups o_, each pair of
questions with 2 denoting complete disagree-
ment with the stated attitude and 6 denoting
complete agreement. An example of a pair of
questions appears below:

The training allowance of $25 per week for
the new program is to little assistance for
a family in this area.

The government allowance of $25 per week
for the retraining program is enough to help
a man who really wants to go to school.

An average response rating of 5.0 to 5.1 was
compiled by all groups on this item, indicating
that training allowances was a factor needing
attention.

As noted above, the proportion of men an
swering "agree" to a given question highlights
needs for counseling. What were other areas
of concern? Table 1 shows the proportion of

"agree" responses from enrollers (ES) and
nonenrollers (NES) for some of th statements
on the Likerttype guided interview.

Only two of the statements listed in Table 1
attracted a majority response rating by the sub
jects, but all had a substantial number of agree
responses. Counseling needs are indicated both
for men who must be persuaded to eater adult
education and manpower programs and for men
who decide to enroll but who harbor deep res-
ervations about the wisdom of their course of
action.

Other factors which may have contributed
to the hesitations of ES or NES are:

1. A higt.y significant number of NES had no
relatives or friends who were craftsmen
and had not studied a craft in school or
anywhere else.

2. A large number of NES had not heard about
the program.

3. A large number of NES had not heard of the
Department of Labor Manpower programs.

4. Many of the men believed the local employ-
ment commission practiced discrimination.

5. Many believed that industry should take on
more unemployed people and train them on
the job.

S. A small number suggested that automation
b' regulated.

Many of the problems requiring counseling
identified above arose in the demonstration-
research training program. Other needs grew
out of the educational program itself. Counsel-
ing programs for the CEP operations of the De-
partaient of Labor and the NAB's JOBS pro-
gram were designed to deal with problems
identified in the early research and the proj-
ects of research and demonstration financed
by the Department of Labor and the Office of
1,:ducation.

Advice based on experience by NAB to
firms entering agreements to hire and train
hard-core unemployed individuals is contained
in a booklet entitled Guidelines for Introducing
the Hard Core Unemployed to a Productive Job.l
This booklet summarizes categories of coun-
seling for disadvantaged adult students using
an approach which can be generalized to most
adult students. Under the heading of "Adapta-
tion of Entry Level Standards," firms are ad
vised to direct the personnel office to adjust
hiring practices from the traditional screen-
out to a screenin approach, viewing candidates
as qualifiable rather than qualified. Executives
are reminded that many workers experience



Table I

Percentage of "Agree" Responses
by Enrollers and Nonenrollers

Statement

Older men are not able to keep up with younger men
in class and would be embarassed.

People would feel funny going back to school after
being out for a number of years.

No matter what trade a Negro learns, industries
here will not toke him on.

No matter how good a craftsman a Negro becomes,
the unions will keep him out.

The government program to retrain pear is just
the same as relief.

People don't want to leove Hampton Roads to get
work.

Work will pick up after a while and all people laid
off will be called Lock.

% of ES
N = 115

% of NES
N = 224

32 44

60 60

23 38

30 54

23 34

70 65

29 56

complete disorientation when hit with the fac-
tory noisi of heavy industry and therefore
need psychological suppert. Also, outreach re-
cruiting is needed for seeking out, selecting
and hand delivering many of the more isolated
individuals to the plant gate. NAB notes that
many potential enreaers do not know about the
J3 I38 program, doubt its sincerity, or are
afraid of unknown employment situations out-
sie their neighborhoods; 9ndings which par-
Elle] our results. NAB fot..d, as have others,
that some of the candidates for Level 1 of the
ABE classes have difficulty reading street and
bus signs.

The NAB booklet also mentions preemploy-
ment counseling arid aovised that the new em-
ployee- student may have a number of personal
problems such as:

1. A distrust of the company and of industry
in general.

2. A deep lack of self-assurance or self-
res pea.

3. A lack of money.

4. A lack of transportation.
5. Debts.

6. Trcubles with law enforcement agencies.

7. Family in need of sufficient food, clothing,
shelter, and medical services.

8. No clear idea of what will be expected of
them.

All of the problems listed above needed atten-
tion during the Norfolk demonstration-research
project. It was finally found necessary to add
a full-time social worker to assist the counse-
lor with problems for which the delivery of
service', by welfare agencies became acutely
necessary. Other milder problems demanding
counseling were wage and income budgeting,
taxes, employee benefits, using credit and un-
derstanding interest rates, human relations,
and general home and family living including
family planning.

Our demonstration research project was
all Negro and the majority of the JOBS and
CEP clients are black people. ABE classes
have many minority students which involves
counseling on problems created on racial prej-
udice, which most writers Fond researchers
avoid. The timidity of researchers and aca-
demicians in the area of counseling to cope
with racial prejudice has had many undesirable
and sometimes devastating effects. Adult coun-
selors must learn to treat racism in a forth-
right manner, recognizing that many of the
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problems and much of the dysfunctional behav-
ior of minorities stems from efforts to make
an adjustment to racism. Counselors should
read heavily in the area of race and racial prej
udice. Excellent books are now available at
local drug stores.5 Newspapers and magazines
carry information in this vein.

If counselors and teachers proceed as though
no evidence of racial discrimination exists,
they have small chance of helping the student
cope realistically. Counselors, as a starter,
might adopt the credo of Frederick Douglass
who maintained that he was continually amazed
that the Negro was alive in America, let alone
sane. Recently, mass media, journalists, play-
rights, pcliticians, and church leaders have
been facing the racial situation in this country
far more candidly than they were previously.
Educators have been slow to deal with this
most serious problem of racial prejudice.
Counselors, however, who want to be taken
seriously by their clients, must come to grip
with the problem.

What are common characteristics of adult
basic education students? The black student in
an evening class in adult basic education may
have spent his formative years raising cotton
in Mississippi. Tiis schooling may have been
interrupted when he was needed in the fields.
He may have been legally barred from a li-
brary or museum in his home state. He also
may have been stared at out of the libraries he
passed on the way to class in his new home
town. He may have been turned down for appli
cations for certain jobs or for homes or apart-
ments in certain areas. The school his children
attend probably was built before World War II,
has forty-children classes on shifts, and has
half of last year's graduating class still hunting
a first job. His rent may be too high for his
income. He may find the shop keeper and bus
driver surly; the policeman hostile. His $90-
a -week job may have played out. It is quite pos-
sible that he and his family will starve to death
if they return to a mechanized Mississippi.

Counseling and Guidance Procedures
Most guidance services try to lessen the

actual counseling load by giving the necessary
information for solution of most of the prob
lems of a given clientele through an informa-
tion service. Face-to-face counseling is usu-
ally reserved for individuals whose problems
are so overwhelming or whose perceptions so
distorted by events of the day that they are un-
able to deal with their situations with informa-
tion alone. Deep insecurities often make mum
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seling necessary also. Many individuals are
able to make costructive analyses of their
problems from available information but have
been so traumatized by experiences that they
require psychological support, sometimes ther-
apy, to take the necessary steps in a plan of
action.

It is axiomatic in the guidance field that an
overworked counselor should take steps to im-
prove his information service. Information
services assume a critical role in any program
involving sizable numbers of students or train-
ees. Such services are even more important if
these clients are poor or r-ay ' subjects of
racial discrimination. inthrrm Ai services
are offered in various ways in guidance and
counseling. Some public schools offer guidance
classes and classes in occupational informa-
tion. Others offer classes on the home and
family living. Still others depend of guidance
clinics, bulletin boards, a guidance collection
in the library, school assemblies, and home-
rooms. Some offer combinations of these. In
all of the programs the counseling offices are
always open to those who feel they need their
concems considered on an individual basis.
Adult programs have leaned heavily toward
iformation systems of reading materials with

counseling often nu more than a chance en
counter with an interested teacher. In the mil-
itary services, films are used extensively as
an information medium with the chaplain as-
suming responsibility for much of the counsel-
ing. The newer adult programs are doing much
more ;.o structure both the information ane the
counseling systems. The greater the stress
apparent in client situations, the greater the
resources needed for the sys .ems.

In the Norfolk research-demonstration
project a course was developed entitled Occu-
pational Information and Human Relations,
taught by a guidance counselor who also served
as the counselor for the project and carried
part of the counseling load. A social wurker
later added to the project carried the reinaia-
der of the counseling load. The project direc-
tor and teachers also did valuable informal
counseling. This informal counseling could be
termed an information and sounding board serv-
ice rather than counseling in a formal sense,
but the value cannot be overestimated.

Topics covered in the information class
resembled the list of needs listed in the NAB
booklet, involving reading, discussion, and
films designed to help the students understand
the world of work as related to the skilled
craftsman and to understand himself, his mo-



tives and behavior, and those of the people in
his life space. An attempt was made to develop
insights regarding money, ambition, and op-
portunities for getting ahead. Problems re-
ceived by the counselor often grew out of read-
ing, viewing, and discussions in class. These
problems ranged from the mild concerns of
preparing for a job interview to deep concerns
about sex and aggression.

Counseling procedures in the Norfolk proj-
ect took the usual route of a sustained relation
ship between counselor and counselee over a
period of time starting with periodic interview
sessions and terminating in the gradual eman-
cipation of the counselee frcm e. counselor.
In the interview sessions the k ,dures were
followed to establish rapport, catharsis and
abreaction were achieved, information given,
alternatives considered, and next steps planned.
Both the counselor and the social worker used
an approach between the eclectic and the Ho-
ge/Ian r.ondirective. It is probably difficult or
impossible to practice directive counseling
with adults.

Follow-ups with the clients seemed to in-
dicate that those who took the general educa-
tion core which included the information class
together with language arts and number skills
were more successful in their carers than
were those who took technical training alone.
The follow-up study was completed one year
after completion of training and placement. A
list of the differences in performances follows.
All statistics were significant to the .05 level
at !east.

1. A greater percent of General education
(G.E.) trainees were eintloyed than non-
General education (non G.E.) (95 to 74 per-
cent).

2. A smaller percent stated that they had
made a poor choice of trades (13-23).

3. A larger percent had deliberately changed
their trades in order to achieve upward
mobility (25-9). An example is a sheet
metal trainee who became an automobile
salesman, an electronics trainee who be-
came a manager for a hamburger franchise.

4. G.E. trainees earned more money per week
($83 $71).

5. G.E. trainees listed G.E. experiences as
significant factors in their success. some
quotes include: "feel more confident in my
work," "learned to act and react under cu-
pervision," "basic background improved,"
"know more about life want more "
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Three recent antipoverty programs, Job Corps,
JOBS, and CEP have developed what appear
to be highly effective counseling approaches.
Job Corps builds its counseling around a Resi-
dential Living Program.6 The manual states
as goals of the program positive change in per-
sonal hygiene, recreational and leisure time
activities, student government, resolution of
group living problems, and counseling. The
Job Corps counseling approach departs from
the unified effort of career-education-self
stressed by many professionals. The residen-
tial program takes primary responsibility for
social and attitudinal development. Responsi-
bility for career and education counseling are
assumed by shop and classroom personnel.
Job Corps participants also practice group
counseling in small groups of six to eight,
"dorm groups" of twenty or less, and com-
munity meetings of large groups.

CEP uses basic orientation classes limited
to thirty to thirty-five trainees who are en-
rolled in "in-take waves" for one -step em-
nloyability assessment, counseling, trainin:Y,
placement. and follow-up support.' The CEP
program employ an outreach worker to reach
the hard-to reach potential participant and a
counselor to provide orientation and personal
counseling. The psychometric techniques of
aptitude testing are replaced in many pro-
grams for undereducated clients with work-
sample techniques to assess talents and work
capacities. Follow-up support is provided by a
coach. Both the coach and the out-reach worker
are nonprofessionals.

The JOBS program depends heavily on a
buddy system for counseling in ad..'ition to oc-
cupational information courses which accom-
pany classwcrk in ABE.8 In the buddy system
each recruit is assigned an estallished em-
ployee as a mentor-counselor. The buddy ex-
plains the intricacies of the job, helps thP
trainee work out a bus route, picks him up and
takes him to work if necessary, and generally
serves as a friend with whom the trainee can
talk both on and off the job.

Implications
Administrators and teachers in adult basic

.ducation programs generally agree that their
students are faced with a staggering number of
problems and have seriously limited resources
to use to solve their problems. Althot.gh con-
clusive research on the relative advantages
and disadvantages of various types of counse-
lors and counseling approaches is lacking, it
appears undeniable that the provision of any



assistance should make it easier for the ABE
student to devote more of his efforts and ener-
gies to intellectual pursuits.

One of the challenges of the future may be
a wider provision of counseling services for
ABF, programs with no job training component,
programs which may require even more inten-
sive counseling than manpower programs which
lead to jobs. Based on the author's experience,
a ratio of one counselor or teacher-counselor
for at least every 200 to 300 students would be
suggested for inclusion on tables of organiza-
tion for most adult education programs. Expe-
rience suggests that in stress areas the ratio
may need to '.)e as tow as one counselor to 75
to 100 students.

The development of counselors for adults
is an acute problem. The new Education Pro

fessions Development Act should be pressed
into service to train counselors for disadvan-
taged adults. Colleges and universities must
develop the training of counselors in their
adult education programs. Little training for
counselors is now available.

Obviously, much basic and action research
is needed in the area of adult counseling. The
CEP work-sample technique for aptitude ap-
praisal is a start in the right direction. If test
manuals were to report plural norms, in the
manner of the National Teacher Examination
on its Common Examination, perhaps more
comparable and meaningful data could be col-
lected. Not only do counselees need more inten-
sive study, but also research is needed on the
recruitment, training, and duties of the effec-
tive counselor.

NOTES

1. William F. 13razziel, A Study of Factors in
Workers' Decisions to Forego Retraining under
the Manpower Development and Training Act of
1962 (Washington, D.C.: Office of Manpower,
Automation and Training, U.S. Department of
Labor, 1964).

2. Lyman B. Brooks et al., Training the Hard.
Core Unemployed. A Demonstration Research
Project 62 Virginia State College, Norfolk Di.
vision (An Interim Report) U.S. Office of Edu-
cation Cooperative Research Monograph No.
13, OE -13027 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare, 1964).

3. Frank Parsons is commonly referred to os
the father of the guidance movement.

4. National Alliance of Businessmen, Guide.

lines for In'roducing the Hard-Core Unemployed
to a Productive Job (Washington, D.C.: Nation-
al Alliance of Businessmen, 1968).

5. Andrew Billingsley, Black Families in White
America, (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice
Hall, 1968).

6. Job Corps, Residential Living Program
(Washington, D.C.: Program Development Di-
vision, The Job Corps, 1968).

7. U.S. Department of Labor, The Concen-
trated Empfoyment Program (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Department of tabor, 1[68),. p. 30.
8. National Alliance of Businessmen, A New

Partnership (Washington, D.C.: National Alli-
ance of Businessmen, 1968), p. 10.
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PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT FOR ADULT MIGRANT EDUCATION

Jose A.

This paper is divided into three parts:
(1) what exists at present in the education of the
adult Mexicar. American; (2) the characteristics
of what appears to be an effective evaluation
system; and (3) needs in the education offered the
adult Mexican American.

What Exists

Lack of success in the education of the adult
Mexican American, and especially the migrant
Mexican American, is evident. Though many
programs in adult basic education (ABE) and
adult migrant education (AME) have been ini-
tiated in recent years, efforts in this field date
back farther than most of us care to remem-
ber. My first activity as a teacher more than
20 years ago was in ABE. In more recent years
federal agencies have initiated many new pro-
grams under a wide variety of acts and titles.
In spite of the Length of the effort and the re-
cent intensity of offerings, statistics on the
illiteracy of the Mexican American or migrant,
on the persistence of poverty, on the lack of a
substantial increase in economic mobility of
this group, on the lack of salable skills, on the
inability to meet entrance requirements for vo-
cational rehabilitation, and on the lack of suc-
cess in job retraininr when accepted indicate
anything but overNhelming success in the edu-
cation of the migrant.

in some cases the reasons for lack of suc-
cess are bewildering. Carefully thought out pro-
grams have been implemented with little long-
lasting success. In other cases the reasons for
failure are so obvious that programmatic acti-
vities appear pathetic and at times even ridicu-
lous. Witness the adult migrant standing in the
coiner of the classroom, carefully cor ,emplat-
ing the juncture of two walls. When asked what
he was doing there, he admitted to being asked
to stand in the corner for failure to complete
his homework.

The obvious lack of understanding demon
strsted by such incidents is easily dismisaed
by most educators because of its extremism,
but the ignorance about the learner's charac-
teristics which it indicates is dangerous even,

Cardenas

in its least extreme forms. The movement to
educate the Mexican American and the migrant
is seriously handicapped, if not crippled, by the
lack of real understanding of the characteristics
of the Mexican American as well as the adult
as a learner, of the constraints which may be
operative in his effort to learn, or of the prob-
lems which have historically besieged the Mexi-
can American as an individual and as a member
of a collective unit,

Much of the documentation on tFe Mexican
American currently employed by Educators has
emanated from sociologists or from historians.
The activities of cognitive psychologists, affee
tive psychologists, curriculum specialists, or
educational evaluators have not yet been di-
rected at this, the second largest minority in
the United States, It is not difficult to find in-
formation on the forces of "machisrro" and
witchcraft operative in a rural Mexican Amer-
ican community in Texas, but even in this
crisis-motivated age, we have not been able to
produce a reasonably effective instrument for
measuring the real achievement of the Mexican
American learner of any age. There are not
yet intelligence tests that accurately measure
the intelligence of any disadvantaged adult,
whatever his ethnic background.

Educators, for all their good intentions,
are often guilty of planning their programs for
Mexican Americans on the basis of a stereo-
type. Recent immigrants from Mexico who
might have completed the equivalent of a high
school program often are placed in he same
class with Mexican Americans who are illiter-
ate in any language. Not only are they placed
in the same class, but they are motivated or
unmotivated, as the case may be in exactly
the same wa, they ere presented the same
curriculum materials; and they are Lught by
identical teaching strategies, if such haphazard
efforts at teaching may be called teaching
strategies. The subgroup within the Mexican
American community made up of migrants
represents a unique segment of the population,
with unique problems and characteristics which
are all too often dismissed by educe !ors, who
mistakenly coo all Mexican An'encans alike.
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The Mexican American feels many con-
straints upon learning. His negative self-image
is often reinforced by thoughtless official cate-
gorizations. For example, a recent report of
the National Advisory Committee on Mexican
American Education states, "Mexican Ameri-
cans account for more than 90 percent of the
so-called 'mentally handicapped' in California."
Obviously, this cannot be so. The fault lies in
ourselves as educators, unable to analyze the
factor operative in the cognitive style of the
Mexican American that causes him to be so
categorized.

For the adult Mexican American and the
adult migrant, the educational process if often
greatly inhibited because of factors outside the
traditional educational framework. Health,
clothing, psychological, work, and recreational
needs constrain him as a learner. For many
Mexican Americans, migrant and nonmigrant,
education is a luxury.

Because relevant information about the
Mexican American has been lacking, many of
the programs developed have not answered to
the existing problems. Most ABE and AME
programs have been adaptations of those pro-
grams developed for children. The folly of
adapting a program for children to teach adults
is obvious. Even more obvious is the folly of
adapting a program designed for middle class
American children to teach Mexican American
adults. The lack of appropriate materials and
methodology and the failure to utilize develop-
ing technology and instructional media has ser-
iously handicapped efforts to educate the adult
Mexican American.

As is well-known, staff fc ABE and AME
programs have consisted of moonlighting teach-
ers employed in the regular school programs
for children. The result in too many cases has
been devastating, as teachers have been unable
to devote adequate time to either responsibility.
The individual teacher's ineffectiveness is
usually compounded by lack of training in teach-
ing adults. While some in-service training pro-
grams ususally accompany the federal programs
now aimed at the adult learner, it is reasonable
to assume from present programs that much
more extensive training is necessary. Many in-
service training programs do not include basic
information about the living conditions of
Mexican Americans, their working conditions,
or the rewards, if any, that these offer the in-
dividual. The need to sensitize the teacher to
the actuality of life for the Mexican American
adult, migrant or nonmigrant, 1..1.c-times appar-
ent when viewing existing teaching situations.
The teacher of adult Mexican Americans needs
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to be able to understand that while the Mexican
American has a very real sense of pride about
his origin, he has not been able to reconcile
effectively the sad reality of his present, life
with the grand and glorious past.

From sociological writings it is difficult
for educators to come to grips with some of the
problems of the Mexican American. Sociolo-
gists do not tell us, for example, that the Mexi-
can American, if he chooses to remain steadily
employed, often has to underplay his own intel-
ligence, unless he is lucky enough to have an
employer who is not so i isecure as to fear his
intelligence. An educator of migrants will not
be effective if he is not aware of the dynamics
of a situation which encourages pretended stu-
pidity. Teachers also must be taught that slow-
ness is not necessarily equal to dullness. On the
contrary, in the Mexican American culture slow
deliberate verbalization is often a requisite to
the significance given what is being said.

The teacher of adult Mexican Americans
is in many cases either insensitive to the lan-
guage difference or overly anxious to relate all
of the learner's difficulties to that difference.
In other cases he seems to have either no ap-
preciation of the Mexican American's culture
or is overly anxious to view his culture as a
quaint aggregate of wandering guitarists end
overly spiced food.

The current emphasis on bilingual educa-
tion is certainly a very good beginning in tor
recting this. However, in addition to teaching
bilingually, there is a need to help teachers
develop a bicultural teaching style which will
complement the bicultural learning style of the
adult Mexican American learner.

The CIPP Model
If we are to develop a program for an edu

cational encounter for the adult Mexican Amer-
ican that is not dysfunctional for him, we must
begin by developing a model that will enable de-
cision makers to choose among alternatives
while using the best information that is available.

One most useful formulation has been pro-
posed by Stufflebeam and Cuba in the CIPP
model.2 CIPP is an acronym formed from the
names of the four basic types of evaluation,
identified as context, input, process, and pro-
duct. Evaluation is defined as a process of pro-
vidi ig and using pertinent and timely informa-
tion for making educational decisions, not a
qualitative detennination issued from some
authority after a program or activity is com-
pleted, and it does not matter anymore. This
e>finition sees evaluation as continuing (cycli-



cal and looping), multifaceted (involving many
different methods and techniques), practical,
and relevant.

Context evaluation is mainly concerned
with providing information about the setting
within which the educational activity is taking
place. Context data are collected not once but
continuously, and their nature may be constant-
ly changing as new requirements and needs are
introduced. A good context evaluation provides
status data whenever and as often as may be
required.

Input evaluation involves the dilineation
and relative worth of decision alternatives. It
provides the information focus of the decision.
It is carried out in terms of the variables and
criteria that have already Bien defined through
the context evah'ation. The products of input
evaluation should be a reasonable set of alter-
native responses, arrived at either by compil-
ing those in existence or by generating new
ones by an ad hoc method, and a weighing of
those alternatives in the form of probabilities
to indicate their success potential. The decision
maker is then confronted with a range of pos
sible choices and some basis for deciding
among them.

Process evaluation is relab-sd to imple-
mentation of the selected alternative. rt is con-
cerned with signaling process decisions that
need to be made and providing data that illumi-
nate those decisions. To use an analogy, pro-
cess evaluation is a guidance system, both in
the sense that it signals whenever the program
is off course and also in the sense that it pro-
vides a mechanism for co.rection. Process
evaluation is concerned both with debugging and
perfecting.

Product evaluation is concerned with final
ou'come. The major decision with which pro-
duct evaluation is concerned is whether or not
the item being evaluated should be retained,
eliminated, or altered in some way. Hence,
Stufflebeam has characterized this mode of
evaluation as particularly suited to recycling
decisi)ns.

'This systematic approach to evaluation is
presently being used by the Texas Migrant.
Educational Development Center of the South-
west Educational Development Laboratory in
the development of educational programs for
migrant children, as implemented by Robert
Randall.3 The model is also being used in the
development of a program for migrant second-
ary education. In the developmental process,
students, parents, teachers, administrators,
community leaders, and individuals not within
the traditional educational framework were Id.
forded :In opportunity to express Their percep-
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tions of the problem. A second group made up
of physicians, cultural anthropologists, law-
yers, dentists, economists, political scientists,
a state senator, educational psychologists, in-
dustrial psychologists, sociologists, demo-
graphers, linguists, educational philosophers,
and artists was then given the opportunity to
analyze the contributions of the first group and
to express their perceptions of the problems.

In the second stage of development edu-
cators as well as members of other disciplines
expressed their perception of the delineation
and relative worth of decision alternatives.
This additional input was then made available
to decision makers who now have a range of
possible choices and some basis for deciding
among them.

One of the most interesting aspects of the
findings has been the discovery of a number of
dysfunctional responses to problems in mi-
grant education being made by school personnel.
As an example, school personnel were urging
families to drop out of the migrant stream in
order to improve educational opportunities for
their children, in spite of the fact that the com-
munity is already experiencing an unemploy-
ment problem and there is little or no hope of the
migrant 1.ing able to earn sufficient money to
prevent starvation if he does not migrate to
som,1 other area where agricultural jobs are
at least temporarily available. Thus, we see
that employing a CIPP model helps to ensure
that the solutions that are developed are com-
patible with the world of the individual exper-
iencing the problems, not with that of the indi-
viduals attempting to find solutions.

Needs
A review of the limited findings of re-

searchers in the area of the Mexican American
adult learnt.rs, forces the conclusion that pre-
sently information is not available in a useful
form to develop a solution to the problem of
providing an education for the adult Mexican
American that is functional to him and that does
not assault his sensibilities.

A CIPP model might allow an attack on
the problem. There is a need to determine the
nature of the problem or problems not only as
perceived by educators, but at, perceived by
adult Mexican Americans, sociologists, econo-
mists, psychologists, politicians, and others.
To develop an innovation that the Mexican Amer-
ican can integrate into this world, the real na-
ture of his world must be known. This is pos-
sible through context evaluation.

Efforts to educate the Mexican American
have suffered from the lack of a developmental
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model founded on decision-making based on
pertinent evaluative information.

Among other things which we will probably
have to consider in developing alternative strat-
egies is whether education for the adult Mexi-
can American must be only compensatory in
nature. The statistics on Mexican American
education indicate a great need for compensa-
tion, but it is possible that Mexican Americans
wish to learn about their own culture as well

as, or rather than, the dominant culture. Input
evaluation based on the context evaluation
should delineate many such alternatives.

For the migrant, enslaved by his world of
hopeless poverty, we must provide adult edu-
cation that fulfills its purpose as a means io
freedom. For freedom only exists when there
is freedom of choice, and for this group mean-
ingful education appears the only a,. enue for
creating freedom of choice.

NOTE i

1. National Advisory Committee on Mexican
American Education, Search for Equality (Wash-
ington, D.C.: National Advisory Committee on
Mexican American Education, 1968).

2. Egon G. Cuba, "Evaluation and Change in
Education" (Paper delivered at the Elk Grove
Training and Development Center Spring Eval-
uation Conference, Arlington Heights, la, May
16, 1968); Daniel L Stufflebeam, "Evaluation

as Enlighteioi fo DecisionMaking" (Paper
delivered at ,e V. king Conference on Ass "ss -
ment Theory, ;ssociation for Supervision
Curriculum Development, Sarasota, Fla., Jan-
uary, 1968).

3. Robert S. Randall, "An Operational Appli-
cation of the Stufflebeam-Guba CIPP Model foe
Evaluation" (Paper delivered at the Annual
Meeting of the American Educational Research
Association, Los Angeles, Cal., February, 1969).
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HEAD START PARENTS' ADULT BASIC EDUCATION PROJECT
NEW YORK CITY

Joseph Mangano

The Introduction
Adult basic education as it has evolved

since federal funding under Title II-b of the
Economic Opportunity Act has had as its major
concern the raising of literacy skit's primarily
for prevocational or vocational training and has
recognized in its curricula development two
major audiences, the native born or English-
speaking undereducated adult and the person in
need of English as a second language. This lat-
ter group primarily speaks Spanish. With such
a basis it is the feeling of this writer that the
term adult basic education has led curriculum
developers away from rather than toward spe-
cific curricular activities designed for specific
populations. The native born and non-English
speaking populations differ in personal objec-
lives, societal values, and cultural backgrounds.
With such difleren -es in population in mind, a
program was developed by the New York State
Education Department in cooperation with the
New York City Board of Education, Bureau of
Community Education, winch would appeal to
parents who desired to learn more about the
education of their children, their neighborhood
public school as a social institution, and their
role in assisting their children to meet with
success in the school situation.

The Head Start Parents' Adult Basic Edu-
cation Project was offered in New York City in
July and August of 1967. The program consisted
of ninety classes scheduled for one hundred
hours of basic education instruction for under-
educated parents of children who were enrolled
in the Head Start Children's Program. he goals
of the parents' program, as outlined in the pro-
posal, were to develop and implement specific
curricula, to offer special services, and to
assess in..ovative practice..

The Program Objectives
The objectives of the program included the

following

1, To 1. quaint parents of Head Start children
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with the philosophy, goals, and content of
the curriculum of the program and to de-
velop an understanding of the importance
of the parental role in the education of
their children.

2. To ailize the area of parent and family
life education as the core of a literacy and
basic education program.

3. To provide other educational services, not
otherwise available, to members of the
neighborhood community who were parents
of prekindergarten children, such as coun-
seling services, and specific assistance
through referral to appropriate agencies,
when possible.

4. To establish personal relationships be-
tween participating adults and the neigh-
borhood public school so as to encourage
two-way communication between the ad-
ministration and faculty and the parents of
the population which they serve.

THE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The ninety adult basic education classes

were operated in centers organized in public,
parochial, and other agency schools where
Head Start children's classes were being held.
Classes ran half days concurrently with the
Head Start programs for a total of 100 class
hours. A prerequisite for registiation in these
classes was that the adult must be a parent
(or in loco parentis) of a child concurrently
enrolled in the summer children's program.

The total number of students who regis-
tered was 1,448. Classes were designated as
Non-English; Basic Education for native born
Americans; and Mixed, indicating a combina-
tion of non-English-speaking and native born
Americans. Of the ninety classes, fifty percent
were Non-English, twenty-six percent were
Basic Education, while twenty-four percent
were Mixed.

The personnel involNed in this project
included a project director; a curriculum spe-
cialist, who also was responsible for the super-



vision of the instructional aspects of the project;
a guidance supervisor; ten teachers-in-charge
who were responsible for the supervision and
administration of the ten centers, each compris-
ing nine classes; ninety teachers who were re-
cruited from existing adult basic education pro-
grams or who were newly trained; ten guidance
counselors experienced in dealing with disad-
vantaged adults, who were responsible to the
teachers-in-charge to whom they were assigned;
existing educational resource personnel who
helped with preservice and in-service training
of the staff of the project; ten teachers' aides;
and a recruiter who contacted community and
parochial school agencies and other city agen-
cies, such as social service, health, and the
Neighborhood Youth Corps for the purpose of
referral, training, or other involvement.

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE PROGRAM
The Planning State

The administrative groundwork for the
Head Start Parents' Program was laid during
the spring of 1967. Letters were sent to dis-
trict superintendents in poverty areas of the
city asking permission to contact certain prin
cipals within their districts who could help
recruit parents for classes to be established in
their respective schools. Schools chosen for
parents' classes were those slated to have
three or four units of Head Start children's
classes. Where permission was received, let-
ters were then sent out to the principals en-
listing their aid. In most of the schools enroll-
ment of both parents and children was affected
by the school secretary or by the family assist
ant, who was part of the staff of the ongoing pre-
kindergarten program.

Direct contact was maintained with the
director of the Head Start Children's Program
for better liaison between the two programs.
1 he curriculum specialist and the recruiter at
tended meetings held for the personnel of the
children's program and acquainted them with
aims and goals of the parents' program, in
order to further joint planning and general
coordination of both programs for maximum
effectiveness.

The Recruitment Procedures
The main avenues of recruitment of stu-

dents for the Head Start Parents' Program in-
cluded schools slated to have Head Start child-
ren's classes; school secretaries or family
assistants in these schoole. who enrolled child-
ren and parents in the rummer Head Start
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classes simultaneously; the recruiter; posters
advertising the program in English and Span-
ish; letters to parents and application forms
written in English and Spanish which were sent
to the schools and to community and parochial
agencies to be distributed; the curriculum spe-
cialist, who established personal contact with
tyre family assistants in about ninety schools to
encourage the enrollment of approximately fif-
teen parents to a class; and the teachers them-
selves, who acted as recruiters at the inception
of the program during the week prior to the
opening of classes.

The Preservice Training
A series of preservice orientation sessions

for the ninety teachers, the ten guidance coun-
selors, and the ten teachers-in-charge were held
for ten hours total duration. A supervisor of
basic continuing education from the state edu-
cation department attended sessions and as
sisted the New York City staff in acquainting the
teachers with the goals of the program. The
guidance supervisor covered the large group,
small group, and individual guiidance aspects
of the program. Specific training for teachers
in methodology in areas of basic communica-
tion, reading, and arithmetic skills was given.
Time was also allotted for training in other
areas such as administering tests and record
keeping.

THE METHODOLOGY

Basic Education Classes
The keynote in methodology in the parents'

program was individualization of instruction
which was necessitated by the heterogenous
structure of the classes. Reading was taught
through interrelated communication skills. Em-
phasis was placed on oral discussion because:
(1) it revealed to the teacher the language needs
and other related needs of the students; (2) it
helped dissipate self-consciousness on the part of
the student.; (3) it created a social climate con-
ducive to learning; and (4) it gave the student the
opportunity to use the language and improve his
.ability to speak and listen.

Discussion was followed by vocabulary
developed in response to pertinent. questioning
by the teacher. Vocabulary charts and other
teacher-made reading charts were the basis
for teaching work-Mack, comprehension, and
word study skills.

Non-English-Speaking Ciames
In the teaching of English as a second



language the aural-oral approach was recom-
mended. This method sought to teach vocabulary
and structural patterns of the English language
by visual associations, oral demonstrations by
the teacher, and repetition by the students,
leading eventually to the development of the
controlled theme, when reading instruction
took place.

A special pilot study was conducted to
determine whether illiterate non-English-
speaking students could be taught to read Eng-
lish faster and with more facility if they were
first taught to read in their native tongue. This
experiment was conducted by a bilingual teach-
er. Also, a pilot study was conducted in which
reading in the student's native language and in
English were taught simultaneously.

Although all conclusions from the pilot
studies can be only tentative, the following
points seemed to emerge: (1) the teaching of
bilingual reading seemed to facilitate the ac-
quisition of the skills of reading in the target
language, when compared to the traditional
methods; (2) no effect of negative transfer was
noted, positive transfer seemed evident; (3) a
totally unexpected effect was the remarkable
impro ,Tment in accent elimination; and (9) aural
discrimination was enhanced..

Tilt tentative outcomes of the pilot studies
might be explained by the following: (1) Spanish
is a phonetic language and therefore easier to
IN.rn to read than English. The students' early
success established a positive step toward fu-
ture learning; (2) the method of bilingual read
ing permitted the use of contrast and discrim-
inative learning to a far greater extent than
traditional me ',ods. Between-language con-
trasts presented more striking differences and
therefore were more apt to he remembered
than within-language contrasts; and (9) a lack
of denial of the student's native language within
the learning situation strengthened the student's
sel f.im age.

The method of bilingual reading seemed
to offer great promise in the teaching of Eng-
lish as a second language to reluctant adult
learners. However, there is a need for more
bilingual teachers who are trained to teach
adults for whom English is a second language.

THE GUIDANCE PROGRAM
The Purpose and Description

The area of guidance most stressed in the
Head Start Parents' Program was that of help-
ing the parent to help the child. Because so
much of the preki.idergartenees valuable school
experience in Head Start is lost by the time he

reaches first grade, a particularly specific
effort was formulated to aid the parents in
helping their children to retain their new know-
ledges. This effort included facetoface inter-
views, group guidance sessions, and meetings
between groups of paints and their children's
teachers.

Another important aspect of the guidance
program was help for the parent who had re-
cently migrated from a rural situation to ac-
commodate him and his child to life in the city.
This adjustment counseling required tact and
persistence because few parents would admit to
being frightened by or ignorant of the problems
of daily city life.

The counselors also attempted to per-
sonalize the parents' program for each of the
students in the classes to which they were as-
signed; to combat early student frustration,
thus preventing dcopouta; to administer an at-
titude survey on an individual basis to ten per-
cent of the assigned student population in an
attempt to discover the impact of this program;
to use group guidance lessons in areas of fam
ily living to bring about improved standards
and practices in health, education, consumer
behavior, and educational and vocational as
pirations for the parents and their children;
and to use the program as a stepping stone to
other educational and employment programs.

The Parent Workshops
A pilot study within the guidance program

established parent workshops in three areas of
the city. The personnel of each consisted of one
guidance counselor as group leader for six par.
ents. Four structured sessions were held, devo-
ted to disciplining, developing self-confidence in,
and responsibility in and understanding one's
children.

One of the parent workshops was com-
posed of four native born Americans and two
natives of Puerto Rico. Each had at least two
children. Sessions were scheduled for forty-
five minutes but usually lasted more than an
hour. Each session began with a question raised
at the previous meeting. Free interchange was
encouraged among the participants of the group.
Leadership came from the group itself. Five of
the six parents attended all of the meetings.
There was willingness to give and accept ad-
vice and mild group censure. Changes in group
leadership were evident. There' were slight
pesibve indications of growth in the area of
hem-fling the problems of prekindergarten
children.

This small group experiment seemed to
offer the opportunity for the mothers to have
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other adults interested in them for themselves,
and not as ad;uncts to th.,ir children. The moth-
ers seemed to benefit from the interchange of
ideas and support they received from the group
situation. The concensus of feeling expressed
by the parents was that such a group would be
highly useful on a year-round basis.

The guidance counselors of the parents'
program influenced about seventy-five adult
student"... to commit themselves to year-round
evening classes in adult basic education. Sixtf-
three students were eligible for elementary
school equivalency diplomas. Thirty-two par-
ents became involved in high school equivalency
diploma programs. Twenty-one complete classes
indicated a desire to continue formal educational
pursuits in the fall. Thirty-six students were
referred for specific jobs to employment agen-
cies. A Brooklyn counselor placed twelve par-
ents on part-time jobs in a nursing home. A
Bronx counselor placed two students at a L ,s-
pital for full-time work. Seventeen pr rr
were referred to the Manpower Develop' .Lnt
and Training Program (MDTA), nine to It you
Act, eleven to the New iork City Department
of Welfare training programs, and one tc the
Legal Aid Society.

THE CURRICULUM MATERIALS
The Head Start Parents' Curriculum

Immediately before the start of the par-
ents' program nine scope and sequence units
and a curriculum guide were prepared for the
teachers' use by the curriculum specialist with
additional materials provided by the New York
State Department of Education and the U.S. De
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Books and supplies were purchased which
could aid in instruction for native born as well
as non-English-speaking students. Teacher
developed materials proved of value in meeting
the individual needs of students.

Nine units were intended to guide the teach-
er in his weekly and daily planning in order io
cover the broad curriculum areas and to help
achieve the objectives of this program, which
were to teach literacy skills using the values
and content inheont in the children's program
as a basis for instruction. The areas coverel
in the units were:

Orientation to Head Start: Getting to Know
the Ilea Start, Children's Program.

Your Child and You in the Head Start Pro-
gram: Health, Safety, Nutrition.

Educational Experiences Laboratory: Vi-
siting Your Chod in the Classroom,

Value of Trips: A Parent-Child Experience.
Self-Expression Through Art Experiences:
For Children and for Adults.

Language Learning Takes Many Forms:
Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing.

Extending the Appreciation of Literature
and Music into the Home.

The Outgrowths of Science Learnings and
Mathematical Concepts in Relation to
Everyday Living.

Evaluation of Parental Involvement in the
Head Start Program.

The Curriculum Guide
The curriculum guide was prepared to help

the teacher organize the learning experiences
through which the goals of this program might
be achieved. It stated the broad curriculum
areas to be covered and the time to be devoted
to each area. Seventy-five percent of the total
teaching time was to be devoted to the language
arts, including the skills of oral and written
communication and reading; half of this time
allotment was to be devoted specifically to
reading. Twenty -five percent of the total teach
ing t.imc was to be devoted to social living
skills, including parent and family life educa-
tion, consumer education, health, and nutrition.
Arithmetic skills were to be taught in the con-
text of the social living units. In addition, the
curriculum guide outlined the mathematics
program, depicting the methodology to be used,
listing the texts, materials, bulletins, and sup.
plies ordi_red for the program, and outlining
the guide 'e services to be rendered.

Specincally, the curriculum of the parents'
program provided for approximat_ly two hours
a day (for a total of sixty hours) of instruction
in language arts. Instruction in mathematics,
including arithmetic computat;on and problem
solving, was provided for one hour a day (or a
total of thirty hours). On the basis of the alk
cations of hours of instruction the program was
estimated to be approximately equivalent to two
months of instructional time of elementary
school children in each subskill.

The Social Living Units
The social living units, developed cc, Ter-

atively by two bureaus of the Division of Con-
ti ruing Education of the New York State Educa.
lion Department, were used by all classes in
the program on an experimental basis. The units
on health and nutrition and consumer education
were accompanied by records or tapes and
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filmstrips. Packets consisting of lesson plans
with background information for the instructor,
worksheets for the adult students, audio-film-
strips, and flipcharl.s, each with an accompany-
ing teacher's manual, and recordings related
to the lesson were distributed among the ten
teachers-in-charge who in turn passed them
along to their respective teachers. The series
of charts entitled "Keeping Well with Vaccine,"
part of the unit on health and nutrition, was
duplicated on transparencies and shown on
overhead projectors in many schools. These
units triggered animated discussions following
their presentation.

Rather extensive use also was recom-
mended of published materials both for the
native born and nun-English-speaking classes.
For evaluation of the growth of skills the Adult
Basic Learning Examination (ABLE) was used.

THE METHODS OF EVALUATION
In addition to published tests, evaluation

of the Head Start Parents' Program included an
informal reading inventory, a statistical des-
cription of the program; the official records
and observations of consultants; an instrument
measuring change in attitudes; case studies in
depth of a selected sample of students to de-
termine further attitude changes; ratings of
staff members; and questionnaires to teachers
and to students.

Academic Achievement

The growth of the students in academic
achievement as measured by the ABLE assessed
vocabulary, reading, arithmetic computation,
and problem soHng The ABLE norms used
expr,ssed achievement in relation to grade
levelr. of attainment of pupils in elementary
school. The norms were Esta bi ished by the
publisher on a sample of approximately one
thousand pupils per grade, and performance
on the ABLE was related to grade equivalent
scores attained by the school sample on the
Stanford Achievement Test. Thus the scores
of the adult project students were stated as
grade equivalent scores. The ABLE has two
levels of difficulty, Level I and Level 11. Level
I is designed for the achievement range for
grades one through four and Level if for grades
five through seven. A pretest is available. The
difference between initial and final grade. equiv-
alent scores was taken as tht measure of aca-
demic achievement.

Rating of English Fluency
Each nonEnglisli-speaking Oildent was
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rated by the teacher individually on fluency in
the use of English both at the beginning and at
the end of the course. On the basis of his ex-
per:ence with the student, the teacher rated
fluency in English on the following scale:

F Speaks no English

E Speaks a few words

D Speaks haltingly

C Speaks hesitantly

B Speaks with a slight accent

A Speaks fluently

Attitude Changes
An important objective of the Head Start

Parents' Program was to improve the attitude
of the adult students toward Head Start classes,
toward their children's education and careers
and toward education in general. In order to
evaluate the results attained in these areas, two
main methuds were used. The first was the ad-
ministration of a ten-item attitude questionnaire
at the beginning and the end of the program. The
second method involved case studies.

The attitude questionnaire was adminis-
tered orally by the teacher to avoid lack of
understanding due to poor literacy skills. The
results were analyzed for a sample of three
hundred students, approximately fifteen per-
cent of the total population. Differences in res-
ponses from the initial to the final administra-
tions were tested for significance with the
McNemar test. Selected items were analyzed
individually as indicators of attitude.

'The case studies were carried out by the
guidance counselors. Each of the counselors
randomly selected six students for an inten-
sive study of attitudes. Each of the students
was interviewed frequently during he course
of instruction and a case study report was
completed for er..:h me .fiber of the sample.
These case studies were analyzed lnd general
trends and findings extracted for the final re-
port. Other data on parents' attitudes were
obtained from obs2rvations and from the teach-
es' questionnaire.

Observations of Head Start Activities
Qualified members of an evaluation com-

mittee visited the lasses and then activities
of the parents' program to observe operations
in progress. The observations were guided by
specific criteria whtLh had been developed in
preliminary conferences and which were re-
vised on the basis of tryout. The general pur-



pose of the observations was to provide evidence
of the extent to which the planned program had
been implemented, in so far as such evidence
is obtainable on the basis of a limited number
of visits. Visits were made to approximately
ton percent of the classes in the program. Spe-
cific sites were selected to represent four prin-
cipal city boroughs, but were randomly selected
within boroughs. Class sessions were observed,
as well as guidance functions and other auxi-
liary functions Teachers and students were
interviewed. In addition to recording the obser-
vations, ratings were made of the effectiveness
of selected activities.

Teachers' Questionnaire
The Leactions of all the teachers in the

program were obtained by means of a question-
naire. The instrument had two main sections.
In the first section the participating teachers
were asked to rate selected aspects of the pro-
gram on the basis of their experience, such as
orientation, curriculum, educational outcomes,
supervision, and facilities. The second section
called for open-end responses in which the
teachers were asked to report their judgments
of the strengths and weaknesses of the program
and to make suggestions for improvement.

The ratings were summarized statistically,
giving a general rating for each aspect of the
program based upon the collective judgment of
the participating instructors. The open -end re-
sponses were analyzed for content and the re-
sulting data tabulated and summarized.

THE FINDINGS
The findings of the evaluation of the Head

Start Parents' Program will be presented here
for academic achievement (in terms of stand-
ardized test : )res); language fluency; attitude
ratings; guidance counselors' studies; field
observations; interviews; and questionnaires,

Academic Ac5levement
As mentioned above, the ABLE was used

as an initial and final measure of academic
achievement. As an initial measure, Level I of
the test battery, except for spelling, was ad-
ministered. Level II of the test used as a final
measure, was given to the students during the
last week of the program. The elapsed time be-
tween the initial and final tests was seven weeks.

For a variety of reasons scores were not
available for all students in the course. The
attrition in scores was due principally to the

non-English-speaking students to whom admin-
istration of the ABLE was quite inappropriate,
or those students who were abs nt for certain
of the subtests. In some classes, presumably
due to the exigencies of the instructional situa-
tion, the teacher did not administer all the sub-
tests to the class. For example, in one school
the vocabulary and arithmetic computation sub-
tests were administered to the classes, but the
reading and arithmetic problem solving sub-
tests were not. In some cases the teacher
judged the subtest to be too difficult for the
particular class.

It had been planned originally to use eithe-.
Level I or Level II of the ABLE as an initial
measure, according to the teacher's judgment
of the reading ability of the student. Since suf-
ficient copies of an alternate form of the test
were not available from the publisher for this
newly-released test, Level I, Form A was used
as an initial measure and Level II, Form A as
the final measure. Level I has a ceiling at
grade equivalent score 6.0, and Level II has a
ceiling at grade equivalent score 9.0. The ceil-
ing of the Level I test was a serious limitation
in measuring the growth of reading skills of
the better readers. For example, a student
might obtain, as some did, 6.0 on the initial
test and ao on the final test. This cannot be
regarded as a gain of 3.0 years in reading
grade, because the initial score may have been
held down by the ceiling. The obtained gain it
undoubtedly an artifact in very many cases.
Because of the limitations imposed by the 6.0
ceiling of the Level I test, all initial scores of
6.0 were eliminated from the analysis. The
ceiling of the Level II test, 9.0, was not a ser-
ious limitation. While it may have limited
gains in some relatively few cases, it operated
in such instances only to depress gains and not
to inflate them.

Vocabulary
Table I presents the frequency distribution

of the obtained gains for each half school year
of grade equivalent score. All table entries in
vocabulary are limited to those students who
took both the initial and the final test. The mean
gain of i.? Years of grade equivalent score was
statistically significant at the .01 level. The
mean grade equivalent on the tabulated initial
scores was 3.6 s ears; the mean final score was
4.8 years. More than forty-seven per cent of
the students scored gains between .4 and 1.5
years of grade equivalent score. No gain at all
was made by 16.4 percent of the students. Ap-
proximately seventy-five percent of the stu-
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Table 1

Grade Equivalent Score Gains

Adult Basic Learning Examination: Vocabulary

Grade
Equivalent Frequency 0-,c Cumulative %

3.5+ 18 3,3 100.0

31 -3.4 22 4.1 96.7

2.5 - 2.9 28 5.2 92.6

2.0 - 2.4 30 5.6 87.4

1.5 - 1.9 29 5.4 81.8

1.0 - IA 129 239 76.4

.5 - .9 128 233 52.5

.1 - .4 67 12.4 28.8

0 89 16.4 16.4

TOTAL 540 100.0

Mean goin = 1.2 years

t = 3.00 <.01

dents exceeded two months' gain in grade
equivalent score in the estimated two months
of instruction.

Reading
Table 2 presents the frequency distribution

of the obtained gains in rending, for each half
school year of grade equivalent score. The
ABLE reading subtest mainly measures com-
prehension and does not reveal particular as-
pects of reading which are causing pupil diffi-

catty. However. the mean gain of 1.4 years of
grade equivalent score was statistically signi-
ficant at the .01 level. The mean grade equiva-
lent on the tabulated initial scores was 3.7
years; the mean final score was 5.1 ya-rs.
Nearly thirty-six percent of the students gained
between .4 and 1.5 year of grade equivalent
score. No gain at all was made by 19.4 per-
cent of the students. Approximately sixty-eight
percent of the students exceeded two months'
gain in grade equivalence in the estimated two
months of instruction.
Table 2

Grade Equivalent Scare Goins
Adult Basic Learnii g Examination: Reading

Grade
Equivalent Frequency % Cumulative %

3.5+ 29 6.4 100.0

3.0 - 3.4 30 6.6 93.6
2.5 - 2.9 34 7.5 87.0
2.0 - 2.4 36 7.9 79.5
1.5 - 1.9 45 9.9 71.6

1.0 - 1.4 75 16.6 61.7
.5 - .9 87 19.3 45.1

.1 - .4 29 6.4 25.8

0 88 19.4 19.4

TOTAL 453 103.0

Mean goin = 1.4 years

I = 2.85 <.01
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Table 3
Grade Equivalent Score Gains

Adult Basic Learning Examinaticn: Arithmetic Computation

Grade
Equivalent Frequency % Cumulative %

3.51- 14 1.6 100.0
3.0 - 3.4 39 4.4 98.4
2.5 - 2.9 42 4.7 94.0
2.0 - 2.4 48 5.4 89.3
1.5 - 1.9 77 8.7 83.9
1.0 - 1.4 240 27.1 75.2
.5 - .9 221 25.0 48.1
.1 - .4 58 6.6 23.1

0 146 16.5 16.5

TOTAL 885 100.0

Mean gain = 1.2 yecrs

t = 5.00 <.01

Arithmetic Computation
Table 3 presents the gains from the initial

to the final ABLE administration in arithmetic
computation. The mean gain of 1.2 years of
grade equivalent score was statistically signi-
ficant et the .01 level. The mean grade equiva-
lent on the tabulated initial scores was 4.1
years; the mean final score was 5.3 years. lip -
proximately fifty-two per cent of the students
gained between .4 and 1.5 years of grade equiva-

lent score. No gain at all was made by 16.5
per cent of the students. Approxi.-Aately seventy-
two per cert of the students exceeded two months
gain in grade equivalence in the estimated two
months of instruction.

Problem Solving
The gains made by the students when the

initial and final scores on the ABLE problem

Table 4

Grade Equivalent Sere Gains

Adult Basic Learning Exnminatiori: Problem Solving

Grade
Equivalent Frequency irA Cumulative %

3.5* 11 3.1 100.0
- 3.4 24 6.8 96.9
- 2.9 23 6.5 90.1

0 - 2.4 26 7.4 83.6
i.5 - 1.9 31 8.8 76.2
1.0 - 1.4 76 21.6 67.4
.5 - .9 84 24.0 45.8
.1 - .4 22 6.2 21.8
0 55 15.6 15.6

TOTAL 3.52 100.0

Mean gain = 1.3 years
t = 2.41 <.02
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solving subtest were compared are given in
table 4. The mean gain of 1.3 grade equivalent
score was statistically significant at the .02
level. The me..n grade equivalent on the tabu-
lated initial scores was 3.8 years; the mean
final score was 5.1 years. Approximately forty
five per cent of ele students gained between .4
and 1.5 years of grade equivalent score. No
gain at all was registered by 15.6 per cent of
the students. Approximately seventy-four per-
cent of the students exceeded two Inonths' gain
in grade equivalence in the estimated two months
of instruction.

It should be noted that the arithmetic com-
putation subtest was completed by 885 sti.dcnts
and the problem solving subtest by 352 students.
The much larger number of students tested in
computation was due to the fact that the lang-
uage factor was not as great an obstacle in
computation, particularly in the Level I test
which is dictated by the examiner, as it is in
problem solving for the non-English-speaking
students or uth students having difficulties
in the language arts area.

Interpretation of the ABLE Results
It is dear from the magnitude of the gains

registered on the ABLE that the scores cannot
be considered as grade equivalent scores in
the usual sense. To say that a subgroup of stu-
dents gained three years in reading during one
hundred hours of a summer course is not edu-
cationally meaningful. Although the scores show
that a considerable improvement in reading
occurred, the gains must be interpreted in the
light of the instructional experience which took
place.

To some extent the use of grade equivalent
scores derived from an elementary school set-
ting cannot be unequivocally applied to adult
learning. It is not known to what degree the
curve of earning for elementary children is
similar to that for adults. It may well be that
in some cases the instruction of the summer
course served to refresh and sharpen reading
and arithmetic skills learned in the past, but
rusty from disuse.

The results should not be considered as
indicative of a major transformation of per-
sonality and ability as occurs when children
advance three years, for example, from the
second to the fifth grade level. The growth in
grade equivalent score probably has a much
narrower and less comprehensive meaning for
adults.

To a considerable degree the ABLE suffers
from the limitations inherent in any shod group
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test. The vocabulary test is only twenty min-
utes long and the reading test thirty minutes
long, for example. The number of i*ems which
sample the student's ability are therefore rela-
tively few in number. Hence, a small change in
the number of items answered correctly re-
sults in a relatively large increase in grade
equivalent score. On both the Level I and the
Level II ABLE, the difference between a full
year of grade equivalent score for the grades
above grade two (Level I) or grade three
(Level II) are only four or five raw score
points. As an extreme case, a raw score of 44
equals a grade equivalent score of 4.8, while
a raw score of 46 equals a grade equivalent
el.:ore of 6.0. In other words the additional two
items correct raises the grade equivalent 1.2
years. This type of grade equivalence is not
merely an aspect of the ABLE; it in found for
practically all short standardized achievement
tests. However, such grade equivalence prob-
lems are factors to bear in mind when inter-
preting gains in grade equivalent scores, es-
pecially when those apply to the learning gains
of adults in a relatively short summer course.

Despite the limitations which should be
placed on the nattpretation of scores, it is
nevertheless dear that the gains made by the
students were very good. On all four subtests
the gains were well in excess of expected gains
on the basis of the norms. In addition, the mean
differences between the initial and final scores
were statistically significant at the .01 level
of confidence in every case except one. Since
the research hypothesis had set the level of
significance at .05, all mean gains were statis
tically significant.

Attitudes of Head Start Parents
The results of the ten-item attitude ques-

tionnaire were analyzed separately for the
English and the Spanish forms. Of the ten
questions asked of the parents in the attitude
study, six were designed to elicit evidence of
practices indicative of favorable attitudes.
Specifically, a favorable attitude wns indicated
if the parents expressed p liking for the classco
or behoved the classes would help his or her
childret. Similarly, buying the daily newspaper,
reading stories to the children, and borrowing
books from the library are acts associated
with desirable attitudes.

Four of the ten questions were designed to
reveal the exhtence of problems related to
negative attitudes, indicating needs which the
Head Start Parents' Program could till. Thus,
if the parent felt life was difficult bc,ause f
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Table 5

Porents' Attitude Questionnaire: English Version
(Number and Percentage of Students)*

Section I: Favorable Attitudes

Yes No Not Sure

N % N % N %

Da you like coming to this school? 427 97.9 1 .2 8 1.8

Do you think "Head Start" will help
...

your child? 395 90.6 30 6.9 11 2.5

Do you usually buy o daily newspaper? 262 60.1 171 39.2 3 .7

Does your child osk you to read a story
to him or her?

ra you borrow books from the local
libtory?

330 i

145

75.7

33.3

102

286

23.4

65.6

4

5

.9

1.1

Do you or ony other odult in the home
ever get o chance to rend to.your
children? 296 67.9 134 30.7 6 1.4

Section 11! Problem Attitudes

Yes No Not Sure

N % N a N o-
c

s it difficult in life for you because
fou didn't hove enough schooling? 258 59.2 142 32.6 36 8.3

'ire you satisfied with the way you read
,nd write? 128 29.4 287 65.8 21 4.8

)o you find you must get a better job? 289 65.4 102 23.4 45 10.3

s your classwork too Nord for you? 57 13.1 341 80.5 38 8.7

*N = 436
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insufficient schooling, felt he or she could not
read and write well enough, was dissatisfied
with his or her present job, or found classwork
too hard, problem attitudes were indicated.

Of the 1090 valid questionnaires completed
in the English version, a random sample of
forty percent was drawn, including 436 cases.
The responses to each item of the questionnaire
were tabulated, and the results are presented
in table 5.

A study of the results of the English version
sect:on I reveals that, of the six items on which
an affirmative response indicates a favorable
attitude, the results generally were positive,
Practically every studen. reported liking his
class. A preponderant number of the parents
also felt that Head Start would help his child
do better in school. While a majority of the
parents do not borrow books frc n the library,
a large segment stated that they did read to
their children. However, the large percentage
of the parents who answered negatively (23.4
per cent and 30.7 per cent) reveals a noteworthy
problem in the area of reading, which should
be considered as a statement of practice, or an
it dex of present status, rather than as an atti-
tude toward reading. The response total no
doubt means, not that these parents are antag-
onistic to reading to children, but that they do
not practice it, perhaps because they cannot
do so.

Three of the four problem items reported
in section li of table 5 indicate the existence
of difficulties. More than half of the parents
considered life difficult because of insufficient
schooling, were not satisfied with the way they
could read and write, and thought that they
must find a better job. However, p rents did
not consider their Glasswork too hard.
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The Spanish language version of the par-
ents' attitude questionnaire was administered
to 275 Spanish-speaking adult students. The re-
sults for the sample are given in table 6. A
study of this table reveals that the results are
exactly parallel to those received for the Eng-
lish version; the attitudes of the Spanish-speak-
ing group. One could conclude from the consist-
ency of responses that the parents were generally
favorable to the Head Start Parents' Program
and felt a distinct need for it.

Teachers' Evaluations of
Children's Adjust:nent

One of the most important objectives of the
parents' program was to improve the education
of their children. While evaluation of the school
achievement of the pupils must await a follow-
up study, it was possible as a part of the sum-
mer program to evaluate the children's adjust-
ment in the Head Start classes.

A sample of eighty children whose parents
were attending the parents' classes was ran-
domly drawn from eleven classes, one in each
area, spreading the sample over all the bor-
oughs in which the program was in operation.
A matched sample of eighty children whose
parents were not attending parents' classes
was drawn from the same eleven classes.

The teachers had been asked to rate the
children on three asp?cts of adjustment be-
havior: (1) getting along with other pupils;
(2) conforming to classroom procedures; and
(3) significant changes for the better in be-
havior, if any. The results are shown in table
7. It is clear from table 7 that the teachers
more often rate pupils favorable whose par-
ents were attending the parents' program. The



Table 7

Teachers' Evaluations of Pupil Adjustment

(Number and Percentoge of Favoroble Ratings)

Parents
Attending

Poren s Not
Attending Statistical

N % N %
Significance

Setting along with others 77 96.3 55 68.8 1.01

Conforming to clossroom procedures 74 92.5 53 66.3 L.01

Significant change for the better 6! 76.3 51 63.8 LO1

difference in favor of this group is statistically
significant on all three items.

Teacher Reactions to the Program
The Questionnaire

The teachers were asked to rate selected
aspects of the program using a five point scale.
(See Appendix A). A total of eighty-six teachers
completed the ratings. The areas rated in-
cluded the orientation sessions which preceded
actual class instruction; the scope, emphasis,
and sequence of the curricula; their judgment
of the effects on parents; the quality of super-
vision; and the suitability of educational facili-
ties. The results are presented in table 8.

A study of table 8 reveals that the ratings
of the teachers are, in general, very favorable.
A preponderant number are either excellent
or good, with very few poor or very poor. The
main exception to this trend is to be noted in
the section dealing with facilities, for which
ratings were noticeably lower. On the item of
maintenance, twenty-five percent of the teach-
ers considered the custodial care, cleanliness,
and performance of minor repairs as poor or
very poor. In general the teachers approved of
all three aspects of the curriculum; ratings of
either excellent or good ranged from sixty-
seven per cent to eighty-four per cent. Similarly,
seventy per cent of the teachers rated the orien-
tation session as excellent or good. The item
receiving the highest percentage of excellents
(fifty-four per cent) was the guidance and assist-
ance received from the teacher-in-charge or
other specialist or supervisor.

In judging the effects of the program upon
parents, the teachers rated the effects on par
ental attitudes and parental involvement in the
education of their children higher than they did
the effects upon the parents' academic achieve-
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ment. They scored parental attitudes and in-
volvement as excellent (fifty-two per cent and
fifty-five per cent), while academic achievement
was rated good (fifty-five per cent), with only
twenty-nine per cent choosing excellent.

Teachers' Free Responses
The second section of the teachers' ques-

tionnaire provided for open-end responses con-
cerning the most successful aspects of the
program, the problems encountered, suggestions
for improvement, and personal rear lions. The
results of the analysis of the free responses is
nct divided into findings and interpretations,
because the nature of the information makes
such a division inappropriate. The teachers'
responses provide information and opinion
which is self-explanatory. In analyzing the re
turns the questionnaires were first read in
order to establish the categories of information
contained in the responses. Then the question-
naires were re-read and the frequency of oc-
currence of each category of response was
tabulated.

It is immediately apparent that the teachers
were overwhelmingly in favor of the program.
Furthermore, the open-end responses contain
a wealth of information and very valuable sug-
gestions as feedback for any continuation or
duplication of the program. Table 9 indicates
the teachers' responses when asked to describe
the most effective aspects of the parents' pro-
gram. It should be noted that the individual
teacher usually rited more than one desirable
aspect. Thus. the total number cited far ex-
ceeds the ;hty-six teachers responding.

The effective aspect ost often cited by the
teachers was the in petus which the program
gave to the parents' interest and cooperation in



Table 3

Teachers' Rating of Selected As s of the Parents' Program

(Number and Percentage of Teachers)*

Excellent Good Adequate Poor Very Poor Total

N N % N N N N

Orientation 24 28 36 42 21 25 85 100

Curriculum

Scope 22 26 50 58 12 14 86 100

Emphasis 14 16 43 51 22 26 1 85 100

Sequence 22 26 40 47 20 24 as 100

Effects on parents'

Attitudes 45 53 33 38 86 100

Involvement in chil-

dren's education 47 55 35 41 100

Acodemic achieve-

ment of parents 25 29 47 55 11 13 86 100

Super vi sion 54 63 23 27 7 8 86 100

Facilities

Housing 32 37 32 37 16 19 3 3 3 100

Mainte fence 24 28 24 28 16 19 13 15 10 100

Materials of

instruction 35 41 33 38 9 11 8 86 ICO

Supplies 28 33 24 28 19 22 6 10 86 100

= 86

furthering their children's education. This con-
cept was expressed in varying ways, but the
usual type of response may be typified in the
following quotations:

"1 enjoyed seeing the parents become so
interested in the things tha' would help
them make school more effective for
their children."

"Giving the parents a chance for educa.ion
along with their children and opportunity
to be more involved in their children's
affairs."
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The next most frequently cited area of pro-
gram success was the awakening of the parents'
desire to learn. The adult students were seen
as becoming aware of the importance of school.
ing and realizing that education was essential.
The teachers also made relatively frequent
mention of the fact that the program increased
the community awareness and involvement of
the parents.

Those teachers who had a number of non-
Englishspeaking students also were impressed
with the extent of the improvement which the
parents made in learning English as a second



Table 9

Tea,hers' Free Responses:

Most Effective Aspects

Aspect Frequency of Resprise*

Parental cooperation in children's education

Awakening parents' desire to learn

Parents' improvement in the English language

Increase In parents' community awareness and cooperation

Parental increase in self confidence

Variety and quality of materials of instruction

Scope and Sequence Gu de

Other aspects

48

17

15

13

12

9

8

7

'N = 86

Language. Some teachers, however, tempered
this response by the observation that the time
was short for adequate teaching.

The open-end section of the questionnaire
also asked teachers to describe the problems
and difficulties they experienced in the program.
The main types of answers are classified in
table 10.

The principal problem cited by the teachers
was the lack of complete cooperation between
the Head Start Parents' Program and the Head
Start Children's Program, resulting at times
in ineffectual use of the family assistant and
giving rise to conflicts in scheduling and to
overlapping of activities. A number of teachers
also cited the difficulties of recruiting parents
for the classes.

Table 10

Teachers' Free Responses:

Problems and Difficulties

Problem Frequency of Response.

Insufficient cooperation with the Head Stott Children's Program

Difficulties impeding parent attendance

Difficulties in recruitment

More materials of instruction needed

Poor physical facilities

Different levels of student ability

Too much testing

Other problems

32

28

20

13

I0

10

8

6

N -,- 86
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The teachers reported being somewhat
frustrated by uneven parent attendance, al-
though in practically every case the teacher
explained that it was realized that the absence
was caused by the "realities of life" parents
had to be absent for many reasons including
work, visits by the housing inspectur, or the
welfare investigator. Allied to this problem was
the fact that the parents had to bring children to
class, since baby-sitting was usually voluntary.

A dichotomy existed concerning instruc-
tional materials. Some teachers rated the ma-
terials of instruction provided as effective
(see table 9), while another group felt the need
for more materials such as consumable work-

books and audiovisual aids (see h ble 10).
When the teachers were asked to summar-

ize their accomplishments, the responses took
the form reported in table 11. The teachers
generally reported their own accomplishments
in harmony with the descriptions of the most
effective aspects of the parents' program as a
whole. 'They most often stated that they felt
their greatest contribution has been to increase
the parents' motivation for learning. They re-
ported that they felt the parents came to know
what education means and to have a more favor-
able attitude toward schools and teachers. 1 each-
ers reported that parents had made plans to
continue to attend classes.

Tabfe 11

Teacher Free Responses

Accomplishments

Accomplishments Frequency of Response*

Motivated parents for further education

Increased parents' academic (earnings

In;:reosed parental involvement in child's education

Improved parents' sense of self-worth

Involvej parents in community affairs

Other occomplishments

37

24

15

10

8

N 86

The teachers also felt that they had made
noteworthy progress in helping the parents to
learn, especially in teaching English as a second
language. The teaching of consumer education
also merited particular mention. A significant

Table 12

number of teachers also cited as accomplish-
ments the increased involvement of the parents
in the education of their children and the par-
ents' apparent enhanced sense of self-worth.

Teachers' Recommendations Concerning Continuation of Program

Response N

Expand considerably 49 57.0

Continue essentially unchanged 6 7.0

Continue with modifications 31 36.0

Discontinue 0 0.0

TOTAL 86 100.0
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The last item on the teachers question-
naire asked for recommendations concerning
the continuation of the Head Start Parents' Pro-
gram the following year. The results are shown
in table 12. It is clear that the teachers were
unanimously in favor of continuation of the pro-
gram. The modifications desired are reported
in tables 9 and 10 and are recommendations
aimed at the improvement of a program which
the resp)nding teachers strongly supported.

A number of teachers in completing the
free response section volunteered expressions
of personal satisfaction. The following quota-
tions are typical of this voluntary sentiment.

"I have never enjoyed teaching as much as
I have this summer. It was a pleasure and
privilege. The parents were enthusiastic
and wish to continue their education."

"I have enjoyed my summer very much.
It has been an exciting, stimulating seven
weeks. I am sorry that I have to leave all
those wonderful people! They were really
interested in learning."

Observations
The general purpose of the observations of

the evaluation committee and their interviews
with teachers and parents was to ascertain the
extent and effectiveness of the implementation
of the planned program. Sixteen (or 17.8 per cent)
of the ninety classes in the program were
visited. Since the teacher in one of the visited
classes took the class on a field trip, the Dna-
lysi3 of the data was based on only fifteen
clas.3es. Four-fifths of the observed classes
were located in public schools, and one-fifth
in parochial schools. One-fourth of the sample
were located in the Bronx, one-fifth in Brook-
lyn, and one-tenth in Manhattan. The mean time
that the evaluation committee spent observing

in each class was forty-three minutes. Although
the percentage of attendance of enrolled stu-
dents varied widely among the classes, the
average percentage attending the visited classes
was only 39.1.

The activities observed in the basic educa-
tion and the non-English-speaking classes were
all clearly related to the general framework of
the scope and t equence units of the Head Start
Parents' curricula. The general success of the
activities observed in achieving the objectives
of the program was adjudged to be very effec-
tive in one (or 6.7 percent) of the observed
classes, above average in effectiveness for
four (or 26.7 percent), of average effectiveness
for five (or 33.3 percent), and somewhat below
average in effectiveness for five (or 33.3 percent).

The consultants' ratings of the effective-
ness of instruction are presented in table 13.
In the of the evaluation committee the
teachers' methods emphasized individualization
of instruction to at least a moderate degree in
a majority of the observed classes. The teach-
ers' methods, however, did not stress differ-
entiation of instruction to a high or moderate
degree. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of in-
struction was rated as at least fair for most of
the sample. The minimal differentiation of in-
struction was probably the result of the wide
range of the adult students' abilities within the
single class, making individualization difficult.
Other contributing factors may have been the
newness of the program to the teachers and the
lack of the teachers' familiarity with the in-
structional materials.

Interviews
As a phase of the: consultants' visits and

observations, the teachers were interviewed in
a further attempt to gauge the effectiveness of

Table 13

Consultants' Ratings of Effi,,:tiveness of Instruction

Rating

Activity High
Degree

Some

Extent
Very

Little
N N c'i N '";

Inclivicluo'illtion of instruction 4 26.7 7 46.7 4 26.7

Differentiation of instruction 3 20.0 3 20.0 9 60.0

General effectiveness of instruction 5 33.3 7 46.7 3 20.0
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the program. In the interview situation teachers
considered the main strengths of the program
to be: (1) the eagerness and motivation of the
parents to learn; (2) the opportunity for Puerto
Ricans and other Spanish-speaking parents to
learn to speak English; (3) the interaction among
parents; (4) the opportunity to assist parents
in becoming more understanding of their child-
ren; (5) the cooperation of personnel in the pro-
gram; (6) the flexibility given to the teacher in
the conduct of the lessons; (7) the use of the
social living units in the program; (8) excellent
materials to conduct the lessons; and (9) the
assistance provided by the guidance counselors.

The principal suggestions made by the
teachers for improvement of the program were:
(1) a greater stress on child development units;
(2) an increase in the number of hours of in-
struction in the program; (3) better advertising
of the program to the community; (4) earlier
organization of c'asses so that prior to the
commencement of the program teachers could
establish rapport with the parents who probably

would attend the classes; (5) more teacher
orientation sessions concerning the program;
(6) greater coordinatiGn by authorities from
the Head Start Childrer's and Head Start Par-
ents' Programs; (7) the provision for full-time
baby-sitters; (8) the provision for interpreters
for at least some of the lessons since students
spoke varied languages in class; (9) the pro-
vision of student aides to help teachers with
clerical duties; (10) the elimination of tests
since parents become anxious when taking them;
and (11) the need for more involvement of guid-
ance personnel with the program.

The consultants' ratings of the efficacy of
the guidance part of the parents' program are
presented in table 14. The guidance program
was -.:onsidered successful in the majority of
the classes observed. The group phase was
generally judged more adequate than the indi-
vidual phase of the program.

However, the effectiveness of the separate
activities within the individual phase of the
guidance program varied markedly. Individual

Table 14

Consultants' Ratings of the Effectiveness of the Guidance Progrorn

Excellent Good Fair Ineffective Very In -

effective
No pro.

vision
N 1717,-N1 N o N 9; N ..,c

0-,

Individual guidonce

Individual pupil

counseling 4 26.7 5 33.3 1 6.7 1 6 7 0 0.0 4 26.7
Pupil guidance
Pupil guidance

records I 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 33.3 10 66.7

Attertdonce referral
procedures 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 1 6.7 3 20.0 10 66.7

Liaison with outside

age ncies 3 20.0 2 13.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 10 66.7

Group Guidance 5 33.3 3 20.0 0 0.0 2 13.3 0 0.0 5 33.3

Guidance program as

a whole 0 0.0 4 26.7 3 20.0 4 26.7 1 6.7 3 20.0
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counseling of the adult students was more ef-
fective in the majority of the observed classes
than the maintenance of guidance records, at-
tendance referral procedures, or liaison with
outside agencies. These deficiencies seemed
to be due to the lack of guidance counselors'
time to provide all the individual and group
guidance activities required. It should be noted
that in some classes, no provision for guidance
activities was made during the first weeks of
the program. In some classes observed teach-
ers maintained biographical records about stu-
dents in which were recorded students' needs,
goals, aspirations, and accomplishment-3

The consultants also interviewed a sample
of students. Most of thr students in the observed
classes were satisfied with the Head Start Par-
ents' Program. The students in four (or 26.7
per cent) of the observed classes were well
satisfied and in nine (or 60.0 per cent) of the
classes were satisfied, while in only two (or
13.3 per cent) of the classes did the students
exhibit a neutral acceptar ce of the total pro-
gram. Many of the parents who were inter-
viewed stated that they were highly interested
in units on consumer living and budgeting and
that they liked to work in committees.

In summary, on the basis of the observa-
tions and interviews the class activities were
dearly related to the planned curriculum and
were achieving the objectives of the program.
Instruction was judged effective in a majority
of the classes visited by the evaluation commit-
tee. Although the teachers' methods emphasized
individualization of instruction to some extent,
they stressed the differentiation of instruction
very little. The main strengths of the program
as expressed by the teachers were the opportu-
nities provided and favorable reactions of the
parents to the program and the ample availa-
bility of high-quality materials to conduct the
classes. The principal suggestions made by the
teachers for improvement of the program were
the need for better advertisement of the pro-
gram, greater stress on child development
units, an educational -use of test results, and
greater coordination between personnel from
Head Start Children's and Head Start Parents'
Prog rams.

Summary

The results obtained by means of the sev-
eral instruments used in the evaluation of the
Head Start Parents' Program all point to a sub-
stantial success. The gains in reading and arith-
metic as measured by the ABLE ranged from
1.2 to 1.4 years of grade equivalent score dun.

ing the period of instruction, estimated as thQ
equivalent of two school months.

In the area of personal and social adjust-
ment the Head Start parents evinced attitudes
generally favorable to the program and reported
a distinct need for it. These findings were ob-
tained on both the English and Spanish question
naires. The teachers' evaluations of the adjust-
ment of the children revealed more favorable
ratings for the pupils whose parents attended
the parents' program than for the pupils whose
parents did not. The children were rated on
get-Zing along with others, conforming to class-
room procedures, and making a significant
change for the better.

The teachers rated key aspects of the pro-
gram. A preponderant number of the ratings
were either excellent or good, with very few
poor or very poor. The main exception to this
trend was the rating of physical facilities. In
the free response section of the questionnaire
the teachers considered the most effective as-
pects of the program to be the growth of par-
ental cooperation in their children's education
and the awakening of the parents' desire to
learn. They viewed their main accomplishment
as teachers to be the motivating of the parents'
academic !earnings. The main problems were
seen to be insufficient cooperation with the
Head Start Children's Program and the diffi-
culties impeding the attendance of the parents.
The great m tjority of the teachers (ninety-
three per cent) wished to see the program either
considerably expanded or continued with modi-
fication.

The observations and interviews of the
evaluation committee tended to corroborate
the teachers' responses on the questionnaire.
Specific suggestions value in the planning
future programs were made in the areas of
organization, methods of instruction, and guid
awe procedures.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE PROGRAMS
During the seven weeks of the Head Start

Parents' Program in New York City specific
changes were indicated for the improvement of
certain aspects of the program:

1. In spite of the ;ntensive plans for the re-
cruiting of parents before the program,
in most areas the first week (fifteen hours)
of the program were spent in recruiting
and setting up of classes rather than in
actual teaching. It is suggested that an
intensive recruitment program take place



before the start of an; such short-term
concentrated program.

2. Testing of students in this short program
may affect student morale. Some students
react poorly to initial testing, no matter
how tactfully they are introduced to the
test situation. It is suggested that the suc-
cess of the program be measured in terms
of a change in attitudes as well as of
achievement growth.

3. There was some measure of overlapping
and conflict between the Head Start Child-
ren's Program and the Head Start Par-
ents' Project. It is suggested that there
be more coordinated planning by the heads
of the programs or that both programs be
placed under one director.

4. The need for baby-sitters for the younger
children of the parents who wish to attend
classes was very evidE . It is suggested
that child-care facilities be provided.

5. There was need in the program for teacher
assistants to help in clerical work, distri-
bution of materials, working with individuals
under the teachers' guidance, and coffee-
making. It is suggested that these positions
be filled by high school students or by
capable parents in the community.

6. There was also a strong demand for the
extension of this program by the parents
of prekindergarten children, to take place
in the evenings during the regular aca-
demic year. There was also a need indi-
cated for evening parent education classes
during the summer.

7. It is suggested that a provision be made
for preservice, as well as several in-
service training sessions for teachers.
This would allow for more adequate train-
ing in the use of materials, in diagnustic
procedures, and in appropriate method-
ology on a continuing basis.

APPLICABILITY
The lessons learned by New York educators

in developing and implementing the Head Start.
Parents' Program may be useful to school per-
sonnel throughout the country. Briefly summar-
ized these lessons are:

1. In planning such a program, it is necessary
to involve representatives of potential
participants in the planning stages. The
community groups then can be asked to
work as recruiters for a program which
they helped to design.

2. Professional educators both in the early
childhood and in the adult areas need to be
aware of what the other program is trying
to do. Misconceptions lead to occasional
duplication of effort and, worse, acrimony
between professionals on priorities and
protocol.

3. Lead time for planning and book purchase
should be sufficient so that all supplies
have arrived before the program begins.

4. Preservice and in-service education for
teachers, supervisors, and other profes-
sional personnel is vital. It might be use-
ful to combine the training of the prekind-
ergarten teachers and the teachers of
adults for at least part of the sessions in
order to prepare common goals.

5. Trips involving the children should include
the parents and the teachers of the parents.
In order to be even more effective, there
should be joint preplanning of trips by the
teachers of both groups.

6. The teachers of both groups should be
knowledgeable about the materials in use
in the other program. Thus, parents could
ask their children what they were doing
and develop another area of commonality
of interest.
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Appendix A

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

Section I

Please rate the selected aspects of the
Head Start Parents' Program according to the
following scale:

5 4 3
E::cellent Good Adequate

2 1

Poor Very Poor

1. Orientation

(The content, timing. and gen-
eral effectiveness of the orien-
tation sessions.)

2. Curriculum

(Please rate the next three items
in terms of the prescribed cur-
riculum of the Head S -IA Par-
ents' Program. If you departed
materially from the curriculum
guide, please explain under the
appropriate it..tn in Section II
of this questionnaire.)

Scope (The content covered)

Emphasis (The time allotted to
the various eoiitent areas)

Sequence (The order, interre-
lation and articulation of con-
tent'

3. Effect on Head Start Parents

Effectiveness of the program in
changing the parents' attitudes
to education in a favorable di-
rection.

Success of the program in in-
creasing the involvement of the
parents in the education of their
children.

Improvement in the parents'
academic achievement.

4. Supervision

(The guidance and assistance
you received frcm the teacher-
in-charge of other specialist
or supervisor)
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b. Facilities

Housing (Space for class, faci-
lities for guidance and other
supporting activities)

Maintenance (Custodial care,
cleanliness, minor repairs)

Materials of Instruction (Text-
books, visual aids, etc.)

Supplies (Paper, pencils, chalk,
erasers, etc.)

6. What do you consider to be the
most effective aspects of the
Head Start Parents' Program
as a whole?

7. Briefly describe the problems
and difficulties that you exper-
ienced. (Include suggestions for
improvement.)

8. State briefly your feelings about
what you have accomplisned
with the Head Start parents in
your charge this summer.

9. Concerning the Head Start Par-
ents' Program for the next sum-
mer, indicate your recommen
dations below. The program
should be . . .

. . .considerably expanded

. . .continued essentially unchanged

. . .continued with modifications

. . .discontinued



NOTES

The Head Start Parents' Adult Basic Edu-
cation Project, which operated in New York City
in July and August of 1967, was funded under
Section 309 of PL 89 -750, the Adult Education
Act of 1966.

1. Findings were excerpted from Final Re-
port: Head Start Parents' Adult Basic Educa-
tion Project (New York: New York State Edu-
cation Department, 1968).
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ADULT BASIC EDUCATION NEEDS: A CASE STUDY

William H. Robinson

This paper deals with a case study of one
large Midwestern city as a basis for consider
ation of the needs which adult basic education
programs must meet. The nature of poverty,
the social problems of the poor, the nature of
slums, and the types of job training programs
and principles under which they operate all af-
fect the educational needs of the poor. By im-
plication these factors define the types of edu-
cational programs that need to be developed
and the goals that these programs should have.
The writer was until recently the director of a
large department of public aid. That depart-
ment was responsible for a program that in.
chided over 300,000 persons in well over a
100,000 families and expended over $22,000,000
a month on assisting these families. In 1968
the total caseload was analyzed carefully with
regard to those who, at least superficially,
seemed available for training. At that particu-
lar time there were 293,812 persons receiving
assistance. Of this number 18,489 persons were
receiving assistance to the aged; 1,010 persons
were receiving assistance to the blind; and
21,296 persons were medically determined to
be permanently and totally disabled. None of
these persons properly can be considered as
trainable for placement in productive employ-
ment. In addition, there were 163,312 children
receiving aid to families with dependent chi!.
dren (ADC); and an additional 20,036 children
under eighteen years of age receiving general
assistance. This yields a total of 229,143 per-
sons who were aged, blind, disabled, or too
young to be employable. Some 7,500 adults re-
ceiving general assistance were classified as
unemployable due to physical or medical handi-
caps, and when these were accounted for, the
number considered not available for employ-
ment increased to 236,643. Thus, only between
55,000 and 60,000 persons out of the total case-
load were conceivably available for training
and employment. When the mothers with se-
vere disabilities, those in training, and those
working but not earning enough to support their
families were eliminated, approximately four
percent of the caseload might be trained and
employed.

Ninety-six per cent of the recipient popu-
lation are not permanently locked into their
position of dependency, of course; but only a
massive expansion of education programs; of
specialized training programs that recognize
the limitations of these recipients, of day care
facilities which must be included in planning
for adult basic education, by the way and a
greatly increased program of medical and psy-
chological assistance will allow parts of that
ninety-six per cent to avail themselves of edu-
cation and training for a productive role in
society. The logic of these figures must be
reversed.

One question is: What realities of poverty
must adult education programs recognize if
they are to be applicable to the poor? In a rel-
atively small geographic area of the city being
studied are concentrated almost fifty percent
of the city's population and almost ninety per
cent of its nonwhite population; over sixty per
cent of all poor families; eighty-five per cent
of all substandard housing; forty-eight per cent
of adults with less than an eighth grade educa-
tion; and sixty-seven per cent of all male juve-
nile delinquents. Here too are concentrated
almost ninety per cent of all those receiving
public assistance.

Poverty is not merely the absence of money.
That concept arises from the belief in Ameri
can society that if money is lacking, work and
determination will provide it and that in an af-
fluent society no one need starve. But it must
be remembered that poverty is not merely a
question of food or of money or of determina
tion. Poverty deprives the individual not only
of material comforts but also of human dignity
and fulfillment. The causes of poverty are
much more complex than the lack of money,
and its cure requires more than a mere check
or the creation of one or two programs of train-
ing or retraining. It should be realized that.
because of the growing complexity of modern
.society, the disadvanth:Ted, in particular, more
and more lose the very ability to make choices

particularly in a society which allows racial
prejudice. It is difficult to know what must be
done and to take the appropriate action. In
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short, poverty is an interlocking set of cir-
cumstances caused by, and in turn reinforcing,
each other. These circumstances combine to
keep the individual without money, without help,
without work, and without the education needed
for this modern society. It truly can be said
that the people who are poor are those who can
least afford it.

Today, if a person is poor, there is a fair
chance one in five that he is Negro, or
Puerto Rican, or Mexican, or Indian. There is
a better chance one in four that he is in a
home where there is no father. The average in-
come in such cases is one-third the average
for intact families. If he is poor, his chances
are two out of three of being relatively unedu-
cated. If he is a child and lives in a large ur-
ban center, the chances are that he lives in
housing that is seriously crowded, dilapidated,
or lacks central heat, electricity, or plumbing.
He lives in a slum. This inadequacy means, for
example, that there is little opportunity for
study or even for parental control. Crowded
housing means early and unpleasant acquaint.
ance with sexual facts; it means tension; it
means weariness; and it means that the poor
frequently live in a state of despair. Despair
in itself becomes a barrier to improving cir-
cumstances. Poverty under such conditions is
not merely an episode when money is less plen-
tiful; it is all too often a hopeless way of life.

All of the programs developed to help the
poor must reflect these realities of the slum.
In the final analysis, adult education frequently
deals with the hopeless hard-core of the hard-
core. Although the slum itself exerts an influ-
ence, individuals react differently to this pres-
sure. If programs are to succeed in education
and in training, they must be developed on an
individual and case-by-case basis. Adult edu-
cation is faced with ever-changing problems
for an ever-changing group of people in an
ever-changing economy. In such situations, past
successes, programs, and approaches do not
necessarily meet the needs of the present.
There is a need for continual creativity, vari-
ance, and adjustment of programs to meet cur-
rent realities. Recipients must continuously be
aided and motivated; for what response can be
expected from those who have had no involve-
ment or sense of fulfillment from past educa-
tion, work experience, or training?

However, to change and demand change is
often to be accused of mollycoddling the poor.
All too often educators retreat in the face of
these accusations instead of taking the stand
that they are being realistic in endeavors to
place people into meaningful jobs, in methods

of education, and in what they think education
can attain. What is being done and should be
done is to develop education and training pro-
grams that consider the abilities of the recipi-
ents and the educational, economic, social, and
psychological background and disadvantages
under which they live.

This fear of mollycoddling is part of an ob-
solete tradition, of a heritage of the land of
opportunity and open land to the west. The fact
that it is a part of our heritage does not mean
that it represents the society of today. The West
is no more; at the turn of the century the West
was settled. During this modern century the
admonishment, "Go West, Young Man," has
unfortunately become, "Get out and go to the
big city, Young Man, along with your inadequate
education and your inadequate training."

Let us contrast the lift-yourself-up-by-your-
own-bootstraps immigrant at the turn of the
century with the adult today who is in need of
education. The immigrant to this land of oppor-
tunity was probably from Euiope, was white,
and arrived either alone or with his wife. If he
was married and had children, he frequently
left his wife and children behind. In short, he
could take a low-paying job, could attend night
school, could slowly accumulate the money for
passage for others if needed, and, most signif-
icant and important, during that period work
himself up in his knowledge of the language and
in his job so that when the family arrived he
would have social knowledge and a salary upon
which he could depend in supporting them. Cer-
tainly he had no bed of roses, but on the whole
the lowpaying job was considered a temporary
necessity and not a permanent role. The immi-
grant could build on an intact self-view. Ile had
hope; he had and retained self-respect.

What is the nature of the public aid recipient
of today? Most mothers in the ADC program
have from three to four young children. Fathers
in the aid to families with dependent children
of unemployed parents program (ADCU) have
a wife and from four to five young children.
These fathers and mothers cannot make do with
the same education given the immigrant dec-
ades ago, nor can they make do with menial
jobs at $1.36 or $1.50 an hour which are inade-
quate to support a family even without dignity
and pride.

Let us face the reality of poverty in yet
more ietail. Whatever the causes, the fact ex-
ists that there has been a breakdown in family
life among many of the poor today. In the case
of the deserted mother, the defeating fact of
desertion is compounded by concern for the
proper care of her children. Old educational
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methods and menial jobs will not notivate her.
Families can be brought back together; but this
will not be accomplished by offering the father
the same hopeless future that may have driven
him from the home originally. Society is not
asking a single man, a recent immigrant with
minimal needs, to accept a lowpaying job, but
is asking a man, with a man's need for dignity,
to accept a job permanently (or until it disap-
pears) that will not support his family.

Today society asks the poor to build upon
hope where there is no hope. The question is
one of status and of self-view. For example, in
the area of jobs, there is the question of train-
ing for a possible career ladder, or at least
for a status job. Many years ago men were em
ployed in low-paying jobs as "garbage collec-
tors;" today men are employed high-paying
jobs as "sanitation workers."

This writer defines a menial job as one
that does not pay enough for a man or woman
to support his or her family in dignity. A status
job can be defined quite simply as a job that
pays enough for a man to meet his responsibil-
ities as a man, as a husband, and as a father;
or for a woman to meet her responsibilities as
a woman and as a mother. This definition of a
status job also defined the goals of adult edu-
cation.

Adult education must face the additional
fact of the revolution going on in at least one
segment of the undereducated, the black society
of America. Atter hundreds of years of slavery
and discrimination, they will no longer accept
the same old education, the same exclusively
low-paying jobs. It is quite obvious that they
are actively searching for economic and social
dignity. Programs will get nowhere that ignore
this need and striving for dignity.

It seems quite obvious that programs must
be structured so that where there must be im-
mediate dependency, there will be ways of pro-
viding assistance without humiliation. Every-
one in our modern society is dependent upon
that society for self-development, and it is
time that this fact be recognized. It is the duty
of society to create agencies of dependency in
order to guarantee that all have the means of
developing themselves to the fullest extent.
Dependency in the sense of needing help for
self-development is not dependency in the pe-
jorative sense.

It has been said that our Inv.' schools and
even our colleges have become places to keep
delinquents off the streets. Let us not convert
adult basic education into a similar institution.

In the last five years the adult basic education
classroom has been seen primarily as an agent
for economic mobility. Of course, one goal is
economic and there have been economic re-
wards; but its most important goal should he
to give to each citizen the educational means
for living the full life. Education today is basic,
indispensable to independence. The new hope
today for both black and white must be the de-
termination by society that all people receive
whatever education they need for as long as they
need it to enable them to rise from dependency,
to increase job performance where appropriate,
and to be the mentor of the children. The edu-
cation of the children to a great degree depends
upon the educational environment of the home,
and adult education helps to set that educational
environment.

In the large city being considered in this
paper it has been found that over eighty per
cent of those in need of public financial assist-
ance have not completed hibh school. In one
survey of almost 144,000 unemployed men and
women it was found that sixty-eight per cent of
the unemployed in Illinois had not finished high
school and that seventeen per cent had not even
finished the eighth grade. An even graver as
pect is the number of persons twenty-five and
over who are functionally illiterate. The census
reports that in 1960, 8.9 per cent of the popula-
tion of this city, or over 200,000 persons, were
functionally illiterate.

Brooks studied a group of welfare recipients
who were selected for intensive examination in
the area of social and educational background
and the level of formal education attained.'
They were tested for actual functioning level.
This study revealed that while only 6.6 per cent
of the group lacked five years of education, 50.7
per cent were functioning at levels below the
sixth grade the level at which it was generally
considered that the individual possessed the
minimal literacy skills to function in modern
society. This study was replicated with the
same results in another city.2 It should be
pointed out that the definition of sixth grade
functioning level, developed many years ago,
is grossly out of date for the complexities of
our day and the future. One more realistically
could define the level for adequate functioning
as at least high-school graduate level.

The Brooks study showed tl-at among the
public aid recipients who repotted a certain
grade as their highest educational level, the
average achievement never equaled that grade.
Those who reported the eighth grade as their
highest grade averaged less than the fifth
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grade; those who reported graduation from
high school, actually were functioning on less
than the seventh grade level. One hundred per
cent functional literacy appeared only in mem-
bers of the group who reported one or more
years of college as their highest education.

Some fundamental questions have been
raised about these two studies, the most sim-
ple of which is the validity of the literacy tests
used. This question merely highlights the need
for greater work in the whole field of adult
education. How does one realistically test an
adult, out of school and out of work for years,
and out of hope for even longer years?

What are the returns on education and train-
ing for the poor? A few years ago in this city a
listing of more than 1,500 recipient graduates
of special training programs were checked
through public aid department records. Over
seventy-five per cent of the cases were closed.
A little over seven per cent of the cases were
receiving supplemental assistance, that is, they
were working but not earning enough to sup-
port their families. In but 16.3 per cent of the
cases were the individuals still receiving full
assistance.

In a more recent study all of the graduates
during an eighteen-month period of two day-
time adult education centers were followed-up.
Of the 477 graduates, 245, or 51.4 per cent, were
no longer receiving assistance. While there
have been few full-scale studies of the impact
of ABE, it seems certain that there is not only
an economic impact, but also a social and edu-
cational impact upon the children and the whole
family unit.

This writer would urge tot only a massive
attack upon illiteracy, but further, a recogni-
tion of the need for a general upgrading of edu-
cational levels and a broadening of educational
backgrounds. The demands of his modern so-
ciety require not only a high school or a junior
college education for all who are both to par-
ticipate and partake of the fruits of society,
and to pass this knowledge on to the young. Our
modern economy requires a breadth of training
and general education that will permit the av-
erage individual to adjust to more than one
position or job during his lifetime. Adult edu-
cation can no longer afford to train and educate
narrowly, for all too often the narrowly trained
and educated find themselves prepared for a
job which ends and for parental duties no longer
understood.

In the early phases of the industrial revo-
lution it was relatively easy, for example, for
a handset printer to convert himself into a
linotype operator. The new skill levels required
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by the type of machines introduced at that time
were relatively low. Today, however, the au-
tomation revolution is requiring a vertical
shift in work that often must occur two or
three times in a person's productive life, and
which requires not just a variation on his old
skills, but completely new skills. Extensive
retraining programs alone are not the answer,
for experience has already demonstrated that a
man can be retrained in a job requiring a rais-
ing of his skill level by more than one step at
a time. To raise him two or more steps in the
ladder of skill leads, in the vast majority of
cases, to failure. Today the individual must
have a broader background so that he can ad-
just to new jobs, new requirements on the job,
and new outlooks. In addition, to find positions
for those who have dropped off the bottom of
the skill and employment ladder, there must be
a general upgrading of all presently employed
so as to create entry level positions. Only the
broadest of community programs developing
education and training within the broadest
meaning of those words can accomplish this
goal. Society can no longer afford to wait until
a person is without work and has lost faith in
himself and his abilities.

In conclusion, undereducation is not the
only cause of poverty, but if properly designed,
adult education programs can meet many of the
needs of the poor, including job training and a
chance for an enhanced self-concept with a
subsequent alleviation of the despair of pov-
erty which defeats problem-solving. A consid-
eration of the problems of the poor of one large
city pointed to goals and types of educational
programs needed. It was seen that adult educa-
tion programs must take into account: (1) per-
manent physical and psychological handicaps;
(2) long-term training for the ADC mother who
will one day have no more children at home and
will be ready for employment; (3) the effects of
despair; (4) the effects of past poor schooling
and failure in school; (5) the effects of racial
prejudice on the RE liconcepts and life style of
the poor; (6) the interaction of rapidly changing
societal demands with ;ndividuals who have
high geographic mobility; (7) the fears and pre-
conceptions of that part of middle-class Amer-
ica which believes that supportive and educa-
tional efforts are prolonging the dependency
status of the poor; (8) deterioration in basic
educational skills that a:e not used; (9) and the
need for a wide attack on upgrading et1; 'ional
levels, putting adult basic education into the
context of continuing education for all adults.
It has been seen that there is some evidence of
economic and social upgrading as the result of
adult education and training for the poor.



NOTES

1. Cook County Department of Public Aid, The
Blackboard Curtain: A Study to determine the
Literacy Level of Able-Bodied Persons Receiv-
ing Public Assistance (Chicago: Science Re-
search Associates, 1963).

2. Deton J. Brooks, Jr., First They Must Read:
A Study to Determine *he Literacy Level of Able-
Bodied Persons Receiving Public Assistance in
East St. Louis, Illinois (East St. Louis, Ill.: St.
Clair County Department of Public Aid, 1964).
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THE ADULT BASIC EDUCATION RESPONSE IN CHICAGO

Herbert Lehmann

Background of the Program
While a lack of basic literacy skills is not

the sole reason for poverty, it is certainly one
of the important ones in our time because of
the complexity of our society. Abundant evi-
dence is available to substantiate the link be-
tween a poor educational background and poverty.

Within the past decade a number of studies
have been conducted of the literacy level of
public aid recipients. For the purpose of this
paper the most significant one is that done by
Brooks in 1962 on 719 recipients of the Wood-
lawn community in Chicago.' He found that
their literacy was considerably lower than that
necessary to be considered employable for
most available jobs. As a result of this and
other relevant national studies, the late Ray-
mond Hilliard, then director of the Cook County
Department of Public Aid, arranged with the
general superintendent of the Chicago Public
Schools, Benjamin C. Wills, to arrange for eve-
ning classes for public aid recipients. These
were begun in four evening schools in March,
1962. Referral slips were given by the Cook
County Department of Public Aid caseworkers
to their clients, who would present these at the
school office to qualify for registration in
classes.

The classes had been scheduled to begin
within a few days after the agreement between
the schools and the Cook County Department of
Public Aid was concluded, and therefore a very
heavy burden was placed on the schools to clas-
sify the students according to their school back-
grounds, tfi) arrange for placement of clients in
classes, to hire additional teachers, and to ob-
tain instructional materials. Much confusion
prevailed for a few mcnths while the program
was getting under way, and it was often the
target for unfavorable publicity by various Cri-
tics. However, when it is considered that this
was a pioneering effort with almost no advance
planning and launched jointly by two public agen-
cies with different missions, it is surprising
that it worked as well as it did,

As soon as the program began there were
several major problems which were immedi-
ately evident:

1. No school records came from the welfare
agency. Hence, lengthy individual interviews
often were necessary to try to ascertain a
rough approximation for proper class as-
signment. The client's own recollection of
his highest attained grade in school was all
that could be used as a temporary class as-
signment until more accurate screening
could be accomplished by the class teacher.

2. Since the Chicago Board of Education was
financing the program out of its own budget,
no additional staff had been provided for in-
terviewing and counseling, so adequate, place-
ment was frequently delayed for several
weeks. This delay resulted in many dropouts
among those clients whose previous school
experiences had been uncomfortable at best.

3. Attendance reports were required by the
Cook County Department of Public Aid from
the school, but little follow-up cf frequent
absences was done by either agency because
of a lack of organization at the time of the
launching of the program.

4. Because the Chicago public schools had
never supplied textbooks to adults in the
evening schools, no funds were available for
any instructional materials. Furthermore,
even if funds had been available, in these
early days of the program few suitable ma-
terials were being published at the level of
adult basic education and most of the stu-
dents had to be placed at this level because
of their low literacy level. Aiso, very few
teachers had ever had any experience in
teaching adult students whose literacy skills
were so low.

Such problems for"ed each school staff to
improvise as best it could. Old textbooks were
borrowed from neighboring elementary schools.
Science, social studies, and health textbooks
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were used when they could be obtained. Many
teachers prepared their own instructional ma-
terials. Reading textbooks were also employed.
It was especially in the category of reading that
few instructional materials for adults were
available for teaching total or almost total il-
literates. Hence, unfortunately, on some oc-
casions juvenile primers were employed. These
primers, probably justifiably, were the chief
target of the early critics of the program, fur-
nishing the impetus for several censorious judg-
ments of the program at this stage.

Despite the vicissitudes which characterized
its initial phases, the program progressed very
rapidly, and within less than two years the en-
rollment grew from less than one thousand
students to approximately seven thousand. At
the same time the finances of the Chicago Board
of Education were being strained by greatly
added enrollment in the regular day school
program for children. Therefore, it could no
longer carry the additional financial load for
this adult program and aid was sought from the
state legislature so that the adult program for
public aid recipients could continue. Fortun-
ately, this monetary assistance was forthcoming
as a result of the joint efforts of the Cook
County Department of Public Aid and the Chi-
cago Board of Education. In 1964 the Illinois
legislature passed legislation which became
codified in the State School Code. Provision is
made under the legislation for the State De-
partment of Public Welfare to reimburse the
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion for classes conducted by school districts
f the state fo public aid recipients. In actual

prw.tice it has developed that the state super-
inOndent's office reimburses districts to a
level established as a result of the districts'
preparing proposals of their annual needs. The
state superintendent's office grants the amount
it can in keeping with the funds voted by the
state legislature for this type of educational
program in the biennial state school budget.
Recently this has resulted in approximately one
and one-third million dollars annually for the
cooperative program of the Chicago Board of
Education with the Cook County Department of
Public Aid.

Problems
Over the seven years of operation of the pro

gram a variety of problems have arisen as
might be expected in a joint social venture con
ducted by two public agencies with different ob-
jectives, receiving financing through a third

public agency. Some of the problems are listed
below:

1. Because the program is completely reim
bursed to the Chicago Board of Education,
agreement is necessary between the Chicago
Board of Education and the Cook County De-
partment of Public Aid concerning lists of
recipients attending. With sophisticated
data processing equipment in both agencies
it might be expected that such agreement
would be a simple matter. Actually, because
of changes in personnel assignment in both
agencies and some differences of policy
about long-absent students, attaining th?
necessary agreement between the two agen-
ciencies has proved to be a difficult task.
At one time there were several hundred
clients in question as to whether or not they
were still to be considered in active class
status. This problem is no longer trouble-
some, but the delays inherent in concur
rence of both agencies in regard to the lists
is still a minor annoyance.

2. While there has always been complete agree
ment between top level personnel of both
agencies, there has been considerably less
insight on the part of the operating person-
nel of both agencies with respect to the
roles of their counterparts in the other
agency, i.e., teachers, principals, and wel-
fare agency district supervisors.

3. Probably because of the different educa-
tional background of the professional em-
ployees of the .two agencies, frequent dis-
agreements arise regarding whether or not
certain of the poorly-attending clients should
be retained in the class.

4. A lack of experience on the nart of the tea-
chers, counselors, and school administra-
tors in dealing with the poorly motivated
adult student with little or no formal edu
cation is also a persistent problem.

Joint Advisory Committee
After several years of operation it became

evident to the top echelon personnel in bah agen-
cies who were charged with operating the welfare
adult basic education program that there was a
need for a joint committee of operating personnel
in both agencies. This committee would meet
regularly to discuss interagency problems and
to make recommendations to the resr ective
agencies which might improve the educational
services to the adult population which both
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serve. The committee was established in late
1966 and has met monthly since then. Its active
members representing the Chicago Board of
Education are a principal, a counselor, a teacher,
and the adult basic education curriculum con-
sultant to the program, and representing the
Cook County Department of Public Aid, a dis-
trict caseworker supervisor, an educational
caseworker, and a caseworker. Top echelon
administrators and an Office of the Superintend-
ent of Public Instruction regional adult education
superisor are ad hoc members. Among its con-
tributions toward resolving problems inherent
in the differing roles of the agency are:

1. Two joint workshop sessions in which wel-
fare and education caseworkers visited
operating adult basic education classes on
site.

2. Two joint workshop sessions in which many
adult basic education teachers and counse-
lors participated in in-service discussion
sessions with welfare and education case-
workers.

3. The resolution of conflicts concerning class
lists and the proper determination of the
status of students.

4. Help in improving attendance to some extent.

5. The development of standarized joint forms
for more effective attendance reporting.

6. By the existence and deliberations the com-
mittee has given substance to the deep com-
mitment which both agencies have to this
program which aims to alleviate to some
extent the city's poverty proble-n.

The Status of the Program in 1969
Today the program operates five full-time

day centers with a total enrollment of approxi-
mately twelve hundred. These day centers are:

1. Raymond Hilliard Adult Education Center

2. Montrose Urban Opportunity Branch of the
Raymond Hilliard Adult Education Center

3. Andrew Jackson Adult Education Center

4. George Westinghouse Family Education
Center

5. James R. Doolittle, Jr., Family Education
Center

All of these centers provice instruction from
beginning reading to the eighth grade level and
have child development programs for the chil-
dren of mothers in attendance.
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In addition the program conducts twelve eve-
ning schools for a few hours each week. Approx-
imately three thousand public aid recipients, of
whom thirty-five percent are high school stu-
dents, are enrolled in these part-time programs.

Enrollment appears to be down by several
thousand from its peak several years ago. This
drop is more statistical than real, since the two
agencies are now in considerable agreement in
regard to dropping students who have had long
or poorly-explained absences. However, there
may be fewer students now than formerly. At
least a total of thirty thousand adults have been
enrolled at some time during the seven years
of operation of this program, so that those who
are still potential candidates for adult basic
education are fewer because in-migration into
the city has declined considerably in the past
few years. Also, since only the day centers of-
fer child care facilities, attendance of many
mothers in evening school is impossible. Loca-
tion of adult basic education centers in the inner-
city also discourages many persons from eve-
ning attendance because of the dangers of the
street at night. Day attencance, however, is on
the increase.

It is difficult to assess objectively the of
festiveness of the program over the seven
years of its operation. Few students who began
the original program finished and received an
elementary school diploma. Even fewer finished
high school. Only 125 elementary certificates
and 873 high school diplomas have been awarded.
An additional 2876 persons on public aid were
able to be placed on jobs since 1965 because
their literacy level he.d increased. Of these
sixty-three percent were successful.

There is no real measure to determine the
effectiveness of the program for the large group
which did not remain to graduate, but hopefully
many persons, evecially those whJ are parents,
now are more c rncerned that their children
achieve in school, and do not drop out, or be-
come force-outs because of port. attendance or
other difficulties. Hopefully, mothers are
more effective homemakers as a result of the
consumer economics phases of the course. Class
trips to many places in the city should have
broadened horizons, and clans discussions
sharpened knowledge of civic and sock I prob-
lems for many, even if they attended for only
a few months. Any real effect of these less-
directly-measurable benefits must come some
years from now i./ an improved quality of family
and community life.

The Curriculum
As was previously stated, when the Chicago



welfare adult basic education program began,
no organized approach to teaching was available.
This condition persisted for the first year while
teachers tried their best to meet the needs of
their students. Probably there were almost as
many approaches as there were teachers at
that time. Instructional materials were equally
diverse.

In 1963-64 a number of publishers discov-
ered the ABE market and considerable material
began to become available. At first every Chi-
cago school conducting adult basic education
classes bought materials independently, some-
times from that sales representative who ar-
rived first. During this period the program
received frequent criticism from many direc-
tions, some of which was justified, some of
which was not. It was evident, however, that a
real need existed for developing a curriculum
guide to help inexperienced adult basic education
teachers to deal more effectively with their stu-
dents. Therefore, late in 1963 a curriculum
committee was appointed to prepare such a
guide, and the first field-test copy of the Lan-
guage Arts and Social Studies Guide was issued
in 1965. A curriculum consultant in adult basic
education also joined the staff in 1965. Since
that time a number of revisions have been made
in this guide. Guides for the areas of mathe-
matics, science, and English as a second lan-
guage (ESL) sinca have been issued.

Instructional materials selections commit-
tees composed of experienced ABE teachers
and adminiataitors worked throughout the sum-
mers of 1965 and 1966 compiling lists of suit-
able materials. These now constitute the official
instructional materials list. As funds become
available, it is planned to have an instructional

materials selection committee update the list.

Unsol red Problems
While much 1), ogress has been made, at least

two serious and probably inseparable problems
exist. One problem is poor attendance together
with a high dropout rate; the other is o need for
in-service education of the entire adult basic
education staff. It is certain that these problems
are related, because a poorly prepared teaching
and counseling staff surely exacerbates the at-
tendance problem. Some headway has been made
in upgrading the full-time professional staff.
Approximately fifteen persons have attended
two-and three-week summer teacher, counse-
lor, and administrator workshops funded under
the Adult Education Act of 1966. Chicago pres-
ently employs, however, a total of eighty full-
time ABE professionals in the five day centers,
and one hundred and twenty part-time evening
school teachers in the welfare program. In ad-
dition about six hundred more part-time teach-
ers of adult basic education and twelve hundred
part-time high school teachers are employed in
adult education program of the Chicago public
schools. Only a very few of the latter have had
in-service education in the teaching of adults.

While it is doubtful that adult education pro-
grams will ever achieve the high attendance
levels characteristic of many day elementary
and high schools because of family, health, job,
and other pressures, the writer is certain that
professional courses in all aspects of adult
education reinforced by periodic in-service
education can improve attendance and lessen
dropouts at all levels of adult education.

NOTES

1. Cook County Department of Public Aid, The
Blackboard Curtain: A Study to Determine the
Literacy Level of Able-Bodied Persons Receiv-
ing Public Assistance (Chicago: Science Re-
search Associates, 1963).
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THE CULTURE OF POVERTY

William Haddad

There is culture of poverty. This culture
of poverty, a subculture within the American
economic system, has taken various farms
during the development of this natico. Today's
culture of poverty is divided between urban
and rural, Indian, white, black, and Spanish-
surname. It includes enclaves in the hills of
West Virginia and on the tenant farms of Mis-
sissippi, the rice fields of Louisiana and the
streets of East St. Louis.

There is both quantitative and qualitative
evidence that a culture or more precisely,
subcultures of poverty do exist. First, let us
consider the characteristics of poverty. The
first characteristic is the lack of money. What
constitutes poverty varies from place to place,
but an arbitrary national norm of the War on
Poverty was set at $3,120 per family of four.
The second characteristic of poverty is the
direct correlation with the lack of formal edu-
cation. The third is the length of time a family
has spent in the subculture. It is not a cliche to
report that the children of poverty grow to be-
come the fatherq of poverty. The fourth char-
acteristic involves the consequence of poverty,
such as poor housing, inadequate medical at-
tention, poor nutrition, and hunger. The fifth
characteristic, or, more properly, a conse-
quence of poverty, is the lack of opportunity to
break out of the subculture.

The blacit poor, or at least a significant
minority, are reacting to the failure of the fed-
eral, state, and city governments to meet their
needs by developing a subculture of separation
which ranges from community control to insti
tutional isolalion to physical separation. The
by-products of this subculture are counted in
terms of frustration and violence. There is no
doubt that the subculture of Indian life in Amer-
ica has produced its own norms, including al-
coholism, which was not a product of the Indian
culture itself. The pattern of leaving the reser-
vation, attempting low-level work with no aci
vancement, slipping into urban poverty, .and
then returning to the reservation was well docu-
mented in the KefauverLanger hearings of the
mid-fifties. There is also no doubt that the
Appalachian isolation of poverty has developed
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patterns and attitudes of its own toward mo-
bility, education, and work. Each of the char-
acteristics of the culture of poverty family
disorganization, alienation, mental disorder,
illiteracy, mortality, crime and apoliticism
work on individuals at the same time, and there
is some reason to believe that their cumulative
effect may be multiplicative rather than additive.

Some of these characteristics are sus-
ceptible to direct measurement.; others at this
point are not. A study conducted for Congress
by Schaefer examined the health of twelve
thousand low-income residents of Tcxas and
Louisiana, of whom fifty per cent were Mexican-
Americans, thirty-five per cent were black, and
fifteen per cent were white.' Of the children
under six studied by Schaefer, one-third were
anemic and below average height. Their growth
rates also were below normal, and they ex-
hibited retarded bone development. About
eighteen per cent of the children over ten years
old had severe dental problems, and many were
starting to lose permanent teeth by the age of
twelve.

There is some indication that prenatal
protein insufficiency among the children of the
culture of poverty may lead to a subnormal
number of brain cells at birth. Although ade-
quate statistical evidence may be lacking,
there are strong indications that all federally-
treated narcotics addicts were at the lowest
economic level.

Although statistics regarding whites and
nonwhites are not fully coterminous with dif-
ferentiations between nonpoor and poor, there
are indications that figures for nonwhites ap-
proximate those for members of the culture of
poverty. In 1966, for example, the average
illegitimacy rate per thousand women of child-
bearing age was 23.4 in the United States.
Among whites, it was 12.0 and among non-
whites 92.8. In the same year, the average of
infant mortality in the United States was 23.7
per thousand live births. For all whites the
fiture was 20.6, while for all nonwhites the
figures was 38.8.

Those who see a culture of poverty in
America believe there has been an evolution of



a stratified society with diminishing mobility
upward. This belief is clearly more susceptible
to the vignette illustration than to statistical
exigesis, even though one of the germinal vol-
umes of the 1960's, ',lichee] Harrington's The
Other America, W in essence a passionate
book about 8tatistics.2

All Americans can be ranked somewhere
on a variety of continuums, and their rankings
show where they stand in relation to their fel-
lows in such matters as income, intelligence,
health, schooling, and housing. Some of these
indices have been drawn with considerable
sophistication. All Americans, too, can be
ranked according to other criteria family
disorganization, alienation, mental disorder,
illiteracy, infant mortality, crime, and apoli-
ticism. Unfortunately, America has not yet
developed measurement capabilities to limn
family disorganization as well as, say, average
per-share stock earnings over 20 years, ad-
justed to constant money. But because our
measurement technology in social science is
less sophisticated than that of Dow-Jones is
not to say that the culture of poverty does not
exist.

Another problem is that an operational
definition of the culture of poverty or even of
poverty never has been established. The Office
of Economic Opportunity and the Bureau of the
Census wrestled with this question of definition
for several years and came up with what was
an admittedly unsatisfactory solution a defi-
nition in terms of dollar income on a national
base, taking into account such things as average
rents and food costs. Below a specific point
roughly $3,100 for a family of four, although
the exact figure tended to get imprecise citi-
zens were adjudged to be poor and thus entitled
to whatever beneficences the federal anti-
poverty program had for them.

The dollar definition of poverty was
clearly unsatisfactory, particularly considered
on a national basis, since it produced anomalies
such as the fact that all residents of Alaska,
where bread costa a dollar a loaf, were tech.
nically ineligible for anti-poverty benefits,
while the mayors of some middle-sized com-
munities in the South were fully eligible. Con-
gress, for reasons of its own, was unhappy
with regionalizing the dollar definitions of
poverty particularly the high-seniority South-
ern delegation which had considerable flexibility
in allocating anti-poverty benefits among its
constiNency. A higher percentage of residents
of the South were eligible than was the cage in
other sections of the country.
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A more serious deficiency than the mere
assignment of a dollar figure to constitute the
dividing point between poverty and nonpoverty
is the question of who draws the dividing line,
and on what basis. There are reasonably good
measurement devices from which the relative
degree of participation in the political process
can be inferred. But it would be one thing to
postulate a correlation between apoliticism and
captivity in the culture of poverty and an en-
tirely different matter to try to define the point
at which the apoliticism becomes a symptom
of the culture of p ...sty. If one has never voted,
is he a member of the culture of poverty? The
answer, of course, is not necessarily, but
certainly it is more likely than if he had voted
in all the primary, special, and genera] elec-
tions of the last ten years and also served as
a district leader for his party. Other possible
culture-of-poverty indicators such as high
infant mortality rate also raise problems. Who
is to draw a line on a graph and say that those
above the line are not living in such a culture,
while those below the line are?

The argument of the academic community
has been that it is difficult to assemble a mat-
rix of the characteristics of the culture of
poverty and that it is even more difficult to
draw a statistical line separating these mem-
bers of this culture from nonmembers of the
culture. Therefore, there is no culture of pov-
erty. Academicians claim there can Le no cul-
ture of poverty because there is a low correla-
tion rate between the occupation of fathers and
sons in the United States. However, a perfect
correlation of occupation would come in situa-
tions in which the sons of sharecroppers be-
came sharecroppers and the sons of cobblers
became cobblers. Were this occupational cor-
relation from generation to generation to occur,
it might be possible to identify a culture of
poverty with some exactness.

However, it is entirely possible, indeed
likely, that sons of the culture of poverty can
achieve sonic degree of lateral mobility without
achieving any upward mobility whatsoever. The
son of a sharecropper in Mississippi can achieve
an occupational change, from a statistical point
of view, by becoming a part-time short-order
cook in Chicago. But the occupational change is
extremely marginal to any determination that
the individual has moved out of the culture of
poverty. It may mean, instead, that the meas-
urement tools presently available are to im-
precise to draw any conclusions.

What of the future? On the one hand are the
concensus historians, who point the similar-
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ities between movements and the continuity
between antecedents and actions throughout
America's past. On the other a:e the conflict
historians, who emphasize the degree of turmoil
and the depth of disagreement surrounding the
major decisions of American history. The con-
census historians seem closely associated, in
frame of reference and in time-frame of domi-
nance, with the Eisenhower years, while the
conflict historians have risen during and
been associated with the Kennedy and Johnson
administrations. These two interpretations of

the past have a good deal to say about visions cf
the potential of the present and thus with the
politics of the future.

In my view of the future, we live on the
edge of the abyss. If it is true that at least
some members of the culture of poverty see
the social compact as simply not, relevant to
themselves, and if others respond to this
anomie with similar disregard for the social
compact, then the 'United States is indeed head-
ing toward a collision course.

NOTES

1. Hearings before the Select Committee
on Nutrition and Human Needs of the United
States Senate Ninetieth Congress. Second Ses-
sion, Part 3, The National Nutrition Survey,
Washington, D.C., January 22, 1969. (Washing-
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ton, D.C.: U.S. Goveinment Printing Office, 1969).

2. Michael Harrington, The Other America:
Poverty in the United States, (New York: Mac-
millan, 1962).



IMAGES OF THE POOR AND ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

Zahava D. Blum
The Issues

Paralleling the initiation, operation, ad
evaluation of poverty programs in the past few
years, in which the academic community has
not played a central role, has been the academ-
ic debate concerning poverty its definition, its
manifestations, and the cacsal nexus between
individuals and specific behavior patterns. The
study of the poor or of poverty cannot reason-
ably ignore the general position of the poor in
the larger society. Yet, studies of poverty
more often than not fail to relate either the
concept of poverty or the empirical studies of
the poor to the study of social stratification in
general. The study of social atratification is
concerned with the general principles under-
lying hierarchical orders; this concern leads
to a characterization of the bottom strata as
being different mainly in degree rather than in
kind. In contrast, the studies of the poor per se
have focused upon those characteristics which
most clearly differentiate the poor from the
rest of the society. The reasons for this are
twofold: first, most of this research has been
conducted by scholars who have tended to em-
phasize distinctive cultural traits as a way of
defining the poor; second, studies of the poor
usually have been motivated by ameliorative
aims, thus reinforcing the search fir differ-
entiae.'

Put another way, a broad stratification ap-
proach to poverty leads to the conclusion that
poverty is the result of the situation that indi-
viduals find themselves in. This approach sug
gests that people respond to the situations and
opportunities available to them, and change
their behavior accordingly. This leads, further,
to the suggestion that the creation of work and
income are the major policy measures to elim-
inate poverty. The assumption inherent in this
approach is that the life-style of the poor will
not interfere with their adaptation to economic
opportunity.

The cultural view of social change suggests
that work and income are necessary but not
sufficient to eliminate poverty. It argues that
poverty and the low-status position of the poor
lead to a separate and independent lower class

culture2 or a "culture of poverty"3 which in
tervenes in the response to opportunities, some
times making it impossible for poor people tc
develop the behavior and value patterns needed
say, to hold a job. Oscar Lewis, who apparently
coined the term, distinguished between "poverty
per se" and poverty as "a culture, or more
accurately, as a subculture with its own struc
ture and rationale, as a way of life which is
passed down from generation to generatior
along family lines."' He then describes thc
characteristic features of families and individ
vials living in a culture of poverty. However
even if we accepted Lewis' definition, the crit
ical question becomes what weight sho Id be
given to each of the characteristics, that is
which are the most essential characteristics
the absence or presence of which should more
definitely determine whether or not an individua
or household is a member of the culture ot
poverty. Lewis himself has recognized the lira
its of this formulation. In a more recent worli
he has placed more emphasis on the hetero
geneity within slum communities and wants lir
to see the culture cf poverty as "a statistics
profile" of the frequency distribution of them
previously discussed traits. Although Lewis it
now willing to acknowledge critics who feel that
external pressures perpetuate poverty Jub 2u1
tures, he emphasizes that "this is not the only
reason" since self-perpetuation also occur:
through internal socialization s

Conceptually, there are two difficulties witl-
the cultural approach: first, its proponents otter
determine norms from frequency -of- behavior
patterns; second, there is an emphasis on thosc
cultural patterns which are resistant to change.
Neither one of the approaches discussed above
genuinely comes to grip with the question of
what deates the poor or what the particular
mechanisms are which account for the exist-
ence and persistence of poor people in the
United States.6

To recapitulate, the major i sue which
arises from a consideration of thtt,,e tiqtsroaches
is whether the poor are qvalitatiy ely r quan-
titatively different from strata highet in the
system of social stratification. The solution to
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this problem has widespread implications both
for conceptions of social stratifteatit,n and for
social policy. From a theoretical standpoint,
solving the problem requires examining the
relative merits of those theories of social
stratification which conceive of social classes
as subcultures and "status groups" as against
those theories which stress a continuum model.
From the standpoint of social policy, efforts to
ameliorate the condition of the poor are affect-
ed by whether the poor prove to constitute a
separate subculture or whether their charac-
teristics are generated by large-scale social
processes. While there is some consensus that
changes in the character of lower-class groups
as well as in the structural opportunities af-
forded them are desirable, differences in opin-
ion ate reflected in the ways in which the action
Frogs ms are formalated, criticized, and praised.

This peper, then, summarizes the findings
from an extensive literature review and pro-
vides a partial answer w the question raised
above.' First, a composite picture of the poor
will be presented with some modification as it
emerge? from the qualitative literatures. Subse-
quentie,, the major findings from the more
quantitative literature will be discussed. To
anticipate the conclusion, it is evident that in
almost every case the alleged characteristics
of the poor are those they share with the work-
ing-class or blue-collar component of the labor
force. A brief review will be presented of come
of the major findings from the vast literature
dealing with social mobility a topic omitted
from our more concentrated review and, fi-
nally, special attention will be paid to studies
dealing with the education of the poor.

Before proceeding, what is meant by the
term "poor" should be clarified. In the cur-
rent literature on this group and in policy dis-
cussions the definition of poverty is an unre
&lived problem We all agree that those living
in poverty are persons or households that have
considerably less-than-average access LI goods
and services and considerable less-that.etverage
financial and human resources. Contemporary
discussions distinguish between those who, be-
cause of events in their life cycle (the aged, the
sick, the disabled) or the chance happenings of
disaster, happen to be suffering from a low
level of income and the chronic poor, those who
are unable to "make a go of it" because of
character deficiencies or lack of skill. It is the
latter gioup upon which the greatest attention
is centered. When we took at terms used to de-
scribe the chronic poor in recent years -- the
new poor, multiproblem families wt note that
the terms imply fiat something more than in-
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come is missing in this group.
These labels suggest that these are people

who are poor and who c,mnot cope with their
poverty despite their lack of any obvious physi-
cal and mental disabilities. By extrapolation,
as suggested earlier, simply augmenting their
income is not enough. For the sake of this dis-
cussion, the poor will be defined as those who
are at the button) of our American class sys-
tem. The poor are those able-bodied adults and
their dependent children whose lack of -income
and wealth places them at the bottom most layer
of most distributions and whose sources of in-
come lie in either welfare payments or in un-
skilled and poorly paid occupations. These are
the "problem" poor, those who should be "mak-
ing it" in our society and who are either failing
t do so or are the products of the failures of
our society. This definition excludes those who
are retired from the labor force and those who
are disabled through disease or infirmity, even
though their income may place them at :le low-
est portions of the income distribution. They
are excluded because their problems could be
solved by income maintenance through transfer
payments of some kind. Obviously this is not a
definition that would be useful if one were to
try to determine the number of poor people in
the United States. For present 'purpcses of re-
viewing a literature that does not employ stand-
ardized definitions, a flexible definition permits
a wide: range of materials.

A Qualitative Portrait and
Some Quantitative Findings

If we look at the case studies end field ob-
servations dealing with the "lower-lowers", to
use Warner's neutral term, we find consider-
able agreement on specific characteristics that
are manifested by this group,'

1. Gabor force participation. Long periods
of unemployment and/or intermittent em-
ployment. Public assistance is frequently
a major source of income for extended
perio39.

2. dceupational participation. When employed,
persons nold jobs at the lowest levels of
skills; cur example, domestic service, un-
skilled I. menial service jobs, and
farm labor.

3. Family and interpersonal relations. High
rates of marital instability (desertion, di.
vorce. separation), high incidence of house-
holds headed by 'males, high rates of il-
legitimacy; unstable and superficial inter-
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personal relationships characterized by
considerable suspicion of persons outside
the immediate household.

4. Community characteristics. Residential
areas with very poorly developed voluntary
associations and low levels of participation
in such local voluntary associations as
exist.

5. Relationship to larger society. Little in-
terest in or knowledge of the larger society
and its events; some degree of alienation
from the larger society.

6. Value orientations. A sense of helpless-
ness and a low sense of personal efficacy;
dogmatism and authoritarianism in politi-
cal ideology; fundamentalist religious views,
with some strong inclinations toward be-
lief in magical practices. Low need achieve-
ment and low levels of aspiration for the
self.

Although several other characteristics
could be added to this inventory, an informal
content analysis of the literature indicates that
these characteristics are those about which
there is considerable consensus and which tend
to be stressed as critical features of the poor.

Dissension exists among writers around
the question of whether the poor are "happy" or
not. Sore writers extol the spontaneity of ax-
,)ression among this group; others ascribe the
same phenomenon to lack of impulse control.
Some see the poor as having a fine and warm
sense of humor, but others regard their humor
as bitter and sad. Some claim that the poor are
desperately trying to change their condition,
sinking into apathy when it becomes clear to
them that the odds are greatly against their
being able to do so; others deny that a stroi.g
desire for change exists.

A second point of disagreement arises ever
whether or not the lover- lowers have devel-
oped a contra-culture - a rejection of the core
values of American society or whether they
are best characterized by what Rodman calls
"value stretch," a condition in which the values
of the society are accepted as valid by persons
who, nonetheless, exempt themselves from ful-
filling the requirement of nonns.9 As described
in Rodman, the concept of value stretch is a
phenomenon not peculiar to the lower-lowers.
No normative system is adhered to completely
by everyone in the society, and depending upon
the norms in question, the latitude given for
compliance can be considerable. For example,
adultery has undoubtedly been widespread

throughout the whole range of American social
strata, although there is clear evidence from
attitude surveys that legitimate sexual alliances
are to be preferred over adulterous ones. If
there is any reason for the concept to be applied
to the lower-lowers with more force than to any
other group in American society, it is that their
lives (for a variety of reasons) depart from
standard American values in more areas and
more dramatically.

While the more qualitative literature deal-
ing with this population is relatively limited,
the quantitative literature dealing with social
class as a variable is extensive. Although an
attempt was made to collect the major items
of empirical research covering the period
roughly from World War II to the middle of the
1960's, there are obvious gaps. There is no
way of estimating the number of relevant arti-
cles missed by the screening methods used or
the number of unpublished findings of the kind
embedded in reports to various fund-granting
agencies. The most serious omissions, how-
ever, are the items of research currently un-
derway which have yet to find their way into the
published literature.

The current national focus on the poor
almost by definition, made extensive research
funds available to rcademicians. Perhaps that
is a telling commentary on American research:
only when problems become defined on a gov-
ernmental level do they become researchable
and fundable. Most observers would agree that,
when tilt War on Poverty was declared, we did
not possess the knowledge in the social sciences
to provide substantial input to such an under-
taking.

in spite of the limitations to our literature
survey, one can definitely say that the lower
the socioeconomic level:

1. The higher the incidence of family disor
ganization; for example, divorce, desertium
unhappiness in the marital relationship,
illigitimacy.

2. The greater the sense of alienation from
the larger society, the poorer the knowl-
edge concerning matters of public interest,
the less participation in voting, parapoliti
cal organizations, and associations in
general.

:3. The higher the incidence of symptoms of
mental disorder, the higher the degree of
maladjustment as evidenced on personality
tests
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4. The less competence with standard English,



the more likely to score poorly on tests of
verbal and scholastic ability, and the more
likely to drop out of school before com-
pletion.

5. The nigher the rate of mortality and the
incidence of phy::;cal disorders, although
there is some evidence that such socio-
economic differentials have been declining
over time.

6. The lower the need for achievement and
the less likely individuals are to manifest
what has been called the deferred r ratifi-
cation pattern. However, some critics have
questiorrxi the evidence for the deferred-
gratification pattern, and 3orne studies
have shown that Negroes (presumably the
group most likely to be among the poor)
manifest very high occupational aspirations
for themselves and for their children.

7. The less likely are parents to socialize
their children through the use of explana-
tions for obedience to rules and more
likely to assert such rules without pre-
senting rationales.

8. The higher are crime and delinquency rates
(when based on arrests and convictions),
although there is some evidence that law-
enforcement agencies treat lower class
delinquents more harshly and that when
adolescents are asked whether they have
committed delinquent acts, the socioeco-
nomic differentials tend to decline.

9. The more likely to be liberal on economic
issues but somewhat less liberal regarding
civil liberties or toward political deviants.

In other areas of attitudes and behavior the
review of the literature did not reveal reason-
able degrees of consensus concerning what is
related to socioeconomic Jtatus. Sometimes
contradictory patterns of findings were report
ed by different researchers; for example, the
results in studies of child-rearing practices
varied, possibly reflecting the different histor-
ical periods in which the studies were under-
taken. In other cases the data were too fzag-
mentary or based on such small studies that,
for the time being, their results were mainly
suggestive; for example, studies of social-
class-related linguistic differences are based
on such small numbers of observations that the
diff0, .es found can hardly be said to have
bee:, firmly established. Similar statements
can be made about studies of %slue patterns or
certain types of leisure activities.

Social Mobility in American Society
In its most extreme fe:m, the position that

maintains that the poor are qualitatively differ-
ent is expressed in the claim that there is a
distinctive culture displayed by the poor the
"culture of poverty." Although the findings from,
the review presented above cast considerable
doubt on the distinctiveness of the poor, one
aspect of the concept merits some investiga-
tion; specifically, the transmission of culture
across generations.

Over forty years have passed since Sorokin's
classic study of social mobility, and the prob-
lems he posed have assumed an impor`ant
place in sociological research and theory. His
words bear repeating.

Within our societies vertical circulation
of individuals is going on permanently. But
how it it taking place? . . . what are the
characteristics of this process of which
very little is known? Individuals have been
speculating too much and studying the facts
too little. It is high time to abandon specu-
lation for the somewhat saner method of col
lecting facts and studying them patientiy.10

To a large extent social scientists have taken
up this challenge in recent years. Today we
possess a number of studies dealing with so-
cial r. )bility in both the United States and in a
number of countries abroad."

The most important study, in many re-
spects, is the recently published work by Blau
and Duncan 12 While social mobility refers to
the movement of individuals in the social struc-
ture, one way of characterizing the social struc-
ture is by its occupational structure. Therefore,
we usually study occupations . mobility as a
form of social mobility, It should be mentioned,
however, that we are not interested in job mo-
bility per se, but use occupations as an indica-
tion of a person's socioeconomic position.

Duncan an0 3lau obtained the data for this
study using supplementary questions added to
the Current Population Survey conducted by
the Bureau of the Census in 1962. The final
sample consisted of about 20,700 males be-
tween the ages of 20 and 64 (response rate of
approximately 83 percent). This careful study
clearly documents that a considerable amount
of intergenerational reshuffling among major
occupational groups takes place; for example,
of those sons listed es laborers in 1962 (among
whom presumably the bulk of the lawerlower3
would be classified). only 12.2 per cent had fa.
thers who were in the same occupational group;
farm laborers (5 per cent), fanners (31.5 p^r
cent), operatives (15.4 per cent).13
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The basic model presented in this work
looks at the process of occupational mobility
by studying the interdependence among four
determinants of occupational achievement.
Two of the refer M a man's social background
(his father's education and his father's occupe.
lion) and two relate to his own training (educa-
tion) and experience in the labor market (first
job). Blau and Duncan note:

A man's social origins have 6 continuing
impact on careers that is independent of
the two variables pertaining to career
preparation. Education exerts the strong-
est direct effect on occupational achiev--
ments , with the level on which a man
starts his career being second)
To spell out the further modifications of

this work with the necessary care would take
us far afield. One final point, however, needs
to be made. At several points in the book Blau
and Duncan address themselves specifically to
the question of a 'vicious cycle" of poverty
and argue that the data do not show that the
various conditions associated with growing up,
in low social origins have a cumulative adverse
affect on occupational chances.

The fact that se.eral related factors have
disadvantageous consequences for occupa-
tional achievements, however, do not neces-
sarily indicate that each one adds a further
impediment to those produced by the others.
On the contrary, it frequently means that
their combined effects are in large part
redundant and not cumulative.15

Our society does contain three groups who su:'-
fer from disadvantages blacks, Southern
whites, and the sons of immigrants. These
groups, however, show marked differences in
the type of cumulative disadvantages. The analy-
sis clearly shows diet even if we compare Ne-
groes and whites of the same origins, educa-
tions, career beginnings, and occupations, then
the income of blacks is lower than that of
whites. In the case of Southern whites vis-a-vis
Northeni whites, the squation is mark(-ily dif-
fetent: after :,,e control for the inferio: back-
ground and education of Southern whites, there
is no longer any difference in their achievement
from that of Northern whites 16

These two groups, blacks and Southern
whites (whether, living in the South or migrants
to the North), are presumably the targ,t popu-
lation of much adult basic education. The im-
portance of education in subsequent occupational
achievement needs no further elaboration in

vew of the overpowering proof that can be
brought to bear on this question." We should
note, however, that the available studies deal-
ing with mobility which have used education as
a major independent variable have usually
rsked for the respondent's highest grade com-
pleted, as well as the highest grade completed
by his parents. The different ways in which this
education was completed is usually not ascer-
tained Thus, studies do not differentiate be-
tween the man who completed high school at
age eighteen and then entered the labor force,
the man who dropped out of high school and
many years later obtained a high school equiv-
alency diploma, ar the man who completed his
high schc.11 education during his active military
service and converted a General Educational
Development certificate to a high school di-
ploma. Furthermore, although estimatr3 of the
extent of adult participation in educational ac-
tivities have been made, the extent to which
such participation has subsequent occupational
effects has not been studied." A small step in
the direction of answeing the question of the
influence of adult participation in education on
occupation is being taken by the research group
at the Johns Hopkins University.19

Our current study involves a national survey
of men, aged 30 to 39, from whom we have col-
lected occupational and educational histories
from age fourteen. For comparative purposes
we have also drawn a national sample of blE ks
of the same age bracket. Presumably, by hav-
ing the information pertaining to all full-time,
part-time, and military education in which our
respondents may have participated, as well xs
the life cycic.> stage in which such education
took place, we will be abl t to assess its impact.

At this time, the data have only begun to be
analyzed. Preliminary tables from the national
sarn,ite indicate the 9.8 per cent of the respond-
ems have been involved in variots types of de-
gree oriented education after they left fulltime
education. On the surface, tinn is encouraging.
The story is less hopeful when one looks care-
fully at who it is that obi...lined this a Iditional
schoeling. Those individuals who left school
after highschool graduation art more likely to
obtain additional schooling than those who left
full -time education earlier. This is an example
of "the more, the more" principle, the more
education an individual has before leaving full-
time education, the more likely he is to obtain
additional schooling as an adult.

Retrospective studies, however, are no
substitute for longitudinal reseP.ch. It NN illd
appear that, given the investment curreatly be-
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ing made in adult education, not only is evalua-
tion research needed, but serious thought should
be given to the design of follow-up studies of
graduates and drop-outs from adult education.

Education and the Lower-Lowers
Generally speaking, available data on the

cognitive and educational abilities of individuals
comes from studies of children. The role of
socioeconomic status in education has been
documented in ce,antless stud' and seem: to
hold no matter what measure of status is used.
In a review written a number of years ago,
Charters concluded that social class predicts:

grades, achievement and intelligence test
scores, retentions at grade level, course
failures, truancy, suspensions from school,
high school drop-outs, plans for college
attendance, and total amount of formal
schooling. It predicts academie honors and
awards, elective school offices, extent of
participation in extra-curricular activities
and in social affairs of the school, to say
nothing of a variety of indicators of "suc-
cess" in the formal structure of the student
society.20

A3 noted earlier, most researchers have
been so impressed with these types of findings
that they have not taken the necessary steps of
explaining why such existing relationships are
found. With the notable exceptions of Merton
and Kriesberg, who have attempted to specify
the rs'ionaies for class differences, most so-
cial scientists accept these findings as ultimate
explanations;21 for example, the relationship
between socioeconomic status and tests of in-
tellectual functioning has been documented for
decades, yet the study of one of the prior vari-
ables, linguistic development, has begun only
recently.

To attempt to find studies dealing with
adults is to be disappointed. Some of the best
documentation of changes in the cognitive and
linguistic functioning of adults is found in the
psychological research on aging, although so-
ciologists have centered research around chil-
dren. Current efforts may indeed prove that
findings from research dealing with children
can be extrapolated to adults. One aspect that
offers encouragement is that nowhere in the
literature is there any evidence to indicate that
age per se should be a reason for rejecting in-
ilividuals fcr educational or retraining pro-
grams. Ina stunrnary of a discussion of learn-
ing, Birren writes:
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The evidence that has been accumulating
on both animal and human learning sug-
gests that changes with age in the primary
ability to learn are small under most cir-
cumstances. When they appear, they seem
to be more readily attributed to processes
of perception, set, attention, motivation,
and the physiological state of the orgaidsm
(including thec of disease states) than to a
change in the primary capacity to learn
. At the moment, there is little evidence
to suggest that there is an intrinsic age
difference in learning capacity over the
employed years; i.e., up to age sixty.22

In empirical research educational and occu-
pational aspirations Ilays been typically studied
by asking high school students their ultimate
educational goals (for example, whether they
intend to attend college or not) and by asking
for an occupational choice. In an extensive
study of 35,000 seniors, from a national sam-
ple of 500 public schools, Michael finds that
social class remains the best predictor of a
student's capacity to score in the top quarter
of the ability distribution.2" An earlier study
by Sewell, Haller, and Strauss found that /leas-
ured intelligence. and social status each make
an independent contribution to educational am'
occupational aspirations.24 Studies of blacks
tent to show that they have higher aspirations
than whites. As could be expected, parental as-
pirations for children follow much the same
pattern. Hyman reviewing national sample
survey results, found that parents' educational
and occupational aspirations for their children
are directly related to socioeconomic status.25

With perhaps one exception such studies
have not been conducted among r dults.26 The
receptiveness, therefore, of adults to additional
education for themselves remains problematic.
On the whole Americans believe in the utility
of education; for example, a recent national
survey showed that over half of the population
agrees strongly with the statement that "every
capable p, -son has the right to receive an edu-
cation throe.gh college, even if he cannot afford
it."27

In sum, it is very difficult (as a sociologist)
to say very much about the attitude toward,
participation in, and perception of education of
the poor. However, on the basis of the preced-
ing discussion, it should appear evident that in
principle one should argue that the most effec-
tive type of educational prograois to be estab-
lished within the next few years would be those
which would be available to all income groups.
This same bias suggests, however, that even if



current educational attainment is raised be-
yond the level of the past few decades, techno-
logical and organizational change will inereas-
ingli demand new skills and new training. At
the moment, however, a distinction must be
maintained between efforts to train low-income
adults to function satisfactorily in our society
and to become regular members of the labor
force and efforts to upgrade the skills of those
higher in the occupational system.

In the literature surveyed, no research was
eLcoultered conducted with adult education,
populations. Whether it exists at all or was
completely overlooked, or has appeared in
publications not usually read by sociologists is
an unanswered question.

The following are suggested areas which
could be explzaed by ABE personnel. Nrt at-
tempt has been made to lay out a complete re-
search program.

1. The teacher. What kind of a teacher and
what kind of teaching produces the best
learning results ?2s How can we mef.sure
teacher effectiveness? How does a teach-

r's acce-i to background information abolL;
a student help or hinder his interaction with
the stud_nt?

2. Teaching methods. Sy....cmatic
tation with adult groups, designed tr, in-
chde evaluation, could lead to inm.vations
which could then be transferred to other
levelc of the educational system. Two such
examples come to mind: first, computer-
bssisted instruction and second, the use of
com Suter programs or games which sim-
ulate real decision-making processes.

3. Teaching contexts. Both Witty and Shoe-
maker suggest that the low-income adult
requires a direct application for what he
learns so that its relevance can be esta
lished.29 What are the differential effects
of learnin, in different environments? For
example, is learning more effective if part
of a job program, a week -and or evening
:activity, with one's neighbors, or with total
strangers?

4. Incentives. To be poor in our society is
psychologically punishing and the ways in
which this negative evaluation manifests
itself are many. What types of apprewehes,
reinforcements, and incentives can be
provided in the ABE classroom to mini-
mize this negative evaluation?

5. Spill-over. Does vaticipation in ABE
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prograrns influence the educational achieve-
ment and attitudes of children in the fam-
ily? Can parental involvement in making up
for their own educational deficits provide
a stimulus for children? Does articipation
in ABE lead to greater participation in
other programs and to decreased aliena-
tion from the society? To what extent is
participation in ABE rewarded and recog-
nized by potential employers?

The Conclusion
To achieve the goal of equality of oppor-

tunity and socioeconomic well being in the
American society a knowledge is necessary of
what type of directed social change, is needed.
While it is generally accepted that the evidence
is overwhelming that educational attainment is
a main route to social mobility, knowledge of
the type of programs which will be most effec-
tive is limited. No doubt both practical and
reasonable considerations stand in the way of
adult basic education personnel undertaking
extensive research aimed at evaluation. At the
same time, given the growing concern on the
',art of educators and policy makers about
problems of functional illiteracy, social sci-
entisth should formulate and carry out evalua-
tion research to aid the derision-making proc-
ess by providing information about what "works"
%,ith particular populations and what does not.

Research is a very specific type of activity.
Research is not defined here as descriptive ac-
counts of I:ow many people were involved in a
particular program, casual reports of activities
which take place within a program, endorse-
ments of a program by participants who feel
their lives have been changed, or casual statis-
tics of unknown origin. At best, these types of
activity give an uadenn.anding about the extent
to which a program has reached the population
it is intended to serve. Research appropriate
to adult basic education is defined here as stud-
ies which would critically assess the impact of
the program on the participants. The design
most appropriate to the problem at hand is
some variant of a controlled experiment.

Typically, in the controlled experiment in-
dividuals are tested before and after participa-
tion in a program and gains are assessed. Such
experiments can only be successful if appro-
priate control or comparison groups are used.
One of the major failings of evaluation of inter-
vention programs has been a lack of attention
to folloup studies. For example, in two ran-
domly assigned groups one teaching method



may be found more effective than another when
posttest scores are compared, but this finding
does not guarantee that Icag-term retention
behaves in a similar fashion.

Controlled experiments are difficult to

carry out; analysis of results using some of
the complex statistical techniques developed
in social sciences in the past few years is also
difficult." Social scientists have an obligation
to try.
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Appendix A

T01.-.1e 4

Mobility from Father's Occupation to 1962 Occupation
(Percentage Distribution), by Race for

Civilian Men 25 to 64 Years Old, March 1962

1962 Occupation 1/

Roce and
Fother's
Occupation

Higher
White
Collar

Lower
White
Collar

Higher
Manual

Lower
Manual Farm

Not in
Exp. Civ.
Labor Per
Force cent

Number
(000)

NEGRO
Higher White

Col lar 10.4 9.7 19.4 53.0 0.0 7.5 100.0 134
Lower White

Collar '4.5 9.1 6.0 69.1 0.0 7.3 100.0 55
Higher Manual 8.8 6.8 11.2 64.1 2.8 6.4 100.0 251

Lower Manual 8.0 7.0 11.5 6:3.2 1.8 8.4 100.0 973
Farm 3.1 .3.0 6.4 59.8 16.2 11.6 100.0 1,389
Not reported 2.4 6.5 11.1 65.9 3.1 11.1 100.0 712

Total, Per Cent 5.2 5.4 9.5 62.2 7.7 10.0 109.0 . . .

Total, Number 182 190 334 2,184 272 352 3,514

NONNEGRO
Higher White

Collor 54.3 15.3 11.5 11.9 1 3 5.6 100.0 5,836
Lower White

Collrr 45.1 18.3 13.5 1 ";..6 1.5 7.1 100.0 2,652
Higher Manual 28.1 11.8 27.9 24.0 1.0 7.3 100.0 6,512
Lower Manual 21.3 11.5 22.5 36.0 1.7 6.9 100.0 8,798
Farm 16.5 7.0 19.8 28.8 20.4 7.5 100.0 9,991
Not reported 26.0 10.3 21.0 32.5 .3.9 6.4 100.0 2,666

Total, Per Cent 28.6 11.3 20.2 26.2 6.8 6.9 100.0 . . .

Tc.ta1, Number 10,414 4,130 7,359 9,560 2,475 2,517 36,455

Source: ed tables, survey of "Occupational Changes in a Generotion."

Combinations of census major occupation groups. Higher white collar: professional ond kindred workers,
ond il,anagers, officials, and proprietors, except farm. Lowerwhite collar: sales, clericol, and kindred workers.
Higher manual: craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers. Lower manual: operotives ond kindred workers, service
workers, and laborers, except farm. Farm: farmers and farm managers, farm laborers, Ind foremen.
Closs:fication by "father's occupation" includes some men reporting on the occupation of a family head other
than the {other.

Source: oward a Social Report (Woshington, D.C.: U. S. Deportment of Health,
Education and Welfore, 1969). p. 24.
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MIL LT BASIC EDUCATION RESEARCH

Irwin R. Jahns

The present era is experiencing the most
revolutiorary rethinking of student-teacher
relationships since the introduction of the
printed word by Gutenberg in the fifteenth cen-
tury. Pri(r to the printing press, the teacher
was the primary intermediary between the
student and the subject matter to be learned.
The teacher, as the disseminator of knowledge,
was an essential element in the educational
process. The introduction of printed materials
did not displace the teacher but it did change
the functions the teacher performed. Rather
than being the sole disseminator of that which
was to be learned, the teacher became more
conoemcd with structuring the learning en-
vironment by the astute preparation, selection,
and scheduling of written materials.

The recent introduction cf various tech-
nological advances have been and are os revo-
knonary as the printing press. Civen the pro-
mised capabilities of technology, there may no
longer be any reason to have a teacher as inter-
mediary in the relationship between student
and that which is to be learned. The position
of teacher may be replaced by two more spe-
cialized positions that of the programmer,
whose concern will be the design of the learn-
ing environment, Pnd that of the proctor, whose
concern will be the access, functioning, and
utilization of appropriate instructional media.
Other functions, presently performed by the
teachev, such as counseling, test grading,
drill, recitation monitoring, will need to
be structured into the educational situation
by the judicious organization of other spe-,
cialized positions or the programming of
relevant technology. Thus the art of teaching
might be transformed Lie the technology of
materials preparation and enviror mental
programming. The whole educational system
may be restructured as educators become
more conscious of, and consistent in, the ap-
plication of such laboratory concepts as shap-
ing, imitation, and overleaming. In other
words, educators will bc,orne more cognizant
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of those forces that facilitate interaction oe-
tween the learner and the content to be learned
and those conditions that best reinforce the
learning of accepted interpretatios or utiliza-
tions of content relating to the ongoing affairs
of the students' life.

Most educators would agree that 'each-
ing is, at present, more of an art than a st is ,re.
It is diffucult to observe, quantify, and um-
municate to others that which makes instruction
successful or unsuccessful. Some would say
education, and especially adult education, is
not a science at all; that the guidelines now
followed are combinations of practical tech-
niques and obscure or poetic speculations. Con-
sequently, either the practitioner has a feel
for what he is doing, or he does not since few,
if any, scientific rules or laws guide his be-
havior, and since the principles he recites by
tote are seldom translatable into practice.

This paper will focus on the nature of
some of the research that has been conducted
in adult basic education (ABE). Th-t topic will
encompass a concern for all thosE, forces re-
lated to teachirg and lea,-ning in adult basic
education.

Concern about adult basic education re-
search is a fairly recent phenomenon. One can
speculate on the forces that have generated
this emerging concern the federal co.nmit-
ment to ABE in 1964; the increased awareness
of a disadvantaged pc )ulation that might bene-
fit from adult education by those entering a
graduate program of studies; and probably
more importantly, the increased involvement
af faculty in various programs among the dis-
advantaged populations. Whether this involve-
ment is leading to the identification of super
ficial research questions or is leading to a
meaningful, imaginative exploration of the field
is open to considerable debate end is not the
basic task of this paper.
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The Character of ABE Research
In exploring the limited number of "esearch



efforts conducted on ABF one is impressed
with the diverse array of topics that have been
studied. This may, in part, reflect the nature of
adult basic education in that there are psycho-
logical, sociological, institutional, procedural,
administrative, developmental, organizational,
curricular, and other issues that are all com-
peting, simultaneously, for the attention of the
researcher, the admintratcr, and the practi-
tioner in the field. It would appear that adult
basic education is not a discipline. It is an area
of application that can utilize the competencies
of specialists in many fields. It is not a unitary
area of application or of curricular concern,
such as is reading or math education, but is a
diverse field in itself. No single adult educator

res.,nrcher, qcadentician, or practitioner
has the expertise to address himself to all of
the facets of ABE. Current research reflects
this array of concerns.

In attempting to develop some order out of
the apparent chaotic state of ABE research, the
schema in fig'ire 1 was developed. It is a tenta-
tive schema and reflects a very crude attempt
to systematize observation of BE instruction.
Note that six general categories of variables
were identified as existing in the instructional
situation -- teacher, student, subject matter,
methodology (including materials and devices),
classroom envieonment (physical and social at-
tributes), and social milieu (outside of the class-
room). The component variables within each
category interact with most of the other vari-
aies in dynamic, and, at present, largely un-
known ways and result in some educational
product.

This product, to educators, is usually op-
erationalized as some quantitative measure sue'n

grade level gain, satisfaction level, skill en.

behavioral performance, or dropouts. The unique
interaction of these elements or varil hies de-
fines or describes any given instructional s [el-
ation. Change one significant element or variable
and the instructional situation is changed. Con-
sequently, few instructional situations are ex-
actly alike. They are complicated and varied. A
good adult ade_ator, in my opinion, recognizes
this. A gnod researcher also recognizes this
and tries to control, insofar as is possible, the
influence of extraneous variables.

Researchers usually ask relatively simple
questions about instructional situations, although
these questions are not always simple to open
ationalize or control. The reading specialist
ma., ask "What is the relationship between the
reading materials used and reading skill acqui-

sition?' A psychologist may ask "What is the
relationship between a personality attribute and
some educational result such as dropout or re-
tention?" Other specialists, of a developmental
rather than an empirical nature, might concern
themselves with the relationships between one
instructional variable to another, such as how
to utilize certain technological devices or in-
structional techniques for the presentation of
various number of variables, and explores them
in some more or less controlled fashion to seek
answers to the questions he iu raising. The
practitioner, in making program decisions, is
concerned all of these variables at once.
The dilemma is obvious. The practitioner wants
answers; the researcher wants questions that
can be operationalized and researched in some
controlled fashion. The practitioner is concerned
with making the best possible decision within
limits of time, expense, and experience; the re-
searcher is concerned with the validity and re-
liability of the answers empirical research can
give. Aa issue that faces those who are con-
cerned with quality ABE programs, now and in
the future, is the compatibility of pressures to
make judgmental, value oriented decisions ver-
sus needs to rigornnsly research the many un-
knowns in the field.

What is the nature of the research questions
that have been ral3cd? At the risk of oversim-
plification, but for convenience, three kinds of
research or evaluative studies have been identi-
fied. These are characterized as being (1) pri-
marily descriptil t in nature; (2) primarily
oriented toward the outcomes of ABE instruction;
and (3) primarily concerned with some aspect of
the educational process. These are not mutually
exclusive categories, but they do provide a ref-
erent in attempting to understand and assess
the research and evaluative studies that ha-se
been conducted.

Descriptive Studies
Descriptive studies address themselves to

the question "What is going on in ABET' Every
administrator who has attempted to gather in-
formation on such things as enrollment and ex-
penditures has been collecting descriptive data.
These data are crucial to every educational pro-
gram. The administrator needs to know what is
going on. He must be able to describe and justify
his program. The diffkulties involved in obtain-
ing these data from teachers, county personnel,
and others is well-known. Likewise, everyone
has some idea how accurate these data are. At
certain levels of decision making. and for cer-
tain kinds of decisions, a fair approximation of
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reality is sufficient to guide our program efforts.
The researcher, however, must be concerned
with accurate data if his study is to be a gen-
uine contribution rather than a haltruth glossed
over with respectable words.

Outcome Studies
Outcome studies are directed toward a rel-

atively simple question, but one that is central
to adult basic education: "What is the result,
what is the consequence of ABE?" For many
traditional educators, it is heresy to ask this
question. Education, like prayer and psycho-
therapy, is assumed to have a desirable and
real consequence. Its value therefore, cannot
be ouestioned. To question the nature and quality
of the educational outcome is seen as a personal
threat to the integrity of many teachers and ad-
ministrators. Likewise, it is seen by many as a
groundless questioning of the educational pro-
cedures that have been sanctified and hallowed
by time-honored experience. A reluctance to
attempt preprogram and postprogram measures
of student abilities or to conduct follow-up as-
sessments of former r-tudents also appears to
be a reflection of the questionable consequence
of the educational effort.

Unfortunately, when considering educational
outcomes, educators seem to define the conse
quence only as a grade level gain as measured
by a standardized test, regardless of the rele
vance of this test to program content or its rele-
vance to the social and economic functioning of
the student in the real world. A positive rela
tionship is assumed between gradelevel func-
tioning and such variables as occupation, income,
and level of living. But, to what extent is a change
in grade level related to change in these social
and economic indices? More realistic criteria
of success might be such variables as job place
ment and job retention, but it is uncomfortable
to take this great leap into the unknown. Educe.
tors often feel they are in the business of edu
eating, and are not directly concerned with ulti
mate behavior change. To comfortably incorpo-
rate such behavioral criteria into their thinking,
educators will need to see themselves as con
cerned with behavior modification and not merely
concerned with imparting knowledge to be learned
regardless of utility.

Process Studies
Process studies describe in some more or

less controlled way those elements that are pres
ent or absent or more precisely, that vary
during .the period of formal education. Unfortu-
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nately, the independent variable, education, is
rather illdefined. Most individuals have some
capacity to describe the mpny elements involved
in the educational process. Some even may have
acquired considerable exper. se and competence
in some area of the instructional situation. But
in fact, many people who have attained the status
of educator are not able to identify, quantify,
and communicate what they do that differentiates
their successes from their failures. Most would
say if they are honest they stumbled on an
approach that worked, that they were comforta-
ble with, and they stuck with it. Methods classes
usually reflect this lack of clarification of the
elements and processes involved in instructional
settings. Likewise, the constant demand by
teachers for a gimmick, a technique or a sys-
tem that will ensure instant SUCCt3S, reflects
this lack of specificity of the nature of the vari-
able called education.

It should be apparent that this hasty sketch
of study types is more a reflection of reality
than it is reality itself. None of the studies re-
viewed has clearly fallen into any one of these
categories, although some were more centrally
concerned with either descriptive, outcome, or
process than were others. Tables 1 and 2 sum-
marize a categorization of the twenty studies
reviewed in this paper. Three have a heavy
emphasis on the description of various attributes
of an ABE program, thirteen raise questions
concerning outcome, and each of the twenty
raises questions concerning some dement(s) of
the educational process. Seven of the process
studies were not concerned with learning out-
comes, but focused entirely on process elements.
None of the outcome studies was addressed
solely to outcome, but were also addressed to
son' aspect of why these results were attained.
Of the twenty studies, thirteen, were addressed
specifically toward ABE concerns, whereas
seven raised questions of a more gereral nature
that were explored in an ABE situation but could
have utilized almost any other adult population.

Descriptive Studies
Three studies are largely descriptive.'

These studies reflect an effort tu describe, .A
rather general terms, some aspect of the ABE.
program. Because of their all encompassing
nature, they tend to be less analytic than many
of the other studies.

Dutton was concerned, among other tl-iing.3,
with describing are urban student population in-
volved in ABE.2 The program he studies en
compassed a regular nonstipended ABE program
and a stipended Title V program for %Tiff re



Table 1

Number of Studies Reviewed with Focus or

Description, Outcome cmd,ior Process

Area of Concern Number

Description 3

Outcame 13

Process ..J

Table 2

Variables Included in Studies Cited

Reseorcher

Process Studies Outcome Studies

.,1

8
in

:2
'2

O
g 1,

0..
3 C

0> 3,
0 8.,

, -D
I) -D .:C tj -.E ...- :: t

vi 2 3 0.) 0)
4-

E
ulV

a m :
V
', < r., ir; :: 13 <

1'1.2
F- F- U c in c

Aker & Jahns x x x

Aker, et. of. x x x

Blakey x x

Bradtmueller x x

Carpenter x

Davi s x x x x

Dutton x x

Endwright x x

Higgir,s x

Jones x x x

King x x

Mouk x x

Newman x x x

Palmer ,,c

Rose x x x

Sconlond x x

Sciiarles x x

Schroeder & Jahns x x x

Smith & Geeslin x x

Varnado x x

5 8 3 4 9 3 13
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Table 3

Number of Variables, by Category, Significantly Associated with
Type of Program Participation

Cotegor of Variables Size of Sample N,Jmber of Significant Variables

Personal 5 5
Social 11 5
Lei sure 15 5
Employment 4 4
Personal & Family Problems 25 11
Educational 26 24
Community 5

(Sou.ce Dutton)

recipients. Dutton studied 101 variables that
were categorized as personal, social, leisure,
employment, problems, educational, and com-
munity characteristics. lie found some basic
differences between the populations participat-
ing in these two programs. Each of his five
personal variables and his four employment
variables differentiated between those enrolled
in the stipended and the noastipendcd programs.
This is not too surprising since such character-
istics as sex, age, family income, marital status,
and employment status, are among the criteria
used in recruiting and screening students for
these programs. The number of variables sig-
nificantly a3sociated with different types of pro-
gram participation are presented in table 3. A
total of 55 of the 101 variables were statistically
significant

Table 4

Some of the more relevant, observations that
can be made from Dutton's data include: (1) the
element of propinquity or accessibility of the
class was more important to the nonstipended
participants than to those who received a sti-
pend. Nearly one-half of the former compared
with one-tenth of the latter lived within a dis-
tance of one mile from their class location. It
would seem that money has a real motivational
influence; (2)stipended students had higher initial
grade placement than nonstipended students.
Ninety-eight per cent of the stipended students
tested at a 9.0 grade level or higher compared
with fifty-six per cent of the nonstipended; (3)
stipended students indicated a significantly
greater awareness of, and concern for, personal
and family problems such as money, work, fam-
ily, children, and house, reported what might be

Level of Alienation of ABE Students and Teachers

Level of Alienation % Rural % Rural % Urban Urban Florida
(Dean's Scale) Mississippi Mississippi Florida Students

Teacher s Stucents Students Stipend Non-Stipend
(N .= 25) (N = 238) (N = 251) (N = 96) (N = 155)

Low (Score of 48
or less) .44 .15 .34 .4h .28

Medium (49-57) .35 .33 .31 .34

High (58 +) .20 .53 .33 .25 .38

(Sources-. Dutton; Aker, Schroeder and Johns)
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deemed more realistic future vocational goals,
and were more likely to identify specific subject
content as compared with socializing and per-
sonal ends as the primary value of attending
class; and (4) the stipended students were found
to be less alienated, that is, they had a feeling
of some mastery or control and some involve-
ment in life than did the nonstipended students.
A camparison of levels of alienation of the stu-
dentk, reported in the Dutton study and those be-
ing studied by Aker and Jahns are presented in
tuhle 4.3

Aker, Schroeder and Jahns gave a detailed
description of participants in an Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity (0E0) funded farm workers
program conducted in a southern state.' These
data were generated as a result of a consulting
relationship established with the ABE program
and, in large measure, reflect the kinds of data
that were gathered by the program staff prior to
the consulting relationship. Again, recruitment
and screening decisions affected the character
of the student population, but in general, it was
an older population who were functioning at a
lower grade level than the Dutton population.
This particular study is now being replicated by
Aker and Jahns in another farm workers pro-
gram using more adequate test data, more re-
searcher generated questions, and closer super-
vision of the data collection process.5

Taken by themselves, these descriptive data
tell little. Most good program administrators
have data that are nearly as complete as these,
which undoubtedly give a more adequate reflec-
tion of the character of public school adult basic
education. One might question what difference
it makes whether these data exist or not. The
answer is, probably none, unless the data are
useful in generating and clarifying more specific
questions that need to be resolved or if they are
useful in making more adequate program-related
decisions.

OUTCOME STUDIES

Thirteen studies were conducted that re-
ported on some educational consequence that
accrued from the ABE program. Of those stud-
ies completed, six reported grade level gain as
measured by standardized tests, and five re-
ported on dropout rates and retention.

Grade Level Gain
in a report to the Florida State Department

of Education in 1968 Bradtmueller summarized
the educational attainment of participants in a
1967 summer migrant ABE program.6 Among
other questions, he asked: (1) Do migrants gain

in tested competence? and (2) What is the rela-
tive competence at the beginning and at the end
of the program? His data, collected under the
supervision of county program personnel at the
request of the State Department, indicated a .58
average grade level gain during the fourteen
420-instructional-hour program. Two hundred
and ten instructional hours were devoted to pre-
vocational education and 210 hours to basic edu-
cation. Pretest scores indicated an average
grade level of 3.98 and posttest scores averaged
4.56. This is approximately a one-half year ed-
ucational gain in fourteen weeks. This gain was
not evenly distributed throughout the subtees of
the test given. Bradtmueller reported the small-
est gain was in vocabulary and the greatest gain
was in reading comprehension. He reported
these gains were the approximate equivalent of
one-third and two-thirds, respectively, of a year's
growth. Arithm ,tic gains (computation , nd prob-
lem solving) averaged better than five months'
growth in fourteen weeks.

Bradtmueller also observed that, in general,
those participants with higher pretest scores
made smaller gains than those with lower pre-
test scores, although their relative standings
were maintained. This is a surprise since one
might expect education to emphasize the ability
differential between students rather than leading
to greater homogeneity of educational function-
ing. In this study participants were educationally
more alike at the termination of the program
than at its inception. One may question what it
is that had this effect the students, the subject
content or instructional methodology. These
concerns could not be explored adequately with
the data Bradtmueller had available, but he did
determine the association betw;Rn gain and age,
amount of prior formal schooling, and number
of years since fonnal schooling was terminated.
He noted that older students gained more in vo-
cabulary and reading skills than did the younger
students; that the more formal scl.00lirig a
dent received as a child, the less the educational
gain achieved in this program; and the longer a
student had been out of school, the greater his
growth in vocabulary and computation and the
smaller his growth in reading and problem solving.

In the outcome study conducted by Alcor, et. al.,
a more elaborate analysis wos made of grade
level achievement and those factors associated
vith this achievement v The authors found that
the average pretest grade level was 2.6 and
posttest level was 4.9 in the stipended 0E0
funded seasonal farm workers program they
studied. The number of instructional hours in
this program is not known, but it was not in ex-
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cess of 840 hours. Grade level gain was not
equitably distributed across the student popula-
tion. Similar to Bradtmueller's findings, those
who tested relatively low on the pretest made a
greater gain than those who tested high, although
the relative standings of individuals were main
tained from pretest to posttest. An attempt was
made to determine if any student attributes,
available from program records, were associ-
ated with this gain. Only ore significant associ-
ation was found posttest grade level. A corn
parative analysis of sex and residential charac-
teristics as they affect grade level gain is
presently being conducted. Preliminary data are
presented in table 5. These data indicate that
relative gains between preprogram, midprogram
and postprogram tests varied by both sex and
residence.

Data were collected by the authors on cer-
tain instructional and program related charac-
teristics. Unfortunately, the researchers had no
way of matching a given student with a given
teacher since interclass mobility of both teach-
ers and students was quite high. Consequently,
data on instructional staff were grouped so that
comparative analyses could be conducted be-
tween the several educational centers being op-
erated by the program.

Of the nine educational centers, with a total
average grade level gain of 2.3, the three highest-
gain centers averaged a student gain .)f 3.4
grade levels (range of 3.2 to 3.7), and the three
lowest-gain centers averaged 1.8 grade levels
gain (range of 1.3 to 1.9). These data are shown
in table 6. From analyses of the data, it was
found that low-gain centers had more male than
female teachers (about three to one), whereas
high-gain centers had approximately equal num-
bers of male and female teachers. Highgain
center teachers were more likely to report no
previous adult instructional experience (three to
one) whereas low-gain center teachers were
more likely to report previous adult teaching
experience (again three to one). Teachers in
high-gain centers were less likely to report a
professional commitment to adult education than
were teachers from low-gain centers (seven-
eight per cent as opposed to ninety-o3e per cent).
Thee data are somewhat reminiscent of some
of the findings of the Greenleigh study conducted
three years ago.8

In the Aker, et. al., stud, teachers were
asked to identify, from a prepared list, what they
considered to be the three largest problems and
th.., three smallest problems they faced. These
data are summarized in table 7. A majority,
sixty-seven percent, of the high-gain center
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teachers expressed concern with individualLa-
tion of instruction compared with the twenty-two
percent of the low-gain center teachers who ex-
pressed this concern. Conversely, lowgain
teachers expressed greater concern with pacing
their classes for slow and fast learners than did
high-gain center teachers (sixty-four per cent as
opposed to thirty-three per cent). Low:gain teach-
ers identified preparation of teachermade ma-
terials and application of instruction to the
everyday life of the student as being of little
concern, whereas their greatest concerns were
pacing the class and selecting suitable commer
daily available raterials. In lookaig at the pat-
terns of responses to the problems identified,
one gets the impression that teachers in low-
gain centers, as a group, were less concerned
about the individual student and with the appli-
cation of educational subject matter to nonschool
rels...ed concerns. They were more concerned
with pacing the class as a whole and with the
selection of suitable materials rather than with
the preparation of locally.relevant materials.
On the other hand, teachers from high-gain cen-
ters appeared more concerned with individuali-
zation of instruction and less concerned with
pacing the class. These data, although strictly
speculative in nature, suggest that the instruc-
tional orientations of teaching staff might be a
fruitful area for future research and study.

In another outcome study, Endwright report-
ed on the educational achievement of prisoners
involved in a voluntary, full-time program using
inmate insti-uctors.9 He noted that intermediate
students (pretest scores of 4.0 to 7.9) made
somewhat faster gains than primary level stu-
dents (pretest scores of 0.0 to 3.9). Those at one
advanced level (pretest scores of 8.0.12.0) made
the greatest gains. He reported a .0 grade level
gain every eight months for primary students;
a .9 grade level.gain every eight months for in-
termediate students; and, a 2.6 grade level gain
every seven months for advanced students. The
gain for the 166 students in this program aver-
aged 1.5 grade levels every seven and one-half
months. He noted that white students made some
what faster progress than nonwhite students.
The average age of all students was reported to
be 40 and their IQ averaged about 95.

Dropout
Six studies explored dropout as an outcome

variable. Smith and Geeslin reported a high
dropout rate (fifty per cent) in the programs they
were using to test the relative advantages of
traditional materials compared with a teacher
kit they were developing." They reported that



Table 5

Pre and Post Test Scores and Grade Level Gain

Tentative

Variable Pre-test
Score

Post-test
Score

Grade
1 st-2nd

Level
2nd-3rd

Increase
1;t-3rd

Total (N = 228) 2.6 4.9 .9 1.3 2.3

Total Rural (N = 170) 2.6 5.0 .8 1.7 2.4

R Female 2.9 5.9 1.0 1.9 3.0

R Male 2.5 4.6 .6 1.5 2.1

Total City = 59) 2.6 4.4 1.1 .6 1.7

C Female 3.3 6.3 .8 1.2 2.0

C Male 1.6 3.6 1.6 .3 2.0

Total Female (N = 88) 3.1 5.7 .9 1.6 2.6

Total Male (N = 141) 2.2 4.4 .9 1.3 2.2

Table 6

Achievement and Percent Dropout by ABE Centers

Achievement (Means) Dropout

Number Pre-Test Post-Test Mean
Gain*

Num-
ber Dropped

Per-
sided

High Centers
A 15 3.55 7.22 3.67 25 20.0 80.0
B 17 3.05 6.27 3.22 23 13.0 87.0
C 14 2.29 5.50 3.21 24 16.7 83.3

Total 46 2.98 6.35 3.37 72 16.7 83.3

Medium Centers
D 18 2.33 4.97 2.66 38 36.8 63.2
E 35 2.39 4.81 2.42 74 41.9 58.1

F 16 2.61 4.72 2.11 29 31.0 69.0
Total 69 2.42 4.84 2.41 141 38.3 61.7

Low C tnters
G 30 2.26 4.17 1.91 40 17.5 82.5
H 15 2.34 4.20 1.86 31 31.0 69.0
I 15 2.94 4.27 1.33 32 37.5 62.5

Total 6C 2.45 4.21 1.75 103 28.2 71.8

Source: Ake., Schroeder and Jahns

* The differences in the Moan Gain between centers was significant of the .01 level.
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Table 7

Success of Centers by Nature and Intensity of Problems Perceived by ABE Teachers°.

Center
Achieve- m
ment

Density
of

Problem
Num-
ber

B C D E F G H I

High Largest 9 66.7 33.3 22.2 33,3 0.0 11.1 22.2 11.1 44.4 11.1 44.4
Smallest 9 22.2 44A 313 22.2 33.3 22.2 33.3 22.2 22.2 11.1 33.3

Medium Largest 11 27.3 54.5 27.3 0.0 27.3 18.2 9.1 27.3 36.4 18.2 36.4
Smallest II 9.1 27.3 18.2 27.3 27.3 27.3 27.3 9.1 27.3 27.3 36.4

Low Largest II 18.2 63.6 18.2 27.3 18.2 0.0 27.3 18.2 54.5 9.1 45.5
Smallest 11 0.0 18.2 45,5 27.3 18.2 27.3 36.4 27.3 18.2 54.5 18.2

Total Largest 31 35.5 51.6 22.6 19.4 16.1 99.7 19.4 19.4 45.2 12.9 41.9
Smallest 31 9.7 29.0 32.3 25.8 25.8 25.8 32.3 19.4 22.6 32.3 29.0

(Source: Aker, Schroeder and Jahns)

°Respondents were asked to designate their three largest and three smallest problems--the percentcye
in each cell is based on the total number of teachers employed by each group of centers typed according to
cch,evement level of their students.

- Individualizing Instruction.
C - Pacing Class for Fast and Slow Learners.
D - Application tc L;fe of Student
E - Recr'jitment of Students.
F - Drorout.
G - Regularity of Attendance.
H - Determining Grade Level
I - Measuring Student Progress.
J - Selecting Suitable Materials.

this high attrition was due to spring farm work
and to lack of funds to continue employment of
instructional staff. Aker, Schroeder an Jahns
reported o dropout rate of twenty-eight per cent
in their study of a southern farm workers pro-
gram." The age of the student and the expecta-
tions he held regarding the program were re-
ported to be associated with dropout. Age was
negatively associated with dropout. Those stu
dents who had greater initial expectations that
the program would be lrelpful in resolving vari
ous problems were more likely to drop out.

Scharlea studied dropout, but did not repert
the rate he found in the adult evening high school
program he studied." He was primarily con
cerned with the personality attributes that drop.
outs exhibited comparea with nondropouts. He

K - Preparing Materials.
L - Helping Students with Personal Problems

found a sex difference between dropouts end
nondropouts. Compared with male dropouts,
male nondropouts had a higher need for affilia-
tion by!: a lower need for autonomy. Female non-
dropouts, compared with female dropouts, had a
higher need for abasemcr.t but a lower need for
achievement.

Jones, among other things, considered the
question of persistence in adult vocational clas-
ses." While he did not report on dropout rates,
he did report that teacher attributes, such as
mental ability and educational level, were not
factors in student retention. He found that the
teacher's knowledge of subject matter was neg-
atively correlated with persistence in the pro-
gram.

The civil defense att'dy conducted by David,



while not directly related to ABE, has relevance
for us.14 This study, conducted in 1963, reported
twenty-nine adult education dropout studies be-
tween 1928 and 1962. Eighteen of these were
concerned with public schools. He found that, of
the enrollees in civil defense adult education,
up to thirty-six percent never came back to a
seoand class meeting and that dropout rates
ranged from no dropout to sixty percent. He
also reported that administrative decisions,
such as the time of day the class was held,
length of sessions, frequency per week the ses-
sions were held, previous teaching experience
of the teacher, and size of class had no signifi-
cant affect on dropout. He did find that in those
classes where the instructor talked to students
as an equal, as reported by the students, the
dropout was significantly less. These data sug-
gest, some variables that might fruitfully be
pursued in ABE research.

In summary, the outcome studies that have
been conducted at least those that identify a
variable that can be categorized as outcome
have been diverse and rather numerous. The
pattern that emerges is rather sketchy and cer-
tainly noes not warrant any widespread general-
ization. A major point that must be raised a
criticism is that no outcome studies have
been conducted that explore adjustment to the
world outside of the classroom. No efforts have
been directed toward exploring the social and
economic benefits that accrue (1) from partici-
patiqn in ABE, (2) from differential grade level
gain in ABE, or (3) from differences in the sub-
ject content, such as literacy or prevocational
instruction, to which the student is exposed. This
is a major omission from research efforts. At
this time, it can only be assumed that persist-
ence in class attendance, grade level gain, sat-
isfaction, and other measures of outcome are
directly related to the students satisfactory ad-
justment in the real world. Researchers are
guilty of a major error of omission that of
failing to establish the relationship between
classroom performance and societal perform-
ance. Maybe this concern needs to be explored
before too much emphasis is ]aid on how best
to achieve maximum classroom performance on
the part of the student.

Process Studies
The process studies reviewed have been

partially reported above. They cover a variety
of areas; for example, certain aspects of
teacher behavior have been studied in the
classroom situation. Davis obtained reactions
of students to selected aspects of teacher be-

havior in defense classes." He found
that acceptance, as reported by the student,
during the first class session had a signifi-
cant influence on retention in the program.

Two studies have been completed that
explored some aspect of teacher attributes.
Jones reported that the teacher's objective
knowledge of subject matter was positively
correlated with gain in test scores but was
negatively arrelated with persistence or re-
tention in the program." He also found that
the mental abilities of teachers did not affect
either the students satisfaction with his class,
his persistence in attendance, or his cognitive
or psychimotor gain. Aker, et. al. found that
such teacher attributes as sex, prior adult
teaching experience, commitment to adult edu-
cation as a career, and the perception of cer-
tain program-related problems was related to
students' educational gains and persistence in
attendance.)? Davis also indicated that previ-
ous teaching experience of the teacher had no
affect on dropout." Newman, in a study of
value congruency of teachers and students, is
presently exploring the relationship of this con-
gruency to grade level gain."

Two studies explored various structural
attributes oC the instructional setting. Davis
reported that time of day, length of classes,
frequency of sessions, and size of class had no
effect on dropout." King, in a comparative
study of a conference-type class organization
(akin to an unstructured group) as compared
to a panel-type class (akin to a chain-structured
group) found that the structure of the class-
room situation affected a specific task the
group was assigned to perform and that one's
location in the group structcre affected satis-
faction regarding this task."

Several studies have been conducted com-
paring instructional materials and techniques.
Smith and Geeslin tested the effectiveness of
a kit of reading materials they had prepared
which covered concerns it the day-to-day life
of the disadvantaged population." This kit
was compared with traditional education ma-
terials. They reported some evidence in favor
of the kit. Likewise, Varnado, in comparing
adult centered materials and traditional ma-
terials in tcacher-dominated versus student-
centered groups, found a significant difference
between traditional materials in a teacher-cen-
tered situation and adult materials used in a stu-
dent-centered way.23 Unfortunately, neither of
these studies was very precise in its descrip-
tions of the experimental and control situa-
tions which had been established. Scanland is
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exploring computer-assisted instruction com-
pared with discussion as a force in affecting
attitudes of culturally disadvantaged parents to-
ward childhood education." Mauk is presently
conducting a study concerned with reward struc-
ture and feedback on grade level advancement.25

Three studies were concerned with some
of the more basic learning processes of adults.
Carpenter studied several variables related to
information processing among adults.26 This
study was conducted using as subject the par-
ticipants in the 1967 Southeast Regional ABE
Teacher Training Institute conducted at Florida
State University. He found that, in general, per-
formance declined with age. He also noted an
incongruence between age, ease of task, and
performance. In initial trials, older subjects
did not do as well as younger subjects even
though the task was relatively less difficult
than in later trials. In the later trials, older
subjects performed little, if any, below the
younger subjects. He speculated that higher
initial anxiety interfered with the performance
of older subjects more than it did with younger
subjects. He also reported a sex difference
in performance, with males outscoring females
in all tests.

Palmer is conducting a study which is
exploring the decoding of various unfamiliar
words of several types by adults functioning at
different reading levels.27 This study is con-
cerned with a single physical re,iction, eye
movement, as the adult attacks and analyzes
what he sees. Higgins is studying the inter-
pretation of daily comic strips by underedu-
cated adults in a Florida penitentiary." Her
primary concern is how comprehension de-
velops as given materials are read by the
student.

Several studies are being conducted that
focus upon interaction in the educational set-
ting. Rose and Schroeder and Jahns are ana-
lyzing interaction data collected during the
1968 Southeast Regional ABE Teacher Train-
ing Institute conducted at Florida State Univer-
sity. Rose is exploring the socialiability of
participating teachers and its relationship
to interaction in the educational setting.29
Schroeder and Jahns are analyzing sociometric
and satisfaction data and personality and cog-
nitive gain as they relate to interaction." This
latter study is proving to be very exciting since
it is concerned with the ongoing dynamics of
teacherstudent interaction and how this affects
instructional outcomes.

Blakey, following in the pattern set by Rose,
Schroeder and Jahns, is attempting to explore
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interaction patterns in ABE classrooms and is
concerned with the impact of teacher expecta-
tions on student success." He is concerned
with how the teacher communicates, if at all,
the expectancy of success or the expectancy of
failure to the student.

Summary Impressions

After reviewing the kinds of research that
have been conducted, it would appear that the
most exciting questions are being raised only
recently those that are concerned, not with
program description or program outcomes,
but with those variables that affect these out-
comes. Unfortunately, these studies do not
generate the global, programwide answers
practitioners need in making day-to-day deci-
sions. The studies do, however, appear to be
tackling some of the basic concerns that under-
lie ABE instruction and are doing this with
more rigor and precision than has been the
case in the past. It is self evident that this is
only a start. One wonders, after reviewing the
research that has been conducted, where the
guidelines and principles have come that the
practitioner administrator and teacher alike

uses. Certainly not from previous adult edu-
cation research.

One also wonders whether or not the aca-
demician should be involved in making the
value-oriented decisions and global generaliza-
tion such as are required to conduct in-service
education programs, if there is such a void in
our empirical knowledge froin which to make
these generalizations. Maybe the limited num-
ber of academicians should be more concerned
with ferreting out and exploring more basic
questions not descriptive questions or (tit
come questions but questions related to why
certain results were attained.

Then too, how much confidence can be
placed in the research findings that have been
uncovered? It is not likely that one study, con-
ducted on the personality attributes of adult
students, for example, can be generalized with
much confidence. Neither can much confidence
be placed in the value of certain instructional
systems over others with the data at hand.
There is a need to exercise greater rigor and
control in studies, and a need 'A conduct these
better studies under diverse situations before
dearer perspective of those variables which
influence our instructional programs can be
delineated. It would appear that the concern
should be with how this best can be done and
how to arrange the working relationships be-
tween applicationmiented educational agencies



and research or developmental oriented aca-
demicians. Within the limitations imposed by
time, money, energy, and other commitments,

how can we establish a division of labor so that
effective, meaningful research can be conducted
so pressing practical concenis can hc: answered?
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THE STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF THE ABE PROGRAM

Arthur P. Crabtree

What are the strengths and weaknesses of
the present adult basic education program in
the United States? The question has a keystone
quality that encompasses, perhaps, more of the
broad sweep of our concerns in adult basic edu-
cation than any other. In order to close on a
positive note, let us consider weaknesses first.

In my opinion, one of the weaknesses of the
present ABE program is the lack of a commonly-
accepted purpose, bothin its origin and its im-
plementation. Is its basic purpose to train dis-
advantaged adults for employment? Is it to give
them a foundation of literate understanding for
improve functioning as citizens, parents, and
homemakers? Is it all of these? These questions
indicate the avenues of our differences with re-
spect to the primary objectives of the program.

Take a brief look at the historical perspec
five and the circumstances attending the birth
and growth of the latest ABE efforts in the
United States. The author was one of a small
group which was instrumental in bringing this
program to fruition. In 1962 and again in 1963
this group tried to secure passage of federal
legislation providing for adult basic education.
It was unsuccessful. Each time the forbidding
gavel of the Chairman of the House Rules Com-
mittee spelled defeat. This gentleman, with a
social philosophy somewhere to the right of
Louis XIV, identified the bill with the civil
rights movement and refused to pass it out of
his committee. In 1964 President Johnson pre-
sented his dream of the Great Society. Those
who had been trying to get the adult basic edu-
cation legislation through on its own merits
went to the sponsors of the Economic Opportu-
nity Act and asked them to incorporate the bill
into their legislation. The ABE program was
bon. in Title II.13 of that act. In 1966 it was
transferred from the Office of Economic Op-
portunity to the U.S. Office of Education.

The lines of the central philosophic issue
in this most recent ABE program can be drawn,
at the risk of some simplification, in one pivotal
question is the purpose of the program pri-
marily to teach literacy as a prerequisite for
job training or does it have the more compre-
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hensive goal of creating a broad base of general
education to undergird the adult's total life re-
sponsibilities? This is no mere academic ques-
tion. Upon its answer depends in large measure
the nature of the subject matter used, the selec-
tion of the teaching and administrative person-
nel, the choice of teaching method, and, indeed,
the whole tenor of the program.

The program, as it now operates, unduly
emphasizes the occupational objective and neg-
lects the broader task of preparing the adult for
greater competence as a citizen, parent, and
homemaker. The evidence of this emphasis is
quite abundant. Indeed, it is understandable. The
program was bt rn in a climate that pre-deter-
mined its vocational philosophy. One of the major
motivations for the Economic Opportunity Act
was the mushroom;ng cost of welfare programs,
especially in our large urban areas. The pocket-
book nerve of the American taxpayer began to
feel the pain. About this time numerous studies
found what was already known-- that a high cor-
relation existed Letween a lack of education and
a lack of employment. The conclusion was inev-
itable; train them for jobs and get them off the
welfare roles. In the language of the act seven
lines in its declaration of purpoLo are used to
set forth its occupational rationale and cnly one
tic indicate its responsibility to upgrade the edu-
cational level of the adult for his other life needs
outside the working world.

A second factor contributing to the occupa-
tional emphasis in the program comes from the
current civil rights movement. Equality or job
opportunity is a vital facet of this struggle. The
individual must be vocationally trained before
he can make a case for an equal right to the
job. That is not to quarrel with occupational
education. It would oe rather foolish to mini-
mize in the slightest measure the great need
for vocational training in today's world. Indeed,
with modern technology it is more important
than ever.

But the adult is more than a worker. Ile is
a citizen and, in most cases, a parent and a
homemaker. He is an individual in search of
a richer self-realizatiun. He needs an educa-



tional program that prepares him for all of
these roles. A manpower crisis is often men-
tioned as theugh it exists only in the working
world. There was a manpower crisis last No-
vember in the polling booths of this country.
And there has been ss;ch a manpower crisis for
more than half a century in this country. With
the youth of the nation in open revolt against
their elders, there is a manpower crisis in the
American home; a crisi3 that cries out for vi-
sion and leadership in meeting the mounting
problems of family life. The whole man must
be educated, not just his vocational facsimile.
Adult educators need the curricular budget, not
only in the ABE program but ;n all adult educa-
tion. For, as has been observed, it is manhood,
nit manpower, for wilich we need to gear our
education.

A second weakness of the newest ABE
effort is its lack of administrative coordination,
expecially at the federal level. The Adult Edu-
cation Act of 1966 created the President's Ad-
visc.y Committee on Adult Basic Education, giv-
ing it watchdog jurisdiction over all federally-
supported programs of adult basic education.
The committee's first task was to find out how
many federally-supported ABE prcgrame ex-
isted. In 1967 Greenleigh Associates contracted
to make an inventory.' The findings were quite
surprising. There are 28 federal programs that
have adult basic education components, scat-
tered among ten federal agencies, of which the
Office of Education is only one. There is little
coordination arnor.s these programs.. Indeed,
there is little understanding of the other fellow's
program. Obviously there is unnecessary dupli-
cation of effort in this situation. This same lack
of coordination exists, in some measure, i the
field. There is room for improved cooperative
effort at both the state_ and local 1 r eels.

In the first annual report to the President,
the committee recommended that it be given
sufficient resources to set up more effective
machinery for the coordination of all these pro-
grams beginning at the federal level.

Finally, in my opinion the greatest poten-
tial weakness in the ABE program is the en-
croaching shadow of nonprofessionalism. The
public schools of this nation have become its
favorite whipping boy. In searching for the
cause of the current social ills that now engulf
the nation it is easy to brand the school the
scapegoat. It takes the home and the church off
the hook of accountability. Since the major pro-
gram of adult basic education is administered
by the public schools, they inherit the attack on
the total educational establishment that is now
becoming fashionable.
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One of the principal spawnirg grounds for
the philosophy of amateurism in recent ABE
programs has been the Office of Economic Op-
portunity. It had its origin in 1.964 when Sargent
Shriver and his staff decicksi to set up an edu-
cational prograti without the help of the edu-
cational community. The initiation of the ABE
program was delayed for almost a year while
all the other tarts of the Econom Opportunity
Act were started.

The line of reasoning advanced by the anti-
establishment critics is very simple. It sug-
gests, both overtly and by implication, that the
professional certification of teachers as we have
known it is a waste of time. It postulates the
theory that a high school graduate with a short
training course can become a teacher as quali-
fied as the graduate of the traditional college
course. This is a line of reasoning peculiarly
directed to the field of education. Few would
suggest that fanners replace lawyers in courts
of law or that truck drivers be recruited to per-
form brain surgery. One can imagine the re-
ac ion of a champion of the nonprofessional in
the classroom if his own child were enrolled
in a class` over which a high school graduate
without professional training were installed as
the teacher. Yet he is perfectly willing to have
the same intellectual mayhem committed on the
unfortunates who come to us in the ABE program.

One piece of evidence that has been injected
into this controversy over teacher qualifica-
tions, and one that is frequently quoted with
knowing authority by its advocates, is a study
conducted a couple of years ago by the Green -
leigh. Associates.' This piece of research car-
ried on in New York, New Jersey, and Califor-
nia seemed to find that a high school graduate
with a short preservice training period can do
as good a job as a certified, professionally-
trained teacher. The Greenleigh study was loaded
wit's lectors that invite questions with respect
to both its procedures and its findings. Those
certified teachers used in the study were se-
lected at a time of the year when all the good
certified teachers had been committed to teach-
ing positions in the reboots and that the teachers
used, thereCore, wero conceivably the poorest
of the lot in those areas. Nor do those who quote
this study explain that all the teachers tested
were compelled to use four selected reading
systems and were not allowed to depart from
this goose-stepping regimen in two of them,
even to use any other reading texts or supple-
mentary materials. This is not teaching This
is but the dull manipulation of things. Where
was the opportunity for the creativity, the im-
agination, and the innovation that we all know is
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so vital to this particular area of adult education?
Ir a later study in New Jersey, Greer-neigh

Associates found a situation that compelled them
to indulge a masterpiece of semantic leger-
demain cn the issue of nonprofessionals. New
Jersey has an ABE program under a bran :h of
the state government called the Department of
Community Affairs. It uses noncertified teachers,
most of them only high school graduates, after
about ten days of training. Greenleigh was em-
ployed last year to evaluate the program.3 In
its comments throughout the report of this study
many statements are made which criticize tie
teaching effort for lack of professional training.
Three such statements, selected at random,
follow.

Observation has indicated that the teaching
is largely uninspired, unvarying from day
to day. Whether this results from an abso-
lute lack of deviation from the programmed
instruction, the lack of adequate class at-
tendance or the rigidity of the teachers
themselves is difficult to say. Certainly,
there are no spar'ts flying in the ch..,ses
and it is difficult to assess teacher input
in some classes when the entire relation-
ship seers to E.2 the checking of the pro-
grammed text two or three times during
the two-hour period. The teachers seem
to spend most of their time sitting and
waiting.4

Since none of the teachers are really pre-
pared or trained to teach a conversation
class in ESL, the lessions that were wit
nessed were fiascos, a waste of time for
the students and an embarrassing situation
for the teacher,5

It must be clearly understood that we were
not viewing teaching in a traditional creative
or innovative sense. The paraprofessionals
do not, as u rule, have the general education
to stimulate and enrich the learning process,
nor to they have the ability to diagnose
learning difficulties which students have in
their failure to grasp fundamental concepts
in language and in mathematics. Often stu-
dents are seen to guess at answers without
knowing what they were reading and accept
the corrected version without knowing why
it was correct.6

Yet, in spite of such criticisms which run
throughout the report, pinpointed to the very
issue of teacher education, in the summary of
the report's findings one finds the following
statement, quite at variance with the body of
the report.
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It was found that the DOCA (Department of
Community Affairs) nonprofessionally train-
ed personnel could be trained successfu'ly
to teach various segments of ABE and GED
programs.'

The proponents of the philosophy which holds
that butchers and bakers and candlestick makers
can teach the undereducated have coined a phrase

teaches do not need professional training
as long as they come from the indigenous popu
ration. Apparently it takes a black man to teach
a black man, a Jew to teach a Jew, and never
under any circumstances should a Methodist
teacher be entrusted with a class of Mormons.
Why not argue that only an illiterate can teach
another illiterate? Then we would really have
a teacher who was indigenous to the population.

This line of rea.F. ailing is hard to accept. To
infer that exposure to the philosophy of a John
Dewey or a William H. Kilpatrick does not en-
rich the understanding of those who undertake
the serious business of shaping a human mind
does not make sense. It runs counter to experi-
ence in this field. The rec,int program for the
undereducated adult calls for the highest level
of professional training. The teacher who suc-
ceeds must have a knowledge of the psychologi-
cal characteristics of the disadvantaged learner;
he must know the technical aspect- of teaching
reading and computation; and he must be familiar
with those methods, techniques, and approaches
that produce the b'..st results. This kind of in-
depth preparation cannot be acquired in a short
preservice session.

Dues traditional preparation in teacher edo-
catioa automatically produce a good teacher?
No! There bre many certified duds in this field,
as there are inept lawyers 1 incompetent pay-
eicians. However, adequ- professional prepa-
ration will make any te .r a better one and
those who go into the t eroota without it are
not as well prepared e -ney might become.

It should be made :tear, however, that there
are many things in connection with classroom
operation that paraprofessionals can do to re-
lieve the teacher of his burden. But they should
be aides to the teacher and nothing more. Aitding
the disadvantage of incompetent instruction to
the cargo of handicaps alreo4y carried by those
who come to us for help in this program is un-
just.

The movement to widen the entrance of non-
professionals in adult education raises a funda
mental question is there such a thing as an
educational profession? There are many who in-
sist that it does not take any special training to
teach another human being; that what is called



a body of professional knowledge is actually
proliferation of classes in educational psy-
chology, methods, and materials that never were
necessary. The opposite view is that we do rep-
resent something which qualifies as a valid
profession and that it requires certain know-
ledge and skill to operate at a job-performance
level consistent with that of other professions.
I shall labor the point no more The building
and maintenance of professional standards is
one of the important challenges in the ABE pro-
gram. If the philosophy of nonprofessional lead-
ership can establish a beachhead, it is not in-
conceivable that it can spread throughout our
entire educational community. If that day should
come, the cultural fiber of this nation is in
serious trouble.

What is the brighter side of the picture, the
strengths of the ABE program? First, ABE in
the last five years has accomplished a reason-
able measure of what it set out to do, that is,
involve a number of people in literacy education
that otherwise might not have had that experi-
ence. The figures of the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion indicate that the program has served over
a million and a quarter adults since its incep-
tion. Naturally, there are some duplications in
these figures, but they still represent a major
accomplishment. There is an ABE program in
every state in the nation, as well as the District
of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, and the. Virgin
Islands. Hundreds of teachers and administra-
tors have had some training. A number of ex-
perimental projects have been initiated that
have shed some new light on methods and ap-
prooches in -Literacy edecation. New resources
have been enlisted, particularly in higher edu-
cation, to augment the efforts of those already
in the field. New materials and teaching aids
'.nave been produced. Thus, while we have made
only a beginning in terms of the size of the total
task, it has been a good start.

Secondly, this ABE program constitutes one
more sale in merchaidising the concept of adult,
or continuing, education to the American public.
This is one of its greatest strengths or perhaps
more acct. rately, its greatest contribution to
our social philosphy. There are some blithe
optimists who are satisfied with the progress
made in this respect. I am not. It was easier
to enlist adults in a Works Progress Adminis-
tration (WPA) program in neighboring Indiana
30 years ago, than it was to enlist them in our
adult program in New York Ste.te in the 1950's.
The United States is still bhackled by the phi-
logophy that education is something for children
that you "get" when you are young, rather like

puberty T the measles. This intellectual strait-
jacket carried with it the implication that the
adult who seeks to acquire added knowledge is
either stupid or is trying to make up for some-
thing that he should have obtained when a child

that he is socially offtime. Those who genu-
inely believe that education is a continuous
process of life, that serious educational study
should run parallel with the total life experi-
ence, are in an uncomfortably small minority.
The education of the adult is something done
after everything else a P.S. to the main let-
ter. We are so busy educating all the children
of all the people. we forget the people. The
adult education budget is the last to be added
and the first to be cut. When presidents and
congressmen speak of educational needs, they
refer to the educar, n of children. The litera-
ture of the educational establishment is almost
entirely child-centered. The idea that the con-
tinuing education of the American adult s as
vital to the welfare of this nation as is the edu
cetion of the child has simply not been accepted
by our society.

The great contribution which ABE pro-
grams have made in the last five years, has
been to provide an example of adult education
that can be understood and appreciated. The
reality of twenty-four million American adults
who are functionally illiterate is an educational
need that men of reas. n cannot ignore.

Finally, the crowning strength of the ABE
program, in my opinion, lies in its absorbing
social significance. The greatest movements of
adult education throughout history have been
coupled with great societal needs. In Denmark
the folk school movement was conceived by
Ctandtvig to preserve the cultural heritage of
that little country from the encroachment of
Prussian influence. In England Mansbridge
wedded the resources of the universities to
the aspirations of the working masses. In Nova
Scotia Father Coady turned to a program, of
adult education to save the farmers and fisher-
men from economic destitution. These programs
of adult education had two things in common
they were conceived in the womb of national
crisis and succeeded in revitalizing the society
which gave them birth.

The new ABE program resounds to the so-
cial needs now engulfing this nation. Its purpose
dwarfs the values of conventional forms of edu-
cation. It is linked with the reclamation of those
thirty-four million Americans who now live be-
low the poverty level. It is fused with a great
adventure in human salvage.

In summary, this paper has discussed three
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weaknesses of the current ABE effort the
overemphasis on the occupational objective, the
lack of administrative coordination, and the
growth of nondrofessionalism and three

strengths of the current ABE program the
good beginning, the influence on public thinking
toward continuing education for all adults, and
the positive social contribution of the programs.
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THE IMPROVEMENT OF TEACHER TRAINING IN ADULT
BASIC EDUCATION: A PROJECTIVE APPRAISAL

William S. Griffith

and
Phyllis M. Cunningham

The improvement of adult basic education
programs through the vehicle of improved pre-
service, induction, inservice, and continuing
education of teachers requires a sourd know-
ledge base and an efficient administrative
structure. The purpose of this chaper is to
review the major ideas and problem areas in
adult basic education teacher training as they
have been presented in the preceding chapters
and in the discussions of the work groups
which dealt with these issues during the Work-
shop to Increase and to Improve University
Teacher Training in Adult Basic Education.

THE NATURE OF THE WORKSHOP
The intent of the workshop wa.s to define

the state of the research in Adult Basic Educa-
tion (ABE) teacher training and to explore its
implications for future action with those hav-
ing leadership responsibilities in these areas.
Eighty-six participants from all parts of the
United States deliberated over a ten day period
on the papers included in this book. Field trips
and demonstrations provided common experi-
ences to discuss research in context with prac-
tical considerations. Small work groups, sup-
plemented with resource personnel, set their
own agendas and made recommendations for
future research and action programs in the
teacher training arena.

There were four distinct groups of parti-
cipants: 55 per cent were university faculty
representing institutions involved or interested
in developing teacher training in adult ecleca-
tion; 36 per cent were equally distributed in the
administrator and governmental personnel
categories; the remaining 9 per cent were
graduate students who had a special interest
in adult basic education. The viewpoints of in-
dividuals representing various interests were
often diverse: long range planning vs. imme-

diate needs; formal prese..-vice training strat-
egies vs. more informal inservi-e activities;
training priorities directed toward highly
skilled professional personnel vs. those di-
rected toward paparaprofessional or supportive
personnel; and the relative importance assigned
to basic theoretical research and practical
action. These contrasting opinions, the argu-
ments on which they were based and any con-
clusions which were made are presented in
terms of central issues which developed within
the workshop.

DEFINITION OF ABE
Griffith, in his overview of the need for

ABE, stimulated discussion on the definition of
ABE; terms such as educationally disadvan-
taged adult, functionally-illiterate, illiterate,
and under educated adult are often used it dis-
criminately. If ABE is defined as the training
whinh is required to prepare a person to
survive legally in a modern technological so-
ciety, then years of schooling is not useful as
a criterion measure. Definitions of ABE have
implications for objectives, and objectives in
ABE are foamd in a polit;cal context. Is ABE
seen primarily as a vehicle for moving indivi-
duals from welfare roles or does ABE encom-
pass a broader set of objectives in which its
priority of various goals might be developed
in terms of the individual's perceived needs?

The following three part definition is pro-
posed for adult basic education: ABE is educa-
tion that results in the acquisition of commu-
nication and computational skills equivalent to
that which is considered adequate for one who
has completed twelve years of formal school-
ing; focuses on developing skills as citizens,
consumers, and participants in the family; and
contributes to improving the qua/ of the life
style of the students. This broaaer definition
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places a stronger emphasis on the develop-
ment of an individual's capacity in all areas
of life rather than focusing exclusively on
grade level of achievement or on job preparation.

Another approach to the defining of ABE
was articulated by Droege and Karlsen in
their discussions of testing and measurement.
Testing devices which are designed to meas-
ure a number of adult cognitive and personality
dimensions sensitively and simply at a basic
level, and for which there are norms on sub-
populations are badly needed if the effective-
ness of recruitment. counseling, placement,
and achievement assessment is to be increased.
Although progress has been made in this area,
existing instruments are not cdequate in sev-
eral ways: low ceilings on achievement tests,
unfamiliar content bias, and the use of graie
levels as benchmarks which may neither be
ordinal nor appropriate to conceptualizing
adult problems.

The operational definition of ABE will lack
precision until these defiliencies are remedied.

THE RELATIONSHIP OF ABE
TO ADULT EDUCATION
IN TEACHER TRAINING

Should teacher training programs in ABE
be organized as a sub-specialty in the field of
adult education or as a specialized cure cur-
riculum in its own right?

ABE teacher training as an institutional
enterprise was presented by Neff as a variant
of the general field of adult education. Research
papers by Jahns, Ryan, Botwinick, Monge and
Brown were applicable to all areas of adult
education. An alternative view is that teacher
training in ABE should be narrowly prescribed
in content and in structure. The basis of this
claim for treatment as a unique field could be
based on several approaches: the constellation
of circumstances which are particular to the
ABE student; the more highly diversified set-
tings in which ABE is taught, often attached to
other programs; and the more highly differ-
entiated educational outcomes expected from
ABE programs. Data from Haddad, Scharles,
and Robinson emphasizing the differences be-
tween the poor and other adults supported this
viewpoint. Data presented by McFann, Gregory,
and Lehmann emphasized ABE as found in con-
nection with other agencies. Crabtree, Robin-
son, and Blum emphasized differential educa-
tional outcomes. The specific problems of sub-
populations within the ABE target population is
also evidence for this particularistic approach.
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Cardenas emphasized cultural differerwes
which must be accounted for in the Spanish
population; Brazziel introduced the problems
of white racism for the black population. Com-
pelling arguments about the special problems
of racism which affect the entire ABE enter-
prise can also be made in support of this posi-
tion, since a disproportionate share of the
potential students are non-white.

The importance of work in our society is
assumed. Whether this importance can be
traced to a value position or as inherent and
basic to the meaning of life, may not be as im-
portant as the fact that work is considered to
be important. Whzt are the consequences in a
society in which a large number of citizens are
not engaged in productive work? It would appear
to be extremely important to examine any so-
cietal mechanisms which resulted in people not
being able to work because prerequisite know-
ledge, attitudes, and skills were inadequate, or
because discriminatory practices existed which
excluded them from acquiring work and/or job
mobility, or if there appeared to be a ceiling
on the number of available jobs within the so-
ciety which required a low level of training.

In the 1967 amendments to the social
security legislation a work incentive (WIN) pro-
gram was conceived to enable the able-bodied
educable fathers in families receiving welfare
to increase their ability to qualify for employ-
ment 'fhis would provide their families with
a higher income than that provided by public
welfare. In a number of states the rate at which
assistance benefits to a family are educed as
its income from other sources increases is
equal to 100 per cent. In such cases the policy
provides a disincentive to parents who might
be inclined to pursue education and seek em-
ployment if it meant they could improve their
income. Perhaps professional educators do
not perceive their function as one of question-
ing the assumptions behini the reality which
emompasses the audience they serve; or per-
haps the pressures of providing the educational
system causes the educator to accept the real-
ities of the present situation as given. What-
ever the reason, the consequences of the rnean-
ing of work, the potential number of low skilled
jobs, and the practical constraints imposed by
discrimination are generally not explicitly dis-
cussed in terms of teacher training. Professors
of adult education tend to see teacher training
in ABE within the broad framework of adult
education. This perception most likely results
from the fact that the university traditionally
prepares studeats for career lines which pre-



gently exist and there have been few career
positions in ABE until recently.

To interest universities in developing and
supporting teacher training programs in, adult
education it has been more practical for pro-
fessors to see teacher training in ABE as a
sub-specialty of the larger field rather than
as a discrete er.tity. Given the present short-
age of personnel at all levels in adult basic
education it appears that the wisest use of
limited university resources would lie in the
development of training programs for research-
ers, teacher trainers and master teachers who
would provide expertise at the highest level of
competency. The fullest development of all
areas of concern in adult t isic education using
the widest possible range af resources requires
the building of alliances with other university
departments such as economics, sociology,
psychology and human development which could
contribute to the knowledge of adult basic edu-
cation; information from these fields could be
apnlied to the wider field of adult education as
well.

There was some discussion of alternate
procedures which would provide the specialized
teacher training for ABE. Government funded
programs supporting professors and students in
credit program was one approach. An increase
in the number of federally supported program
spe.ialists who could have part-time profes-
sional duties and act as a resource person for a
designated area wra another suggestion. A con-
sortium of universities which would share the
services of a professor prepared as an ABE
specialist was still another suggestion. The
Education Professions Development Act was
also seen as a potential source for funding
teacher training in ABE, but one which had r of
yet been fully explored.

The judicious use of internships and spe-
cialized courses related to ABE was discussed
BB a way of preparing ABE teachers or admin-
istrators within a general program. Partici-
pants were ger_erally unaware of existing pro-
grams utilizing these concepts, which have
been developed in the past for personnel in-
volved in literacy education, such as that of
the Baylor Literacy Training Center.

At the present time there appears to be
little coordination and communication among
those in the leadership of ABE teacher train-
ing. Neff indicated that three distinct approaches
to developing personnel in adult education can
be distinguished which have few connecting
links. In considering curriculum components
and designing a number of approaches to the

specialized needs in ABE, in tl-e future it would
appear to be irresponsible behavior on the part
of adult education professors to ignore this
isolationism and to fail to develop integrative
and communication linkages. The fact that
twenty cut of some thirty-five institutions with
adult education graduate programs were rep-
resented at this workshop was a promising
sign. However, if adult education follows the
pattern of some other professions, it may be
necessary for an outside agent to initiate the
coordination within the profession. This role
conceivably might be taken by State Directors
of Adult Education but they would first have to
become r ore knowledgeable about the existing
training opportunities.

CURRICULUM FOR
TEACHER TRAINING WORKSHOPS

In general it was agreed that short term
teacher training workshops and other in-service
activities were necessary to increase profi-
ciency among ABE personnel. There appeared
to be a general movement away from what were
viewed as once prevalent opinions among ABE
leaders that curriculum could be reduced to a
single approach and a standardized ABE cur-
riculum developed. This earlier viewpoint tend-
ed towards an over-simplification of problems
inherent in ABE, produced instant experts who
were doctrinaire in their assertions, often
causing teachers to develop false assurance,
and an emphasis on gadgetry. Heavy criticism
was levied towards the violation of principles
of adult education whereby teachers are lec-
tured to rather than involved in discussions
with resource personnel in teacher training
programs. Also it was noted that papers which
have !,een published from a number of such
workshops and. ate that man; resource spe-
cialists are only minimally acquainted with the
literature of ABE if their footnotes and refer-
ences are valid criteria for judging their know-
ledge in this area.

The approaches which might be utilized in
future ABE workshops coalesced around either
an emphasis on substantive material or on
process. The extreme positions suggested de-
fining teacher training as emphasizing the com-
plex interaction which occurs in the classroom
with the presentation of research data which
illumiiiated this interaction or emphasizing the
sensitizing of teachers to the student through
sensitivity training, inquiry training, and inter-
action analysis techniques.

The arguments presented for and against
various approaches were based almost entirely
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on experience and intuition. Contemporary eval-
uations of teacher training activity in broader
based pre-service prep.tration have not pro-
duced any appreciable amount of quantified
data; comparative evaluative data between in-
stitutions are either non-existent or unpub-
lished. The teacher training workshops, though
centralized through and evaluated by the Office
of Education, have produced little conclusive
evidence which might serve as a basis for im-
proving the quality of future training programs.
An interesting contradiction became apparent
between philosophy and program implementa-
tion. The more narrowly prescribed base for
teacher training (i.e. specific to ABE rather
than to adult education generally) was sob-
scribed to by many workshop participants, e0
per cent of whom had been actively involved in
designing previous teacher training workshops.
An analysis of the content of wor!rshops prior
to 1968 indicates that few references to re-
search were included to alert teachers to thesa
sp_cific differences among ABE sub-populations.
Thy: substantive approach to teacher training
was given a lower priority than the more eclec-
tic practical considerations of how to function
on a day to day basis in the existing situation.
If this problem can be generalized to the field
of ABE, it is apparent that practitioners' avow-
ed philosophical orientations to the structure
of teacher training is not clearly linked with
existing practices.

THE CONTENT OF
TEACHER TRAINING

Student. Information abo it the student
which had implications for tr.:cher training
came from a number of sources. Botwinick,
Monge and Gardner, presenting information
from a human dwelopment perspective, pro-
vided important insights which, for the parti-
cipants, had implications for testing, pacing
the class, and dealing with attitudinal set. The
main criticism of these data rested on the fact
that the populations involved in these experi-
ments were not in the ABE population and
therefore generalization to this population
must be guarded.

Gregory dealt with the information an A.BE
teacher might need to understand the economic
motivations of their students. Although he cited
a considerable number of reports which con-
cluded that positive result: were obtained in
job retention and job mobility when ABE was
combined with vocati-snal training, the empir
led evidence to support this conclusion un
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reservedly was lacking. It was pointed out
Gregory that the educationally disadvantag
adult could be misused. It was felt that in soi
cases the overemphasis on economic motif
tions in education might encou age adrnin
trators and teachers to focus their prograi
exclusively on narrc v educationai outcon
which were successful in removing an m
vidual from the welfare rolls. Robinson h
indicated that in Cook County only 4 per c(
of the individuals receiving public assistar
were available for employment and many p
ticipants indicated that there was a danger
linking educational outcomes to.) strongly
occupational mobility or employment. If I

greater proportion of the people on put
tssistance are not employable because of f
tors other than education, it would be possi
to ignore a large number of adults needi
education as a way of improving non-econon
aspects of their lives. Some participants f

that motivation had been dealt with too sup
ficially and indicated that the whole area
self concept (both of teacher and student) shot
be considered in understanding motivatio
Although Gregory only purported to discu
motivation from an economic or job-rdat,
viewpoint, some participants reacted to ti
implicit assumptions that in too many cas
ABE is linked with a social goal of makit
individuals economically independent. For the
this placed pressure on curriculum constrt
lion which assigned a lower priority to mo
diverse educational outcomes, i.e., consum
education, family and personal developmer
and citizenship education.

In terms of economic outcomes, there
perhaps too much reliance on education as
panacea for curing social problems whit': ha
their roots in many institutional structures
American society, i.e., economic growth, £

vial stratification, structural unemploymet
urban concentration, as well as the person
ability limitation of some ABE students. F
binson's approach, perhaps quite realistical
and certainly pragmatically, was purely e(

nomic for a number of ABE students: provi
more low level ability jobs with higher pe
This solution asaumes that there are a nu(
ber of jobs which require little formal trainir
and do not presently pay enough to make tl
worker economically independent. It also a
sumes that a life time of routine work is a
ceptable to many individuals, if zemuneratic
is high enough; this assumption is one whit
many educators have difficulty in acceptin



Scharles' data were presented with the
underlying assumption that education, not eco-
nomics, was the basis to a solution. The argu-
ments around these issues were never clearly
defined. Scher les' paper stimulated discussion
along two lines: (1) how could economic incen-
tives be used to motivate students and provide
career lines into the major society, and (2) how
could more information on the economic impli-
cations of ABE be obtained and used by admin-
istrators to justify their programs. The neces-
sity of deN,eloping career ladders and articulation
between educational programs and higher level
employment opportunities was regarded as most
essential by virtually all of the conferees. The
use of teacher aids, recruiters, assistant teach-
ers, paraprofessional technicians, teachers and
counselors were seen as viable ways of up-
grading the poor. It was assumed that incentive
to work depended on the promotion of the
worker to a more responsible job and that most
v orkers are seeking, upward mobility, an as-
sumption `'-hick educators often take as impli-
citly true of most people but which lacks em-
pirical support for the undereducated population.

In these discussions the implications for
teacher training were assumed to be minor,
tnat is to sa:,, discussion was not concentrated
on C.3 efiects such variables would have on the
job of the teacher. In curriculum outlines sub-
mitted by two work groups, there was no evi-
dence that the career Jactdere concept within
the profession was seen as affecting the teach-
er training curriculum. Career ladders were
seen rather in terms of leir effect on external
conditions: ce:Lification and teacher unions. In
terms of the reports and discussion the 134 sture
of most participants appeared to be oriented to
internal problems of teacher training programs
rather than external problems. A more critical
stance might suggest that the participants. like
many others in developing professions, turned
inward for group support and demonstrated an
apparent reluctance to see the field of ABE in
perspective to the larger social situation.

Culture of Poverty. How does one define
poverty and how does one view the poor in the
larger social situation? Haddad and Blum di-
rected their attention to the philosophical ques-
tion of the culture of poverty; does it exist; if
rot, what are alternative positions in explaining
blhaviora of the poor, and what implications
does one's view oa this question have on his
approach to ABE?

The data from the small groups indicate
that these questions were difficult for the par-
ticipants to handle. For some participants the

issue was academic; for others it was not
basic. More important for the participants were
the practical considerations such as: how does
one take into account the ABE students' special
problems in designing a program? What are the
qualities which are prerequisite for the ABE
teacher? And how can one sensitize teachers to
the environmental influences which their stu-
dents cope with daily? These questions were
discussed throughout the conference. Despite
the educational background of the participants,
a continuing problem in the discussions was
the propensity to stereotype the poor. Perhaps
the unwarranted emphasis on the culture of
poverty concept has served to oversimplify the
dimensions of the special needs of the ABE
student rather than to encourage the concen-
tration of attention on meeting the individual
needs of a wide variety of students.

Assumptions underlying the culture of pov-
erty, have implications for every aspect of the
ABE enterprise; teacher recruitment, program
development, curriculum, materials, counsel-
ing, and financing are particularly affected.
Since much of the research on ABE students
has relied on grouped statistical data while
data on the richness and highly integrated cul-
tural components of various ALE rub-popula-
tions has not been readily available, the co
sequences which logically flow from on
assumptions about the poor have not been ap-
parent For exe.mple, if one assumes that there
is a social disorganization associated with pov-
erty, i.e. stressing a breakdown in the nuclear
family, illegitimacy, and high crime rates, as
cultural norms for the poor, one overlooks an
alternative hypothesis: fathers are absent from
the home because of external social pressures
and other males are available in th 3 extended
family to provide father figures; 1 gh illegiti-
macy rates among the poor may be the result
of poor reporting of illegitimacy rates among
the non-poor, or a result of abo-tions being
available on a class basis, or that children by
common-law marriages are incorrectly counted
as illegitimate; high crime rates emong the
poor are accentuated because crime is defined
differentiaPy according to social class and be-
cause some crimes in middle or upper class
society ere cared for informally, without book-
ing, and are therefore never reported. Educe-
tors' assumptions implicitly affect curriculum
development, teacher expectations, teacher
attitudes, and teacherstudent interaction. So-
cial scientists who use anthropological terms
loosely, and politicans, who utilize a concept
without -,arefully thinking through its implica
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lions, may have done a disservice to those
practitioners who have accepted the notion of
a culture of poverty on faith.

The arguments for the emphasis on the
ABE student as an adult who happens to be poor
were found in the general approach of the re-
search reported by Botwinick, Monge, Otto,
Blum and Brown. The emphasis is these papers
were clearly on adulthood, not poverty.

There was general agreement that more
needed to be done about the training of teachers
to relate to the ABE student, that more needed
to be known about the interaction of student,
teacher, classroom climate, and social milieu
in ABE (points emphasized by Blum, Griffith,
and Jahns) but whether the special problems
of the educationally disadvantaged populaticn
had their origins in social stratification or a
culture of poverty and the practical conse-
quences which develop from two viewpoints, on
this, there was no agreement.

Cultural Values of the ABE Student. There
was general agreement that personnel respon-
sible for teacher training in ABE must become
aware of and take cognizance of differential
values found in sub-populations. Brazziel raised
the issue of racism and its effects on the sup-
pression of aiternate life styles of minority
groups; these ,iroblems were reflected to some
extent in the group reports but the emphasis
was more on the recognition of differential
life styles rather than on the effects of racism,
reflecting the general predisposition of the
conferees to deal with internal rather than
external constraints.

The importance of cultural values was
also raised by those participants working spe-
cifically with Appalachian whites, Indian and
Spanish speaking populations. Carden as initiated
discussion of the problems of Spanish speaking
students. Nichol's film on teaching English as a
second language also emphasized differential
cultural values. Should such teaching be ap-
proached through bilingual instruction? Are
cultural values so linguistically based that it
would be easier for the student to develop his
literacy first in his own language? What values
are represented in commercially prepared ma-
terials which may mitigate against the student
learning the language because the values in-
herent in the content are alien to him? Unfor-
tunately the paucity of research data leaves
these questions unanswered.

The Teacher. Ryan's paper and film on
micro teaching as well as Nichol's paper on
the video tape recorder (VTR) introduced the
issues of methodology in teacher training. There
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appeared to 13:: no dispute about m stated
opinions concerning the assumptions behind
these methodologies and what implications me-
thodology in teacher training had for teacher
behavior in the ABE classroom. Although VTR
appears to be used extensively and micro teach-
ing is increasingly being utilized in teacher
training institutes, the empirical basis for as-
serting its apparent effectiveness in teacher
training has not been demonstrated. Regardless
of this fact, it was generally concluded that
there was logical justification for the inclusion
of these techniques for teacher training pro-
grams, based on the premise e, t the camera
and microphone provide new feed -back mech-
anisms to the student, which have not previously
been available. Non-verbal behavior, much of
which may be expressed unconsciously is a
part of a teacher's style and resulting teacher-
student interaction. Teachers rarely, if at all,
have the opportunity of viewing their own non-
verbal behavior; VTR provides that opportunity.

In terms of the special problems of the
poor, discussions about teacher qualifications
and teacher training internships were the foci
of participant interest. In the opinion of some,
the qualifications of the ABE teacher beyond
subject matter competence resided in person-
ality variables: warmth, friendliness, under-
standing, relating well to the educationally
disadvantaged. Of hers saw the problem not in
the recruitment component but as a training
problem. In these discussions two divergent
positions developed: one espoused the impor-
tance of internships and sensitivity training;
the other reflected objective training in adult
perspectives based on the available research.
The former position saw the focus of teacher
training in sensitizing the teacher to the con-
ditions of poverty,- the latter saw the focus on
the student as an adult who happened to be poor.
These positions were not always sharply de-
fined and much overlapping of ideas emerged
from the discussion. Those proposing the sen-
sitizing position agreed with the arguments
presented by Haddad, Scharles, Robinson and
Cardenas who emphasized the statistical or
observed differences found among the poor.
Since the group felt that many teachers were
somewhat naive in their comprehension of be-
havior related to poverty conditions, the appar-
ent remedy for the situation is to incorporate
sensitizing elements within the training cur-
riculum or in-service programs. Sensitivity
was never defined operationally, however, and
no data were presented to show that teachers
who had been trained in sensitivity groups be-



came more effective teachers as a result.
Jahns stimulated the discussion of the

effect of teacher attributes and educational pre-
paration on classroom climate. Several view-
points were discussed based on the experience
of observing ABE teachers at work. One view-
point was that teacher style could be modified
to make it more flexible, democratic, and
participatory nature by means of in-service
programs: the use of a master-teacher who
had day-to-day contact with less experienced
teachers (supported on the grounds that be-
havioral changes were best accomplished by
demonstration in concrete experiences), or
the ose of inter-agency visitation was also sug-
gested as a means of alerting teachers to al-
ternatives in classroom management; a view-
point supported on the grounds that the. teacher
was less threatened when not in his own class-
room and alternative teaching styles were seen
in context. Another viewpoint was based on the
assumption that there was no particular value
which could be attached to one type of teach-
ing over another. Rather, the question was in
the most effective use of the teacher's style
(by matching style with other variables such
as student personality, subject matter, situa-
tional factors) in producing educational out-
comes which included the student in some
meaningful way in taking responsibility for his
own learning.

No conclusions were drawn from this dis-
cussion except for agreement that conceptual
models miglit be useful in interpreting data on
the interaction effects of teacher preparation
and teaching style with other classroom vari-
ables. The importance which was attached to
developing research which dealt with the com-
plex interactions of a number of variables was
demonstrated by one group which committed
their final report to the developing of a theo-
retical construct in which ABE research could
be designed. This design, based on the recom-
mendations of Griffith, Blum, and Jahns, took
full recognition of the interrelated variables of
classroom interaction (student, teacher, ma-
terials, method, classroom climate, and en-
vironmental factors), placed the research pre-
sented at the workshop within this construct,
made recommendations and assigned priorities
for future research, and placed all of this in-
formation into interaction matrices to demon
strafe their interrrelatedness. In this group a
high priority was assigned to psychological
variables within both the student and teacher
especially in the area of self-concept. Although
research on this variable had been limited to

the alienation study reported by Jahns, for this
group, it was intuitively a central issue in
teacher attributes.

Material's. There appeared to he a new age
of maturity in the field of ABE concerning com-
mercially prepared materials, i.e., an appre-
ciation that material, in itself, is not a highly
significant variable in producing differential
learning outcomes. Steuart reported no signi-
ficant differences in leaaing outcomes in com-
paring two commercial sets of materials; his
results corroborated the results of the Green
leigh study of focr commercially prepared cur-
riculums in which no significant differences in
learning outcomes attributable to the materials
was found in a national sample of ABE stu-
dents. There was no discussion recorded on
the question, what is the best curriculum ma-
terials for Ala? Instead, discussion on curri-
culum materials was influenced by the Brown
end Otto papers. Brown's report on sul:ject
matter interests -If adults was accepted as
being highly relevant; it was felt this line of
research should E. extended to adult interests
among various sub-groupings v.ithin the ABE
population. But of even greater importance
from a research standpoint is the need to de-
monstrate empirically the assumed increase
in student achievement resulting from the use
of instructional materials of high reader inter-
est. Otto, by emphasizing what is known about
reading and the context within which adults
appear to learn, best synthesized this informa-
tion into a rationale for reading instruction.
This rationale, along with Otto's specific rec-
ommendation that there should be emphasis on
supplemental high interest materials of low
reading difficulty, provided a base for parti-
cipants to suggest further research needs in
this area.

Interestingly enough the discussion of cul-
tural values so strongly espoused by most par-
ticipants in the general discussion of the ABE
strident and teacher were not considered sped
&ally in terms of the development of culturally
biased materials. The ideas concerning cul-
tural value and its implications for materials
may develop more specifically in terms of
commercial materials at a later point; pre
slntly leaders in the field of ABE seem satis
fled with Leacher and student prepared mattr
ials in this area.

Methods. Ast and Mangano introduced the
idea of individualized instruction. Participants
felt that more attention should be paid to de
veloping innovative approaches to individualized
instruction such as the learning lab and cow
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puter assisted instruction. Since no evaluative
data were presented as to the conditions under
which these approaches were most effective,
with which students and at what level of learn-
ing, the participants defined a number of re-
search topics needing evaluative and empirical
study. The use of fewer and more modest de-
monstration projects which had more emphasis
on research components speci&ng conditions,
populations, and results, and which also com-
pared innovations to existing situations, and
allow for the research to be utilized more fully,
would facilitate the advancement of knowledge
because of the additive properties of the data.

The question was raised as to the impli-
cations for teacher training that educational
innovations engender. Ast indicated that the
learning .enter instructor was a key figure in
designing the individualized approach to learn-
ing and had further indicated that this approach
was unique and not found in traditional class-
rooms; how then were teachers trained for
such a role as this? Ast's answer was through
inservice and pre-service training but content
was not specified. Mc Penn also specified strat-
egies which would account for individual dif-
ferences and presented convincing evidence
for designing more flexible learning .ituations
to maximize learning outcomes. The discussion
of this issue indicated that little v. known
r bout how .erious means of individua'ized in-
struction tali adults compared with gne another
or with traditional groupings of student&

THE DISSEMINATION OF I.1.-3EARCH
The dissemination of information and re-

search in ABE is not adequately systematized.
Cortright discussed the problems of dissemi-
nation from the point of view of an adminis-
trator of a public school adult educatior pro-
gram; the adult education Tesourcis information
center at Syracuse was not represented. The
USOE came under criticism since it was felt
by many that information on workshops and
demonstration projects was n,)t easily acces-
sible. Nichols had reported the of USOE
in establishing the Southwest regional labor-
atory but again there was no clear mechanism
for reporting research findings. Some felt that
ABE information was so scat'ered in the Edu-
cational Resources Information Center (ERIC)
system that improving accasibility will con-
tinue to be a problem. Presently in individual
se0ing information in the area of ABE might
potent ally contact the ERIC eIters at Syra
cuse (adult education), Ohio State (vocational
education), Indiana University (reading). the
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Naticnal Adult Education Clearinghouse of the
National Education Association, Southwestern
Cooperative Educational Laboratory, the Cen
ter for Adult Basic Education, Evaluation and
Learning and the Appalachian Adult Basic Edu-
cation Demonstration Center.

There /gas a reluctant recognition that
practitioners and leaders in ABE often do not
attempt to search out research findings and
appeared to prefer instead to develop programs
from practical experience or from verbal ex
change of ideas.

Recommendations from the conferences on
dissemination of information and research in-
ductee: the publishing of an ABE yearbook,
developing an ABE Journal of Research, re-
quiring all program evaluations and research
findings be made available to the state library
system and the use of annotated bibliographical
lists distributed annually. These suggestions
appear to have been.made without fully recog-
nizing the under - utilization of dissemination
mechanisms already available. Presently there
does not appear to be an abundance of ABE
research available for publishing in Adult Edu-
cation, the quarterly professional journal of
the Adult Education Association of the U.S.A.
The annotated bibliographies require profes-
sional personnel to monitor and evaluate avail
able documents; thus far ABE bibliographies
do not appear to have had such rigorous assess-
ment and therefore are of limited value.

On a broader scale it was recommended
that USOE, ERIC, and NAPSAE coordinate their
efforts to develop a more efficient system of
dissemination including the provision of a sys-
tem fcr providing connective links within the
dissemination system. A Canadian clearing-
house now being developed could also be in-
cluded. It was pointed out that many practitioners
in adult basic education are unable to analyze
7esearch reporta and therefore a screening
device is needed to assess the quality of re
search and to eisseminate findings selectively.
The .conferees 4.elt that the practice of the editor

f Adult Education in using a panel of readers
to assess the value of all articles submitted for
publication was an excellent one. Nevertheless,
this practice does little to deal with the prob-
lem of assessing the quality of the flood of
research reports which find their way into the
literature.

Another possibility for improving the dis-
semination of available information would be
the development of better linkages with the In-
ternational Reading Association (IRA). The
efforts of Joseph Mangano and his associates
in bringing together members of IRA, NAPSAE



and the Council of State Directors is a begin-
ning, but presently, for most ABE personnel,
the work of the IRA is unknown.

AN ASSESSMENT OF THE PROBLEM
A critical analysis of data generated from

the workshop led to the placement of problems
related to teacher training in ABE under six
central issues. To place these six issues into
a meaningful context the state of the art in ABE
teacher training will be viewed in its historical
perspective.

Historically the ABE enterprise has not
been an established institutional arrangement
in our society; rather, it emerges periodically
as a priority endeavor in times of stress, often
in the context of a crash program. The unstable
nature of the ABE enterprise has far reaching
effects in virtually every area it subsumes:
professional personnel tend to not view work in
ABE as a life long major commitment; re-
search activity basic to the development of the
enterprise waxes and wanes with the emergence
and decline of the activity as an institutional
priority; professional training programs are
developed as ancillary in-service activities and
the development of formalized pre-service train-
ing programs is stow and arduous; educational
outcomes tend to be narrowly defined and are
highly related to the political situation in which
ABE is seen as important. The urgency of the
60's to attack functional illiteracy is not unre-
lated to the critical importance of illiteracy at
the height of World War II, or the emergency
measures to attack illiteracy in the 30's at the
height of the depression, or in the crucial im-
portance of eliminating the culture-gap among
recent immigrants and the native born in the
early years of the 20th Century. Against this
backdrop the following central issues can be in-
terpreted as consequences rather than abera-
tions 'which are related to the political context
in which ABE is found.

1. In-service educational programs for teach-
e...s in ABE are fragmentary in nature, un-
evenly distributed nationally, and with con-
tent which is uneven in quality. Incentive
or motivational components for continuing
professional education are lacking to induce
moonlighting professionals into furthering
their academic preparation in adult educa-
tion.

2 Pre-service educational programs are de-
veloping in an uncoordinated fashion emerg
ing within varying contexts and highly di.
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vergent in curriculum; connecting links
between program approaches are minimal.
Three pre-service approaches can be iden-
tified: graduate programs in adult educa-
tion; graduate programs in linguistics and
info. mation transmittal; and the more amor-
phous, recently developed ABE short term
training programs which have emerged
within the last five years. These three edu-
cational approaches, up to now, have oper-
ated in relative isolation, preventing the
cross-fertilization of developments among
a common cadre of teacher-trainers thus
perpetuating inefficiency.

3. The subject matter for teacher training in
ABE is currently based more on what is
thought or felt than on what has been dem-
onstrated empirically.

a. Research on the teaching-learning situ-
ation in ABE is characterized by eval-
uative and descriptive studies; empirical
studies, specific to ABE, are often de-
veloped within an inadequate theoretical
framework with variables which lack
rigorous definition and with simple
two-variable, one-way causal relation-
ships posited. 114any of the correlational
studies are based on post-hoc analyses
and rigorous experimental research is
almost non-existent. Empirical research
from allied fields, significant to ABE,
is not presently being utilized to any
appreciable extent as a basis for teach-
er training.

b. Since much ambiguity surrounds the
conceptualization of multiple education-
al outcomes and the priorities attached
to any one outcome, a clear definition
of requisite teacher competencies is
not available. This situation leads to a
lack of focus on teacher-training pro-
grams, objectives, and specified out-
comes which lend themselves to rigor-
ous evaluation.

c. The lack of a clearly defined set of
philosophical positions related to ABE
has developed seemingly from a stereo
typing of the poor. Subpopulations in
the target audience with differential
value orientations or life styles have
not been adequately identified. This ap-
proach has led to a simplistic analysis
of student characteristics which, when
generalized to the target population,
has implications for methods, materials
curriculum, supportive services, and



institutional arrangements. This ap-
proach has mitigated against the devel-
opment of more efficient and effective
evaluations of results in ABE programs
and in turn to a less specialized approach
in teacher training.

4. The ABE enterprise has not stressed the
differential components inherent in the needs
of ABE students and in the more diverse
institutional settings in which it is found in
order to develop its own unique model for
the delivery of ABE to its intended audience.
ABE students come to the educational proc-
ess under some of the most unique and di-
verse situations in the entire field of edu-
cation. The target population is not small;
assumptions underlying the ABE process
are more extreme if not unique to other
adult education efforts. The only effort to
conceptualize this enterprise nationally was
carried out by Management Technology, Inc.:
their effort has not been publicly evaluated
nor has there been any serious attempt at
implementing its recommendations. Some
criticism has been leveled at this report
challenging the assumptions under which
the proposed design was developed. The
propensity to imitate well established edu-
cational systems tends to reinforce teach-
ers recruited from those systems in be-
haviors appropriate to youth education
rather than to the unique nature of the ABE
enterprise.

5. The political implications inherent in all
educational institutional arrangements are
particularly germane to ABE. The uncer-
tainties and tenuous arrangements which
proceed from these political considerations
tend to force leaders in ABE to overem
phasize the impact of ABE as a solution for
complex social problems, to mitigate against
the setting of more realistic and limited
educational goals, and to adjust their opin-
ions of the relative worth of diverse educa-
tional outcomes.

6. There is a lack of a comprehensive con-
ceptualization of research needs in ABE
which is basic to the sensitive allottment
of funds to stimulate research activity in a
priority system based on a logical and ra-
tional ordering of needs.

THE ORDERING OF RESEARCH NEEDS
A rational ordering of research needs re-

quires an objectivity and perspective often lack-
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ing among practitioners who must deal with day
to day operating problems. Objectivity and per-
spective are required to see the larger problem
rather than the apparently unrelated multiple
manifestations of that problem.

Before one can deal with specific research
needs in teacher training for ABE, several pric r
questions must asked. These questions must
be approached with a critical analysis, guarding
against implicit assumptions which have been so
codified that it may appear that answers have
already been found. Some of these questions
which policy makers at the national level must
ask as they plan programs are: What is the func-
tional definition of literacy is a modern techno-
logical society? For wha', purposes is literacy
considered necessary? Why are adults not liter-
ate in a society that has a universal educational
system? What political, social, and economic
forces are operating to perpetuate illiteracy?
What political social and economic forces are
operating to eradicate literacy? What is the his-
torical perspective of literacy problems in a
modern technological society? What is the poten-
tial contribution literacy programs alone can be
expected to make?

Answers to these questions are required if
one is to deal with a definition of the problem
and to think through the assumptions under which
educational activity can reasonably be expected
to operate effectively.

One could argue that illiteracy is extremely
functional to American society. Illiteracy insures
society of a pool of marginal workers who an
be called upon in times of full economy to fill
menial but necessary jobs; illiteracy can also
be argued as functional in that it provides a so-
ciety with unsophisticated consumers who rapidly
put all of their income back into circulation
maintaining a denand for consumer goods and
insuring the circJlation of money. One could
argue that illiteracy is functional of American
society in that it provides a population of citi-
zens who remain at the bottom of and create a
base for a stratified society. Other societies
have found illiteracy functional in that a highly
literate educated populace makes strong demands
on its society, asserting itself in ways which
may be troublesome to those in authority. Moyni-
han's analysis of "maximum feasible misunder-
standing" is such an analysis of the 0E0 pro-
grams. Most Americans, by the very nature of
the national ethos, would find these conceptuali-
zations of literacy programs unacceptable. It is
more in keeping with the traditional values of
our society to see illiteracy and its partner
poverty, as being linked to inadequacies within



the individual rather than natural consequences
of basic assumptions under which the society
operates.

It: historical perspective it can be demon-
strated that educational opportunities are linked
to economic needs, social stratification and po-
litical activity. It would appear naive for those
conceptualizing the problem of ABE to be una-
ware of these historical developments. Ameri-
cans ultimately approve of literacy programs,
often conceiving of education az, a par a,..:ea for
allying the most complex social problems. Edu-
cators, in the same spirit, often uncritically
accept un--ealistic goals as edurational objec-
tives, therefore becoming willing victims of un-
necessary frustration when educational programs
appear dysfunctional in reaching impossible
goals. Will teaching a person to read and write
insure that individual a job? Will a standardized
academic curriculum have as an outcome an in
formed citizen? A parent capable of providing a
healthy environment in -.-4111.11 children can grow
up? Does literacy insure an individual against
prejudice or discrimination related either to
race, class or ethnic origin? Basic education
programs and programers might profitably es-
pouse more humble objectives. Educational out-
comes must be specific, realistic, and in many
people's opinion congruent with specific inter-
ests and the needs of specific populations, who
face specific life problems if they are to be
successful.

Another assumption which is bothersome
in ABE is that nearly everything useful to know
about the target audiences is already known. It
hes been easy to generalize on gross statistical
summaries and come to conclusions about the
functional illiterate which may describe few, if
any, individuals within the target group to be
educated. It would, therefore, seem imperative
for researchers in ABE to define literacy op-
erationally, to spell out alternate educational
strategies specifically with reasonable and spe-
cific educational outcomes, and to define sub-
groups of functional illiterates for which these
programs are specifically designed. This highly
specific carefully defined program would be a
welcome approach to many administrators,
teachers and students who now feel caught in an
amorphous situation, armed with curricular ma-
terials and philosophies which fer many appear
full of major conflicting elements.

Once the problem has been defined and ed
ucational outcomes are specified, prk-ity re-
search needs can be identified more readily.

If gainful employment is an educational out-
come for one type of ABE program, then prob-
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13rns related to the best combination of student-
teacher recruitment, counseling, curriculum,
teaching methods, and institutional base can be
specifically studied. Various combinations of
inputs on each variable could be specified and
empirically tested in carefully designed research
plans. The same situation would be true for ed-
ucational outcomes such as citizenship training,
family living, consumer education, and liberal
education. Again the necessity of discarding un
sound implicit assumptions must be recognized.
Is literacy a requirement for all employment?
What level of literacy is warranted for specific
outcomes? Adequate preparation to function in
specific areas of society needs to be carefully
appraised. In some cases it must surely be
wiser to modify employment educational pre-
requisites than to insist on the development of
competencies unrelated to the demands of the job.

Cultural componants could also be specified
in like manner. English as a second language
for educated foreign born could be separated
from ESL for native born functional illiterates
which again would be different from teaching
English in their native language to those who
are not literate.

Practitioners are well aware that for some
adults illiteracy is a consequence of limited
mental ability. A sensitive testing procedure
must be divined for screening and assigning
adult students into programs designed for their
particular educational problem. Adults who have
not been educated and h'iose who have been mis-
educated must be handled in different ways from
those adults who are educationally handicapped
or mentally retarded.

Geneticists have data which have implica-
tions for those involved in ABE. Geographic and
cultural isolation such as found in rural areas,
reservations, and regions such as Appalachia
give rise to specific problems related to in-
breeding and its consequences. Until educational
programs are designed to attack causes as well
as symptoms the results of such program, will
continue to be trivial. ABE programs which are
developed without consideration of the root causes
of unemployment and without the development of
adequate articulation with employment oppor-
tunities appear to developed primarily for
moral justification rather than for bringing about
the changes necessary to enable the adult illit-
erates and their children to assume an independ-
ent and productive role as a contributing citizen.

Recognizing the fact that there are at least
24 million functionally illiterate adults by pres
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ent definition, it is not difficult to see that an
effective program to reduce illiteracy signifi-
cantly must be institutionalized. Research is
sorely needed which would indicate the most ef-
ficient institutional forms to provide for a per-
manent system of ABE. Can existing institutions
be reshaped to accommodate the ABE enterprise?
If such institutions are used, how can ABE be
guarded from a marginal existence in terms of
the primary function of these institutions? Should
new institutions be created to carry out the ABE
function? If so, how car these institutions be de-
veloped to articulate effectively with existing
institutions?

The institutionalization of ABE as a perma-
nent mechanism in our society requires that the
financing of ABE must be studied. Economic
analyses on the, return of investments in ABE
need to be specified in terms of specific educa-
tional outcomes. The investment of public monies
must be dealt with in terms of accountability;
therefore an evaluation model for the ABE enter-
prise acceptable to the practitioners in the field
and capable of providi.,g an adequate empirical
base to guide decision. making must be devel-
oped. Such an evaluation model would accom-
plish two purposes: (1) ABE could be justified
as an economic investment, and (2) the data col-
lected would provide means for continually im-
proving the effectiveness and efficiency of spe-
cific programs.

The staffing of a permanent ABE operation
involves the problems of personnel recruitment,
selection and training. Teacher training in ABE
is presently in an early stage of development
and it is still marginal to other teacher training
activities. Within the field of teacher training
there is poor communication among profession-
als involved in various approaches to literacy
and ABE. A conceptualization of the entire per-
sonnel pre-service and inservice educational

processes is needed with attention given to the
specific demands of dealirg with educationally
disadvantaged adults. If training programs are
to be devised to trait/ individuals efficiently,
then training institutions must know and be able
to specify the kinds of competencies which are
required for persons holding various kinds of
positions in adult basic education programs.

Finally, research is needed in terms of
more specific information on the adult learner
and the adult teacher and the interaction which
takes place in the learning situation. Old ap-
proaches need to be contrasted with new strat-
egies; the impact of new technology and its use
in complex interactional processes has yet to
be studied systematically. It would seem im-
perative that researchers in adult basic educa-
tion seek to work more closely with researchers
in the more firmly established disciplines so
that the effectiveness of all ABE research may
be enhanced and the research capacity of these
other disciplines becomes involved in solving
adult basic education problems. Then the chal-
lenges of improving the dissemination system
will become paramount.

The improvement of adult basic education
programs is conceptually not an overwhelming
task. It is precisely because of the diffuseness
of purpose and the reluctance to specify the out-
comes desired that program evaluation and im-
provement have remained largely on the intuitive
level. When educators are ready to disclaim any
assertions that adult basic education is a multi-
purpose panacea and when they become willing
to espouse only those objectives which they can
defend rationally and pursue systematically,
th- n the entire adult basic education enterprise
can be placed on a sound basis and the never-
ending process of improvement can proceed
rationally.
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